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A. FOREWORD  ⌂ 
 

The Ontario Colleges Library Service (OCLS) maintains the Colleges Union Catalogue (CUC) for the 
24 Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology. Currently the CUC has holdings for approximately 
860, 000 resources, created or edited in accordance with international, national and local standards as 
originally outlined by the Cataloguing Committee of the Bibliocentre Users’ Advisory Group and 
continually updated and maintained by the Bibliographic Standards Working Group (BSWG). 

 
The CUC consists of records for monographs, audio-visual materials, and serials in English and 

French.  There are also some records for remotely available electronic resources and the way the CUC 
handles these will continue to evolve. The CUC is a valuable finding tool for college students, faculty and 
staff of the libraries and learning resources centres (LLRs). In particular, LLR staff use the CUC for key 
operations:  the verification of bibliographic information, collection assessment and to borrow materials 
from another library. In addition, the CUC acts as a resource for OCLC-LTS both for obtaining records and 
preventing the duplication of record creation, providing cost savings for the colleges. 

 
In addition to the CUC, OCLS recognizes that there are, and will continue to be a range of other 

projects and applications requiring the use of shared library metadata from across the college system. 
As such, bibliographic metadata standards, policies and best practices are updated and observed in 
order to maintain the integrity of the CUC and other shared initiatives, (COLLECT, ACE Project) and to 
facilitate the sharing of resources among the college LLRs. Going forward we will work with HLLR to 
agree on bibliographic record standards appropriate to facilitate the use of library metadata in shared 
initiatives. 

 
The workflow described in the following Sections has been compiled for the 24 colleges of Ontario 

based on the RDA Toolkit and material from documents listed in the Bibliography section. The purpose 
of this workflow is to help member libraries edit resource descriptions from various cataloguing sources 
to suit their needs, and to create full descriptions of resources that adhere to accepted standards and 
policies. This workflow is simply a starting point as bibliographic standards are constantly being updated 
and revised.  Moreover, other tools and resources will often be required and it will be important to 
verify information found here with the resources mentioned in this workflow to ensure correct 
cataloguing and coding. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ocls.ca/
http://bibc.ocls.ca/
http://searchcollect.ca/
https://www.ocls.ca/services/ace-accessible-content-e-portal
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdatoc_rdatoc-14.html
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B. INTRODUCTION              ⌂ 

 
There have been many changes since the release of the original 2010 OCLS cataloguing manual.  

AACR2 has been replaced by a new content standard, Resource Description and Access (RDA), discussion 
about the replacement of MARC, linked data and the semantic web is commonplace, and the push for 
electronic resources requires continuous adaptation.  As such, it recently became clear that a new RDA 
workflow was needed to replace the OCLS cataloguing manual.   

 
Early on, the BSWG concluded that this workflow, by necessity of our developing environment 

needed to be FRBR driven, clearly outlining a WEMI structure. Cataloguers at Ontario colleges have 
recently crossed the threshold to RDA, which is based upon FRBR concepts and at some point in the 
future MARC will likely be replaced.  So while there will undoubtedly be a learning curve associated with 
moving away from a purely MARC based approach, it was decided that a FRBR driven one would put us 
all in a better position for the future.  As Szeto (2013) illustrates: 

 
RDA represents a revision to AACR2 that implements FRBR concepts and incorporates FRBR 
terminology. The convergence of RDA and FRBR will focus cataloging, or resource description, 
on the resources’ relationships with each other and steer the process of retrieval and access 
toward navigating links through a hierarchy of relationships. This change in emphasis positions 
libraries to participate in the emerging Semantic Web.  (Szeto, 2013, p. 306) 
 

In adopting this multi-entity bibliographic model (FRBR) it is the hope that we might guide 
cataloguing staff through the fundamental principles of RDA and enable cataloguers to take some steps 
to prepare for a linked future.  As Seeman & Goddard point out, for cataloguers to prepare for linked 
data, “It becomes, then, not a question of whether to follow standards, but rather a question of 
awareness of future data needs and an associated shift in focus to align with them within current 
standard-based practice” (Seeman & Goddard, 2015, p. 334). It was the intent of the BSWG to have this 
awareness and adapt existing practices such that cataloguers from across the colleges can create more 
“future-compatible cataloging data”. 

 
The use of BIBFRAME (or other potential equivalents) as a full replacement for MARC is still on the 

horizon, but the potential to batch process MARC data into RDF such that it can be published online (say 
by BIBFRAME) is a current reality and highlights the need to shift standards and practice.  In short, there 
needs to be a shift towards increased emphasis of authorities and access points, relationships, 
vocabularies, differentiated values, and in general an emphasis on more structured data.  Miller (2014) 
used an analogy to Lego in describing BIBFRAME vocabulary and the challenge to cataloguers at present 
is to try to carve out lego building blocks within MARC such that they can be pulled apart and reused ... 
rather than describing records, the focus is changing to describing elements and things that can be 
linked together. 
 

Though there are many changes, one constant is the need to ensure that our resources are 
accessible to our users.  A great deal of time and expense goes into acquiring the best resources for our 
respective colleges and making these materials visible is paramount.  As such, Rekha Jaffer’s 
introduction from the original OCLS cataloguing manual holds true: 
 

“Cataloguing is detail-oriented work. Take the time to create good records—validate the access 
points against the appropriate authorities. Though this will take time in the beginning, it will all 

http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://bibframe.org/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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be worthwhile in the end. Discovery is dependent on your work—subject work, authors’ names 
and series titles you establish will be the access points your users would be using to retrieve 
items”(Jaffer, 2010, p. 6). 

 
The emphasis may now be moving more towards resource description and data elements rather 

than “records”, but the best way to make our collections visible and accessible is still to ensure that it is 
accompanied by high quality metadata.  Happy resource description to all, may your metadata be robust 
and your FRBR user tasks be fulfilled! 
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C. CATALOGUING TOOLS AND STANDARDS                                             ⌂           
 

Index 
 

C.1 Descriptive Cataloguing 

   C.2 Content Standards 

               C.2.1 AACR2 

               C.2.2 RDA 

   C.3 Entity-Relationship Models 

   C.4 Encoding Standards 

               C.4.1 MARC 

               C.4.2 Linked Data and the Semantic Web 

   C.5 Authorized Access Points and Identifiers 

 

C.1 Descriptive Cataloguing 
 
This manual alone will not enable the user to create quality bibliographic records. In order to do that, it 
is extremely important to acquire the tools listed below:  
 
There is a lot of material to cover for the beginner, but much will become clear and come through play 
and practice with resource description.  Please do not panic! 
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C.2 Content Standards 
 

C.2.1 AACR2 
 
The Anglo American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) have been in use since 1967 and the second edition 
(AACR2) since 1978.  AACR2 is no longer being used for original cataloguing in Ontario colleges. Given 
the length of use there are a vast number of legacy records still available in AACR2 format, so while the 
colleges have moved to RDA it is still a very good idea to have a solid grounding in this standard. AACR2 
is currently still available in print and online through Cataloger’s Desktop and the RDA Toolkit. 
 

C.2.2 RDA 
 
RDA is the current content standard adopted for use with the CUC.  A phased implementation to 
transition from AACR2 to RDA occurred in 2013 and now RDA records are part of everyday workflows.   
 
Current policy is to perform all original resource description in RDA and to always prefer RDA records 
in copy and from vendors when available.  Libraries are also encouraged to advocate for the provision 
of RDA records from metadata vendors.  There are no plans at present to update legacy records, 
including AACR2 records to RDA, although hybrid records (previous content standards enhanced with 
RDA elements) can be utilized so long as best practices are followed.  
 
The RDA Toolkit is the major tool used for guidance on cataloguing with RDA.  There is also a print 
version, but this is only recommended as an option if the RDA Toolkit is not available as it is a more 
limited resource. 
 
As outlined by Hitchens (2012), in a nutshell, RDA is intended to be : 

• A content standard to replace AACR2 which is neither based on the catalogue card format nor 
MARC21 practices 

• Based on the conceptual models created by IFLA.  
- Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR)  
- Functional Requirements of Authority Data (FRAD)  
- Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Data (FRSAD) 

• Designed for working online, and for describing all types of resources, including those accessed 
online 

• Going to help us create well-formed metadata that will improve our systems and therefore the 
user experience 

• Designed to work in current catalogues, with compatibility with AACR2 records such that both 
formats can co-exist well into the future 

• Designed to work in future catalogues 
- take advantage of new database structures 
- create data that can function in linked data environment 
- make library data visible in the web and play well with other types of metadata 

 
There are a variety of authoritative resources available for RDA instruction and training information for 
all types of content and media.  There is the RDA Toolkit itself and LLR members are advised to 
subscribe to the online RDA Toolkit  where they can interactively use this OCLS workflow.  
 

https://desktop.loc.gov/jsp/login.jsp
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/hybridrecords
http://www.rdatoolkit.org/
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-authority-data
http://www.ifla.org/node/5849
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/
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● RDA Toolkit http://access.rdatoolkit.org/ 
 
Other resources include: 
 

● Library of Congress RDA: Information and Resources in Preparation for RDA. 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/rda/ 

● Library of Congress-Program for Cooperative Cataloging Policy Statements (LC-PCC PS) 
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp0_lcps0-99999.html 

● Cataloger’s Desktop https://desktop.loc.gov/jsp/login.jsp  
● Subscribers to both Cataloger's Desktop and the RDA Toolkit (separate subscriptions) can access 

the Toolkit within Cataloger's Desktop http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/ 
● International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD-G): free online 

http://archive.ifla.org/VII/s13/pubs/isbdg0.htm 
● Information and Resources in Preparation for RDA are available on the Catalogers’ Forum.   

 
 

C.3 Entity-Relationship Models 

 
At its core, RDA is based on three entity-relationship models developed by the IFLA, namely the 
Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), Functional Requirements for Authority Data 
(FRAD), and Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Data (FRSAD).  These models use an “entity 
analysis technique that is used in the development of conceptual models for relational database 
systems” and entities, attributes and relationships were analysed such that these models reflect the 
“relevance of each attribute and relationship to the tasks performed by users of bibliographic data.” 
(IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2013, p. 9) Given that RDA 
was developed with a FRBR foundation, this workflow is structured with a FRBR methodology and 
design. 
 

 
Presented by Marina Morgan at the Ontario Library Services North Conference, Sudbury, ON, 2013 
“What is RDA and What Does the Future of RDA Hold for Us?” 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/rda/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/rda/
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp0_lcps0-99999.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp0_lcps0-99999.html
https://desktop.loc.gov/jsp/login.jsp
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/
http://archive.ifla.org/VII/s13/pubs/isbdg0.htm
http://archive.ifla.org/VII/s13/pubs/isbdg0.htm
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/tools/
http://www.ifla.org/node/2016
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records
http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-authority-data
http://www.ifla.org/node/5849
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For further information on FRBR, consult the following resources: 
● FRBR Study http://www.ifla.org/files/assets/cataloguing/frbr/frbr_2008.pdf 
● FRBR Awareness Campaign  
● FRBR as a foundation for RDA. (approx. 1 hour) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VilTt2bx338&list=PL1AAFB573158DC4A1&index=15 
● What is FRBR?: a conceptual model for the bibliographic universe. 

http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF 
  
 

C.4 Encoding Standards 
 

C.4.1 MARC  
 
MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloguing), our current encoding environment, is a “suite of data element 
sets that provides the mechanism by which computers exchange, use, and interpret bibliographic, 
authority, holdings, classification, and community information data.” (Radebaugh, 2007, p. 15).  
Developed in the 1960s, MARC has been with us for a very long time. RDA is compatible with MARC21 
and MARC coding is essential for display on current systems (ILS, discovery layers) and will continue to 
be used for the foreseeable future.   
 

● MARC21 format for Bibliographic data (1999 ed.) http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/   
● Library of Congress Rule Interpretations available through subscription to the Cataloger's 

Desktop. 
● MARC21 format for Authority Data (1999 ed.) 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/ecadhome.html  
● MARC21 (Bibliographic) tutorial 

http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/techserv/marc21_tutorial_ie/marcfrIE.htm 
 
 

C.4.2 Linked Data and the Semantic Web 
 
MARC is a bit like sharks or crocodiles in that it is an ancient creature in modern times.  You can criticise 
it for being based in a previous time, but really where it has shortcomings it is a victim of its own 
success.  How many other encoding standards have a legacy stretching back over 35 years? 
Nevertheless, as hard as it is to imagine crocodiles evolving, we are currently looking at a post-MARC 
future, if for no other reason than to make our data more accessible through the web (research will 
highlight many others). 
 
The primary technologies being explored to either enhance or replace MARC are linked data and the 
Semantic Web.  Linked data is generally defined by Seth van Hooland and Ruben Verborgh as a “set of 
best practices for the publication of structured data on the web.” (Hooland & Verborgh, 2014, p. 3) The 
primary approach here is to use RDF triples to both link to other external data sets, allowing enhanced 
discovery through library systems, but also to allow library metadata to be visible on the web (where 
most of our users are).  Large projects in development include: LIBRIS, Europeana and perhaps most 
notably BIBFRAME and OCLC’s use of Schema.org. 
 

http://www.ifla.org/files/assets/cataloguing/frbr/frbr_2008.pdf
http://www.ifla.org/files/assets/cataloguing/frbr/frbr_2008.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VilTt2bx338&list=PL1AAFB573158DC4A1&index=15
http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=43
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=43
http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/ecadhome.html
http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/techserv/marc21_tutorial_ie/marcfrIE.htm
http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/techserv/marc21_tutorial_ie/marcfrIE.htm
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://bibframe.org/
http://schema.org/
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Often confounded with linked data is the idea of the semantic web.  As Gödert, Hubrich and 
Nagelschmidt note: 
 

“The conception of a Semantic Web marks a new step of development. It is proposed that 
distributed data resources should be technically combined, and it is envisioned that appropriate 
ontological representing and linking of distributed resources could generate an additional 
semantic value from which thematic search processes could enormously benefit.” (Gödert, 
Hubrich, & Nagelschmidt, 2014, p. vi) 

 
More simply put, “The Semantic Web is about metadata designed to be used by computers.” (Coyle, 
2010, p. 19). Here we are talking about extending machine readable data in a way that computers can 
use it for basic inference – thus enabling new forms of enhanced discovery and sharing.  The emphasis 
on data for machine consumption highlights the need for cataloguers to start seriously thinking about 
describing uniquely identifiable data elements that can be linked with relationships, rather than records 
optimized for textual display. 
 

● BIBFRAME http://www.loc.gov/bibframe/ 
● Schema Bibex https://www.w3.org/community/schemabibex/ 
● OCLC linked data website https://www.oclc.org/developer/develop/linked-data.en.html 
● OCLC linked data research http://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/linkeddata.html 
● WC3 linked data http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data 
● Libhub Initiative http://www.libhub.org/ 
● Linked data website http://linkeddata.org/home  
● RIMMF http://www.marcofquality.com/wiki/rimmf3/doku.php?id=rimmf  

 
 

C.5 Authorized Access Points and Identifiers 

 
An authorized access point (AAP) is defined as “the standardized access point representing an entity”. 
This is not an RDA element, but a name, term, or code representing an entity, such as: 

● Work or Expression 
● Person, Family or Corporate Body 
● Concept, Object, Event or Place 

In cataloguing, AAP typically come in the form of authority records and “The creation of authorities 
furthers the cause of creating differentiated values, as unique textual headings are constructed to clear 
away semantic ambiguity and make distinctions between entities…” (Seeman & Goddard, 2015, p. 335).  
Similarly, identifiers, can be used to represent AAP and other elements of description, further easing the 
differentiation of values. 
 
General tools 

● For authority work use MARC21 Authority data http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/   
● The Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) can also be used to differentiate names and 

determine authorized forms (http://viaf.org/) 
● The LC Linked Data Service can be used to differentiate a range of AAP (http://id.loc.gov/)  
● If no authority file is available you may wish to weigh the benefits of creating one in your local 

system or participating in a cooperative program such as PCC-NACO (Canadian Funnel).   
● For RDA instruction for authority work use RDA 18. 

http://www.loc.gov/bibframe/
https://www.w3.org/community/schemabibex/
https://www.oclc.org/developer/develop/linked-data.en.html
http://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/linkeddata.html
http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data
http://www.libhub.org/
http://linkeddata.org/home
http://www.marcofquality.com/wiki/rimmf3/doku.php?id=rimmf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/
http://viaf.org/
http://viaf.org/
http://id.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/naco/funnels.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-133.html
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Persons, Families or Corporate Bodies 
 

● Persons, Families or Corporate Bodies are to be validated against Library of Congress Names 
Authority File (LCNAF) http://authorities.loc.gov/ or the LC Linked Data Service 
(http://id.loc.gov/)  

● The Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) can also be used to differentiate names and 
determine authorized forms (http://viaf.org/) 

● Libraries may choose to validate persons, families or corporate bodies against against Canadian 
Authorities (AMICUS) available through free registration and can be used as per local policy. 
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/amicus/006002-128-e.html 

 
Concept, Object, Event, or Place 
 

● Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) for most English language items: 
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html, http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/, or the 
LC Linked Data Service (http://id.loc.gov/); exception: for Canadian topics not covered by LCSH, 
use Canadian Subject headings (CSH) as per local policy.  

● Free-floating Subdivisions: An Alphabetical Index, 22nd edition (2010) available online at 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCSH/freelcsh.html#Subdivisions or Cataloger’s 
Desktop or Classification Web.  

● LC’s Subject Headings Manual (SCM) is available as downloadable pdf lists from 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/.  Enhanced functionality is available only through 
subscription through Cataloger’s Desktop and also by subscription through Classification Web at 
http://classificationweb.net. 

● Canadian Subject Headings (CSH)—available free online at 
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/csh-bin/search/l=0  

● To find what others have done search using Classify, a search service for assigning classification 
numbers and subject headings. http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/ 

● Suggestions for new subject headings can be forwarded to SACO (Subject Authority Cooperative 
program) by SACO member libraries. http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/saco/ 

● For subject work in French, the Répertoire de vedettes-matière (RVM) headings can be utilized: 
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/a-
propos?ip_login_no_cache=fe16e12e15ec909a64f0c766adbaa6ed 

 
Classification  
 

● See Relationships to Concept, Objects, Events or Place in this document for further explanation. 
● Use Library of Congress Classification (LCC) schedules A-Z. (Classification Web): online version. 

To subscribe: http://www.loc.gov/cds/classweb/ 
● Selected publications -- including all LC classification schedules, Library of Congress Subject 

Headings, and Subject Cataloging Manual -- are available as PDF documents at no cost to 
you at http://www.loc.gov/aba/ 

● Classification and Shelflisting Manual (SCM) 2008 http://www.loc.gov/cds/classif.html#csm. Also 
on Cataloger’s Desktop:  http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162 

● Library of Congress Filing Rules (1980) 
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=42  

● To find what others have done search using Classify, a search service for assigning classification 
numbers and subject headings. http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/ 

http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://id.loc.gov/
http://viaf.org/
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/amicus/006002-128-e.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/amicus/006002-128-e.html
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/
http://id.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCSH/freelcsh.html#Subdivisions
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=28
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=79
http://classificationweb.net/
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/csh-bin/search/l=0
http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/
http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/saco/
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/a-propos?ip_login_no_cache=fe16e12e15ec909a64f0c766adbaa6ed
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/a-propos?ip_login_no_cache=fe16e12e15ec909a64f0c766adbaa6ed
http://www.loc.gov/cds/classweb/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=42
http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/
http://classify.oclc.org/classify2/
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● Specific to Colleges: 
● Class PS8000 (and PS9000) (Canadian and French-Canadian literature) http://epe.lac-

bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf  
● FC schedule (from Library and Archives Canada (LAC) for Canadian History) available at this link: 

http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf 
● KE Schedule for Canadian Law is now available on the Catalogers Desktop from Library of 

Congress.  
● PS 8000: a classification for Canadian literature, 3rd ed. Ottawa: Library and Archives Canada, 

2003. ISBN: ISBN 0-662-35532-6  
 
Identifiers 
 
Identifiers can come into usage across a range of MARC fields and instruction is provided throughout the 
workflow. It is worth considering, however, that HTTP URI are the standard format for identifiers for 
linked data.  For this reason, Karen Coyle suggests that “We should also insist that cataloging services 
that use the national authority files begin to include these subfields in bibliographic data as it is 
created/downloaded.” (Coyle, 2013) 
 
It was the considered opinion at the time of the writing of this workflow that this is a critical component 
of preparing our cataloguing data for (near) future usage.  As Coyle outlines: 
 

“Note that because the linked data standard identifiers are HTTP URIs, aka URLs, by 
including these identifiers in your bibliographic data you have already created a link -- a 
link to the web page for that person or subject, and a link to a machine-readable form of 
the authority data in a variety of formats (MARCXML, JSON, RDF, and more). In the LC 
identifier service, the name authority data includes a link to the VIAF identifier for the 
person; the VIAF identifier for some persons is included in the Wikipedia page about the 
person; the Wikipedia identifier links you to DBpedia and the DBpedia identifier is used 
by Freebase … That's how it all gets started, with one identifier that becomes a kind of 
identifier snowball rolling down hill, collecting more and more links as it goes along.” 
(Coyle, 2013) 

 
Nevertheless, we have to consider our existing systems and user displays.  At present, these 
identifiers can appear confusing to users and cause issues for authority formatting, depending 
upon local system specifications and setup.  Thus, given the importance of these identifiers, you 
will see them used in examples throughout the workflow, yet the point must be stressed to use 
them with discretion. 
 
See Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item Identifier Examples. 
 
 Please refer to: 

● MARC Bibliographic http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/  
● MARC Standard Identifier Source Codes http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-

identifier.html 
 
Additional Tools: 
 
 

http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=162
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dbpedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dbpedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freebase
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-identifier.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-identifier.html
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Serials 
● CONSER Cataloging Manual.  Available through the Cataloguers’ Desktop 

http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=21 
● CONSER Editing Guide. Available through the Cataloguers’ Desktop 

http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=22 
● For basic serials cataloguing training: http://www.loc.gov/acq/conser/scctppt/basicppt.html 

 
AV cataloguing 

● Online Audiovisual Catalogers best practices http://www.olacinc.org/drupal/?q=node/358 
 
Other general tools and training aids:  

● RDA: Resource Description & Access Training Materials 
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/index.html 

● OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards at: http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/about.html  
● OLAC - the Online Audiovisual Catalogers in the US. Experts answer questions from cataloguers. 

http://www.olacinc.org/drupal/newsletters/enews/2009march/march09-front.htm 
● Cataloger’s Desktop – to view the entire tools available visit 

http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/resourcelist.html    
● To subscribe: www.loc.gov/cds/desktop 
● Visit the Cataloguers’ Forum 
● MARCEdit: http://marcedit.reeset.net/downloads  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=21
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=21
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=22
http://www.loc.gov/cds/products/product.php?productID=22
http://www.loc.gov/acq/conser/scctppt/basicppt.html
http://www.olacinc.org/drupal/?q=node/358
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/index.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/index.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/about.html
http://www.olacinc.org/drupal/newsletters/enews/2009march/march09-front.htm
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/resourcelist.html
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/rda
http://marcedit.reeset.net/downloads
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D.  HOW TO USE THIS WORKFLOW                                                         ⌂ 

 
If you are new to cataloguing, first familiarize yourself with the cataloguing standards and tools outlined 
in Section C above.  With a resource in hand or on screen, your next step will be to determine whether 
you can find an identical description to utilize, update an existing description, or provide original 
cataloguing. The chart below will guide you through this process and how to apply the instructions in 
this workflow throughout. 
 
Note: 
In order to avoid creating duplicate descriptions, understand when to provide original cataloguing for 
the resource in hand, and, when to use an existing description in copy. Consider that the description is a 
copy if there is no variation in form, content or publisher, or the only variation is one or more of the 
following:  

● A difference in the printing or copyright date when there is also a publication date. Current 
policy: if there is no publication date, treat different copyright date as a different edition.  

● A minor variation in an entity's name. For example, "Duckworth" and "G. Duckworth" and "St. 
Martin's" and "St. Martin's Press" have been used at the same time by these publishers. A 
genuine name change, even if minor, should not be considered as a variation. For example, 
"Harper & Brothers" becomes "Harper & Row"; Doubleday, Doran" becomes "Doubleday".  

● The addition, deletion, or change of an ISBN.  
● A difference in binding (e.g. paperback vs. hardcover).  
● Change in place of publication when everything else matches (name of publisher, date of 

publication, pages, etc.). Current policy: LC considers this change as a new edition. Derived 
records will need to be edited according to current policy. Be sure to include an appropriate 500 
note: First place of publication varies, or, Place of publication varies, etc.  

 

A Search local collection by title, creator, ISBN or ISSN for a match 
  

↓ ↓ 

B Record exists 
in local 

collection 

No record in local catalogue 
  

↓ 

  ↓ Check Colleges Union Catalogue (CUC) 
  

↓ ↓ ↓ 

C Verify and 
add holdings 
record if 
exact match 
as per local 
practice 

Catalogue record 
available in CUC. 
Work, expression 
& manifestation 
level elements are 
matched. 

Work available in 
CUC, but elements 
of expression / 
manifestation for 
resource in hand 
are different, e.g., 

No catalogue record available in CUC to 
derive. 

  
Search outside resources, i.e., Amicus, 
LC, OCLC WorldCat, BookWhere, for 
catalogue record. 
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(e.g., 
Identical 
ISBN). 

  
Refer to Step 
8 of 
workflow to 
record item 
level 
relationships 
as necessary. 

  different edition, 
version, adaptation, 
etc. 

  

  
Choose RDA record in preference to 
AACR2 record. 

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 

D   Copy record and 
add to local 
collection. Retain 
identifiers for 
work, expression, 
manifestation, etc. 
for matching to 
CUC upon upload. 
e.g., ISBN, etc. 
  

Derive new 
catalogue record to 
reflect elements of 
expression / 
manifestation of 
resource in hand. 

  
Ensure derived 
record includes 
identifiers for 
manifestation in 
hand, and access 
points for 
contributors as 
needed. 

  
Access workflow 
steps 1 to 8 as 
needed for 
assistance with 
various elements by 
using Quick Step 
Guide, table of 
contents or MARC 
index. 

  

Catalogue record 
obtained. 
 **Derive record 
from outside agency 
by downloading 
record to your 
database and editing 
elements of work, 
expression and 
manifestation to 
reflect resource in 
hand. 
**Ensure derived 
record includes 
identifiers for 
manifestation in 
hand, and access 
points for 
contributors as 
needed. 
**Remove identifiers 
that do not apply to 
system/resource. 

  
Access workflow 
steps 1 to 8 as 
needed for 
assistance with 
various elements by 
using Quick Step 
Guide, table of 
contents or MARC 
index. 

No catalogue 
record found. 

  
Original 
cataloguing 
needed. 

  
Follow workflow 
from Steps 1 to 
8 to describe 
resource in 
hand. 

  
Begin with step 
1 to determine 
preferred source 
of information, 
mode of 
issuance and 
presentation 
format. 

 
Start original 

cataloguing 
workflow→ 
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D.1 Quick Step Guide 

 
 

Steps Quick Step Guide 
Record the following WEMI elements that apply to the resource in 

hand.  Consult workflow chapters for detailed instruction. 
  

General 
MARC 

Step 1: 
Define 
preferred 
source of 
Information 
  

Determine preferred source of information & mode of issuance 
·        Mode of issuance: single, multipart, serial or integrating 
·        Type of description: comprehensive or analytical -- Section 1.1 
·        Presentation format -- Section 1.2 

  
  
  
  

Step 2: 
Code leader 

Code the leader -- Sections 2.1-2.5:  
·        type of record, bibliographic level, encoding, and cataloguing 
form 
  

  
000 

Step 3: Code 
fixed length 
control fields 

Code fixed length control fields -- Sections 3.1-3.10 
·        Additional Material Characteristics 
·        Physical description fixed field -- reflects carrier type 
·        Fixed-length data elements such as: type of date, place of 
publication, form of item, language, illustration, frequency, running 
time, etc. 
  

  
006 
007 
008 

Step 4:  Code 
variable fields 

Code variable fields -- Sections 4.1-4.3: 
·        LCCN; National Bib. Agency; Cataloguing Source 

  
010; 016;        
040 

Step 5:  Record 
Attributes of 
Work 
(Distinct 
intellectual or 
artistic 
creation) 

Create Authorized Access Point (AAP) for work -- Section 5.1 
·        Preferred title (5.1.1) + Creator (5.1.2)  OR 
·        Preferred title (No creator responsible)  OR 
·        Title proper of resource (if distinct) + creator OR 
·        Title proper of resource (no preferred title; and no creator) 
Record other creators responsible for work -- Section 5.1.2 
  

  
1XX + 240 
130 
1XX + 245 
245 
7XX 

Record identifier for work -- Section 5.2 
·        unique character string associated with work 
(RDA Core. $0 is future practice. See manual for further context) 

 
024; 130$0; 
240$0; 7XX$0; 
8XX$0 

Record notes for work -- Section 5.3 
·        nature of content; formatted contents, thesis, etc. 
  

  
5XX 
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Record relationships to persons, families, corporate bodies 
associated with work -- Section 5.4 
·        A relationship designator indicates the role performed by the 
creator, e.g., author, photographer, etc. 
·        A unique identifier is a unique character string associated with a 
person, family, or corporate body (future practice) 
  

  
  
1XX$e; 7XX$e 
1XX$0; 7XX$0 

Record others associated with the work -- Section 5.5 
·        i.e., person family corporate body, e.g., producers, sponsoring 
bodies, etc. 
  
  

  
7XX 

Record related works -- Section 5.6 
  

5XX; 7XX 

Create relationships to concepts, objects, events and places – 
Section 5.7 
·        Assign controlled subject terms (LCSH) + 
·        Assign classification number (LC) + cutter 
  

  
  
6XX 
050 

Step 6:  
Expression 
(Intellectual/ 
artistic Form 
that a work 
takes, e.g., text, 
music, image, 
spoken word, 
etc) 
  

Create Authorized Access Point (AAP) for expression—Sections 6.1-
6.5 
Add the following to the authorized access point representing the 
work: 
·        Section 6.2: Content type 
·        Section 6.4: Language of expression 
·        Section 6.3 Date of expression (when needed to differentiate) 
·        Section 6.5: Other characteristics (when needed to differentiate) 

 
Leader 06; 336 
008/35-37; 
041; 377; 546 
045; 046; 240; 
388; 700$f 
240$o/s; 
243$o/s; 
245$k; 381 

Identifier for expression -- Section 6.6 
·        unique character string associated with expression ($0 is future 
practice) 

 
024; 130$0; 
7XX$0; 8XX$0 

Describe content -- Section 6.7 
·        Illustrative, sound, duration, artistic/technical credit, medium of 
performance, accessibility & other summarization of content, etc. 
  

  
300; 5XX; 655; 
7XX 

Record Accessibility Content – Section 6.7.8 
·        Record content that assists those with a sensory impairment, 
i.e., accessible labels, captioning, image description, sign language & 
subtitles. 
  

  
546; 655 

Record expression level relationships of persons, families or   
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corporate bodies associated with expression -- Section 6.8 
·        Contributors to expression include: editors, translators, 
performers, illustrators, arrangers of music, etc.  Include: 
·        Authorized Access Point (AAP) for contributor + 
·        Relationship designator  to indicate role performed + 
·        Unique identifier ($0 is future practice) 
  

  
7XX$a 
7XX$e 
7XX$0 

  Record related expressions -- Section 6.9 
·        Revised version, translation, etc. 
  

  
7XX; 500 

Step 7: 
Manifestation 
(Physical 
characteristics 
housing the 
resource, e.g., 
book, video, 
audio tape, 
ebook, etc.)  
             

Title -- Section 7.1 
·        Record title proper of resource from preferred source of 
information; parallel title proper; other title information; variant 
title; former title, etc. 
  

  
245; 246; 247 
  

Statement of responsibility -- Section 7.2 
·        Relating to title proper 
·        Relating to parallel  title proper 

 
245$c 

Edition, revision, or unpublished version of a resource -- Section 7.3 
  

250 

Publication/Distribution/Manufacture/Production -- Section 7.4: 
·        Identify place, name and date using same source as title proper 
·        Tag 2nd indicator to distinguish between publisher, distributer, 
manufacturer 

 
264 #1 
Publisher 
264 #2 
Distributor 
264 #3 
Manufacturer 

Copyright date -- Section 7.5 
  

264 #4 

Issuing body -- Section 7.6 
  

550 

Numbering and Frequency of serials -- Section 7.7 
·        Record both first and last numbers in full 
·        Record frequency, e.g., weekly, monthly, etc. 

  
362; 5XX 
008/18; 310; 
321 

Series  -- Section 7.8: 
Record title proper and numbering of series AND subseries if 
applicable 
  

  
490, 830 

Identifiers of manifestation -- Section 7.9   
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·        Record character string associated with manifestation, e.g., ISBN, 
ISSN 
  

020; 022 

Extent -- Section 7.10 
·        Number and type of units/subunits, e.g., pages, volumes, leaves, 
etc. 
  

  
300$a 

Dimensions – Section 7.11 
·        Record dimensions / measurement of carrier and/or container of 
resource 
  

  
300$c 

Media and carrier type -- Sections 7.12 – 7.13 
·        Record media type: type of equipment needed to view or run 
resource, e.g., unmediated, computer, audio, video 
·        Record carrier type: storage medium or housing of resource, e.g., 
volume, online resource, audiodisc, videodisc, etc. 

  
337, 007/00 
  
  
338, 007/01 

System details – Section 7.14-7.17 
·        Record playback, video or digital file characteristics as applicable 
·        Make note of any equipment or system requirement 
  

  
538 

Manifestation level relationships -- Section 7.18 
·        Record producers, publishers, distributors, manufacturers, or other 
corporate bodies if considered important for access 
  

  
7XX 

Step 8: Item Record attributes of the item – Section 8  
·        Physical copy. Local practices may vary. 
·        Consider the broader utility of notes being uploaded to the CUC 
·        Add links for electronic location and access 

  
852 OR 949 
5XX; 7XX 
856$u 
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STEP 1. DEFINE PREFERRED SOURCE                                                          ⌂ 

  

Index 
 

1.1 Type of Description 

              1.1.1 Comprehensive 

              1.1.2 Analytical 

1.2 Presentation Format 

 
 
In RDA the ‘preferred source of information’ is the basis for identification of the resource.  This source 
will often have all the information needed to identify an item, i.e. a title and author listed, as well as to 
differentiate the item from other like items, i.e. edition statement. The rules in RDA 2.2.2 – 2.2.4 are to 
be applied to those identifying elements. 
  
Choose the preferred source of information from part of the resource itself (including storage medium 
(paper, DVD) and any housing (cover, case, container issued with the resource) appropriate to: 

● the type of description (RDA 1.5) and 
● the presentation format (RDA 2.2.2.2 – 2.2.2.4) 

  
Use the mode of issuance to help determine the type of description to use and the treatment of any 
components of the presentation of the resource. 
  
Mode of issuance deals with how a resource is issued, updated and it’s intended termination. The 
categories are: 
  

● The term single unit refers to a resource that is issued either as a single physical unit (e.g., as a 
single-volume monograph) or, in the case of an intangible resource, as a single logical unit (e.g., 
as a PDF file mounted on the web). 

● The term multipart monograph refers to a resource issued in two or more parts (either 
simultaneously or successively) that is complete or intended to be completed within a finite 
number of parts (e.g., a dictionary in two volumes, three audiocassettes issued as a set). 

● The term serial refers to a resource issued in successive parts, usually having numbering, which 
has no predetermined conclusion (e.g., a periodical, a monographic series, a newspaper). 

● The term integrating resource refers to a resource that is added to or changed by means of 
updates that do not remain discrete but are integrated into the whole (e.g., a loose-leaf manual 
that is updated by means of replacement pages, a website that is updated continuously). 

  
The mode of issuance is also related to the coding for the MARC Leader field 07 - Bibliographic level. 
  
 

1.1 Type of Description RDA 1.5 

  
The types of description most often used are comprehensive and analytical (RDA 2.1). The type of 
description considers the mode of issuance. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2832.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2832.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-663.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2861.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-664.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2764.html
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1.1.1 Comprehensive 
  
Use a comprehensive description when describing the resource as a whole. Take into consideration the 
mode of issuance. A comprehensive description is often used for the following types of resources: 
 

● a resource issued as a single unit (a standalone book, a PDF document) 
● a collection of two or more units assembled by the holding institution (an archive of personal 

papers, a database of digital images compiled by an institution) 
● a resource issued in more than one part (a box set, a kit consisting of a DVD, a model with an 

instruction booklet), or 
● a serial (magazine published quarterly, an online journal published monthly) 
● an integrating resource (website updated periodically, updating loose-leaf).   

  
Take note when describing the resource as a whole, and treat accompanying material as part of the 
resource itself. 
  
If the resource has more than one part, record details about the parts where appropriate: 
  

● as part of the description of the carrier RDA 3.1.4 
● as a relationship to a related work RDA 25.1  
● as a relationship to a related manifestation RDA 27.1 

  

An example of a comprehensive description would be: 

  
The lord of the rings : 3-film collection / New Line Cinema presents a WingNut Films production ; 
directed by Peter Jackson ; screenplay by Fran Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Peter Jackson ; producers, 
Barrie M. Osborne, Peter Jackson, Fran Walsh. 
  
In this example, the resource is catalogued as a whole with 3 videodiscs, holding these three titles:  
Lord of the rings: The fellowship of the ring -- Lord of the rings: The two towers -- Lord of the rings: 
The return of the king.  An added Entry-Personal Name is provided for the author: Tolkien, J. R. R. 
(John Ronald Reuel), 1892-1973. Lord of the rings.  Added title entries are provided for each title 
within the resource. 
  

  

1.1.2 Analytical 
  
Use an analytical description when you want to describe only a part of a larger resource. Take into 
consideration the mode of issuance such as: 
  

● a part of a larger resource issued as a single unit (one remote-sensing image in a database 
containing many images) (RDA 2.1.3.2) or 

● a part of a multipart monograph (a workbook to an tutorial DVD) (RDA 2.1.3.3) or 
● a part of a serial (a single volume of a series, a single issue of a periodical, an article in an online 

journal) 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-1777.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-69.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-69.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2822.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2825.html
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● a part of an integrating resource (a discussion paper on a regularly updated website) (RDA 
2.1.3.4) 

● a part of a collection assembled by the holding institution (a digital recording of one 
presentation at a college conference) 

  
When preparing an analytical description of one or more parts of a resource, treat accompanying 
material as a source outside the resource itself (i.e. as a related resource). You can have analytical 
descriptions for any number of parts of a larger resource. 
  
Make sure to include details about the larger resource in your description using the following ways if 
applicable: 
  

● as a series statement RDA 2.12 
● as a relationship to a related work RDA 25.1  
● as a relationship to a related manifestation RDA 27.1 

  

An analytical description example: 

Lord of the rings: The fellowship of the ring / New Line Cinema presents a WingNut Films 
production ; producers, Barrie M. Osborne ... [et al.] ; screenplay by Fran Walsh & Philippa Boyens 
& Peter Jackson ; directed by Peter Jackson.    
  
This description describes a resource that has a whole-part relationship to the above mentioned 
Lord of the Rings: the 3 film collection. This analytical description would also record links to 
individual works or expressions such as the original book by the same title, links to the other 
related titles within the larger resource – all as authorized access points - analytical access points - 
as well as to the author J. R. R. Tolkien.[SB4]  
  

  
  

1.2 Presentation Format RDA 2.2.2.2 – 2.2.2.4 

  
● Treat a container that is not issued with the resource (e.g., a box or case made by the owner) as 

a source outside the resource itself. 
● If there is more than one source of information that qualifies as the preferred source of 

information for the resource, choose the one that occurred first unless they are of different 
languages, different dates or unless one is the original and one is the reproduction of the 
original. 

● If they are of different languages, choose in order of preference RDA 2.2.3: 
○ the source in the same language as the content of the resource 
○ the source in the same language as the predominant language of the content of the 

resource 
○ the source in the same language as the translation if the resource contains the same 

work in more than one language and the translation is the purpose of the resource 
○ the source in the original language of the content if it can be identified amongst the 

same content in more than one language 
○ the first occurring language 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2825.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2825.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2825.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7630.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-69.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2861.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2915.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2915.html
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○ the source in the language preferred by the agency responsible for the description 
 

● if the resource has different dates and is not a multipart monograph or serial, use the last or 
latest date as the preferred source. 

● if the resource has both an original and reproduction that counts as a preferred source, use the 
reproduction as the preferred source. 

● if information required for the identification of the resource is not available from a source 
forming part of the resource itself, use the following as your source in order of preference: 

○ accompanying material that is not part of the resource itself 
○ other published descriptions of the resource 
○ a container not issued with the resource itself 
○ any other available source such as a reference source 

 
● When information is transcribed from a source outside the resource itself, make a note or 

indicate in the following elements: 
○ Title 
○ Statement of Responsibility  
○ Edition 
○ Numbering of Serials 
○ Publication/Distribution/Manufacture/Production Statement 
○ Series Statement 
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STEP 2: CODING THE LEADER                                                                       ⌂ 

 

Index 
 

2.1 Type of Record 

2.2 Bibliographic level 

2.3 Character Encoding Scheme 

2.4 Encoding Level 

2.5 Descriptive Cataloguing Form 

 
 
Definition: The Leader is a “fixed field that comprises the first 24 character positions (00-23) of each 
bibliographic record and consists of data elements that contain numbers or coded values that define the 
parameters for the processing of the record.” While some of the character positions are system-
generated, others must be coded by the cataloguer and are outlined below.  
 
See BSWG Minimum Standards 
For more information on the Leader go to MARC21 for Bibliographic.  
 
 

2.1 Type of Record (Ldr/position 06 MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Position 06 of the Leader codes the type of record. This is important for indexing, as well as, 
how the record interacts with your system. This is used in conjunction with Content Type 336 MARC 
field and therefore an attribute of the expression. 
 
Source of Information: Take from any source. 
 
How to Record: 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Websites 

“a” for language material. 

DVD 
Streaming Video 

“g” for video recordings. 
“m” for collections that contain both streaming video and audio with no format 
predominating. 

 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
 

“j” for streaming musical recordings. 
“l” for non-musical recordings 
“m” for collections that contain both streaming video and audio with no format 
predominating. 

 “m” for computer file 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Foclservices.othree.ca%2Fcataloguer_forum%2Fdocuments%2Fminimumstandards%2Fminimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHSiw71KOE4ZfdQdAKNQyX_lOZGNQ
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Software 
 

“o” for kit 

 
 

2.2 Bibliographic Level (Ldr/position 07 MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Position 07 of the Leader codes the bibliographic level. This defines your mode of issuance 
(how many parts, how is it updated, when will the updates be terminated) which affects how the system 
interprets the resource in dealing with acquisition claims, updates and serial control. 
 
Source of Information: Take from the resource itself including accompanying material. Take additional 
information from any source. 
 
How to Record: 

Book 
eBook 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Software 

“m” for monograph 

Serial “s” for serial 
“b” for serial component part 
“i” for integrating resource 

Electronic Serial 
Website 

“s” for serial 
“b” for serial component part 

 
 

2.3 Character Encoding Scheme (Ldr/position 09 MARC Field) 

 
The CUC / Sirsi system uses MARC-8 encoding only. If your system uses a different encoding scheme, it is 
your responsibility to convert to MARC-8. 
 
 

2.4 Encoding Level (Ldr/position 17 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Position 17 of the Leader codes the encoding level.  
 
How to Record: More information here: http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/elvl.html 
 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/elvl.html
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This gives an idea of how the resource was described, which can be particularly useful in copy 
cataloguing as a flag to indicate the detail put into a record, and potentially how much more work may 
be needed. For instance, if you see encoding level 8 on a record in copy, you'll know you have do really 
check things thoroughly as prepublication level records are often very minimal and/or need significant 
revision. 
 

# - Full level full record in hand or on screen 

1 - Full level full record NOT in hand or viewed 

2 - Less-than-full level Less than full record 

3 – Abbreviated level  

4 – Core level  

5 – Partial (preliminary) level  

7 – Minimal level  

8 – Prepublication level  

u - Unknown  

I - Full level cataloguing OCLC full cataloguing 

K-  

Z – Not applicable  

 
 

2.5 Descriptive Cataloguing Form (Ldr/position 18 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Using a single alphanumeric character code that indicates the characteristics of the 
descriptive data.    
 
Source of Information:  To be assigned by the cataloguer depending upon cataloguing standards being 

used to describe the resource. 
 
How to Record: See Minimum Standards Document, MARC 21, Minimum Edit 
 

#  for non-isbd 

a for AACR2 

c for isbd punctuation is omitted 

i for isbd included 

u for unknown 

 
 
 
 

  

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards
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STEP 3: CODING THE FIXED LENGTH CONTROL FIELDS          ⌂ 

 

Index 
 
  3.1 Additional Material Characteristics 
  3.2 Physical Description  

3.1 Type of Date 

3.2 Date 1 

3.3 Date 2 

3.4 Place of Publication 

3.5 Illustration / Frequency / Running Time 

3.6 Type of Continuing Resource 

3.7 Form of item 

3.8 Form of Item for Visual Materials 

3.9 Type of Visual Material 

3.10 Language 

 
 

 3.1 Additional Material Characteristics (006 MARC Field) 

 
 
Definition: 18 character positions that are used to code items with additional characteristics that are not 
dealt by but correspond to 008 data elements. The form of material indicated in 006/00 decides the 
subsequent character positions. 
 
Source of Information: From any source. 
 
How to Record: 
 
 

Format Form of Material  
position 006/00 

Additonal Characteristics 

Position 006/01 - 17 

Field 008/ 

18-34 

Book 
eBook 

a - Language Material 01-04 Illustrations 
05 Target Audience 
06 Form of Item 
07-10 Nature of Contents 
11 Government Publication 
12 Conference Publication 
13 Festschrift 
14 Index 
15 Undefined  
16 Literary Form 
17 Biography 

Books 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd006.html
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To see the code options available for 
each position see:  
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedpr
ojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_con
trol_fields/idh_006_008_bk_bib.htm 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 

s -Serial/Integrating 
resource 

01 Frequency 
02 Regularity 
03 Undefined 
04 Type of Continuing Resource 
05 Form of Original Item 
06 Form of Item 
07 Nature of Entire Work 
08-10 Nature of contents 
11 Government Publication 
12 Conference Publication 
13-15 Undefined 
16 Original alphabet or script of title 
17 Entry convention 
 
To see the code options available for 
each position see: 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedpr
ojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_con
trol_fields/idh_006_008_cr_bib.htm 

Continuing 
Resources 

DVD 
Streaming Video 

g - Projected material 
o - kit 

01-03 Running Time 
04 Undefined 
05 Target Audience 
06-10 Undefined 
11 Government Publication 
12 Form of Item 
13-15 Undefined 
16 Type of visual material 
17 Technique 
 
To see the code options available for 
each position see: 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedpr
ojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_con
trol_fields/idh_006_008_vm_bib.htm 

Visual 
Materials 

Audio, CD i - Nonmusical sound 01-02 Form of Composition Music 

http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_bk_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_bk_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_bk_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cr_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cr_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cr_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_vm_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_vm_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_vm_bib.htm
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Streaming Audio recording 
j - Musical sound 
recording 

03 Format of music 
04 Music parts 
05 Target Audience 
06 Form of item 
07-12 Accompanying matter 
13-14 Literary text for sound recordings 
15 Undefined 
16 Transposition and arrangement 
17 Undefined 
 
To see the code options available for 
each position see: 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedpr
ojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_con
trol_fields/idh_006_008_mu_bib.htm 

Website 
Software 

m - Computer 
file/Electronic 
Resource 

01-04 Undefined 
05 Target Audience 
06 Form of Item 
07-08 Undefined 
09 Type of Computer File 
10 Undefined 
11 Government Publication 
12-17 Undefined 
 
To see the code options available for 
each position see: 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedpr
ojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_con
trol_fields/idh_006_008_cf_bib.htm 

Computer 
Files 

 
 

3.2 Physical Description (007 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  Additional information on the physical characteristics of a resource as a whole or it’s parts 
such as accompanying material. The data elements available are dependent on the category of material 
(007/00) and corresponds to the carrier type in 338 field, as well as, the 300 and any 5XX note fields on 
physical description. 
 
Source of Information: From any source. 
 
How to record: 
 

http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_mu_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_mu_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_mu_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cf_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cf_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_006_008_cf_bib.htm
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd007.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Format Category of Material 
007/00 

Physical Description 
007/01- 

Book 
Serial 
 

t - text 
 
[Not Required] 

a - regular print 
b - large print 
c - braille 
d - loose-leaf 
u - unspecified 
z - other 
| - no attempt to code 
 
To see the code options available 
for each position see: 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_te
xt_bib.htm 

eBook 
Electronic Serial 
Website 
 

c - Electronic Resource r - remote 
o - optical 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_el
ectronic_resource_bib.htm 

DVD v - Video Recording d - video disc 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_vi
deo_bib.htm 

Streaming Video v - Video Recording  
      + in a second 007 
r - Remote Access 

z - other for video recording 
+ in a second 007 

r - remote access 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_vi
deo_bib.htm 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_re
mote_sensing_image_bib.htm 

http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_text_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_text_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_text_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_text_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_video_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_remote_sensing_image_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_remote_sensing_image_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_remote_sensing_image_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_remote_sensing_image_bib.htm
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CD, Audio s - Sound Recording d - sound disc 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_so
und_bib.htm 

Streaming Audio s - Sound Recording 
+ in a second 007 

c - Electronic Resource 

z - other 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_so
und_bib.htm 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_el
ectronic_resource_bib.htm 

Software c - Electronic Resource 
o - kit 

d - computer disc 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_el
ectronic_resource_bib.htm 
 
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mer
gedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/v
ariable_control_fields/idh_007_kit
_bib.htm 

 
 

3.3 Type of Date (008/06 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: This field categorizes the type of dates in the following 07-10, 11-14 positions for the 008 
field. For continuing resources, the code also indicates the publication status. 
 
Source of Information: From any source. 
 
How to Record: 
 

Book 
eBook 

b - No dates given; B.C. date involved 
e - Detailed date 

http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_sound_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_electronic_resource_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_kit_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_kit_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_kit_bib.htm
http://www.itsmarc.com/crs/mergedprojects/helptop1/helptop1/variable_control_fields/idh_007_kit_bib.htm
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Software i - Inclusive dates of collection 
k - Range of years of bulk of collection 
m - Multiple dates  
n - Dates unknown 
q - Questionable date 
r - Reprint/reissue date and original date 
s - Single known date/probable date  
t - Publication date and copyright date 
 
For more information, please see: 
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html  

Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

c - Continuing resource currently published 
d - Continuing resource ceased publication 
m - Multiple dates - Mandatory 
u - Continuing resource status unknown 
n - Dates unknown 
q - Questionable date - Mandatory 
 
For more information, please see: 
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html  

DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 

e - Detailed date 
i - Inclusive dates of collection 
k - Range of years of bulk of collection 
m - Multiple dates 
n - Dates unknown 
q - Questionable date - Mandatory 
r - Reprint/reissue date and original date 
s - Single known date/probable date 
p - Date of distribution/release/issue and production/recording 
session when different 
| - No attempt to code 
 
For more information, please see: 
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html  

 
 

3.4 Date 1 (008/07-10 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: A character position specified by the by the code in 008/06. Used for retrieval and duplicate 
detection in many systems. This should agree with the Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / 
Production Date in the 264 $c field. 
 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Source of Information: From the preferred source. 
 
How to Record:   
 

Book 
eBook 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

 
 
 
Use the same date as the Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / 
Production Date in the 264 $c field. 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 

 
Use the serial start date. Do not include if 008/06  is unknown. 

 
 

3.5 Date 2 (008/11-14 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  A character position date specified and made concurrently  with the choice of type of date in 
008/06. Depending on the choice this character position may or may not be mandatory. 
 
Source of Information:  From the preferred source. 
 
 
How to Record: 

Book 
eBook 
Software 

b - No dates given; B.C. date involved - leave blank 
e - Detailed date - mmdd 
i - Inclusive dates of collection - the ending inclusive date for the 
collection 
k - Range of years of bulk of collection - ending year for the range of 
years covered by most of the material in the collection 
m - Multiple dates - terminal / ending year of the range of years 
n - Dates unknown - code uuuu 
q - Questionable date - latest possible date 
r - Reprint/reissue date and original date - contain the original or if 
multiple dates the earlier date 
s - Single known date/probable date -  leave blank  
t - Publication date and copyright date - contain copyright date 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

c - Continuing resource currently published - code 9999 
d - Continuing resource ceased publication - contain the date the 
item ceased to be published 
u - Continuing resource status unknown - code uuuu 
n - Dates unknown - code uuuu 
q - Questionable date - latest possible date 

DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, audio 
Streaming Audio 

e - Detailed date - mmdd 
i - Inclusive dates of collection - the ending inclusive date for the 
collection 
k - Range of years of bulk of collection - ending year for the range of 
years covered by most of the material in the collection 
m - Multiple dates - terminal / ending year of the range of years 
n - Dates unknown - code uuuu 
q - Questionable date - latest possible date 
r - Reprint/reissue date and original date - contain the original or if 
multiple dates the earlier date 
s - Single known date/probable date -  leave blank  
p - Date of distribution/release/issue and production/recording 
session when different - contain the date of production/recording 
session 
| - No attempt to code 

 
 

3.6 Place of Publication (008/15-17 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  A two or three character  alphabetic code from the authoritative MARC Code List of 
Countries maintained by the Library of Congress to represent the place of publication. This field is also 
used for retrieval and duplicate detection in many systems. 
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record: Two-character codes are left justified and the unused position contains a blank. If 
unknown code xx# 
 
 

Book 
eBook 
DVD 

The code represents the place of publication. 
 
If more than one place then the first named. 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/
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Streaming Video 
Software 

 
Should be reflected in the 044 field. 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

The code represents the first  place of publication of a serial.  For 
websites (integrating resource), change the code to reflect the 
place of publication for the current iteration.     
 
Should be reflected in the 044 field. 

CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 

The code represents the place where the recording company is 
located.  
 
Should be reflected in the 044 field. 

 
 

3.7 Illustration / Frequency / Running Time (008/18 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  Depends upon the type of material. See below. Should reflect the element of expression 
that is recorded in the 300 field. 
 
Source of Information:  From the preferred source. 
 
How to Record: 

Book 
eBook 

Illustrations 
 
#___ No illustrations 
a - illustrations or any other types  not covered in this list 
b - maps 
c - portraits 
d - charts 
e - plans 
f - plates 
g - music 
h - facsimiles 
i - coat of arms 
j - genealogical tables 
k - Forms 
l - samples 
o - photographs 
p - illuminations 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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| - no attempt to code 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

Frequency of issued or updated 

 

# - No determinable frequency 

a - Annual 

b - Bimonthly 

c - Semiweekly 

d - Daily 

e - Biweekly 

f - Semiannual 

g - Biennial 

h - Triennial 

i - Three times a week 

j - Three times a month 
k - Continuously updated 
m - Monthly 
q - Quarterly 
s - Semimonthly 
t - Three times a year 
u - Unknown 
w - Weekly 
z - Other 
| - No attempt to code 

CD, Audio 
(Music) 
Streaming Audio 
(Music) 

Form of Music - See content designators 

DVD 
Streaming Video 

Running Time 

 

000 - Running time exceeds three characters 

001-999 - Running time 

nnn - Not applicable 

--- - Unknown 

||| - No attempt to code 

Software Leave blank 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008m.html
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3.8 Type of Continuing Resource (008/21 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Indicates the type of continuing resource.  
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record: 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

# - None of the following 
d - Updating database 
l - Updating loose-leaf 
m - Monographic series 
n - Newspaper 
p - Periodical 
w - Updating Web site 
| - No attempt to code 

 
 

3.9 Form of Item (008/23 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  Indicates the form of the  item. 
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record: 

Book 
eBook 

# - None of the following 
a - Microfilm 
b - Microfiche 
c - Microopaque 
d - Large print 
f - Braille 
o - Online for eBooks 
q - Direct electronic 
r - Regular print reproduction 
s - Electronic for eBooks 
| - No attempt to code 

Electronic Serial s - Electronic 

Streaming Audio o - Online 

 
 

 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008s.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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3.10 Form of Item for Visual Materials (008/29 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Form of item for streaming video. 
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record:   

o - online 

 
 

3.11 Type of Visual Material (008/33 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  For DVD and  Streaming Video only 
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record:  

v - video recording 

 

 
3.12 Language (008/35-37 MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  Indicates the language of the material. Reflects the language in which the work is expressed. 
An element of expression. 
 
Source of Information:  Take from preferred source. 
 
How to Record: 

Book, eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website, Software 

### - No information provided 
zxx - No linguistic content 
mul - Multiple languages 
sgn - Sign languages 
und - Undetermined 
[aaa] - Three-character alphabetic code taken from MARC Code List for 
Languages  

 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008v.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008v.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.loc.gov%2Fmarc%2Flanguages%2Flanguage_name.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGytPH_fGU4dEtU3wywDB1alnaGSg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.loc.gov%2Fmarc%2Flanguages%2Flanguage_name.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGytPH_fGU4dEtU3wywDB1alnaGSg
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STEP 4: CODING THE VARIABLE FIELDS       ⌂ 
 

Index 
 

4.1 Library of Congress Control Number 

4.2 National Bibliographic Agency Control Number 

4.3 Cataloguing Source 

 
 

4.1 Library of Congress Control Number (010 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Unique number assigned to a MARC record by the Library of Congress. 
 
Source of Information: From preferred source or any source. 
 
How to Record: Record as is. No hyphens. 
 
Example: 

010  ##  $a###85153773# 
 
 

4.2 National Bibliographic Agency Control Number (016 MARC Field) 

  
Definition: Unique numbers that have been assigned to a record by a national bibliographic agency 
other than the Library of Congress. 
 
Source of Information: From preferred source or any source if available. 
 
How to Record: Record as is. No hyphens. 
 
Example: 

016  ##  $a#721234569## 
[Library and Archives Canada record control number] 

 
 

4.3 Cataloguing Source (040 MARC Field) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Information about the cataloguing source. 
 
Source of Information: Original cataloguing source is yours. Copy cataloguing keep as is. 
 
How to Record: See Minimum standard document (040 MARC field) 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd010.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd016.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd040.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd040.html
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● For copy cataloguing, keep the existing subfields. 

○ If not present, add subfield $erda for an RDA record. 
○ Add subfield $d (see your MARC Code list for organizations). 

● For original cataloguing add subfield $a with your organization’s MARC code followed by 
subfield $b language code, subfield $erda, and subfield $c institution MARC code. 

 
Example: 

040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda$cCaOBAGC 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/
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Step 5: RECORD ATTRIBUTES OF THE WORK                  ⌂ 
 
Index 
 

5.1 Constructing the Authorized Access Point Representing a Work 

                  5.1.1 Record the Preferred Title for the Work 

   5.1.1.1 Additions to the Preferred Title for the Work 

5.1.2 Record the Creators Responsible for the Work 

                     5.1.2.1 Changes that Affect the Identification of the Work 

5.1.3 Combine Elements to Construct the AAP Representing a Work 

 5.1.3.1 Encoding AAP for Works 

 5.1.3.2 Examples of AAP for Works 

5.2 Identifier for the Work 

5.3 Notes for the Work 

5.3.1 Nature of the Content 

5.3.2 Formatted Contents 

5.3.3 Intended Audience 

5.3.4 Type of Computer File or Data 

5.3.5 Dissertation or Thesis Note 

5.4 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, Corporate Bodies associated with   

    the Work 

5.5 Record Others Associated With the Work 

5.6 Record Related Works 

         5.6.1 Record Relationships between Works 

  5.6.1.1 Record Note on Related Work 

         5.6.2 Link Entry Complexity (Serials) Related Works 

5.7 Record Relationships to Concepts, Objects, Events, & Places 

5.7.1 Tools/Resources for applying Controlled Subject Terms and 

Classification Numbers 

5.7.2 Brief Notes for Cuttering 
5.8 Examples of Work Level Description  

5.8.1 Book 
5.8.2 E-Book 
5.8.3 Print Serial 
5.8.4 Electronic Journal 
5.8.5 DVD  
5.8.6 Streaming Video 
5.8.7 Musical Score 
5.8.8 Audio-CD  
5.8.9 Audio Book 
5.8.10 Streaming Audio 
5.8.11 Website 
5.8.12 Software 
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Definition: Work is defined in RDA as “a distinct intellectual or artistic creation (i.e., the intellectual or 
artistic content)”. 
 

“A work is an abstract entity; there is no single material object one can point to as the 
work. We recognize the work through individual realizations or expressions of the 
work,but the work itself exists only in the commonality of content between and among 
the various expressions of the work.” (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements 
for Bibliographic Records, 2013, p.17) 
 

In this section you will learn how to create a work level description. The aim is to produce an authorized 
access point (AAP) for the distinct intellectual or artistic creation being described by combining AAPs for 
the title, persons, families, or corporate bodies related to the work and other distinguishing attributes of 
the work as needed.  In a MARC environment, unique work level records are usually 'implied' in the 
'bibliographic' record, and work level records that are not unique must include additional elements to 
identify the preferred title of the work. In future systems work records may well stand on their own and 
link to other elements of description. 
 
 

5.1 Construct the Authorised Access Point Representing a Work RDA 6.27.1 
(1XX, 240, 245, 7XX MARC Fields) 

 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
  
Definition: An Authorized Access Point is defined as “the standardized access point representing an 
entity”. It is not an RDA element, but a name, term, code, etc., representing a specific entity and is 
created by linking relevant components. 
  
Authorised access point for works include the following components: 

1. Authorised access point for the preferred title RDA 6.2.2 
2. Additions to the preferred title as instructed under RDA 6.27.1.9 
3. Authorised access point for the creator RDA 19.2.1.1 

 
Note: In order to construct the authorised access point for works, you will need to first develop AAPs for 
creators/preferred titles  
 
 

5.1.1 Record the Preferred Title for the Work RDA 6.2 (130, 240, 243, 245, 700, 
710, 711, 730 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: The preferred title for the work is the form of title used when constructing the authorized 
access point (AAP), i.e. the title or form of title chosen to identify the work (RDA 6.2.2). If the title 
proper is sufficiently distinct in conjunction with AAPs for the creators of the work, then it can serve as 
the preferred title, but otherwise an AAP must be created to serve as the preferred title. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1932.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1932.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-397.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-397.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1932.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1932.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1932.html
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Source of Information:  For a work created after 1500, use resources embodying the work or reference 
sources to determine the preferred title. For a work created before 1501, use modern reference sources 
to determine the preferred title. If the information from modern reference sources is inconclusive, use 
(in this order of preference): modern editions, early editions, or manuscript copies. 
  
How to Record: 

1. Apply the guidelines on capitalization (RDA 6.2.1.4), numbers (RDA 6.2.1.5), diacritical marks 
(RDA 6.2.1.6), initial articles (RDA 6.2.1.7), spacing of initials and acronyms (RDA 6.2.1.8), and 
abbreviations (RDA 6.2.1.9). 

 
2. If the source of information does not determine an existing preferred title for the work AND 

(A) THERE IS NO person, family or corporate body responsible for creating the work, the title 
proper can stand as preferred title provided it is sufficient to differentiate the work from others.  
 
Example: 

245  00  $a1492 and the expulsion of the moors. 
 

3. Similarly, if the source of information does not determine an existing preferred title for the 
work AND (B) THERE ARE persons, families or corporate bodies responsible for creating the 
work, the title proper can stand as preferred title provided it is sufficient to differentiate the 
work from others along with the AAPs for the persons, families, or corporate bodies.  

 
Example: 

100  1#  $aBailey, Colin B.,$eauthor. 
245  10  $aRenoir :$bimpressionism and full-length painting /$cColin B. Bailey. 

 
Note: Title proper (245 MARC Field) is an element of manifestation and its description can be 
dealt with there. 

 
4. If the source of information does determine an existing preferred title for the work OR if the 

title proper is insufficient for differentiating the work from others and there is no person, 
family or corporate body responsible for creating the work, then the preferred title must be 
used or created along with additional identifying elements to clearly identify the preferred title 
of the work. The cataloguer should ensure that authorized forms are consulted prior to creating 
a new preferred title. This can be done by searching Canadian Authorities, the LC Authority File, 
or VIAF if you do not have access to authority files through subscription or partnership 
programs. 

 
Examples: 

130  0#  $aSherlock (Television program : 2010- ).$nSeason 3. 
245  10  $aSherlock.$nSeason three 

 
130  0#  $aSchneewittchen.$lEnglish. 
245  10  $Snow White and the seven dwarfs /$cA tale from the Brothers Grimm  

translated by Randall Jarrell ; Pictures by Nancy Ekholm Burkert. 
700  1#  $Grimm, Wilhelm,$d1786-1859. 
700  1#  $Grimm, Jacob,$d1785-1863. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1934.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1960.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1970.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-1985.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2007.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2007.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://viaf.org/
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5. If the source of information does determine an existing preferred title for the work or if the 
title proper is insufficient for differentiating the work from others along with AAPs for the 
persons, families or corporate bodies responsible for creating the work, then the preferred 
title must be used or created along with additional identifying elements to clearly identify the 
preferred title of the work. The cataloguer should ensure that authorized forms are consulted 
prior to creating a new preferred title. This can be done by searching Canadian Authorities, the 
LC Authority File, or VIAF if you do not have access to authority files through subscription or 
partnership programs. 
 
Example: 

100  1#  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849. 
240  10  $aPoems.$kSelections  
245  14  $aThe raven and other favorite poems /$cEdgar Allan Poe. 

 
6. It is worth noting that preferred titles are far more common to work with moving image 

resources since it is rather rare for these resources to have responsibility attributed to a single 
person, family or corporate body.  As a result, the title proper is seldom sufficiently distinct to 
stand as the AAP alone. 

 
7. Some general considerations for recording preferred titles: 

 

Works created 
after 1500 
RDA 6.2.2.4 

RDA instructs to "choose as the preferred title the title in the original 
language by which the work has become known through use in 
resources embodying the work or in reference sources." 
 

130  0#  $aMother Goose. 
245  10  $aIn a pumpkin shell : $ba Mother Goose ABC 
 

If there is no established title from which the work is commonly 
identified or when in doubt use the title proper for the original edition 
as the preferred title. 
 
If the original language cannot be determined such as the work is 
published simultaneously in different languages use the title proper of 
the first resource received as the preferred title.  
 
If the resource is bilingual use the first named title proper as the 
preferred title. 
 
If the resource is published simultaneously under different titles use 
choose the title of the first resource received as the preferred title. 
 
If the title of the resource is in a different script than the one preferred 
by the college transliterate the title to the preferred script. 
 

http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://viaf.org/
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2060.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2060.html
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If the title proper for the original edition is not available or does not 
exist and reference sources do not contain a title in the original 
language in order of preference: 

1. use a title found in a reference resource in the preferred 
language of the college. 

2. devise a title. 

Works created 
before 1501 
RDA 6.2.2.5 

RDA instructs to "choose the title or form of title in the original 
language by which the work is identified in modern sources as the 
preferred title." If not modern use early editions. If not early editions 
use manuscripts to provide sufficient evidence of preferred title. 
 

240  10  $aIliad.$lEnglish 
245  14  $aThe anger of Achilles :$bHomer's Iliad 

 
In the case of Classical and Byzantine Greek works use a well established 
title in the preferred language as the preferred title. 
 
If there is no well-established title in the preferred language of the 
college, use the latin title. 
If there is no well-established title in the preferred language of the 
college or latin title use the Greek title but the transliteration in the 
language preferred by the college. 
 
If the title of the resource is in a different script than the one preferred 
by the college transliterate the title to the preferred script. 
 
If the title proper for the original edition is not available or does not 
exist and reference sources do not contain a title in the original 
language in order of preference: 

1. use a title found in a reference resource in the preferred 
language of the college. 

2. devise a title. 

Compilations of 
works 
RDA 6.2.2.10 

Record the collective title Works as the preferred title for a compilation 
of works that consists of the complete works of a person, family, or 
corporate body.  
 

100  1#  $aTwain, Mark,$d1835-1910. 
240  10  $aWorks.$k Selections.$f 2001 
245  10  $aTwo novels and favorite essays /$cMark Twain.  
 

For compilation of complete works in a particular form, record one 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2146.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2146.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2598.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2598.html
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conventional collective title as the preferred title: Correspondence, 
Essays, Plays, Poems, etc. 
 

100  1#  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849. 
240  10  $aPoems.$kSelections  
245  14  $aThe raven and other favorite poems /$cEdgar Allan  

Poe. 
 

For other compilations of two or more works – follow RDA 6.2.2.10.3 
 

100  1#  $aPetterson, Per,$d1952- 
240  10  $aNovels.$lEnglish.$kSelections 
245  10  $aThree Norwegian novels /$cPer Petterson. 

Musical works 
RDA 6.14.1 

Determine the preferred title for a musical work from resources 
embodying the work or from reference sources. 
 

100  1#  $aMozart, Wolfgang Amadeus,$d1756 -
1791,$ecomposer. 

240  10  $aDon Giovanni.$kSelections 
245  10  $aDon Giovanni :$bhighlights /$cMozart ; libretto, 

 Lorenzo da Ponte 

Legal works 
RDA 6.19.2 

Determine the preferred title for a legal work from resources embodying 
the work or from reference sources. 
 

110  1#  $aIreland. 
240  10  $aTreaties, etc.$gGreat Britain,$d1985 November 15 
245  10  $aAgreement between the Government of Ireland and   

the Government of the United Kingdom. 

Religious works 
RDA 6.23.2 

Determine the preferred title for a religious work by applying the 
instructions at RDA 6.23.2.5–6.23.2.8 for the types of religious works 
covered by those instructions.  
 
For other types of religious works, apply the general guidelines at RDA 
6.2.2.2 
 

130  1#  $aBible.$pNew Testament. 
245  14  $aThe New English Bible. New Testament. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2624.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2624.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3734.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3734.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-4901.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-4901.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-5370.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-5370.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-5409#rda6-5409
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-5447#rda6-5447
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-2041#rda6-2041
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-2041#rda6-2041
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Official 
communications 
RDA 6.26.2 

Determine the preferred title for an official communication by applying 
the instructions at 6.26.2.5–6.26.2.6 for the types of communications 
covered by those instructions. For other types of official 
communications, apply the general guidelines at 6.2.2.2. 

 
130  1#  $aFamiliaris consortio. 

Works with no 
preferred title in 
original 
language 
RDA 6.2.2.6 

When a preferred title in the original language cannot be found either in 
resources embodying the work or in reference sources such as some 
manuscripts, sculptures or choreographic works, use a well established 
title found in a modern reference source in a language preferred by the 
agency creating the data (see 6.2.2.6.1). If this also cannot be found use 
a title devised by the agency creating the data (see 6.2.2.6.2).  
 
When dealing with works embodied in manuscripts devise a title using 
the authorized access point representing the repository RDA 11.13.1 
followed by manuscript. 
  

110  2#  $aJ. Paul Getty Museum.$kManuscript.$nLudwig XV 
[authorized access point for the physical manuscript] 

 
 

5.1.1.1 Additions to the Preferred Title of the Work  
 
Other identifying attributes of works may need to be utilized to differentiate the AAP from other works.  
According to RDA 6.27.1.9, if necessary to distinguish the access point for a work, make additions to the 
preferred title as appropriate as follows: 

● form of work (a class or genre to which a work belongs). 
● date of work (the earliest date associated with a work). 
● place of origin of the work (the country or other territorial jurisdiction from which a work 

originated). 
and/or 

● another distinguishing characteristic of the work (a characteristic other than form of work, date 
of work, or place of origin of the work). 

Note: These elements can be used to differentiate the AAP for works within the preferred title and in 
authority work. 
 
Examples: 
 

Form of work 130  0#  $aSherlock (Television program : 2010- ).$nSeason 3. 
245  10  $aSherlock.$nSeason three  

Date of work 130  0#  $aSherlock (Television program : 2010- ).$nSeason 3. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6248.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6248.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-6273#rda6-6273
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-6282#rda6-6282
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-2041#rda6-2041
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2337.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-100001546#rda6-100001546
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp6&target=rda6-100001576#rda6-100001576
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp11_rda11-5159.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6847.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6847.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2933.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3006.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3170.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3211.html
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245  10  $aSherlock.$nSeason three  

Place of origin 111  2#  $aCanada-Asia Conference$d(2013 :$cVancouver, B.C.) 
245  10  $aCanadAsia 2013 :$bnavigating Asia's future, charting Canada's 
strategy :  

summary report. 

 
 

5.1.2 Record the Creator Responsible for the Work RDA 19.2 (1XX, 7XX MARC 
Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue if using 
indicator 1 in the 245 field. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: A creator is defined as “a person, family, or corporate body responsible for the creation of a 
work, and includes persons, families, or corporate bodies jointly responsible for the creation of a work”.  
  
Source of information: Take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with a 
work from the preferred source of information in resources embodying the work RDA 2.2.2. If the 
information is unclear or unsatisfactory, use the following sources of information, in order of 
preference: 

● Other statements appearing prominently in the resource 
● Information appearing only in the content of the resource (e.g., the text of a book, the sound 

content of an audio recording) 
● Other sources (e.g., a container or accompanying material issued with the resource) 

  
How to record: 

● If there is more than one creator responsible for the work, RDA suggests that only the creator 
having principal responsibility named first in resources embodying the work or in reference 
sources is required. If principal responsibility cannot be easily ascertained, the first named 
creator is recorded. 

 
OCLS Policy: Record all creators responsible for the work unless it is unrealistic to do so (use 
cataloguer’s judgement) 
 

● Record only creators with responsibility for the content of a work. With most works the creator 
is relatively straightforward but some works require further consideration: 

○ Creators include those that share joint responsibility whether that be for the same or 
differing roles in the case of collaborative works. 

 
○ Sometimes a compilation that is selected, arranged or edited can result in a new work. 

In this case the person, family or corporate body responsible for the compiling may be 
considered to be the creator. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
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○ When the work has been modified substantially from the original i.e. enough to 
consider a new work the person, family or corporate body responsible for the 
modification may be considered to be the creator. 

 
○ A person, family or corporate body can be deemed the creator for a serial if they are 

responsible for the serial as a whole not an individual or a couple of issues OR the work 
is in existence because them. This is usually indicated by one of the following: 

●        their name in the title proper 
●        they are the publisher 
●        content is of personal opinions 
●        no other person, family or corporate body is involved with the serial 

 
○ Government and religious officials are considered to be creators when they are 

responsible for official communications such as: 

●        official communications by heads of state, heads of government, heads of 
dependent or occupied territories, or heads of international bodies (e.g., 
messages to legislatures, proclamations, executive orders) 

●        official communications from popes, patriarchs, bishops, etc. (e.g., orders, 
decrees, pastoral letters, bulls, encyclicals; official messages to councils, 
synods). 

 
○ Corporate bodies are considered creators when they are responsible for originating, 

issuing or causing to be issued works of: 
●        administrative nature (internal policies, procedures, finances, operations) 
●        collective thought of the body (reports, standards, committees) 
●        collective activities (conference, expedition, event) 
●        hearings (judicial, legislative, governmental) 
●        cartographic works originating with a corporate body other than the  
publisher or distributor 
●        legal works 
●        named individual works of art by two or more artists acting as a corporate 
body 
●        works that result from the collective activity of a performing group as a 
whole where the responsibility of the group goes beyond that of mere 
performance, execution, etc. 

 
 

5.1.2.1 Changes that Affect the Identification of the Work 

 
● For multipart volumes provide additional access points for persons, families or corporate 

bodies when their is a change in subsequent parts that is deemed important for access (RDA 
18.4.2.1) 

 
● For serials provide additional access points for persons, families or corporate bodies when their 

is a minor change in responsibility between the issues or parts of a serial not requiring a new 
description but is deemed important for access (RDA 18.4.2.2)  

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-243.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-243.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-249.html
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● For integrating resources provide additional access points for persons, families or corporate 
bodies to reflect the current iteration and keep previous iteration access points if considered 
important for access (RDA 18.4.2.3)  

  
Follow these RDA instructions for the authorized access point for each person, family or corporate body: 

• Authorized access point for persons RDA 9.19.1 
• Authorized access point for families RDA 10.10.1 
• Authorized access point for corporate bodies RDA 11.13.1 

 
The cataloguer should ensure that authorized forms are consulted prior to creating an AAP for creators. 
This can be done by searching Canadian Authorities, the LC Authority File, LC Linked Data Service, or 
VIAF if you do not have access to authority files through subscription or partnership programs. 
   
Examples:   
 

Example of one person responsible for the 
creation of the work: 
 

100  1#  $aCaplan, Priscilla,$eauthor. 
 
[Authorized access point representing the creator 
for: Metadata Fundamentals for All Librarians / 
by Priscilla Caplan.] 

Example of one family responsible for the 
creation of the work: 
 

100  3#  $aColebourn (Family),$eauthor. 
 
[Authorized access point representing the creator 
for: The Colebourn Family papers / edited by 
Linda Mattick-Colebourn. A published collection of 
family papers.] 

Example of two or more persons, families, or 
corporate bodies responsible for the creation 
of the work performing the same role: 
 
 

100  1#  $aFawcett, Joe,$eauthor. 
700  1#  $aQuin, Liam R. E.,$eauthor. 
700  1#  $aAyers, Danny,$eauthor. 
 
[Authorized access points representing the 
creators for: Beginning XML / by Joe Fawcett, 
Liam R. E. Quin, Danny Ayers.] 

Example of two or more persons, families, or 
corporate bodies responsible for the creation 
of the work performing different roles: 
 

100  1#  $aDwinger, Horst,$edesigner. 
710  2#  $aHABA (Firm), $ecreator,  

$emanufacturer. 
 
[Authorized access points representing the 
creators for: Prismasteine Extrapackung = 
Kaleidoscopic blocks Accessory Set = Blocs prismes 
Set complémentaire = Prismastenen 
Aanvullingsset = Mattoncini prisma Confezione 
extra = Bloques de prismas Paquete extra / 
Design: Horst Dwinger ; HABA.] 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-256.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp9_rda9-5466.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp9_rda9-5466.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp10_rda10-660.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp10_rda10-660.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp11_rda11-5162.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp11_rda11-5162.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://id.loc.gov/
http://viaf.org/
http://viaf.org/
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5.1.3 Combine Elements to Construct the AAP Representing a Work RDA 6.27.1 
(1XX, 240, 245, 7XX MARC Fields) 

 
As the preferred title and creators of the work are determined, consider those responsible as outlined 
below.  The responsibility for the creation of the work will determine how elements are combined to 
create the AAP for the work itself.  
 

Authorized Access Point 
representing Works created 
by one person, family or 
corporate body RDA 6.27.1.2 

If one person, family or corporate body is responsible for creating 
the work, record the authorized access point for the work by 
combining, in this order: 
 

1. The authorized access point for that person (RDA 9.19.1), family 
(RDA 10.10.1), or corporate body (RDA 11.13.1)  

2. The preferred title for the work (RDA 6.2.2) 
 
100  1#  $aBailey, Colin B. 
245  10  $aRenoir :$bimpressionism and full-length painting /$c   
Colin B. Bailey. 

 
100  1#  $aDoga, Eugeniu,$ecomposer. 
245  10  $aMy Sweet and Tender Beast.$kSelections  
 

Authorized Access Point 
representing Collaborations 
RDA 6.27.1.3 
  
Definition: Collaborations are 
usually assumed when 
creators working together, 
but nothing says who created 
what. If in doubt, assume 
collaboration. 

If more than one is responsible such as a collaborative work 
combine the preferred name of the person, family or corporate 
body with principal responsibility (use the first named of the first 
resource received) followed by the preferred title of the work.  
 
Note: Even if the creators may perform the same or different roles 
(RDA 19.2.1), you are still selecting the first-named creator 
according to RDA 6.27.1.3. 
 
100  1#  $aDonnellan, Helen,$tSurvival guide for newly   
               qualified nurses. 
245  14  $aSurvival guide for newly qualified nurses 
             /$cHelen Donnellan and Gordon Jack. 
 
Alternatively, include all preferred names in the order in which they 
are named in the resource along with the preferred title with the 
exception of corporate bodies as creators.  
 
100  1#  $aFawcett, Joe,$eauthor. 
245  10  $aBeginning XML /$cJoe Fawcett, Liam Quinn, Danny  

Ayers. 
700  10  $aQuinn, Liam,$eauthor. 
700  10  $aAyers, Danny,$eauthor. 
  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp9_rda9-5465.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp9_rda9-5465.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp9_rda9-5465.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp10_rda10-679.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp11_rda11-5158.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2035.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-397.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6484.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6484.html
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Special Situation Specific: 
● for motion pictures, videos, video games, etc., construct the 

authorized access point representing the work by using the 
preferred title for the work (see RDA 6.2.2). 

 
245  00  $aGeorge Dandin, ou, Le mari confondu 
 

● for collaborations between a composer and a lyricist, 
librettist, choreographer, etc., apply the instructions at RDA 
6.28.1.2 – RDA 6.28.1.4. 

● with lyrics, text, etc. - combine composer(s) of music with 
the preferred title as the authorized access point 

 
100  1#  $aMozart, Wolfgang Amadeus,$d1756-1791,$e 
            composer. 
245  10   aCos  fan tutte 
700  1#  $aDa Ponte, Lorenzo,$d1749-1838,$elibrettist. 
 

●  pasticcios, ballad operas, etc. 
○        original composition use the first named composer and 
the preferred title as the authorized access point 
○        pre-existing composition by various composers use the 
preferred title only 
○        compilation of excerpts use authorized access point 
from which the excerpt was taken 
○        single excerpt use (if known) the authorized access 
point of the composer and the preferred title for the 
excerpt 

 
●        composed for choreographic movement 

○        use the authorized access point for the composer with 
the preferred title for the work 

Authorized Access Point 
Representing Compilations 
RDA 6.27.1.4 
  
Definition: Compilations are 
usually assumed when the 
preferred source of the work 
indicates who created what, 
when there a presence of 
compiler or editor/compiler, 
or when there is knowledge 
that the creator could not 
have collaborated (e.g. lived 
in a different time). 

If the work is a compilation of works by different persons, families, 
or corporate bodies, the authorized access point representing the 
work is the preferred title for the compilation (see RDA 6.2.2). If it 
does not have a collective title construct separate access points for 
each of the works in the compilation if deemed important for 
access. Additionally/otherwise construct an authorized access point 
for the compilation by devising a brief descriptive title that 
indicates either the nature of the resource or its’ subject or a 
combination of the two (RDA 2.3.2.11) 
 
Examples of compilations: 
  
245  00  $aTwo American classic novels. 
505  0#  $aThe red pony / John Steinbeck -- The catcher in the rye  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2035.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2035.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7294.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7294.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7294.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7294.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6625.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6625.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6625.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6625.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2035.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2035.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4412.html
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/ J.D. Salinger. 
700  12  $aSteinbeck, John,$d1902-1968,$eauthor.$tRed pony. 
700  12  $aSalinger, J. D. $q(Jerome David),$d1919-2010,  

 $eauthor.$tCatcher in the rye. 
  
245  00  $aIn praise of older women /$cStephen Vizinczey.  

Feramontov / Desmond Cory. The graveyard shift / Harry 
Patterson. 

700  12  $aVizinczey, Stephen,$eauthor.$tIn praise of older  
women. 

700  12  $aCory, Desmond,$eauthor.$tFeramontov. 
700  12  $aPatterson, Harry,$eauthor.$tGraveyard shift 
 
245  00  $aCommunity band concerts /$c Sharon Polk. Fall 
              harvest festivals / Terri Swanson. 
700  12  $aPolk, Sharon.$tCommunity band concerts. 
700  12  $aSwanson, Terri.$tFall harvest festivals. 
 

Authorized Access Point 
representing Works of 
uncertain or unknown origin 
RDA 6.27.1.8 
 

If the work is of unknown origin, or if the work has been attributed 
to one or more persons, families, or corporate bodies, and is 
uncertain who is the probable person, family, or body responsible, 
construct the authorized access point representing the work by 
using the preferred title for the work (RDA 6.27.1.8) 
 
Example of authorized access point representing the work by using 
the preferred title for the work: 
 
245   04  $aThe copyright dilemma :$bproceedings of a conference  

held at Indiana University, April 14-15, 1977 /$c edited by 
Herbert S. White. 

Authorized Access Point 
Representing Parts of Work 
RDA 6.27.1.1 – RDA 6.27.1.8, 
RDA 6.2.2.9 (100 $t MARC 
Field) 
  
 
 

Construct the authorized access point representing a part of a work 
combining, in this order: 

1. the authorized access point representing the person, family, 
or corporate body, responsible for the part (RDA 6.27.1.1 – 
RDA 6.27.1.8)  + 

2. the preferred title for the part (RDA 6.2.2.9) 
 
100  1#  $aProust, Marcel,$d1871–1922,$eauthor.$pA l'ombre des  

 jeunes filles en fleurs. 
 
100  1#  $aHugo, Victor,$d1802-1885,$eauthor. $tMisérables.  
               $pCosette. 
 
Exceptions: 

● For non-distinctive titles with or without numeration use 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2441.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2441.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2441.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2441.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd100.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6805.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-2441.html
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the authorized access point for the work as a whole. 
  
100  1#  $aHomer.$tIliad.$nBook 1 
 
●        serials and integrating resources use the authorized access 
point of the work as a whole along with the preferred title for the 
section/supplement. 
  
245  00  $aHistorical statistics.$pSupplement 
  
●        Television/radio programs with episodes, seasons, excerpts 
use the authorized access point of the work as a whole along with 
the preferred title for the part. 
  
130  0#  $a30 Rock (Television program).$nSeason 4. 
245  10  $a30 Rock.$pSeason 4 /$cUniversal Studios ; created by  

Tina Fey. 
  
For a part of a collaborative work, compilation, adaptation, 
revision, or addition of commentary, annotation, illustrative 
content to a pre-existing work, edition use the preferred title of the 
part as the authorized access point with the exception of non-
distinctive titles, serials, integrating resources, TV/radio programs. 
  
245  00  $aEncyclopedia of natural health.$pImmune deficiencies. 
[Resource described: Encyclopedia of natural health. Immune 
deficiencies / Udo Balch editor in chief. Authorized access point for 
the work as a whole: Encyclopedia of natural health.] 
  
For two or more parts of a work 
●        if consecutive but only identified by a general term and 
number, use the work as a whole for the authorized access point 
along with the preferred title for the sequence of parts. 
  
100  1#  $aHomer.$tIliad.$nBook 1 
  
●        if not consecutive or numbered, construct an authorized access 
point for each part or identify them collectively by using the 
authorized access point for the work as a whole and the text 
‘Selections’ 
  
100  1#  $aHarbison, John,$elibrettist. 
240  10  $aGreat Gatsby.$kSelections. 
245  10  $aGatsby songs: $bfrom the opera The great  

Gatsby /$cmusic by John Harbison ; lyrics by Murray 
Horwitz. 
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 ADAPTATIONS AND REVISIONS 
  
For adaptations and revisions use the authorized access point of 
the person, family, corporate body responsible for the 
adaptation/revision only if the nature and the content of the work 
has changed substantially from the original along with the preferred 
title of the adaptation/revision. 
  
If more than one person, family or corporate body is responsible 
for the adaptation or revision combine the preferred name of the 
person, family or corporate body with principal responsibility (use 
the first named of the first resource received) followed by the 
preferred title of the adaptation/revision. 
  
In the case of adaptations/revisions of compilations of works by 
different persons, families or corporate bodies use only the 
preferred title for the compilation. 
  
For those adaptations and revisions of unknown origin use only the 
preferred title of the work as the authorized access point. 
 

 COMMENTARY, ANNOTATIONS, ILLUSTRATIVE CONTENT ETC., 
ADDED TO A PREVIOUSLY EXISTING WORK 
  
If the work is presented as the work of the person, family, or 
corporate body responsible for the commentary, annotation etc., 
then use them as the authorized access point along with the 
preferred title for the commentary, etc. 
  
If more than one is responsible combine the preferred name of the 
person, family or corporate body with principal responsibility (use 
the first named of the first resource received) followed by the 
preferred title of the work. 
 

 EDITIONS 
  
If the work is presented as an edition of the previously existing 
work, treat as an expression of that work. Use the authorized access 
point of the previous work. If important for access identify the 
expression construct an authorized access point for the expression 
by using the authorized access point representing the work along 
with either the content type, the date of the expression, the 
language of the expression and/ another distinguishing 
characteristic of the expression. 
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100  1#  $aKernighan, Brian W.$tC Programming Language 
[authorized access point representing the second edition of a work 
by Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie.] 
 

 
 

5.1.3.1 Encoding AAP for Works RDA 6.27.1 (1XX, 240, 245, 7XX MARC Fields) 

 
Once the above is determined, in simplified terms the authorized access point for a work can be 
encoded in 4 different ways: 
 
 ***Note that Title Proper is an element of manifestation, but is included here both for reference and 
because it can be the same as the preferred title in certain situations. 
 

AAP for Creator + Preferred Title  
(MARC 1XX + 240 ) 

100  1#  $aHarbison, John,$elibrettist. 
240  10  $aGreat Gatsby.$kSelections. 
245  10  $aGatsby songs: $bfrom the opera The great Gatsby  

/$cmusic by John Harbison ; lyrics by Murray Horwitz. 

Preferred Title 
(MARC 130) 

130  0#  $aGreat Gatsby (Motion picture : 2013) 
245  14  $aThe Great Gatsby /$cWarner Bros. 

AAP for Creator + Title Proper 
(acting as preferred title) 
(MARC 1XX + 245) 

100  1#  $aSlade, Michael,$eauthor. 
245  10  $aHeadhunter /$cby Michael Slade. 

Title Proper only (Acting as 
preferred title) 
(MARC 245) 

245  04  $aThe feminist papers :$bfrom Adams to de  
Beauvoir /$cwith introductory essays by Alice S. Rossi. 

 
 

5.1.3.2 Examples of AAP for Works 

 

Book/eBook ● Usually preferred title or title proper acting as preferred title on its own, or 
AAP for creator + preferred title/title proper 

 
110  1#  $aUnited States.$bCentral Intelligence Agency.$bOffice of Economic  
               Research.  
245  14  $aThe world oil market in the years ahead :$ba research paper /$c                 
               [prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency's Office of Economic  
               Research].  

Serial/eSerial ● Usually preferred title or title proper acting as preferred title on its own, or 
AAP for creator + preferred title/title proper 

● Be aware that initial articles and certain other title elements that might 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6414.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
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appear on the issue that appear in the title proper may be omitted from the 
preferred title. Errors in the title proper may also be corrected in the 
preferred title. See CCM 5.4.2 

 
245  00  $aChiefs of State and Cabinet members of foreign governments /$c    
               National Foreign Assessment Center.  
710  1#  $aUnited States.$bCentral Intelligence Agency.  
710  2#  $aNational Foreign Assessment Center (U.S.)  

DVD/Streaming 
Video 

● Usually distinct title proper on its own or preferred title with additions for 
differentiation 

● Rarely AAP for creator with sole responsibility for the work along with 
distinct title proper or preferred title. 

**Base the title on the form of the title appearing in a title frame or title screen 
in the original language whenever possible. (OLAC, 165) 
 
245  00  $aAmmo for the info-warrior /$cproduced by the Guerilla News  

Network.  
246  3#  $aAmmunition for the information warrior 
700  12  $aScott, Peter Dale.$tWar conspiracy.  
710  2#  $aGuerrilla News Network. 

CD, Audio / 
Streaming Audio 

● AAP for composer + preferred title for musical works 
 
110  2#  $aSlank (Musical group),$ecomposer,$eperformer. 
245  10  $aVirus /$Slank. 

Website ● Usually preferred title or title proper acting as preferred title on its own, or 
AAP for creator + preferred title/title proper 

 
100  1#  $aReese, Terry. 
245  10  $aMarcEdit 

Software ● Usually preferred title or title proper acting as preferred title on its own, or 
AAP for creator + preferred title/title proper 

 
100  1#  $aReese, Terry. 
245  10  $aMarcEdit 

 
 

5.2 Identifier for the Work RDA 6.8 (024, 130 $0, 240 $0, 710 $0, 711 $0, 730 $0, 
810 $0, 811 $0, 830 $0 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
 
Definition: An identifier for the work is a character string uniquely associated with a work or surrogate 
of the work (such as an authority record) and serves to differentiate the work from other works. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3372.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3372.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd024.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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Source of information: Take information on identifiers for works from any source. 
 
How to record: Precede the identifier with the name or an identification of the agency, etc., 
responsible for assigning the identifier, if readily ascertainable. 
 
While identifiers for manifestation and item are common in current MARC practice and library holdings, 
currently identifiers for works have not been universally adopted in MARC usage by various systems.  
This is because within the structure of a MARC record the elements of a “work”  “exists only in the 
commonality of content between and among the various expressions of the work.”(Smiraglia, Riva, & 
Zumer, 2014, p. 105) and traditionally cataloguing has tended to focus on describing manifestations and 
items.   
 
A note on identifiers of works is important here however, because in a linked environment a work level 
record can stand as a unique element with a URI as an identifier. This is something currently under 
development, but examples can be seen through the linked data initiatives within Worldcat.  For 
instance, the title “Linked data for libraries” by Seth van Hooland and Ruben Verborgh has the following 
Worldcat work record: http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565. Further 
exploration of this work record will reveal links to work examples (manifestation records). 
 
Note: Use discretion while record identifiers for works. Many systems are not set-up to use these 
elements yet. 
 
Examples in MARC encoding : 
 

Identifier 
for the 
work 

024  1#  $a7822183031 
 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
 
See http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-identifier.html 
for standard identifier source codes for subfield 2. 

Preferred 
title of the 
work 

130  0#  $aGreat Gatsby (Motion picture : 2013)$0http://viaf.org/viaf/300876477 

Preferred 
title of the 
work 

240  10  $aSchneewittchen$0http://d-nb.info/gnd        -   

Title of a 
work 

710  22   aNational Geographic Society (U.S.). bCartographic Division. tEarth’s  
               fractured surface.$0http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1090078494 

http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565
http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-identifier.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/standard-identifier.html
http://viaf.org/viaf/300876477
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://d-nb.info/gnd/4116406-4
http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1090078494
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710  2#  $aSociety for Integrative and Comparative Biology.$tIntegrative and  
              Comparative Biology.$0http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/56823598 

Title of a 
work 

711  2# $a International Conference on Dublin Core and Metadata for  
E-Communities $d(2002 :$cFlorence, Italy).$tProceedings of the 
International conference on Dublin core and metadata for e-
Communities, 2002 : DC-2002 : metadata for e-communities ; supporting 
diversity and convergence 2002. 
$0http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/138934989 

Title of a 
work 

730  02  $aTreaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic  
and Monetary Union$d(2012 March 2).$tFiscal compact 

               $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2012108277 

Preferred 
title of a 
work 

810  2#  $aTrigonometrical survey (South Africa).$tT.S.O. misc. 
 $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/nr99020250 

Title of a 
work 

811  2#  $aInternational Congress of Nutrition$n(11th :$d1978 :$cRio de Janeiro,  
               Brazil).$tNutrition and foodscience  
               $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n42013539 

Title of a 
work 

830  #0  $aGerritsen collection of women's history$tOught Women to Have  
Votes for Members of Parliament? 
$0http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1152151314  

 
 

5.3 Notes for the Work 

 

5.3.1 Nature of the Content RDA 7.2 (500 MARC Field) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the work. 
 
Definition:  The nature of the content describes the specific characteristics of the primary content of a 
resource (e.g., legal articles, interim report).  
 
Source of Information:  Take information on the nature of the content from any source. 

http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/56823598
http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/138934989
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2012108277
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/nr99020250
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n42013539
http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1152151314
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-412.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
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How to record: Indicate the nature of the content in a brief statement. 
 
 

Book 
eBook 

500  ##   aReports on students’ graduation rate in Ontario. 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 

500  ##  $aProceedings of the conference. 

DVD 
CD, Audio 

500  ##  $aRecording of birdsong. 
500  ##  $aNotes on the calls and sound spectrographs of the calls  

inserted in slipcase.  

Streaming Video 
Streaming Audio 

500  ##  $aCross-cultural surveys. 

Software 500  ##  $aWord processing and graphic capabilities. 

Website 500  ##  $aAllows tracks to be looped and key to be changed. 

 
 

5.3.2 Formatted Contents RDA 7.2.1.3, 25.1.1.3, 26.1.1.3, 27.1.1.3 (505 MARC 
Field) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the work. 
 
Definition:  Formatted contents notes contain the titles of separate works or parts of an item. This is an 
attribute of the work that can also encompass the relationship of related works, expressions and 
manifestations. 
 
Source of Information:  The source of information for collections is the title page or its substitute. For 
sets, the source of information is the chief source of each volume and information provided in any 
volume listing the contents of the set. 
 
How to record:  

1. The note is usually accompanied by an introductory term or phrase that is generated as a 
display constant based on the first indicator value, such as Contents: or Incomplete Contents:. 

2. Describe the titles and the various parts of the resource that are included.   
3.  They may also include statements of responsibility associated with the works or parts.  
4. Volume numbers and other sequential designations are included.  
5. Chapter numbers are omitted. 
6. If needed, break contents into two or more 505 tags instead of using 500.   
7. For all titles listed in 505 make added entries using field 740.  
8. In addition to 740, may need to add 7xx Name / Title added entry to trace creators especially if 

individual work/expression is created by different creators. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-424.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-80.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp26_rda26-40.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-56.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd505.html
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Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

 
505  1#  $apt. 1. General observations -- pt. 2. Methodology -- pt.  
               3. Initial phase 
[Parts to be added after pt. 3; note left open (no final period).] 
 
505  1#  $av. 1. Report -- v. 3. Overseas systems of compensation. 
[Spaces used to represent missing intermediate part.] 

 
 

5.3.3 Intended Audience RDA 7.7 (008, 385, 521 Marc Fields) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the work. 
 
OCLS current policy: do not use this field. On derived record keep this field.  
 
Definition:  The audience for which the content of a resource was created for, or for whom the content 
is considered suitable. 
 
 

5.3.4 Type of Computer File or Data RDA 3.19.2 and RDA 7.2 (516 MARC Field)  
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the work. 
 
OCLS current policy: do not use.  Keep on derived records.  
 
Definition:  A note that characterizes the file. In addition to a general descriptor (e.g., computer 
program, numeric, or text), use field 516 for more specific information such as the form or genre of 
textual material (e.g., biography, dictionary, or index). 
 

 

5.3.5 Dissertation or Thesis Note RDA 7.9 (500, 502 MARC Fields) 
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the work. 
 
Definition: Dissertation or thesis information is defined as “information about a work presented as part 
of the formal requirements for an academic degree”. It includes “information about the academic 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-633.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd385.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd521.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5230.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-413.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd516.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-677.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd502.html
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degree for which the work was presented, the granting institution or faculty, and the year the degree 
was granted”. 
 
Sources of information: Take dissertation or thesis information from any source. 
  
How to record: 

1.  Record the following information: 
a. The academic degree for which the author was a candidate (RDA 7.9.2) 
b. The name of the institution or faculty to which the thesis was presented (RDA 7.9.3) 
c. The year in which the degree was granted (RDA 7.9.4). 

2.  If the resource lacks a formal thesis statement (degree, institution, date), record in a general 
note (500). 

  
Examples: 

502  ##  $bPh.D.$cUniversity of Toronto$d2014. 
 
502  ##  $aThesis (MISt.)--Faculty of Information, University of Toronto, Toronto, 2009. 
 
500  ##  $aRevision of the author's thesis (doctoral)--McGill University, Montreal, 1977. 
[Not the original thesis; information recorded in field 500 instead of field 502] 

 
Note: For further differentiation (and resource discovery), notes on academic degree and related 
works can also be added to the AAP for the work. 
 
  

5.4 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, Corporate Bodies Associated with 
a Work RDA 19 (1XX, 24X, 7XX , 8XX MARC Fields)  
 
RDA 19.2 Is an RDA Core Element 
RDA 19.3 Is an RDA Core If Element - Core if needed to construct an AAP for the Work 
 
Definitions: The objective of recording relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies 
associated with a work RDA 19, is to help the user find all resources associated with that particular 
person, family or corporate body. 
 
Source of information: Statements appearing on the preferred source should be used as sources of 
information for relationships. If the statements are ambiguous use the following sources in order of 
preference: 

● other prominent statements on the resource 
● information in the content of the resource 
● other sources 

 
How to Record:  
Record relationships to creators and other persons, families, or corporate bodies associated with the 
work as follows: 
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-703.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-726.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-749.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-364.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd20x24x.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd80x83x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-2459.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-364.html
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a. Authorized access point for creators RDA 19.2 and other persons, families or corporate 

bodies associated with the work RDA 19.3 as outlined above. 
 

b. Add a unique identifier for the person, family or corporate body as outlined in RDA 
18.4.1.1 
Note: Use uniqe identifiers for persons, families or corporate bodies with discretion. 
Many systems are not yet set-up to make use of this element 
 
Example: 

010  ##  $anb2001032740 
100  10  $aQuadir, Fahimul 
670  ##  $aCrises of governance in Asia and Africa, c2001: $b t.p. (Fahimul  

Quadir, St. Lawrence Univ., New York) 
670  ##  $aDemocracy and civil society in Asia, 2004: $b CIP v. 1-2, t.p. (Fahimul   

Quadir, York Univ., Toronto) data sheet (b. 12-17-62) 
 

2. Record a relationship designator to indicate the specific role performed by the persons, 
families, corporate bodies related to the work (RDA 18.5). A relationship designator provides 
more specific information about the relationship to the resource.  

 
Source: Can be taken from any source. 

 
 
 
How to record:  

● Apply relationship designators for creators by using one or more terms from Appendix 
I.2.1 in the toolkit. If none of the terms found in the appendix are appropriate or specific 
enough use another concise term to indicate the nature of the relationship. A list of 
creator level relators can also be found at the LC Linked Data Service: Relators (RDA 
Creator Collection). 
 
Example:  
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic  

Records,$ecreator,$eissuing body. 
 

● Apply relationship designators for other persons, families or corporate bodies 
associated with the work by using one or more terms from Appendix I.2.2 in the toolkit. 
If none of the terms found in the appendix are appropriate or specific enough use 
another concise term to indicate the nature of the relationship. A list of work level 
relators can also be found at the LC Linked Data Service: Relators (RDA Work Collection).  

   
Example:  
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body. 
 

3.  Join the unique identifier and/ authorized access point with the appropriate relationship 
designator. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-393.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-2459.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-263.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-34.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-34.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDACreator.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDACreator.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-34.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDAWork.html
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Example :  
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records,  

$ecreator,$eissuing body.$0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 
 

4. For further explanation or when in doubt provide a cataloguer's note RDA 5.9: 
 

100  1#  $aNiekrasz, Lech$einterviewer. 
500  ##  $aInformation on the interviewer taken from the sound content of the audio recording. 

 
 

5.5 Record Others Associated With The Work RDA 19.3 (7XX MARC Field) 

This is a RDA Core If element: Core if the access point representing that person, family, or corporate 
body is used to construct the authorized access point representing the work. 

This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 

Definition: Other person, family, or corporate body associated with a work is defined as a person, 
family, or corporate body associated with a work in a relationship other than that of creator, for 
example production companies, sponsoring bodies, persons to whom correspondence is addressed, 
directors, cinematographers, institutions hosting an exhibition or event, etc. 

Source of Information: Take information from the preferred source of information in resources 
embodying the work RDA 2.2.2. If the information is unclear or unsatisfactory, use the following sources 
of information, in order of preference: 

● Other statements appearing prominently in the resource 
● Information appearing only in the content of the resource (e.g., the text of a book, the 

sound content of an audio recording) 
● Other sources (e.g., a container or accompanying material issued with the resource) 

RDA 19.1.1  

How to record : Recording other persons, families and corporate bodies associated with a work is a 
requirement for the BSWG Minimum Standards whenever considered important resource discovery or 
access. Apply the general guidelines at RDA 18.4. 

The cataloguer should ensure that authorized forms are consulted prior to creating an AAP for other 
persons, families or corporate bodies related to a work. This can be done by searching Canadian 
Authorities, the LC Authority File, LC Linked Data Service, or VIAF if you do not have access to authority 
files through subscription or partnership programs. 

Examples: 

700  1#  $aMcCarthy, Colm,$d1973-$etelevision director. 
700  1#  $aVertue, Beryl,$etelevision producer. 
700  1#  $aStubbs, Una,$eactor. 
[A collection of several other persons related to the work: Sherlock (Television program :  
2010-).  Season 3] 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-2459.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-370.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-370.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-370.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-205.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-205.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://id.loc.gov/
http://viaf.org/
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5.6 Record Related Works 

 

5.6.1 Record Relationships Between Works RDA 25 (500, 530, 546, 700$t 700$l, 
730, 767, 776 MARC Fields) 
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: A work that is related to the work being described such as an adaptation, commentary, 
supplement, sequel, part of a larger work etc. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record:  
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
 

a. Identifier for the related work RDA 6.8. 
 

b. Authorized access point for the related work RDA 6.27. 
 

c. Provide a structured (using ISBD punctuation) or an unstructured (a sentence or 
paragraph) description of the related work RDA 24.4.3. When using an unstructured 
description, include information about the nature of the relationship as part of the 
unstructured description. 

 
2. Record a relationship designator by using an appropriate term from the list in Appendix J to 

indicate the specific nature of the relationship between related works. If none of the terms 
listed is appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term indicating the nature of the 
relationship. 

 
3. Record an explanation of the relationship if needed to further clarify or identify the 

relationship. For guidelines on presenting an explanation of a relationship Appendix E in the 
toolkit. 

 
Example of adaptation: 

245  00  $aEmma /$cMiramax Films, Matchmaker Films, Haft Entertainment ; produced by  
Steven Haft and Patrick Cassavetti ; written and directed by Douglas McGrath. 

… 
700  1#  $iMotion picture adaptation of (work) $aAusten, Jane,$d1775-1817.$tEmma. 

 
Example of works in a compilation (whole-part relationship): 

100  1#  $aMiller, Arthur,$d1915-2005,$e author. 
245  10  $aTwo plays /$cArthur Miller. 
700  12  $aMiller, Arthur,$d1915-2005. tArchbishop’s ceiling. 
700  12  $aMiller, Arthur,$d1915-2005.$tAmerican clock. 

 
Example of supplement work (accompanying work relationship): 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-64.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd530.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd546.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd767.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd776.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3372.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-6412.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappe_rdae-3.html
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110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic    
Records,$ecreator,$eissuing body. 

245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records :$bfinal report 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships in  

RDF. 
 
 

5.6.1.1 Record Note on Related Work RDA 25.1 (500, 505, 740 MARC Field) 

  
Definition: A related work is defined as a work, represented by an identifier, a description, or an 

authorized access point that is related to the work being described (e.g., an adaptation, commentary, 
supplement, sequel, part of a larger work). 
  
Source of Information: Take information on related works from any source. 
  
Examples: 

505  0#  $aIntroducing XML -- Validation -- Processing -- Databases -- Programming --  
Communication -- Display -- Cases Study 

[Basic contents] 
  

505  00  $tHistorical study$g(page 10) /$rL. Axana --  tNature’s Way g(page 45) / rW.  
Glassbert ; edited by A. Messi -- $tCare as a form of indoor relief$g(page 77) /$rI.  
Lionel. 

[Enhanced note contents] 
  

500  ##  $aIncludes master binder and contains separately numbered bulletin: Multistate tax  
report. 

740  02  $aMultistate tax report. 
  

110  2#  $aInternational Monetary Fund,$ecompiler. 
245  10  $aIMF eLibrary data. 
246  1#  $aInternational Monetary Fund eLibrary data 
740  02  $aDirection of trade statistics. 
740  02  $aBalance of payments statistics. 

 

 

5.6.2 Link Entry Complexity (Serials). Related Work RDA 25.1.1 (580, 760-787 
MARC Fields) 

 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
 
Definition:  A related work is a work, represented by an identifier, an authorized access point, or a 
description, that is related to the work being described (e.g.an adaptation, commentary, supplement, 
sequel, part of a larger work). 
 
Source of Information:  Information on related works can be taken from any source. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-69.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-69.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd505.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd740.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-70.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd580.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd76x78x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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How to record: Provide a description of the related work by using either a structured or an unstructured 
description (RDA 24.4.3) 
 
Example: 
 245  00  $aMobil travel guide.$pSouthern California & Hawaii. 
 …  
 580  ##  $aMerger of: Mobil travel guide. Southern California, and: Mobil travel guide. Hawaii. 
 580  ##  $aSplit into: Forbes travel guide.  Southern California, and: Forbes travel guide. Hawaii. 
 …  
 780  14  $aMobil travel guide. Southern California 
 780  14  $aMobil travel guide. Hawaii 
 785  16  $aForbes travel guide.  Southern California 
 785  16  $aForbes travel guide. Hawaii 
 
 

5.7 Record Relationships to Concepts, Objects, Events and Places (Resource and 
Person) RDA 23 (6XX MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
 
Definitions:  

● The term subject refers to a term, a phrase, or a classification number, etc.,  that indicates what 
the work is about (RDA 23.1.3) 

● An access point refers to a name, term or code that represents an entity (work, expression, 
person, family, corporate body or other entity that serves as the subject of a work) (RDA 23.1.4). 

● An authorized access point refers to the standardized access point representing an entity (RDA 
23.1.4). 

● An authorized access point representing the subject of a work refers to the standardized or 
controlled subject term or combination of terms (e.g. LCSH), or a classification number, as 
specified in an identifiable subject system (e.g., LC classification number) (RDA 23.1.4).  

● A subject relationship  refers to the relationship between a work and an identifier, an 
authorized access point, and/or a description that indicates what the work is about (RDA 
23.4.1.1). 

 
How to record: Record relationships to concepts, objects, events and places by identifying FRBR “Group 
3 entities, as well as any “Group 1” or “Group 2” entities that may be the topic of a work - in short, this 
includes concepts, objects/things, events, places, persons, corporate bodies, or a combination of 
entities.  Relationships to concepts, objects, events and places are expressed through the use of 
authorized access points representing the related subject (RDA 23.4.1.2.2). 
 
Records being prepared for upload to the CUC must include the following access points:  
 

1. Controlled Subject Terms: required on all bibliographic records being uploaded to the CUC. 
Controlled vocabularies include: Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH); Canadian Subject 
Headings (CSH); and Répertoire de vedettes-matière (RVM). National Library of Medicine 
Headings (MeSH) are kept on derived records, but are not necessary to validate on items being 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-11.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd6xx.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20059.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20060.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20060.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20060.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20060.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20115.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20115.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20118.html
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uploaded to the CUC. They are only deleted if they are exactly the same as the LCSH applied to 
the work. 

 
Record the related subject for a work by using an authorized access point as set out in RDA 
23.4.1.2.2. When recording relationships between a work and its subject(s), a “minimum of at 
least one subject relationship element” should be applied (RDA 23.3).   
 
Current CUC policy is not to apply subject terms to works of fiction, but libraries may make local 
decisions to assign/keep subject headings on fiction as needed. The number of controlled 
subject relationships applied may vary with the work being described. Generally no more than 
three to six terms are applied.   
 
2. Classification number: Usually an alpha-numerical representation of the first controlled 
subject term describing the topic of a work.  LC Classification is used for records being uploaded 
to the CUC. 

 

Relationship Controlled Subject Term (6XX) Related Classification Number 
(050$a$b) 

Related 
Concepts/ 
Objects 

Apply at least one controlled subject 
term to 650$a by recording authorized 
access point from LCSH, CSH or RVM as 
appropriate. Apply general, 
chronological, geographic or form 
subdivisions as required.  Now all are 
indirect, i.e., the name of the state, 
province or country, followed by the city 
in a 2nd $z. 
 
 
Retain supplied MeSH headings 
 
Keep Canadian English language subject 
headings received on derived records. If 
there are no LC subject headings in the 
record, provide the equivalent LC subject 
headings.  
 
MARC Indicator 2 values used:  
0 - Library of Congress Subject Headings 
1 - LC subject headings for children's 
literature 
2 - Medical Subject Headings 
3 - National Agricultural Library subject 
authority file 
4 - Source not specified 
5 - Canadian Subject Headings 

Steps: 
1.Apply LC Class number that correlates 
to predominant or first controlled subject 
term: 
 
050  00  $aE525.5 123d 
 
2. Apply an LC cutter number as per brief 
rules below 
 
050 #4  $aBX5195.L7$bA443 2008 
3. Apply date of publication after last 
cutter number 
 
050 #4  $aBX5195.L7$bA443 2008 
 
Note: Current CUC policy is NOT to 
repeat this field. 
 
CUC classification precedents: 
Canadian history--use FC: Available from 
Library and Archives Canada at FC 
http://epe.lac-
bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-
ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf 
 
Canadian Law--use KE: Available on 
Catalogers Desktop (subscription), 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20118.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20118.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp23_rda23-20024.html
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/nlc-bnc/class_fc-ef/obj/p11/f2/01-e.pdf
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6 - Répertoire de vedettes-matière 
7 - Source specified in subfield $2 
 
 
 
650  #0  $aArchitecture and climate. 
 
650  #5  $aCanadian wit and humor  
               (English) 
 

Classification Web (subscription), and 
online from Library of Congress at 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/Fr
eeLCC/KE-text.pdf 
 
Canadian literature--use PS 8000 
(English) and PS9000 (French): 
http://epe.lac-
bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-
bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf 
 
 Children’s Fiction: PZ5-90  Use for 

juveniles up to, and including grade 9 

(approximately age 15 years) 

 

 Children’s Non-fiction: for juveniles 

below Grade 1 place in class PZ. 

Material for juveniles in Grade 1 and 

above is treated as directed by LC 

schedules and placed in the appropriate 

topical classes. 

 
 

Related 
Events (e.g., 
conferences, 
meetings, 
etc.) 
 
 

Apply at least one controlled subject 
term to 611$a by recording authorized 
access point for event 
/meeting/conference from LCSH, CSH or 
RVM as appropriate. 
  
 
611  20  $aTour de France (Bicycle race) 
 
611  20  $a Olympic Games$n(31st : $d  

2016 : $cRio de Janeiro, Brazil) 

Apply related classification number as 
instructed above. 
 
For conference publications, the date 
applied to the end of the call number is 
the date of conference. 
 
 
 

Related Places 
(e.g., 
geographical 
locations) 

Apply at least one controlled subject 
term to 651$a by recording authorized 
access point from LCSH, CSH or RVM as 
appropriate. Apply form, chronological 
and general subdivisions as required 
 
 
651  #0 $aPadua (Italy)$vDrama. 
 

Apply related classification number as 
instructed above, including cutter 
numbering for place names as necessary. 
 
050 #4  $aBX5195.L7$bA443 2008 
 
BX 
5195   Endersbee, Mary. 
L7        Hidden miracles at All Souls ... 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/KE-text.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/KE-text.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/KE-text.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCC/KE-text.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
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651  #0 $aRussia$xHistory$vMaps. A443   Cuttered from .L7, London; 
 
CUC precedents for cuttering place 
names:  
When an item is being cuttered for 
Canada, LC uses .C2 and NLC uses .C3.  
Established CUC precedent: follow LC 
where no local precedent exists. When 
an area of the shelf list has a large 
section in C3 and very few in C2, follow 
the pattern established in your 
catalogue. Further information on 
cuttering for U.S. States and Canadian 
provinces can be found at 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/Fr
eeCSM/G302.pdf 

Related 
Persons (e.g., 
biographical 
works; 
criticism and 
interpretation
, etc.) 
 

Record authorized access point from 
LCSH, CSH or RVM as appropriate. Apply 
general and form subdivisions as 
required. 
 
Persons: 
 
600  10  $aGates, Bill,$d1955- 
 
Corporate names: 
 
610 20 $aMicrosoft Corporation  
             $vFiction. 

Apply related classification number as 
instructed above, including cutter 
numbering for biographies as necessary. 
 
CUC precedent for biographical works is 
to classify under the topic with which the 
biographee is most closely identified.  
 
Cutter for biographies using biography 
table G320 at 
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM
/G320.pdf 
 
Common cutters for biographies: 
.x Cutter for biographee 
.xA2 Collected works. By date 
.xA3 Autobiography, diaries, etc. By date 
 
More detailed information below 
 

Related Works 
 

Record authorized access point for work  
from LCSH, CSH or RVM as appropriate. 
Apply general and form subdivisions as 
required. 
 
Example:  
600  $a Shakespeare, William 
600  $d 1564-1616 
600  $t Taming of the shrew 

Apply related classification number as 
instructed above 
 
Criticism of Canadian literature--use PS 
8000 (English) and PS9000 (French): 
http://epe.lac-
bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-
bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf 
 

http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G320.pdf
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G320.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/lac-bac/class_ps8000-e/pdf/8000.1-e.pdf
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600  $x Examinations 
600  $v Study guides 
 
600 10 $aShakespeare, William,$d 1564-
1616.$tTaming of the shrew 
$xExaminations$vStudy guides. 

 
 

5.7.1 Tools / Resources for Applying Controlled Subject Terms and Classification 
Numbers 

   
● The Library of Congress Authorities:  

     http://authorities.loc.gov/ 
 

● List of the Subject Heading Manual PDF Files  
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/freeshm.html 

 
● Library of Congress Subject Headings PDF files (includes a link to free-floating subdivisions): 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCSH/freelcsh.html#About   
 

● Canadian Subject Headings:       
    http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/csh-bin/search/l=0 
 

● Amicus registered site (Canadian authority records):          
http://amicus.collectionscanada.ca/aaweb/aalogine.htm 

 
● National Library of Medicine (MeSH):  http://130.14.16.150/cgi-

bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First 
 

● Répertoire de vedettes-matière (RVM):  Used for French language and bilingual items. A 
subscription to the online version is available at 
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/abonnement-aux-produits-du-rvm 

  
● Library of Congress Classification Outline:  
       http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/ 
 
● Library of Congress Classification and Shelflisting main page: 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/classification/ 
 
● Library of Congress classification and Shelflisting Manual: 
 http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html 

 
Note: Please see C.5 Authorized Access Points and Identifiers section at the beginning of this manual 
for other resources pertaining to  classification and subject analysis. 
 

 

http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/freeshm.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/freeshm.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCSH/freelcsh.html#About
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/csh-bin/search/l=0
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/csh-bin/search/l=0
http://amicus.collectionscanada.ca/aaweb/aalogine.htm
http://amicus.collectionscanada.ca/aaweb/aalogine.htm
http://130.14.16.150/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://130.14.16.150/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/abonnement-aux-produits-du-rvm
https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/abonnement-aux-produits-du-rvm
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/classification/
http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/classification/
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
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5.7.2 Brief Notes for Cuttering 

 

Cutter numbers are usually comprised of one letter + one or two digits – rarely three or more.  LC 

cutters are decimals; the first one is always preceded by a period.  

  

LC cutters items for multiple reasons: 

1.  Author last name 
 
Example:   050 #4 $aQC861.2$b.B37 1996 (where $b shows first letter of the creator; indicator #4 
indicates the call number was assigned by an agency other than LC – tag original records as such) 
 

2.  To arrange content by geographical place name 

3.  To distinguish between different types of writing and forms of publication, e.g., autobiographies, 

statistics, etc. 

4.  To sub-arrange by topic words 

  

Cutter Decisions and Tables – a select list: Libraries cataloguing records for upload to the CUC are 

advised to use LC Cutter table found at: http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G063.pdf  

 

After initial vowels for 
the second letter: 
 
use number: 

b 
 
 
2 

d 
 
 
3 

l-m 
 
 
4 

n 
 
 
5 

p 
 
 
6 

r 
 
 
7 

s-t 
 
 
8 

u-y 
 
 
9 

After initial letter S 
for the second letter: 
 
use number: 

a 
 
 
2 

ch 
 
 
3 

e 
 
 
4 

h-i 
 
 
5 

m-p 
 
 
6 

t 
 
 
7 

u 
 
 
8 

w-z 
 
 
9 

After initial letters Qu: 
for the third letter: 
 
use number: 

a 
 
 
3 

e 
 
 
4 

i 
 
 
5 

o 
 
 
6 

r 
 
 
7 

t 
 
 
8 

y 
 
 
9 

 

For initial letters Qa-Qt 
use numbers: 2--29 

        

After other initial 
consonants 
for the second letter: 
 
use number: 

 
 
a 
 
3 

 
 
e 
 
4 

 
 
i 
 
5 

 
 
o 
 
6 

 
 
r 
 
7 

 
 
u 
 
8 

 
 
y 
 
9 

 

For expansion         

http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G063.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G063.pdf
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for the letter: 
 
use number: 

a-d 
 
3 

e-h 
 
4 

i-l 
 
5 

m-o 
 
6 

p-s 
 
7 

t-v 
 
8 

w-z 
 
9 

 

 

Biographies (additional notes): CUC precedent for biographical works is to classify under the topic with 

which the biographee is most closely identified.  Ensure the name of the biographee is given as the first 

subject heading.  Further information as well as a biography table can be found in section G320 of the 

Classification and Shelflisting Manual at http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G320.pdf 

  
  
.x                        Cutter for the biographee 
.xA2                   Collected works. By date 
.xA25                 Selected works.   Selections.   By date.  Including quotations 
.xA3                   Autobiography, diaries, etc.   By date 
.xA4                   Letters.   By date 
.xA5                   Speeches, essays, and lectures.   By date.  Including interviews 
.xA6-Z               Individual biography and criticism.  By main entry.  Including criticism of  

selected works, autobiography,   quotations, letters, speeches, interviews, etc. 
  
In .xA6-Z, do not Cutter lower than A6.   The suggested Cutter numbers for entries 
beginning with A are: 
Aa-Af                 A6-699 
Ag-Al                 A7-799 
Am-Ar               A8-899 
As-Az                A9-999 
   

Translations: A translation can be identified in a bibliographic record by the presence of a preferred title 

with the addition of a language or languages at the end. Additional information on cuttering translations 

can be found at  http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G150.pdf 

  

.x                             Original workdate 

.x12                        3 or more languages 

.x13                        English translation 

.x14                        French translation 

.x15                        German translation 

.x16                        Italian translation 

.x17                        Russian translation 

.x18                        Spanish translation 
  

Numerals: Whenever possible use cutter .A12-.A19 when cuttering for Roman or Arabic numerals.  If 
these numbers have already been assigned in the Union Catalogue Shelflist, cutter after those entries. 
Because of the infinite range of numbers, choose a cutter toward the center of the available span. This 
will allow room for shelflisting of future numbers. 

 

http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G320.pdf
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/G320.pdf
http://h
http://h
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Example:  
  
Title = 1981 commercial composite infrared index ... 1982. 
050 #4 $a QC457$b.A15 1982 

  
Exception: when it is not possible to use cutters .A12 - A19 (because they have already been 
assigned to other works in the alphabetical sequence in the shelf-list) use other numbers as 
appropriate to file correctly. Numerals must precede the alpha-sequence in the shelf-list. 
 

Publication Date:  
Generally all call numbers end with a date: 

● For single monographic works, the date used is the date of publication; 
● For conference publications, the date used is the date of conference. 
● For multivolume works, date used is the date on the first volume or the earliest date found. 

 

 Exceptions:  

● serials, and works cuttered by series do not have dates at the end of the call number 

● For photocopies and computer printouts, a work letter (usually “a”) is added to the date 
to distinguish it from the original, e.g. SD387.E58$bM62 1997a 

● When the date is unknown and has been supplied, replace the unknown numbers 
with “zeros” and add a small letter “z”, e.g., 1900z when Date 1 has 19uu and 
264 $c has [19--] 

  
  

More comprehensive notes on cuttering are available in the Library of Congress Classification and 

Shelflisting Manual at http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html 

 
 

5.8 Examples of Work Level Descriptions 

 

5.8.1 Book 

Work Elements for Book 
 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
050  #4  $aZ666.73.L56$b.H66 2014 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums  
505  0#  $aIntroduction -- Modelling -- Cleaning -- Reconciling -- Enriching -- Publishing --  

Conclusions. 
650  #0  $aLinked data.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2013002090 
650  #0  $aInformation organization.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh99001059 
650  #0  $aArchives$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/  

sh85006913 
650  #0  $aLibraries and museums$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/  

authorities/subjects/sh85076628 

http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
http://loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeCSM/freecsm.html
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650  #0  $aMetadata.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh96000740 
700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 

Work Elements for Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
LDR  01015cam  2200169 i 4500 
007  ta 
008  150717s2014\\\\ilua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda$cCaOBAGC$dCaOBAGC 
050  #4  $aZ666.73.L56$b.H66 2014 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums 
505  0#  $aIntroduction -- Modelling -- Cleaning -- Reconciling -- Enriching -- Publishing --  

Conclusions. 
650  #0  $aLinked data.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2013002090 
650  #0  $aInformation organization.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh99001059 
650  #0  $aArchives$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/  

sh85006913 
650  #0  $aLibraries and museums$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/  

authorities/subjects/sh85076628 
650  #0  $aMetadata.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh96000740 
700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 

 

5.8.2 E-Book 

Work Elements for E-Book 
 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
050  #4  $aZ666.6$b.I35 2013 
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records,$ecreator,  

$eissuing body. $0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 
245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records 
650  #0  $aFRBR (Conceptual model). 
650  #0  $aEntity-relationship modeling. 
650  #0  $aBibliography$xMethodology. 
650  #0  $aInformation organization. 
650  #0  $aCataloging. 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships in  

RDF. 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 

Work Elements for E-Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
LDR  02990cam  2200361 i 4500 
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007  ta 
007  cr\cn 
008  040921r20131998gw\a\\\\sb\\\a001\0\eng\c 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
040  ##  $aEEM$beng$erda$cEEM$dOCLCQ$dCOF$dCaOBAGC 
050  #4  $aZ666.6$b.I35 2013 
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records,$ecreator,  

$eissuing body.$0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 
245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records 
650  #0  $aFRBR (Conceptual model). 
650  #0  $aEntity-relationship modeling. 
650  #0  $aBibliography$xMethodology. 
650  #0  $aInformation organization. 
650  #0  $aCataloging. 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships in  

RDF. 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 

 

5.8.3 Print Serial 

Work Elements for Serial 
 
050  #4  $aRT1 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship  
650  #0  $aNursing$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aSigma Theta Tau International,$eissuing body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/155319413 
780  00  $tImage--the journal of nursing scholarship$x0743-5150 

Work Elements for Serial + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
000  01225cas  2200024 I 4500 
007  ta 
008  991206c20009999inuqr1p       0   a0eng d 
040  ##  $aNSDP$beng$erda$cNSDP$dOBEL 
050  #4  $aRT1 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship  
650  #0  $aNursing$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aSigma Theta Tau International,$eissuing body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/155319413 
780  00  $tImage--the journal of nursing scholarship$x0743-5150 

 

5.8.4 Electronic Journal 

Work elements for an Electronic Journal 
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050  #4  $aGV561 

130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 

245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 

650  #4  $aHealth Sciences$xSports medicine 

650  #0  $aSports$vPeriodicals. 

650  #0  $aSports$xPhysiological aspects$vPeriodicals. 

650  #0  $aSports$xPsychological aspects$vPeriodicals. 

Work Elements for an E-journal (Online Serial) + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  02106cas  2200517 i 4500 

006  m\\\\\\\\d\\\\\\\\ 

007  cr\cn|\\\\\\\\ 

008  020517c19839999enkmr\pss\\\\\0\\\\0eng\c 

040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda 

050  #4  $aGV561 

130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 

245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 

650  #4  $aHealth Sciences$xSports medicine 

650  #0  $aSports$vPeriodicals. 

650  #0  $aSports$xPhysiological aspects$vPeriodicals. 

650  #0  $aSports$xPsychological aspects$vPeriodicals. 

 

5.8.5 DVD  

Work Elements for a DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) 

  

050  #4  $aPN1997.5$b.B48 2013 

245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection 

505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) --  Betty Boop's 

bamboo isle (1932) --  Betty Boop for president (1932) --  Betty Boop's penthouse (1933) --  

Betty Boop's birthday party (1933) --  Betty Boop's May party (1933) --  Betty Boop's 

Halloween party (1933) --  Betty Boop's rise to fame (1934) --  Betty Boop's trial (1934) --  

Betty Boop's life guard (1934) -- The foxy hunter (1937). 

505  0#  $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Bimbo's initiation (1931) -- Boo-oop-a-doop 

(1932) -- Betty Boop Limited (1932) -- Betty Boop's bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty Boop's ups 

and downs (1932) -- Betty Boop's museum (1932) -- Betty Boop's big boss (1933) -- 

Morning, noon and night (1933) -- Betty Boop's little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop's prize show 

(1934) -- Keep in style (1934). 

505  0#  $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I'll be glad when you're dead you 

rascal you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain (1933) -- I 
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heard (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a smile (1937) -

- The new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- Pudgy in 

Thrills and chills (1938). 

650  #0   $aBoop, Betty (Fictitious character)$vDrama.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

  subjects/sh87007964 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Dave,$d1894-1979,$edirector.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  n85248142 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Max,$d1883-1972,$eproducer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  n85248141 

700  1#  $aHines, Marjorie,$d1909-2011,$eactor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2012113871 

710  2#  $aFleischer Studios Inc.,$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

 n86061286 

Work Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record)+ Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing 

source 

  

LDR  03390ngm  2200589Ii 4500 

007  vd cvaizq 

008  140711m20139999ilu---\\\\\\\\\\\\vceng\d 

040  ##  $aS9I$beng$erda$cLTSCA 

050  #4  $aPN1997.5$b.B48 2013 

245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection  

505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) --  Betty Boop's  

bamboo isle (1932) --  Betty Boop for president (1932) --  Betty Boop's penthouse (1933) --  

Betty Boop's birthday party (1933) --  Betty Boop's May party (1933) --  Betty Boop's 

Halloween party (1933) --  Betty Boop's rise to fame (1934) --  Betty Boop's trial (1934) --  

Betty Boop's life guard (1934) -- The foxy hunter (1937). 

505  0#  $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Bimbo's initiation (1931) -- Boo-oop-a-doop  

(1932) -- Betty Boop Limited (1932) -- Betty Boop's bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty Boop's ups and 

downs (1932) -- Betty Boop's museum (1932) -- Betty Boop's big boss (1933) -- Morning, 

noon and night (1933) -- Betty Boop's little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop's prize show (1934) -- 

Keep in style (1934). 

505  0#  $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I'll be glad when you're dead you  

rascal you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain (1933) -- I 

heard (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a smile (1937) -- 

The new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- Pudgy in 

Thrills and chills (1938). 

650  #0   $aBoop, Betty (Fictitious character)$vDrama.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

  subjects/sh87007964 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Dave,$d1894-1979,$edirector.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
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  n85248142 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Max,$d1883-1972,$eproducer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  n85248141 

700  1#  $aHines, Marjorie,$d1909-2011,$eactor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2012113871 

710  2#  $aFleischer Studios Inc.,$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

 n86061286 

  

5.8.6 Streaming Video 

Work Elements for a Streaming Video 

  

050  #4  $aDS98.6$b.S97 2014 

245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War 

505  00  $tSyrian Civil War$g(3:10) --$tAleppo Divisions$g(1:08) --$tDetermined to Learn$g(2:35) 

--$tEducational Collapse$g(2:36) --$tWartime Education$g(2:19) --$tSyria's Rebels$g(2:32) --

$tChildhood in War$g(1:07) --$tAleppo War Crimes$g(4:51) --$tAleppo Trauma$g(1:19) --

$tSyrian Insecurity$g(2:35) --$tSyria's War Generation$g(2:11) --$tCredits: Syria: Ibrahim's 

War$g(1:27) 

650  #0  $aChildren and war$zSyria. 

650  #0  $aCivil war$zSyria$xHistory$y21st century. 

650  #0  $aWar and families$zSyria. 

651  #0  $aSyria$xHistory$yCivil War, 2011- 

710  2#  $aABC International, $eproduction company. 

776  08  $iOriginally produced: $dABC International, 2013. 

Work Elements for a Streaming Video + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  02904ngm a2200469Ii 4500 

007  vz|czazuu 

007  cr|cna 

008  150406p20142013nyu028||||||||o|||vleng|d 

040  ##  $aAzPhAEM$beng$erda 

050  #4  $aDS98.6$b.S97 2014 

245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War 

505  00  $tSyrian Civil War$g(3:10) --$tAleppo Divisions$g(1:08) --$tDetermined to Learn$g(2:35) 

--$tEducational Collapse$g(2:36) --$tWartime Education$g(2:19) --$tSyria's Rebels$g(2:32) --

$tChildhood in War$g(1:07) --$tAleppo War Crimes$g(4:51) --$tAleppo Trauma$g(1:19) --

$tSyrian Insecurity$g(2:35) --$tSyria's War Generation$g(2:11) --$tCredits: Syria: Ibrahim's 

War$g(1:27) 

650  #0  $aChildren and war$zSyria. 
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650  #0  $aCivil war$zSyria$xHistory$y21st century. 

650  #0  $aWar and families$zSyria. 

651  #0  $aSyria$xHistory$yCivil War, 2011- 

710  2#  $aABC International,$eproduction company. 

 

5.8.7 Musical Score 

Work Elements for a Musical Score 

  

024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 

050  #4  $aM1508.K53$bB43 2014 

100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  n81124855 

240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 

505  00  $tSo far away --$tOh! Carol --$tIt might as well rain until September --$tBe-bop-a-lula 

--$tSome kind of wonderful --$tHappy days are here again --$tTake good care of my baby --

$tWho put the bomp (in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp) --$tWill you love me tomorrow (Will 

you still love me tomorrow) --$tHe's sure the boy I love --$tUp on the roof --$tOn Broadway -

-$tThe loco-motion --$tYou've lost that lovin' feelin' --$tOne fine day --$tChains --$tWalking 

in the rain --$tPleasant Valley Sunday --$tWe gotta get out of this place --$tUptown --$tIt's 

too late --$tYou've got a friend --$t(You make me feel like) A natural woman --$tBeautiful --

$tI feel the earth move. 

650  #0  $aMusicals$vExcerpts$vVocal scores with piano. 

650  #0  $aPopular music$y1961-1970. 

650  #0  $aPopular music$y1971-1980. 

700  1#  $aMcGrath, Douglas,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83043958 

700  1#  $aGoffin, Gerry,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92100321 

700  1#  $aMann, Barry,$ecomposer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92105562 

700  1#  $aWeil, Cynthia,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n95113977 

Work Elements  for a Musical Score + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  01869ccm  2200325ui 4500 

008  140519s2014\\\\wiumck\\\\\\\\\n\\a\eng\d 

024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 

040  ##  $aCaBVA$beng$erda 

050  #4  $aM1508.K53$bB43 2014 

100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  n81124855 

240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 

505  00  $tSo far away --$tOh! Carol --$tIt might as well rain until September --$tBe-bop-a-lula 
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--$tSome kind of wonderful --$tHappy days are here again --$tTake good care of my baby --

$tWho put the bomp (in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp) --$tWill you love me tomorrow (Will 

you still love me tomorrow) --$tHe's sure the boy I love --$tUp on the roof --$tOn Broadway -

-$tThe loco-motion --$tYou've lost that lovin' feelin' --$tOne fine day --$tChains --$tWalking 

in the rain --$tPleasant Valley Sunday --$tWe gotta get out of this place --$tUptown --$tIt's 

too late --$tYou've got a friend --$t(You make me feel like) A natural woman --$tBeautiful --

$tI feel the earth move. 

650  #0  $aMusicals$vExcerpts$vVocal scores with piano. 

650  #0  $aPopular music$y1961-1970. 

650  #0  $aPopular music$y1971-1980. 

700  1#  $aMcGrath, Douglas,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83043958 

700  1#  $aGoffin, Gerry,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92100321 

700  1#  $aMann, Barry,$ecomposer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92105562 

700  1#  $aWeil, Cynthia,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n95113977 

 

5.8.8 Audio-CD  

Work Elements for an Audio CD 

  

024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1077425726$2uri 

050  #4  $aM1500$b.W34 2013 

100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/  

  authorities/names/n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 

240  10   aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 

650  #0  $aOperas. 

650  #0  $aValkyries (Norse mythology) 

Work Elements for an Audio CD + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing Source 

  

LDR  03166njm a2200565 i 4500 

007  sd\fsngnnmmned 

007  sd\fzngnnmmned 

008  130117p20132011ru\opnn\\defi\\\\\n\ger\d 

024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1077425726$2uri 

040  ##  $aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dCXP$dMNU$dCIN$dOCLCQ$dCaOBAGC 

050  #4  $aM1500$b.W34 2013 

100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 

240  10   aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 

650  #0  $aOperas. 

650  #0  $aValkyries (Norse mythology) 
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5.8.9 Audio Book 

Work Elements for an Audio Book 

  

050  #4  $aPN1992.77.S58$bP56 2009 

100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 

245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons 

630  00  $aSimpsons (Television program) 

650  #0  $aTelevision broadcasting$xReligious aspects. 

700  1#  $aJames, Lloyd,$enarrator.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2011028265 

710  2#  $aChristianaudio (Firm),$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2010112569 

Work Elements for an Audio Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  02777dim  2200565Ii 4500 

007  sz\uunnnn|||ed 

007  cr\nnannnanuuu[1]  

008  091022s2009\\\\caunnnn\o\\\\\\z\\n\eng\d 

040  ##  $aN$T$beng$erda$cN$T$dOCLCA$dOCLCQ$dOCLCO$dOCLCQ 

050  #4  $aPN1992.77.S58$bP56 2009 

100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor. $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 

245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons 

630  00  $aSimpsons (Television program) 

650  #0  $aTelevision broadcasting$xReligious aspects. 

700  1#  $aJames, Lloyd,$enarrator.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2011028265 

710  2#  $aChristianaudio (Firm),$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2010112569 

 

5.8.10 Streaming Audio 

Work Elements for Streaming Audio 
 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
505  00  $tMontchanin $g(2:55) -- $tOpen all night $g(:45) -- $tUnemployment rag $g(3:42) --  

$tIncident at Ebenezer Creek $g(3:32) -- $tRegretting what I said $g(1:13) -- $tAmerican 
Jerusalem $g(5:11) -- $tHoward Hughes Blughes $g(3:05) -- $tKnight moves $r (6:10) -- 
$tCall me the whale $g(1:26) -- $tDiavoli in Avido Amore $g(3:15) -- $tWasted love $g(3:39) 
-- $tThe great American dream $g(:46). 

650  #0  $aFolk music$zUnited States. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1981-1990. 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom 
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Line.$d  
New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine,1984.$h 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 

Work Elements  for Streaming Audio + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

 
LDR  02904njm a2200469Ii 4500 
006  m       o h 
007  crna|||au 
007  szzunnnnnzned 
008  091022s1984////nyufm/d/o##/#/ 
040  ##  $aMWSJA$beng$erda$pn$cXXX 
043  ##   n-us--- 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
246  30  $aLive at the Bottom Line 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
505  00  $tMontchanin $g(2:55) -- $tOpen all night $g(:45) -- $tUnemployment rag $g(3:42) --  

$tIncident at Ebenezer Creek $g(3:32) -- $tRegretting what I said $g(1:13) -- $tAmerican 
Jerusalem $g(5:11) -- $tHoward Hughes Blughes $g(3:05) -- $tKnight moves $r (6:10) -- 
$tCall me Best Practices for Cataloging Streaming Media – Version 1.0 (February 2015) the 
whale $g(1:26) -- $tDiavoli in Avido Amore $g(3:15) -- $tWasted love $g(3:39) -- $tThe 
great American dream $g(:46). 

650  #0  $aFolk music$zUnited States. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1981-1990. 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom 
Line.$d  

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine,1984.$h 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 

 

5.8.11 Website 

Work Elements for a Website 

  

050  #0  $aAI3$b.A232 

245  00  $aAcademic search complete. 

520  ##  $aA scholarly, multidisciplinary database providing indexing and abstracts for over  

10,000 publications, including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, and others.  

Also includes full-text access to over 5,000 journals.  Offers coverage of many areas of 

academic study including: archaeology, area studies, astronomy, biology, chemistry, civil 

engineering, electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, food science & 

technology, general science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical 

engineering, music, physics, psychology, religion & theology, women's studies, and other 

fields. 

650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vIndexes. 

650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vDatabases. 
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710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm) 

Work Elements for a Website + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  02012cai  2200361Ii 4500 

006  m||||||o||j|#|||||| 

007  cr|mn#---munuu 

008  070420c20079999mauuu\dss\\\\\0\\\\2eng\d 

040  ##  $aTXH$beng$erda$cTXH$dTXA$dUtOrBLW 

050  #0  $aAI3$b.A232 

245  00  $aAcademic search complete. 

520  ##  $aA scholarly, multidisciplinary database providing indexing and abstracts for over 10,000  

publications, including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, and others.  Also 

includes full-text access to over 5,000 journals.  Offers coverage of many areas of academic 

study including: archaeology, area studies, astronomy, biology, chemistry, civil 

engineering, electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, food science & 

technology, general science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical 

engineering, music, physics, psychology, religion & theology, women's studies, and other 

fields. 

650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vIndexes. 

650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vDatabases. 

710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm),$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86023339 

 

5.8.12 Software 

Work Elements for a Software 
  
050  #4  $aGV1469.35.J68 $bJ68 2012 
245  10  $aJourney 
650  ##  $aFairy tales$vComputer games. 
650  ##  $aFantasy$vComputer games. 
655  ##  $aComputer adventure games. 
655  ##  $aSony video games. 
655  ##  $aVideo games. 
655  7#  $aSony Playstation 3 video games.$2NcRS. $2lcgft 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
753  ##  $aPlayStation 3 

Work Elements for a Software + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02513cam  2200469 i 4500 
006  m||||#q||i|#|||||| 
007  cd|cna---uunun 
008  150506n\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\000\0\eng\u 
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040  ##  $aLDL$beng$erda$cLDL$dCPF$dORU$dUtOrBLW 
050  #4  $aGV1469.35.J68 $bJ68 2012 
245  10  $aJourney 
650  ##  $aFairy tales$vComputer games. 
650  ##  $aFantasy$vComputer games. 
655  ##  $aComputer adventure games. 
655  ##  $aSony video games. 
655  ##  $aVideo games. 
655  7#  $aSony Playstation 3 video games.$2NcRS. $2lcgft 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
753  ##  $aPlayStation 3 
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STEP 6: RECORD ATTRIBUTES OF THE EXPRESSION                                 ⌂ 

 

Index 
 

6.1 Constructing the Authorized Access Point Representing the Expression 

6.2 Content Type 

6.3 Date of Expression 

6.4 Language of Expression 

6.5 Other Distinguishing Characteristics of the Expression 

6.6 Identifiers for Expression 

6.7 Describe Content 

6.7.1 Illustrative Content 

6.7.2 Colour Content 

6.7.3 Performer, Narrator, and/or Presenter 

         6.7.4 Artistic and/or Technical Credit 

         6.7.5 Summarization of the Content 

6.7.6 Place and Date of Capture 

6.7.7 Language of the Content 

6.7.8 Accessibility Content 

6.7.9 Supplementary Content 

6.7.10 Format of Notated Music 

6.7.11 Medium of Performance of Musical Content 

6.7.12 Sound Content 

6.7.13 Duration 

6.8 Record Expression Level Relationships 

6.8.1 Record AAP for Contributors 

6.8.2 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies 

Associated with an Expression 

6.9 Record Related Expressions 

         6.9.1 Record Note on Related Expression 

         6.9.2 Link Entry Complexity (Serials) Related Expression 

6.10 Examples of Expression Level Descriptions 

6.10.1 Book 

6.10.2 E-Book 

6.10.3 Print Serial 

6.10.4 Electronic Journal 

6.10.5 DVD 

6.10.6 Streaming Video 

6.10.7 Musical Score 

6.10.8 Audio-CD 

6.10.9 Audio Book 
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6.10.10 Streaming Audio 

6.10.11 Website 

6.10.12 Software 

 
Definition: Expression is defined in RDA as “The intellectual or artistic realization of a work in the form 
of alpha-numeric, musical or choreographic notation, sound, image, object, movement, etc., or any 
combination of such forms.” The FRBR final report outlines the definition of expression further: 
 

“An expression is the specific intellectual or artistic form that a work takes each time it is 
“realized.” Expression encompasses, for example, the specific words, sentences, 
paragraphs, etc. that result from the realization of a work in the form of a text, or the 
particular sounds, phrasing, etc. resulting from the realization of a musical work. The 
boundaries of the entity expression are defined, however, so as to exclude aspects of 
physical form, such as typeface and page layout, that are not integral to the intellectual 
or artistic realization of the work as such.” (IFLA Study Group on the Functional 
Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2013, 19) 

 
The aim in this section is to create an expression level description, composed of an AAP for the 
expression along with other elements as needed for description.   
 
Identifying attributes of expressions: 
 

● Content type 
● Date of expression 
● Language of expression 
● Other distinguishing characteristics of the expression 
● Identifier for the expression 

 
These attributes distinguish one expression of a work from another and can be used separately in the 
appropriate marc fields or as part of the authorized access point. ATTENTION: Some attributes are 
required as separate elements. 
 
 

6.1 Constructing The Authorized Access Point Representing The 
Expression RDA 6.27.3 

 
 
Definition: An authorized access point combines attributes of a work such as the preferred title of the 
work and any additional distinguishing characteristics such as form, date or place of origin of work, plus 
the creator(s) or equivalent with an attribute(s) of an expression to further identify that expression. 
The attributes of the work precede the attributes of the expression. 
 
How to Record: To construct an access point representing a particular expression of a work or a part or 
parts of a work, combine (in this order): 

● Authorized access point representing the work or the part or parts of a work 
● Along with one or more terms from the following list: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7055.html
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o the content type 
o the date of the expression 
o the language of the expression 

and/or  
o another distinguishing characteristic of the expression 

 
Example: 

100  1#  $aBrunhoff, Jean de,$d1899-1937. 
240  10  $aBabar en famille.$lEnglish 
245  10  $aBabar and his children. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 

 
 

6.2 Content Type RDA 6.9 (336, 240, 243, 700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830 
MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 

The content type captured in the 336 field is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the 
College Union Catalogue. 

This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: The form in which the content is communicated and how the form is intended to be 
experienced. 
 
Source of information: Take information to record the attributes of an expression from any source. 
 
How to record:  

1. Record the content type by using one of the terms specified in Table 6.1 RDA 6.9.1.3. For further 
context see: http://loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd336.html 

a. If more than one content type applies use the predominant or most substantial part of 
the resource as the content type. 

b. If the resource consists predominantly of illustrations, such as graphic novels or 
exhibition catalogues, multiple content types will be necessary. MARC 336 is repeatable. 
Example: 

336 ## $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
336 ## $astill image$bsti$2rdacontent 

 
c. If none of the terms in Table 6.1 RDA 6.9.1.3 apply, use the term ‘other’. 
d. If the content type cannot be easily ascertained use the term ‘unspecified’. 
e. Use in conjunction with one-character codes in the MARC Bibliographic Leader/06 (Type 

of material)  
i. subfield $a - add a term to describe the type of content, from the list in Table 

6.1 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3410.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd336.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd800.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-30033.html
http://loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd336.html
http://loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd336.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-30033.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bdleader.html
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ii. subfield $b - addition of a code for the type of content (optional). For MARC 
codes that might go in the $b of the 336 field, see 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacontent.html  

iii. subfield $2 - always included “$2rdacontent” 
 

2. Use the content type as part of the authorized access point for the expression. 
 

700  1#  $aBrunhoff, Jean de,$d1899–1937.$tBabar en famille.$lEnglish.$hSpoken word 
[Resource described: Babar and his children. An audio recording of an English translation of the 
children’s story+ 

 
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic 
Serial 
Website 

“Content expressed through a form of notation for 
language intended to be perceived visually, not 
touch.” 
 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
 
“Content expressed through line, shape, shading, 
etc., intended to be perceived visually as a still 
image or images in two dimensions. Includes 
drawings, paintings, diagrams, photographic images 
(stills), etc.” 
 
336  ##  $astill image$bsti$2rdacontent 

Leader 06 
 
a = Language Material 
 
t = Manuscript 
Language Material 
 
k = Two-dimensional 
nonprojectable 
graphic 

DVD 
Streaming 
Video 

“Content expressed through images intended to be 
perceived as moving, in two dimensions. Includes 
motion pictures (using live action and/or 
animation), film and video recordings of 
performances, events, etc., video games, etc., other 
than those intended to be perceived in three 
dimensions.” 
 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional movingimage$btdi 
               $2rdacontent 

Leader 06 
 
g = Projected Medium 

CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 

An audio book on a CD would be “spoken word” 
 
336  ##  $aspoken word$bspw$2rdacontent 

Leader 06 
 
j = Musical sound 
recording 
 
i = Nonmusical sound 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacontent.html
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recording 

Software  
Content expressed through digitally encoded 
instructions intended to be processed and performed 
by a computer. Includes operating systems, applications 
software, etc. 
 
336  ##  $acomputer program$bcop$2rdacontent 
 

Leader 06 
 
m = Computer file 

Other If none of the terms listed in the above table applies to 
the resource being described. 
 
336  ##  $aother$bxxx$2rdacontent 

Leader 06 
 
o = Kit 
p = Mixed materials 

Unspecified If the content type cannot be readily ascertained 
 
336  ##  $aunspecified$bzzz$2rdacontent 
 

- 

 
 

6.3 Date of Expression RDA 6.10 (045, 046, 130, 240, 243, 388, 700, 710, 711, 
730, 800, 810, 811, 830 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2) when needed to differentiate between another expression of 
the work.  
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: The earliest date associated with an expression. If this cannot be identified the date of the 
earliest known manifestation embodying the expression is used. 
 
Source of information: Take information to record the attributes of an expression from any source. 
 
How to record: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3436.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd045.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd046.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd388.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd800.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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1. Record in terms of the Gregorian calendar. 
2. Record only the year(s) unless a full date is needed to distinguish between other expressions of 

the same work. 
3. Record either on its own (045, 046, 388 marc field) 

046  ##  $k07uu/1100$2edtf 
388  1#  $aAnglo-Saxon period 

 
4.  or as part of an authorized access point (130, 240, 243, 700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830) 

or record in both. 
700 1# $aWilde, Oscar,$d1854-1900.$tWorks.$f2000 

 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
Cd, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

046  ## $k1722 
100  1# $aShakespeare, William,$d1564-1616. 
245  10 $aMeasure for measure. :$bA comedy. As it is acted at the  
              Theatre-Royal in Lincolns-Inn-Fields. Written by Mr. W.  
              Shakespear. 
700  12 $aShakespeare, William,$d1564-1616.$tSelections.$lGerman.  
              $f1982. 

 
 

6.4 Language of Expression RDA 6.11 (008 character position 35-37, 041, 130, 
240, 243, 377, 546,  700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: The language in which a work is expressed. 
 
Source of information: Take information to record the attributes of an expression from any source. 
 
How to record: 

1. Record as a separate element (008 character position 35-37, 041, 377, 546) 
a. See the MARC code list for languages 
b. Record in the 008/35-37 the language code for the expression. 

  041  1#  $aeng$hfre 
[item is in English, translated from the French] 

c. For bi/multilingual expressions record the codes for all the languages in 041, as well as, 
in a 546 note. 

041  1#  $afre$aspa$ita$apor$arum 
546  ##  $aFrench, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, and Romanian. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3470.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd041.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd377.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd546.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd800.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/langhome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/langhome.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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d. If any language is unknown, it may be recorded as "und" (undetermined).  
e. For multiple languages, use code "mul" (multiple)  

  041  0#  $amul 
 

Book, eBook, 
Serial, Electronic 
Serial, DVD 
Streaming Video, 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio, 
Website, 
Software 

008/35-37 eng 
041  1#  $aeng$hfre 
100  1#  $aBrunhoff, Jean de,$d 1899-1937. 
240  1#  $aBabar en famille.$lEnglish 
546  ##   aEnglish translation of the author’s original French work 

 
2. Record as part of an access point (130, 240, 243, 700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830) 

a.  In the preferred language of your college record the appropriate term for the language 
of the expression.  

b. See special instructions for expressions of musical works (RDA 6.28.3.6) 
c. See special instructions for expressions of religious works (RDA 6.30.3.1–6.30.3.3). 

 
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Cd, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

008/35-37 eng 
041  1#  $aeng$aspa$heng 
100  1#  $aMacken, JoAnn Early,$d1953- 
245  10  $aMail carrier = $bEl cartero /$c JoAnn Early Macken. 
246  31  $aCartero 
546  ##  $aEnglish and Spanish. 
700  12  $aMacken, JoAnn Early,$d1953-$tMail carrier.$lEnglish. 

DVD 
Streaming Video 

Add language and "Closed captioned" note for film, Video/DVD 
and Streaming Video as applicable. 
 
008/35-37 ger 
041 1# $ger$heng 
500 ## $aClosed captioning in English. 

 
 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-8140.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-9948.html
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6.5 Other Distinguishing Characteristic of an Expression RDA 6.12 (130, 240, 243, 
245, 381, 700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2) when needed to differentiate between another expression of 
the work. 
 
Definition: Any other characteristic of the expression that serves to differentiate an expression from 
another expression of the same work. 
 
Source of information: Take information to record the attributes of an expression from any source. 
 
How to record: 

1. Record separately (240 $o/s, 243 $o/s, 245 $k, 381) or as part of an authorized access point 
(130, 700, 710, 711, 730, 800, 810, 811, 830 MARC field) or both. 

2. Record the source consulted if needed in a note. 
 
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
Website 
Software 

100  1#  $aBeethoven, Ludwig van,$d1770-1827. 
240  10  $aFidelio$n(1814).$sLibretto.$lEnglish & German 
245  10  $aFidelio /$cLudwig van Beethoven. 
 
245  14  $aThe charity ball :$ba comedy in four acts :$ktypescript  

,$f1889 /$cby David Belasco and Henry C. DeMille. 

CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 

The following do not qualify as other distinguishing characteristics 
of an expression of a musical work: 
 

● if there is only a change in the instrumentation but not to 
the broad medium of performance 

● if there is use of alternative instruments such as a work 
composed before 1800 with modern day instrumentation 
or new voice and the key, as well as, the notation has not 
been significantly changed 

● added accompaniments with no changes to original music 
except notated music 

● song transpositions to accommodate voice range 
 
Otherwise, if a new expression results from a change in the 
medium of performance or there has been a  simplification or 
modification of the work then record as ‘arranged’. 
 
For different expressions of popular music (rock, jazz etc.) record as 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3584.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd243.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd381.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd800.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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‘arranged’ only if the change is made from an instrumental work 
arranged for a vocal/choral performance of that work or vice versa. 
 
100  1#  $aDebussy, Claude,$d1862-1918. 
240  10  $aChansons de Bilitis (Songs).$pChevelure;$oarranged 
380  ##  $aSongs 
381  ##  $aarranged 
 
If the expression consists of a composer’s sketches for one or more 
musical compositions, record ‘Sketches’. 
 
For vocal/choral scores record as ‘Vocal score(s)’, ‘Chorus score(s)’. 

 
 

6.6 Identifier of an Expression RDA 6.13 (024, 130, 240, 710, 711, 730, 810, 811, 
830 MARC Fields) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
 
Definition: A character string  or a surrogate for an expression also used to differentiate between 
expressions of the same work. 
 
Source of information: Take information to record the attributes of an expression from any source. 
 
How to record: 

1. Record the identifier preceded by the name or identifier of the agency responsible for assigning 
the identifier. 

 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
Cd, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

024  7#  $a0A3200912B4A1057$2istc 
 

024  0#  $aNLC018413261$zNLC018403261 
 

130  0#  $aGreat Gatsby (Motion picture : 
2013)$0http://viaf.org/viaf/300876477 

 
 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3698.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd024.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd130.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd240.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd710.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd711.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd730.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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6.7 Describe Content 

 

6.7.1 Illustrative Content RDA 7.15 (300$b MARC Field) 
 
 
Definition: Content meant to illustrate the primary content of a resource. Illustrations accompanying a 
text are not given a separate work description.   
 
This is a LC/PCC Core element. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Source of information: Take information on illustrative content from any source. 
 
 
How to Record:   

● Illustrative content is recorded in MARC field 300 subfield $b preceded by ISBD punctuation 
(colon) (RDA 7.15.1.3) 

● If the resource contains illustrative content, record illustration or illustrations, as appropriate. 
● Alternatively, record type of the illustrative content if they are considered to be important for 

identification or selection: 
charts   maps 
coats of arms  music 
drawings  pictures 
facsimiles  plans 
forms   portraits 
graphs   samples 
genealogical tables 

● Record details of the illustrative content only if it is considered important for either 
identification or selection, or both. 

 
Exceptions:  

● Tables containing only words and/or numerical data are not considered as illustrative content.  
 
  Example: 

300 ## $axi, 230 pages  
   [Item contains 12 mathematical tables, consequently $b is omitted] 
 

● Disregard illustrated title pages, minor illustrations, vignettes, decorations, etc. as they are not 
considered illustrations. 

 
● If the illustrations are all of one type, or are of mixed types indicated above (excluding maps), 

describe them as "illustrations". In other words, do not record the type of illustrative content in 
place of or in addition to the term "illustration" or "illustrations" with the exception of maps: 
 

Example: 
300 ## $a ... :$billustrations 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1087.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1101.html
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[Item contains illustrations of one type or mixed types] 
 
300 ## $a ... :$bmaps 
[Item contains only maps] 
 
300 ## $a ... :$billustrations, maps 
[Item contains illustrations of one type or mixed types, and maps] 

 
● When the item consists entirely of illustrations, describe it in 300$b as "all illustrations". 

 
  Example: 
   300 ## $a ... :$ball illustrations 
 

● If a resource is composed only of photographs then the appropriate term can be selected from 
the list at the alternative RDA 7.15.1.3:  
 
 Example: 

300 ##  a … : ball photographs 
  [with corresponding content type] 

336 ## $astill image$bsti$2rdacontent 
 

● Record the number of illustrations if the number can be readily ascertained 
 
Example: 

300 ## $a ... :$b20 maps, 2 forms, etc. 
 

● Alternatively, record details of illustrative content IF considered important for identification or 
selection 

   
  Example: 
   300 ##  a … : b2 maps 

500 ## $aMap of North and South America on endpapers. 
 

● Omit 300 $b if there are no illustrations 
 

● For colour Illustrations, see next section “Colour Content” 
 
 

6.7.2 Colour Content RDA 7.17 (300, 500 MARC Fields)  
 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Colour content is defined as the presence of colour, tones, etc., (including black and white) in 
the content of a resource. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1101.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1231.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Source of information: Take the information on colour content from the resource itself to record it. 
Take additional evidence from any other source. 
 
How to Record:  

● Record details of the colour content IF considered important for identification or selection. 
● If the content of the resource is in colors other than black and white or shades of grey, record 

the presence of colour using an appropriate term such as ‘color’, ‘some color’ or ‘chiefly color’.   
Example: 

   300 ##  a … : bblack and white 
   300 ##  a … :$bcolour illustrations 

300 ##  a … : billustrations (chiefly color) 
 

● If more detail is considered important for identification or selection, record it in a MARC 500 
note (RDA 7.17.1.3). 

   
Exceptions: 

● Disregard coloured matter outside the actual content of the resource (e.g., the border of a 
map). 

 
● If the content of the resource is in black and white or shades of grey, record only “illustrations” 

without the colour content. 
 
  Example: 
   300 ##  a … : billustrations 
   [Item with illustrations in black and white, or grey] 
 

● If the content of the resource is in colours other than black and white or shades of grey, record 
the presence of colour using an appropriate term.  

   
Example: 

   300 ##  a … : billustrations (colour) 
   [Item with illustrations in other than black and white, or grey] 
 

● If the content of the resource has many colour illustrations, some in black & white: 
 

Example: 
300 ##... :$billustrations (chiefly colour) 
[Item has is two black and white drawings and many color photos] 

 
● If the content of the resource has illustrations consisting of equal number black and white 

drawings, with a few color photos.  
 
Example 

300 ##... :$billustrations (some colour) 
[Item with 25 black & white illustrations and only 4 colour] 
 

● Alternatively, record details of colour content IF considered important for identification or 
selection.  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1244.html
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  Example: 
   300 ##  a … : bcolour illustrations 

500 ## $aAll illustrations are red, yellow and grey. 
 
Colour of still image: to record colour of still image see RDA 7.17.2 
 
  [This instruction has been deleted as a revision to RDA.] 
 
Colour of moving image: to record colour of moving image see RDA 7.17.3 
 
  [This instruction has been deleted as a revision to RDA.] 
 
Colour of three-dimensional form: to record colour of three-dimensional form see RDA 7.17.4 
 
  [This instruction has been deleted as a revision to RDA.] 
 
Colour Content of Resource Designed for Persons with Visual Impairments see instructions at RDA 
7.17.5. 
  [This instruction has been deleted as a revision to RDA.] 
 
Hand-coloured items see RDA 3.21. 
 
Broadcast standard used for colour in videos see RDA 3.18.3 
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
Website 

300  ##   a … : bcolour illustrations 
500  ##  $aSketches in various shades of red. 

  
300  ##   a … : billustrations (chiefly color) 
500  ##  $aTitle and headings printed in dark blue. 

DVD 
Streaming Video 

300  ##   a … bsound, color 
500  ##  $aTechnicolor. 
  
300  ##   a … : bcolor with black and white sequences 
500  ##  $aGray scale. 

   
 

6.7.3 Performer, Narrator, and/or Presenter RDA 7.23 (511, 7xx$e MARC Fields)  
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: A performer, narrator, and/or presenter is a person, family, or corporate body responsible 
for performing, narrating, and/or presenting a work. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1384.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1384.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1405.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1405.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1438.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1438.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1438.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5580.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5580.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5137.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5137.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1701.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd511.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
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Source of Information: Information on performers, narrators, and/or presenters can be taken from any 
source.  
 
How to record:  Most names of performers, narrators, and/or presenters are listed in the statement of 
responsibility following the instructions in RDA 2.4. Exceptions are: 

● Statements identifying performers of music whose participation is confined to performance, 
execution, or interpretation 

● Statements identifying performers, narrators, and/or presenters 
 
The element is not transcribed but information is given by listing the names with what they did.  For 
performers of music, indicate the medium in which each performs.  
 

DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 

511  0#  $aPerformance by Ron Rifkin. 
700  1#  $aRifkin, Ron$enarrator 
 
511  0#  $aPresented by Adolph Zukor. 
700  1#  $aZukor, Adolph$epresenter 

 
  

6.7.4 Artistic and/or Technical Credit RDA 7.24 (508 MARC Field) 
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition:This is a note about the credits for individuals or organizations (other than members of a cast) 
who have participated in the artistic or technical production of the work to a significant degree and 
whose relationship has not already been recorded as being associated with the work or expression (RDA 
19 and RDA 20) 
 
Source of Information:  Take information on artistic and/or technical credits from any source.  
  
How to record:    

1. Record the names of persons, families, or corporate bodies who have contributed to the artistic 
and/or technical production of a resource if considered important for identification, access, or 
selection.  

2. Include a statement of function with each name or group of names.  
3. 7xx$eCreation/Production credits note (mostly for AV).    
4. Added Name entries (7xx$e) are provided for up to 3 names (or more if deemed important for 

access).  
 

DVD 
Streaming 
Video 

508  ##  $aFilm editor, Martyn Down; consultant, Robert F. Miller.  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4507.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1735.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd508.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-364.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-364.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp20_rda20-70.html
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CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 

508  ##  $aProduced and mixed by Buddy Miller. 

Software 508  ##  $aAnimation by Habtamu Mebratu. 

 

 
6.7.5 Summarization of the Content RDA 7.10 (520 MARC Field)  
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: A summarization of the content is an abstract, summary, synopsis, etc., which may clarify the 
description of the resource.  This is useful for non-book materials as they are not accessible for 
browsing.  Children’s Literature resources often have a note to describe the story in the resource.  
 
Source of Information:  Information to be used in creating a summarization can be taken from any 
source.  
  
How to record:  A brief objective summary of the content of the resource is supplied if the information 
is considered important for identification (e.g., for audiovisual resources or for resources designed for 
use by persons with disabilities) and if sufficient information is not recorded in another part of the 
description.  
  

Book 
eBook 
Electronic 
Serial 
DVD 
Streaming 
Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 
Website 
Software 

520  ##  $aKids yoga instructor Jodi Komitor leads three  
  fun-filled, dino-mite yoga practices for kids ages five and up. 

 
520  ##  $aPresents the mysteries of the Mawangdui tombs, one  

  of China's top archaeological finds of the last century,  
  shedding light upon life in China during the Han dynasty.-- 
  Publisher's description. 
 

520  ##  $aThis website provides a competitive edge for students  
 through experiential learning to increase awareness of    
 global perspectives and foster appreciation for different   
 cultures. 

 

 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-773.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd520.html
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6.7.6 Place and Date of Capture RDA 7.11 (518 MARC Field) 
 
Record if important for identification or access. 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: Place and date of capture are the place and date associated with the capture (i.e., recording, 
filming, etc.) of the content of a resource.  
 
Sources of Information: Take information on the place and date of capture from any source.  
 
How to Record:   If applicable and easily found record the place of capture by naming:  
the specific studio, concert hall, etc., and the city, etc where it took place.  Record the date of capture 
by giving the year, month, day, and time, as applicable. 
 

DVD 
Streaming 
Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 

518  ##  $aDowney Civic Theater, Downey, CA 
 

518  ## $a2010 September 12 

  
 

6.7.7 Language of the Content RDA 7.12 (546 MARC Field) 
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue if the content is 
bilingual. 
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition:  Similar to but less formal than the language of expression attribute, the language of content 
attribute records the names of the language(s) in which the resource is expressed.  
  
Source of Information:  Information to be used for this attribute can be taken from any source.  
  
How to record: Record using an appropriate term in the language preferred by the college. 
 
OCLS current policy: used for bilingual resources and for DVDs.   
 
For instructions on recording language of expression RDA 6.11.  For instructions on recording 
programming language RDA 3.20. 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-787.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd518.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-843.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd546.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3469.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5468.html
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Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic 
Serial 
DVD 
Streaming 
Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 
Website 
Software 

008/35-37 eng  
041  0# $aeng$afre 
546  ## $aIn English and French.  
  
008/35-37 eng 
041  0# $aeng$jspa  
546  ## $aIn English with subtitles in Spanish.  

 
 

6.7.8 Accessibility Content RDA 7.14 (041, 008/35-37, 506, 546, 655 MARC Field) 
 
Record if important for identification or access. 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
  
Definition:  This attribute records information about content that assists those with a sensory 
impairment.  Accessibility content includes accessible labels, audio description, captioning, image 
description, sign language, and subtitles. It does not include subtitles in a different language from the 
spoken content which should be expressed as a bilingual resource (RDA 7.12). 
  
Source of Information:  Information to be used for this attribute can be taken from any source.  
  
How to record: Record information about the accessibility content if the information is evident from the 
resource or is readily available from another source. 

 
Book 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
Website 

 
546  ##  $aIncludes closed captioning in English for the hearing impaired. 
 
655  07  $aVideo recordings for the hearing impaired.$2$cgft 
 

 

6.7.9 Supplementary Content RDA 7.16 (500, 504 MARC Fields) 
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: This attribute records content intended to supplement the primary content of a resource e.g. 
an index, a bibliography, an appendix.  This provides general information for which a specialized note 
field (i.e. a specific 5xx field) has not been defined (e.g., an index, a bibliography, an appendix). 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1067.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd041.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd008a.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd506.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd546.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd655.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-843.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1212.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd504.html
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Source of Information:  Information to be used for this attribute can be taken from any source.  
 
How to record: If the resource contains supplementary content, record the nature of that content (e.g., 
its type, extent, location within the resource). Provide this information if considered important for 
identification or selection. 
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic 
Serial 

If a publication contains an index or indexes to its own content, record in 
the 500 field. 
 
500  ## $aIncludes index. 
 
If a publication contains bibliographical citations in any form this is 
recorded in the 504 field.   If the resource contains both a bibliography 
and an index, record in the 504 field: 
 
504  ## $aIncludes bibliography.   
504 ## $aIncludes bibliographical references (pages 238-239) and  

indexes. 
 
Replace "p." with "pages" on derived records. 
 
If the resource includes an index or indexes and bibliographical 
references, combine that with the bibliography note if both apply: 
 
504 ## $aIncludes bibliographical references and indexes.  

DVD 
Streaming 
Video 

500  ##  $aTitle from descriptive insert. 

Website 500  ##  $aTitle from home page. 

 
 

6.7.10 Format of Notated Music RDA 7.20 (E) (500 MARC Field)  
 

Record if important for identification or access.  
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 
Definition: This attribute records the type of layout for musical notation.  
 
Source of Information: From any source within the resource. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1212.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd504.html
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How to record: Record using one of the following terms: 

If the resource contains notated music, record the musical format using one or more appropriate terms 

from the following list: 

● score 
● condensed score 
● study score 
● piano conductor part 
● violin conductor part 
● vocal score 
● piano score 
● chorus score 
● part 
● choir book 
● table book 

 
If none of these terms match what is in the resource, record the details in a note if important for 

identification and selection. 

CD, 
Audio 

500  ##  $a3 Bible study scores. 

 

 

6.7.11 Medium of Performance of Musical Content RDA 7.21 (E) (500 MARC 
Field)  

Record if important for identification or access.  
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 

Definition: This attribute records instrumentation, voice, voices, etc., used (or intended to be used) for 
performance of musical content. Can be used to support the medium of performance of a work or 
expression. 
 
Source of Information: From any source within the resource. 

How to record:  
1. Record if important for identification and selection.  
2. Use abbreviations from Appendix B.5.6.  
3. If the musical content is for solo instruments, record all the instruments.  
4. If the work is for an orchestra, band, etc., do not list the instruments involved. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1212.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd504.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-74.html
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DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 

500  ##  $aSA 
*“Soprano and alto” recorded as medium of performance of musical  
content] 

 
 

6.7.12 Sound Content RDA 7.18.1 (300 MARC Field)  
 

Record if important for identification or access.  

This is an attribute of the expression. 

 
Definition: Sound content is the presence of sound in a resource other than one that consists primarily 
of recorded sound, i.e. motion pictures.  
 
Source of Information: Use evidence presented by the resource itself as the basis for recording the 
sound content of the resource. Take additional evidence from any source.  
 
How to record: Record the word ‘sound’ in this element if a resource (other than one that consists 
primarily of recorded sound) includes sound.   
 

DVD For moving image resources record the ‘sound’ or ‘silent’ to indicate the 
presence or lack of sound. 
 
300  ##  $a1 sound disc (20 min.) :$bsilent 

Streaming Video For moving image resources record the ‘sound’ or ‘silent’ to indicate the 
presence or lack of sound. 
 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (video files (20 min. each)) :$b 

silent, color, with black and white sequences 

CD, Audio 300  ##  $a1 sound disc (20 min.) :$banalog, sound. 

Streaming Audio 300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 audio file (17 min.)) :$bsound 

Website 300  ##  $a1 online resource :$bsound 

Software 300  ##  $a1 computer optical disc :$bsound 

 
 

6.7.13 Duration RDA 7.22 (300, 306, 500, 505 MARC Fields)  
 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
This is an attribute of the expression. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1454.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1572.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd306.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd505.html
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Definition: Duration is the playing time, running time, etc., of the content of a resource.  Duration also 
includes performance time for a resource containing notated music or notated movement RDA 7.22.1.4.  
Source of Information: Take information on duration from any source.  
 
How to record:  

1.  If the resource has a playing time, running time, etc. record the time and abbreviate terms for 
units of time as instructed in RDA appendix B (B.5.3).  

2.  If the total playing time, running time, etc., is stated on the resource, record the time stated.   
3. If the total playing time, running time, etc., is not stated on the resource but is readily 

ascertainable, record it. 
 

DVD 300  ##  $a2 videodiscs (250 min.) 

Streaming Video 300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 video file (28 min.)) :$b sound, color 

CD, Audio 300  ##  $a1 Playaway audio book (5 hours) :$bdigital 

Streaming Audio 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (3 audio files (31 min.)) 
505  0#  $aPart 1 (8 min.) – Part 2 (11 min.) – Part 3 (12 min.) 

 
Note: For instructions on recording extent and dimensions (300 $a$c, 306, 500, 505 MARC Fields) see 
sections 7.10 and 7.11 respectively, as these are outlined as elements of manifestation. 
 
 

6.8 Record Expression Level Relationships 

 

6.8.1 Record AAP for Contributors RDA 20 (7XX MARC Field) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: A contributor is a person, family or corporate body that contributes to an expression of a 
work. This would include: 

● editors 
● translators 
● performers 
● illustrators 
● arrangers of music 
● writers of commentaries 
● composers of additional parts etc. 

 
Source of Information: Statements appearing on the preferred source should be used as sources of 
information for contributors. If the statements are ambiguous use the following sources in order of 
preference: 

● other prominent statements on the resource 
● information in the content of the resource 
● other sources 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1671.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-60.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp20_rda20-70.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
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How to record: Record the contributing person, family or corporate body ONLY if the collected resource 
contains more than one expression and they are associated with a different contributor.  

245  00  $aAtlas of anatomy /$cedited by Anne M. Gilroy, Brian R. MacPherson, Lawrence M.  
Ross ;  illustrated by Markus Voll, Karl Wesker.  

--- 
700  1#  $aGilroy, Anne M,$eeditor.  
700  1#  $aMacPherson, Brian R,$eeditor.  
700  1#  $aRoss, Lawrence M,$eeditor.  
700  1#  $aWesker, Karl,$eillustrator.  
700  1#  $aVoll, Markus,$eillustrator. 

  
 

6.8.2 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated 
with an Expression RDA 20 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: The objective of recording relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies 
associated with an expression RDA 20, is to help the user find all resources associated with that 
particular person, family or corporate body. 
 
Record relationships to contributors associated with expressions as follows: 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
 

a. Authorized access point for contributors RDA 20.2 
 

b. Add a unique identifier for the contributors as outlined in RDA 18.4.1.1 
 

Example: 
700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 

 
2. Record a relationship designator to indicate the specific role performed by the persons, 

families, corporate bodies related to the resource (RDA 18.5). The relationship designator 
provides more specific information about the relationship to the resource.  

 
Source of Information: Can be taken from any source. 

 
● How to record: Apply relationship designators for contributors by using one or more 

terms from Appendix I.3.1 in the toolkit. If none of the terms found in the appendix are 
appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term to indicate the nature of the 
relationship. A list of contributor relators can also be found at the LC Linked Data 
Service: Relators (RDA Contributor Collection). 
 
Example: 

700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp20_rda20-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp20_rda20-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp20_rda20-97.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-263.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-182.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDAContributor.html
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3.  Join the unique identifier and/ authorized access point with the appropriate relationship 
designator. 

 
Example: 

 
245  00  $aAtlas of anatomy /$cedited by Anne M. Gilroy, Brian R. MacPherson,  

Lawrence M. Ross ;  illustrated by Markus Voll, Karl Wesker.  
--- 
700  1#  $aGilroy, Anne M.,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/19163220 
700  1#  $aMacPherson, Brian R.,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/56095221 
700  1#  $aRoss, Lawrence M.,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/18920960 
700  1#  $aWesker, Karl,$eillustrator.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/19459795 
700  1#  $aVoll, Markus,$eillustrator.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/60160198 

 
4. For further explanation or when in doubt provide a cataloguer's note RDA 5.9 

 
500  ##  $aInformation on the illustrators taken from the publisher's catalogue. 

 
 

6.9 Record Related Expressions RDA 26 / J3 (500, 505, 510, 525, 555, 556, 580, 
581, 700, 710, 711, 730, 765, 767, 770, 772, 773, 774, 780, 785, 786, 787 MARC 
Fields) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: Another expression that is related to the expression being described such as a revised 
version, translation, etc. 
 
Source of Information: Take from any source. 
 
How to record:  
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
 

a. Identifier for the related expression RDA 6.13. 
 

b. Authorized access point for the related expression RDA 6.27.3. 
 
 AND/OR  
 

c. Provide a structured (using ISBD punctuation) or unstructured (a sentence or 
paragraph) description of the related expression RDA 24.4.3. When using an 
unstructured description, include information about the nature of the relationship as 
part of the unstructured description. 

 
2. Record a relationship designator by using an appropriate term from the list in Appendix J to 

indicate the specific nature of the relationship between related expressions. If none of the terms 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp26_rda26-24.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-388.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3698.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-7055.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
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listed is appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term indicating the nature of the 
relationship. 

 
3. Record an explanation of the relationship if needed to further clarify or identify the 

relationship. For guidelines on presenting an explanation of a relationship see Appendix E in the 
toolkit. 

 

Example of 
translation in a 
compilation (whole-
part relationship) 

100  1#  $aMacken, JoAnn Early,$d1953-$eauthor  
245  10  $aMail carrier = $bEl cartero /$cJoAnn Early Macken.  
246  31  $aCartero  
546  ##  $aEnglish and Spanish.  
700  12  $iContains (expression): $aMacken, JoAnn Early,$d1953- $tMail  

carrier.  
700  12  $iContains (expression): $aMacken, JoAnn Early,$d1953- $tMail  

carrier.$lSpanish. 

Example of revision 245  10  $aTuberculosis and quality of life migrant populations in United  
Kingdom /$cJana Besser. 

500  ##  $aRevision of the author's thesis (University of Connecticut,  
2009) with title: Tuberculosis control in vulnerable groups in 
United Kingdom. 

Example of a 
translation 

100  1#  $aCervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, $d1547-1616,$eauthor 
240  10  $aDon Quixote.$lItalian 
245  14  $aDon Chisciotte della Mancia /$cMiguel de Cervantes. 
767  1#  $tDon Chisciotte della Mancia. Spanish. Don Quijote dela  

Mancha.  

Example of an edition 100  1#  $aRichardson, Fern,$eauthor. 
240  10   aYour child’s sleep problems  
245  10   aSolve your child’s sleep problems comprehensive guide / c  

Richardson, Fern  
250  ##  $aNew, revised, and expanded Edition. 
500  ##  $aRevised edition of: Your child’s sleep problems. 1988. 

Example of language 
edition 

041  1#  $aspa$aita$apor$acat$h eng 
245  03  $aLa Declaración de Principios Internacionales de Catalogación  

/$ctraducción de Elena Escolano, Mauro Guerrini, Tània Gimbert 
y Fernanda Campos. 

546  ##  $aChiefly in Spanish, contains Italian, Catalan, and Portuguese  
translations of The Statement of International Cataloguing 
Principles.   

730  02  $iContains (expression): $aStatement of international  
cataloguing principles.$lSpanish. 

730  02  $iContains (expression): $aStatement of international  
cataloguing principles.$lItalian. 

Example of an 100  1#  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849,$eauthor. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappe_rdae-3.html
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abridgement 240  10  $aSelections 
245  10  $aEdgar Allan Poe's tales of mystery and madness /$cEdgar  

Allen Poe ; illustrated by Gris Grimley. 
500  ##  $aThe book features slightly abridged texts for young readers of  

"The Black Cat," "The Masque of the Red Death," "Hop Frog," 
and "The Fall of the House of Usher." 

700  12  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849.$tThe black cat.  
$sAbridgement. 

700  12  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849.$tThe masque of the red  
death.$sAbridgement. 

700  12  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849.$tHop frog.$sAbridgement. 
700  12  $aPoe, Edgar Allan,$d1809-1849.$tThe Fall of the House of  

Usher.$sAbridgement.  

 
 

6.9.1 Record Note on Related Expression RDA 6.11, RDA 7.12 (546, 500 MARC 
Fields) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: A note on another expression that is related to the expression being described such as a 
revised version, translation, etc. 
 
How to Record:  A note on related expression is recorded as a separate element, as part of an access 
point, or as both. 
 
For example, a language of expression is a language in which a work is expressed (RDA 6.11, RDA 7.12). 
If it will assist in identification and selection, record in a 500 the languages of other content (critical 
commentaries, biographical notes, etc.) 
 
Example: 

546  ##  $aFrench, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, and Romanian. 
500  ##  $aTranslated from German. 
500  ##  $aRevision of: Beginning XML 

 
Related expression recorded using an unstructured description: 
 500  ##  $aAbridgement of the first print edition published by Hachette Livre. 
 500  ##  $aAlso issued in an online edition.  
 

 

6.9.2 Link Entry Complexity (Serials). Related Expression RDA 26.1 (580 MARC 
Field) 
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3469.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-844.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd546.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp6_rda6-3469.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-844.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp26_rda26-29.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd580.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
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Definition: This element is a description of the complex relationship between expressions especially 
when no corresponding linking entry fields are present. For example: 
 

● a regular-print reprint to provide details of the original publication; 
● a serial bearing a relationship to a monograph, or other non-serial publication; 
● a serial bearing a relationship to one or more publications which cannot be named; 
● a serial issued in more than one frequency when two or more records are required. 

 
Source of Information:  Information on related expression can be taken from any source. 

 
How to record: Provide a description of the related work by using either a structured or an unstructured 
description (RDA 24.4.3) 
 
Example: 

580  ##  $aAbridged as: The concise Oxford companion to Irish literature / edited by Robert  
Welch 

580  ##  $aRevised edition of Lectures chantées, originally published in 1968. 
 
 

6.10 Examples of Expression Level Descriptions 

 

6.10.1 Book 

Expression Elements for Book 
 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums  
300  ##  $billustrations 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
388  1#  $a2014 
504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
520  ##  $aThis highly practical handbook teaches you how to unlock the value of your existing  

metadata through cleaning, reconciliation, enrichment and linking and how to streamline 
the process of new metadata creation. 

700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 

Work + Expression Elements for Book + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
LDR  01015cam  2200169 i 4500 
007  ta 
008  150717s2014\\\\ilua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda$cCaOBAGC$dCaOBAGC 
050  #4  $aZ666.73.L56$b.H66 2014 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums :$bhow to clean, link and publish your  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
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metadata 
300  ##  $billustrations 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
388  1#  $a2014 
504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
505  0#  $aIntroduction -- Modelling -- Cleaning -- Reconciling -- Enriching -- Publishing --  

Conclusions. 
520  ##  $aThis highly practical handbook teaches you how to unlock the value of your existing  

metadata through cleaning, reconciliation, enrichment and linking and how to streamline 
the process of new metadata creation. 

650  #0  $aLinked data.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2013002090 
650  #0  $aInformation organization.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh99001059 
650  #0  $aArchives$xElectronic information  

resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85006913 
650  #0  $aLibraries and museums$xElectronic information  

resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85076628 
650  #0  $aMetadata.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh96000740 
700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 

 

6.10.2 E-Book 

Expression Elements for E-Book 
 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
041  ##  $aeng$heng 
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic  

Records,$ecreator,$eissuing body.$0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org /viaf/ 
148620313 

245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records 
300  ##  $billustrations 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
388  ##  $a1998 
500  ##  $aLanguage editions are also available online in Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech, German,  

Spanish, French, Croatian, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Norwegian, 
Portugese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Serbian, Swedish, Vietnamese and Chinese. 

504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
520  ##  $a"FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) is a 1998 recommendation of  

the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) to restructure 
catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information resources. More 
technically, FRBR uses an entity-relationship model of metadata for information objects, 
instead of the single flat record concept underlying current cataloging standards. The FRBR 
model includes four levels of representation: work, expression, manifestation, and item. If 
fully implemented, FRBR would produce the biggest change cataloging has seen in the last 
century." (OCLC Research: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html) 

546  ##  $aText in English with some publication information in German, French and Spanish. 
700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,$eissuing  
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body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154277903 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 

Work + Expression Elements for E-Book + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
LDR  01348cam  2200205 i 4500 
007  ta 
007  cr\cn 
008  040921r20131998gw\a\\\\sb\\\a001\0\eng\c 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
040  ##  $aEEM$beng$erda$cEEM$dOCLCQ$dCOF$dCaOBAGC 
041  ##  $aeng$heng 
050  ##  4$aZ666.6$b.I35 2013 
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records,$ecreator,  

$eissuing body.$0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 
245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records :$bfinal report 
300  ##  $billustrations 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
388  ##  $a1998 
500  ##  $aLanguage editions are also available online in Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech, German,  

Spanish, French, Croatian, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Norwegian, 
Portugese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Serbian, Swedish, Vietnamese and Chinese. 

504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
520  ##  $a"FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) is a 1998 recommendation of  

the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) to restructure 
catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information resources. More 
technically, FRBR uses an entity-relationship model of metadata for information objects, 
instead of the single flat record concept underlying current cataloging standards. The FRBR 
model includes four levels of representation: work, expression, manifestation, and item. If 
fully implemented, FRBR would produce the biggest change cataloging has seen in the last 
century." (OCLC Research: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html) 

546  ##  $aText in English with some publication information in German, French and Spanish. 
650  #0  $aFRBR (Conceptual model). 
650  #0  $aEntity-relationship modeling. 
650  #0  $aBibliography$xMethodology. 
650  #0  $aInformation organization. 
650  #0  $aCataloging. 
700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships in 
RDF. 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,$eissuing  

body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154277903 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 

http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068
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6.10.3 Print Serial 

Expression Elements for Serial 
 
041  1#  $aeng 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship  
300  ##   a … ;  billustrations ;  c... 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 

Work + Expression Elements for Serial + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
 
000 01225cas  2200024 I 4500 
007 ta 
008 991206c20009999inuqr1p       0   a0eng d 
040  ##  $aNSDP$beng$erda$cNSDP$dOBEL 
050  #4  $aRT1 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship  
300  ##   a … ;  billustrations ;  c... 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
650  #0  $aNursing$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aSigma Theta Tau International,$eissuing body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/155319413 
780  00  $tImage--the journal of nursing scholarship$x0743-5150 

 

6.10.4 Electronic Journal 

Expression Elements for an Electronic Journal 
  
130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 
245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
710  2#  $aBritish Association of Sports Sciences,$econtributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/no92012043 
710  2#  $aInternational Society for Advancement of Kinanthropometry,$econtributor.$0  

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no92012042 

Work + Expressions Elements for an Electronic Journal + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing 
source 
  
LDR  02106cas  2200517 i 4500 
006  m\\\\\\\\d\\\\\\\\ 
007  cr\cn|\\\\\\\\ 
008  020517c19839999enkmr\pss\\\\\0\\\\0eng\c 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda 
050  #4  $aGV561 
130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 
245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
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650  #4  $aHealth Sciences$xSports medicine 
650  #0  $aSports$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPhysiological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPsychological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aBritish Association of Sports Sciences,$econtributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/no92012043 
710  2#  $aInternational Society for Advancement of Kinanthropometry,$econtributor.$0  

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no92012042 

  

6.10.5 DVD 

Expression Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) 
  
245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection 
300  ##  $bsound, black and white 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aAnimation; short cartoons. 
505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) -- Betty Boop's bamboo 
          isle (1932) -- Betty Boop for president (1932) -- Betty Boop’s penthouse (1933) -- Betty 
          Boop’s birthday party (1933) -- Betty Boop’s May party (1933) -- Betty Boop’s Halloween 
          party (1933) -- Betty Boop’s rise to fame (1934) -- Betty Boop’s life guard (1934) -- The Foxy 
          Hunter (1937). 
505 0# $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Boo-oop-a-doop (1932) -- Betty Boop Limited 
          (1932) -- Betty Boop’s bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty Boop’s ups and downs (1932) -- Betty Boop’s 
          museum (1932) -- Betty Boop’s big boss (1933) -- Morning, noon and night (1933) -- Betty 
          Boop’s little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop’s prize show (1934) -- Keep in style (1934). 
505 0# $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I’ll be glad when you’re dead you rascal 
          you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain (1933) -- I heard 
          (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a  smile (1937) -- The 
          new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- Pudgy in thrills 
          and chills (1938). 
511 0#  $aVoices, Margie Hines [and others]. 

Work + Expression Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) + Leader + Control Fields + 
Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  03390ngm  2200589Ii 4500 
007  vd cvaizq 
008  140711m20139999ilu---\\\\\\\\\\\\vceng\d 
040  ##  $aS9I$beng$erda$cLTSCA 
050  #4  $aPN1997.5$b.B48 2013 
245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection 
300  ##  $bsound, black and white 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aAnimation; short cartoons. 
505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) --  Betty Boop's 

bamboo isle (1932) --  Betty Boop for president (1932) --  Betty Boop's penthouse (1933) --  
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Betty Boop's birthday party (1933) --  Betty Boop's May party (1933) --  Betty Boop's 
Halloween party (1933) --  Betty Boop's rise to fame (1934) --  Betty Boop's trial (1934) --  
Betty Boop's life guard (1934) -- The foxy hunter (1937). 

505  0#  $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Bimbo's initiation (1931) -- Boo-oop-a-doop 
(1932) -- Betty Boop Limited (1932) -- Betty Boop's bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty Boop's ups and 
downs (1932) -- Betty Boop's museum (1932) -- Betty Boop's big boss (1933) -- Morning, 
noon and night (1933) -- Betty Boop's little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop's prize show (1934) -- 
Keep in style (1934). 

505  0#  $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I'll be glad when you're dead you 
rascal you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain (1933) -- I 
heard (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a smile (1937) -- 
The new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- Pudgy in 
Thrills and chills (1938). 

650  #0   $aBoop, Betty (Fictitious character)$vDrama.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/  
sh87007964 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Dave,$d1894-1979,$edirector.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n85248142 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Max,$d1883-1972,$eproducer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n85248141 

700  1#  $aHines, Marjorie,$d1909-2011,$eactor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
no2012113871 

710  2#  $aFleischer Studios Inc.,$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n86061286  

 

6.10.6 Streaming Video 

Expression Elements for Streaming Video 
  
041  0#  $aeng$jeng$heng 
245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War 
300  ##  $a(27 min., 25 sec.)  :$bsound, color 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
520  ##  $aEleven-year-old Ibrahim just wants to go to school, play soccer with his friends, and help 

his dad with his work as a laundryman. Instead, he's ferrying his best friend to a hospital after 
a missile attack, staying alert for bombs that could fall on his classroom, and spending his 
spare time scrounging for firewood. Can he hold out hope for the future? This program 
journeys to Aleppo, Syria, to follow the daily ordeals endured by young Ibrahim and his family 
in the midst of the country's brutal civil war. Viewers also learn about the rifts in Syrian 
society brought about by war, illustrated by Aleppo's government and rebel-held zones. 

Work + Expression Elements for Streaming Video + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02904ngm a2200469Ii 4500 
007  vz|czazuu 
007  cr|cna 
008  150406p20142013nyu028||||||||o|||vleng|d 
040  ##  $aAzPhAEM$beng$erda 
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041  0#  $aeng$jeng$heng 
050  #4  $aDS98.6$b.S97 2014 
245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War 
300  ##  $a(27 min., 25 sec.)  :$bsound, color. 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
505  00 $tSyrian Civil War$g(3:10) --$tAleppo Divisions$g(1:08) --$tDetermined to 

Learn$g(2:35) --$tEducational Collapse$g(2:36) --$tWartime Education$g(2:19) --$tSyria's 
Rebels$g(2:32) --$tChildhood in War$g(1:07) --$tAleppo War Crimes$g(4:51) --$tAleppo 
Trauma$g(1:19) --$tSyrian Insecurity$g(2:35) --$tSyria's War Generation$g(2:11) --$tCredits: 
Syria: Ibrahim's War$g(1:27) 

520  ##  $aEleven-year-old Ibrahim just wants to go to school, play soccer with his friends, and 
help his dad with his work as a laundryman. Instead, he's ferrying his best friend to a hospital 
after a missile attack, staying alert for bombs that could fall on his classroom, and spending 
his spare time scrounging for firewood. Can he hold out hope for the future? This program 
journeys to Aleppo, Syria, to follow the daily ordeals endured by young Ibrahim and his family 
in the midst of the country's brutal civil war. Viewers also learn about the rifts in Syrian 
society brought about by war, illustrated by Aleppo's government and rebel-held zones. 

650  #0  $aChildren and war$zSyria. 
650  #0  $aCivil war$zSyria$xHistory$y21st century. 
650  #0  $aWar and families$zSyria. 
651  #0  $aSyria$xHistory$yCivil War, 2011- 
710  2#  $aABC International, $eproduction company. 

 

6.10.7 Musical Score 

Expression Elements for a Musical Score 

  

024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 
100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n81124855 
240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 
336  ##  $anotated music$bntm$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aIncludes chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams. 

Work + Expression Elements for a Musical Score + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing source 

  

LDR  01869ccm  2200325ui 4500 
008  140519s2014\\\\wiumck\\\\\\\\\n\\a\eng\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 
040  ##  $aCaBVA$beng$erda 
050  #4  $aM1508.K53$bB43 2014 
100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n81124855 
240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 
336  ##  $anotated music$bntm$2rdacontent 

500  ##  $aIncludes chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams. 
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505  00  $tSo far away --$tOh! Carol --$tIt might as well rain until September --$tBe-bop-a-lula 
--$tSome kind of wonderful --$tHappy days are here again --$tTake good care of my baby --
$tWho put the bomp (in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp) --$tWill you love me tomorrow (Will 
you still love me tomorrow) --$tHe's sure the boy I love --$tUp on the roof --$tOn Broadway --
$tThe loco-motion --$tYou've lost that lovin' feelin' --$tOne fine day --$tChains --$tWalking in 
the rain --$tPleasant Valley Sunday --$tWe gotta get out of this place --$tUptown --$tIt's too 
late --$tYou've got a friend --$t(You make me feel like) A natural woman --$tBeautiful --$tI 
feel the earth move. 

650  #0  $aMusicals$vExcerpts$vVocal scores with piano. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1961-1970. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1971-1980. 
700  1#  $aMcGrath, Douglas,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83043958 
700  1#  $aGoffin, Gerry,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92100321 
700  1#  $aMann, Barry,$ecomposer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92105562 
700  1#  $aWeil, Cynthia,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n95113977 

 

6.10.8 Audio-CD 

Expression Elements for an Audio CD 

  

041  0#  $dger$beng$erda$bfre$bger$brus$eger$eeng$nger$geng$gger$grus 
100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

  names/n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 
240  10   aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 
300  ##  $a(236 min., 36 sec.) 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aMudic drama in 3 acts; libretto by the composer. 
546  ##  $aSung in German. 
518  ##  $oRecorded$d2011 June, 2012 February and April$pMariinsky Concert Hall, St. Petersburg,  

Russia. 
500  ##  $aProgram notes by Leonid Gakkel and synopsis in Russian, English, French and German, and  

  libretto with English translation (134 p. : ports.) in container. 
700  1#  $aKaufmann, Jonas,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2002104698  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/14447644 
700  1#  $aKampe, Anja,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2009133162  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/96896448 
700  1#   aPape, Ren , eperformer. 0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94010759 
700  1#  $aStemme, Nina,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98078142  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/39358984 
700  1#  $aPetrenko, Mikhail,$d1976-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008187320 $0http://viaf.org/viaf/120080835 
700  1#  $aGubanova, Ekaterina,$d1979-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008145084$0http://viaf.org/viaf/119008595 
700  1#   aGergiev, Valeri , d1953-$econductor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no95023823 
710  2#   aMariinski  teatr (1991- ).$bOrkestr,$eperformer$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no00066385 
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Work + Expression for an Audio CD + Leader and Control Fields + Cataloguing Source 

  

LDR  03166njm a2200565 i 4500 
007  sd\fsngnnmmned 
007  sd\fzngnnmmned 
008  130117p20132011ru\opnn\\defi\\\\\n\ger\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1077425726$2uri 
040  ##  $aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dCXP$dMNU$dCIN$dOCLCQ$dCaOBAGC 
041  0#  $dger$beng$bfre$bger$brus$eger$eeng$nger$geng$gger$grus 
050  #4  $aM1500$b.W34 2013 
100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/ n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 
240  10   aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 
300  ##  $a(236 min., 36 sec.) 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aMudic drama in 3 acts; libretto by the composer. 
546  ##  $aSung in German. 
518  ##  $oRecorded$d2011 June, 2012 February and April$pMariinsky Concert Hall, St. Petersburg,  

Russia. 
500  ##  $aProgram notes by Leonid Gakkel and synopsis in Russian, English, French and German, and  

libretto with English translation (134 p. : ports.) in container. 
650  #0  $aOperas. 
650  #0  $aValkyries (Norse mythology) 
700  1#  $aKaufmann, Jonas,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2002104698  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/14447644 
700  1#  $aKampe, Anja,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2009133162  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/96896448 
700  1#   aPape, Ren , eperformer. 0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94010759 
700  1#  $aStemme, Nina,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98078142  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/39358984 
700  1#  $aPetrenko, Mikhail,$d1976-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008187320 $0http://viaf.org/viaf/120080835 
700  1#  $aGubanova, Ekaterina,$d1979-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008145084$0http://viaf.org/viaf/119008595 
700  1#   aGergiev, Valeri , d1953-$econductor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no95023823 
710  2#   aMariinski  teatr (1991- ).$bOrkestr,$eperformer $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no00066385 

 

6.10.9 Audio Book 

Expression Elements for an Audio Book 
  
100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 
245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons 
300  ##  $a(7:45:35) 
336  ##  $aspoken word$bspw$2rdacontent 
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500  ##  $aUnabridged. 
520  ##  $aHow did one of the most popular television shows in history go from being attacked 

by many religious leaders to being called one of the most theologically relevant programs in 
primetime? In The Gospel According to the Simpsons, Mark I. Pinsky explores the individual 
characters, interviews several of the show's writers and producers, and concludes with a 
discussion of whether the show is subversive or supportive of faith. 

Work + Expression Elements for an Audio Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing 
source 
  
LDR  02777dim  2200565Ii 4500 
007  sz\uunnnn|||ed 
007  cr\nnannnanuuu 
008  091022s2009\\\\caunnnn\o\\\\\\z\\n\eng\d 
040  ##  $aN$T$beng$erda$cN$T$dOCLCA$dOCLCQ$dOCLCO$dOCLCQ 
050  #4  $aPN1992.77.S58$bP56 2009 
100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 
245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons 
300  ##  $a(7:45:35) 
336  ##  $aspoken word$bspw$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aUnabridged. 
520  ##  $aHow did one of the most popular television shows in history go from being attacked 

by many religious leaders to being called one of the most theologically relevant programs in 
primetime? In The Gospel According to the Simpsons, Mark I. Pinsky explores the individual 
characters, interviews several of the show's writers and producers, and concludes with a 
discussion of whether the show is subversive or supportive of faith. 

630  00  $aSimpsons (Television program) 
650  #0  $aTelevision broadcasting$xReligious aspects. 
700  1#  $aJames, Lloyd,$enarrator.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2011028265 
710  2#  $aChristianaudio (Firm),$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2010112569 

 

6.10.10 Streaming Audio 

Expression Elements for Streaming Audio 
 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
300  ##  $a 1 online resource (12 audio files (35 min., 59 sec.)) 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
508  ##  $aJack Hardy, producer ; Jay Rosen, recording engineer ; Steve Satkowski, sound engineer  

(Bottom Line). 
511  0# $aTom Intondi, Jack Hardy, Lucy Kaplanski, Frank Christian, Christine Lavin , Rod Macdonald,  

Erik Frandsen, Suzanne Vega, Paul Kaplan, Germana Pucci, Carolyn McCombs, vocals, guitar ; 
David Massengill, vocals, dulcimer ; The Band (Mark Dann, guitar, vocal (on "Montchanin"), 
electric bass ("Unemployment rag") ; Jeff Hardy, acoustic bass ; Howie Wyeth, drums). 

518  ##  $oRecorded live$d 1984 January 28$pBottom Line, New York City. 
700  1#  $aIntondi, Tom,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021649 
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700  1#  $aHardy, Jack,$d1947-2011,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94018034 
700  1#  $aKaplansky, Lucy,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no99089986 
700  1#  $aMacDonald, Rod,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021603 
700  1#  $aChristian, Frank,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98033290 
700  1#  $aLavin, Christine,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87145536 
700  1#  $aFrandsen, Erik$c(Lyricist),$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83000968 
700  1#  $aVega, Suzanne,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91079284 
700  1#  $aKaplan, Paul,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83004943 
700  1#  $aPucci, Germana,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090262 
700  1#  $aMcCombs, Carolyn,$eperformer. 
700  1#  $aMassengill, David,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090256 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom Line.$d  

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine,1984.$h 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 

Work + Expression Elements for Streaming Audio 
 
LDR  02904njm a2200469Ii 4500 
006  m       o h 
007  crna|||au 
007  szzunnnnnzned 
008  091022s1984////nyufm/d/o##/#/ 
040  ##  $aMWSJA$beng$erda$pn$cXXX 
043  ##   n-us--- 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4 
300  ##  $a 1 online resource (12 audio files (35 min., 59 sec.)) 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
505  00  $tMontchanin $g(2:55) -- $tOpen all night $g(:45) -- $tUnemployment rag $g(3:42) -- 

$tIncident at Ebenezer Creek $g(3:32) -- $tRegretting what I said $g(1:13) -- $tAmerican 
Jerusalem $g(5:11) -- $tHoward Hughes Blughes $g(3:05) -- $tKnight moves $r (6:10) -- $tCall 
me Best Practices for Cataloging Streaming Media – Version 1.0 (February 2015) the whale 
$g(1:26) -- $tDiavoli in Avido Amore $g(3:15) -- $tWasted love $g(3:39) -- $tThe great 
American dream $g(:46). 

508  ##  $aJack Hardy, producer ; Jay Rosen, recording engineer ; Steve Satkowski, sound engineer  
(Bottom Line). 

511  0# $aTom Intondi, Jack Hardy, Lucy Kaplanski, Frank Christian, Christine Lavin , Rod Macdonald,  
Erik Frandsen, Suzanne Vega, Paul Kaplan, Germana Pucci, Carolyn McCombs, vocals, guitar ; 
David Massengill, vocals, dulcimer ; The Band (Mark Dann, guitar, vocal (on "Montchanin"), 
electric bass ("Unemployment rag") ; Jeff Hardy, acoustic bass ; Howie Wyeth, drums). 

518  ##  $oRecorded live$d 1984 January 28$pBottom Line, New York City. 
650  #0  $aFolk music$zUnited States. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1981-1990. 
700  1#  $aIntondi, Tom,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021649 
700  1#  $aHardy, Jack,$d1947-2011,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94018034 
700  1#  $aKaplansky, Lucy,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no99089986 
700  1#  $aMacDonald, Rod,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021603 
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700  1#  $aChristian, Frank,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98033290 
700  1#  $aLavin, Christine,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87145536 
700  1#  $aFrandsen, Erik$c(Lyricist),$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83000968 
700  1#  $aVega, Suzanne,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91079284 
700  1#  $aKaplan, Paul,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83004943 
700  1#  $aPucci, Germana,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090262 
700  1#  $aMcCombs, Carolyn,$eperformer. 
700  1#  $aMassengill, David,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090256 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom Line.$d  

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine,1984.$h 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 

 

6.10.11 Website 

Expression Elements for Website 
  
245  00  $aAcademic search complete. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm)$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86023339 

Work + Expression Elements for a Website 
  
LDR  02012cai  2200361Ii 4500 
006  m||||||o||j|#|||||| 
007  cr|mn#---munuu 
008  070420c20079999mauuu\dss\\\\\0\\\\2eng\d 
040  ##  $aTXH$beng$erda$cTXH$dTXA$dUtOrBLW 
050  #0  $aAI3$b.A232 
245  00  $aAcademic search complete. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
506  ##  $aAccess restricted to authorized users for teaching and research purposes. 
520  ##  $aA scholarly, multidisciplinary database providing indexing and abstracts for over 10,000  

publications, including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, and others.  Also 
includes full-text access to over 5,000 journals.  Offers coverage of many areas of academic 
study including: archaeology, area studies, astronomy, biology, chemistry, civil engineering, 
electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, food science & technology, general 
science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical engineering, music, physics, 
psychology, religion & theology, women's studies, and other fields. 

650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vIndexes. 
650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vDatabases. 
710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm) 
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6.10.12 Software 

Expression Elements for Software 
  
245  14  $aJourney 
300  ##  $a… $bsound, color 
336  ##  $acomputer program$bcop$2rdacontent 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment. 

Work + Expression Elements for Software 
  
LDR  02513cam  2200469 i 4500 
006  m||||#q||i|#|||||| 
007  cd|cna---uunun 
008  150506n\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\000\0\eng\u 
040  ##  $aLDL$beng$erda$cLDL$dCPF$dORU$dUtOrBLW 
050  #4  $aGV1469.35.J68 $bJ68 2012 
245  10  $aJourney 
300  ##  $a…$bsound, color 
336  ##  $acomputer program$bcop$2rdacontent 
650  ##  $aFairy tales$vComputer games. 
650  ##  $aFantasy$vComputer games. 
655  ##  $aComputer adventure games. 
655  ##  $aSony video games. 
655  ##  $aVideo games. 
655  7#  $aSony Playstation 3 video games.$2NcRS.$2lcgft 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
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STEP 7: RECORD THE ATTRIBUTES FOR MANIFESTATION                     ⌂ 
 
Index 

7.1 Title 

         7.1.1 Title Proper 

         7.1.2 Parallel Title Proper 

         7.1.3 Other Title Information 

         7.1.4 Earlier Title Proper 

         7.1.5 Variant Title 

7.2 Statement of Responsibility 

         7.2.1 Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Title Proper 

         7.2.2 Parallel Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Title Proper 

7.3 Edition 

7.3.1 Edition Statement 

7.3.2 Designation of an Edition/Named Revision Statement 

7.3.3 Parallel Designation of Edition/Named Revision 

7.3.4 Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Edition/Named Revision 

7.3.5 Parallel Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Edition/ 

Named Revision 

7.4 Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / Production 

7.4.1 Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / Production Statement 

7.4.2 Place of Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / Production 

7.4.3 Parallel Place of Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / Production 

7.4.4 Publisher / Distributor / Manufacturer / Producer’s Name 

7.4.5 Parallel Publisher / Distributor / Manufacturer / Producer’s Name 

7.4.6 Date of Publication / Distribution / Manufacture / Production 

7.5 Copyright Date 

7.6 Issuing body 

7.7 Numbering of Serials and Frequency of Serials 

7.7.1 Numbering Peculiarities 

7.7.2 Supplement Note (Serials) 

7.7.3 Recording Frequency 

7.8 Series 

7.8.1 Series Statement 

7.8.2 Title Proper of Series 

7.8.3 Parallel Title Proper of Series 

7.8.4 Other Title Information of Series 

7.8.5 Statement of Responsibility Relating to a Series 

7.8.6 Transcribe Numbering Within Series 

7.8.7 Transcribe a Title Proper of Subseries 

7.8.8 Record Numbering Within Subseries 
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7.8.9 Record ISSN of Series/ISSN of Subseries 

7.9 Identifiers for the Manifestation     

7.10 Extent 

7.11 Record Dimensions 

7.12 Record Media and Carrier Type 

                  7.12.1 Media Type 

                  7.12.2 Carrier Type 

         7.13 Note on Carrier 

  7.13.1 Note on Extent of Manifestation 

  7.13.2 Note on Dimensions of Manifestation 

  7.13.3 Note on Changes in Carrier Characteristics 

7.14 System Details. Special playback characteristics 

         7.15 System Details. Video Characteristics 

         7.16 System Details. Digital File Characteristics 

7.17 System Details. Equipment or System Requirements 

7.18 Record Manifestation Level Relationships 

7.18.1 Record Authorized Access Points for Person, Family and Corporate 

Body for Manifestations 

                     7.18.1.1 Producer of an Unpublished Resource 

7.18.1.2 Publisher 

7.18.1.3 Distributor 

7.18.1.4 Manufacturer 

7.18.1.5 Other person, family, or corporate body associated with 

a manifestation 

7.18.2 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, Corporate bodies 

associated with Manifestations 

7.18.3 Record Related Manifestations 

7.18.3.1 Reproduction Note 

7.18.3.2 Original Version 

7.18.3.3 Related Manifestation/Additional Physical Form Available 

7.18.3.4 Linking Entry Complexity (Serials). Related Manifestation 

7.19 Examples of Manifestation Level Descriptions 

7.19.1 Book 

7.19.2 E-Book 

7.19.3 Print Serial 

7.19.4 Electronic Journal 

7.19.5 DVD 

7.19.6 Streaming Video 

7.19.7 Musical Score 

7.19.8 Audio-CD 

7.19.9 Audio Book 

7.19.10 Streaming Audio 
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7.19.11 Website 

7.19.12 Software 

 
Definition: A Manifestation is defined in RDA as “the physical embodiment of an expression of a work”.  
The FRBR final report provides additional clarity to the definition: 
 

“The entity defined as manifestation encompasses a wide range of materials, including 
manuscripts, books, periodicals, maps, posters, sound recordings, films, video 
recordings, CD-ROMs, multimedia kits, etc. As an entity, manifestation represents all the 
physical objects that bear the same characteristics, in respect to both intellectual 
content and physical form. When a work is realized, the resulting expression of the work 
may be physically embodied on or in a medium such as paper, audio tape, video tape, 
canvas, plaster, etc. That physical embodiment constitutes a manifestation of the work.” 
(IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2013, 21) 

 
For the manifestation level of a record the emphasis is on the description of an expression of a work into 
the particular intellectual content and physical form.  Thus, short of elements needed to describe unique 
information for the item in hand, describing a manifestation involves adding remaining elements needed 
to describe a resource that comes across a cataloguer’s desk. 
 

7.1 Title 

 

7.1.1 Title Proper RDA 2.3 (245 MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element. (RDA 0.6.2) 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: The title proper is the chief name of a resource (i.e., the title normally used when citing the 
resource.) 
 
Source of information: Find the title proper from the preferred source of information (RDA 2.3.2.2). 
 

1. You need to determine the mode of issuance based on format. 
2. You need to choose what type of description is appropriate for mode of issuance. This 

determines your preferred source of information. 
3. The following table gives the preferred source for the title in hierarchical order taken from 

the preferred source of information. The hierarchy is influenced by whether it is a tangible 
or online resource and if the content is static or moving. 
 

Book 
 

 

1. Title Verso 
2. Cover or Jacket issued 
3. Caption 
4. Masthead 
5. Colophon 

 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

http://toolkit/
http://toolkit/
http://toolkit/
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3376.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3376.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3376.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
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Exception: Early Printed resources / reproductions of early printed 
resources  

1. Title Verso  
2. Colophon  
3. Cover or Jacket issued  
4. Caption 
5. A source within the resource where the title is formally 

presented 
6. A source that is considered part of the resource itself 

where the title is formally presented 

eBook 1. Image of title verso 
2. Image of a Cover or Jacket issued 
3. Image of a Caption 
4. Image of a Colophon 

 
Exception: Images of Early Printed resources / reproductions of 
early printed resources  

1. Image of title verso  
2. Image of colophon  
3. Image of cover or jacket issued  
4. Image of caption 
5. A source within the resource where the title is formally 

presented 
A source that is considered part of the resource itself 
where the title is formally presented 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

Serial 1. Title Verso 
2. Cover  
3. Caption 
4. Masthead 
5. Colophon 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

Electronic 
Serial 

1. Image of title verso 
2. Image of a Cover  
3. Image of a Caption 
4. Image of the Masthead 
5. Image of the Colophon 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

DVD 1. Title Screen(s)  
2. the first applicable source forming part of the resource 

with a formally presented collective title OR the label on 
the DVD itself NOT the accompanying material or 
container 

3. If you are doing a comprehensive description, the 
container or accompanying material issued with the 
resource 

4. Disc menu 
5. part of the resource where the information is formally 

presented 

RDA 2.2.2.3 
RDA 2.2.2.3.1 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
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Streaming 
Video 

1. Title Screen(s) 
2. Textual content within the resource that has a title 
3. Embedded metadata that contains the title 
4. Part of the resource itself that has the title formally 

presented 

RDA 2.2.2.3 

CD, Audio 1. CD label 
2. Accompanying material or container issued with the 

resource 
3. Disc menu 
4. Another part of the resource where the title is formally 

presented  

RDA 2.2.2.3 
RDA 2.2.2.3.1 
 

Streaming 
Audio 

1. File name 
2. Embedded metadata that contains the title 
3. Part of the resource itself that has the title formally 

presented 

RDA 2.2.2.3 

Website Eye-readable label with the title that remains constant throughout 
or is described in an about page 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

Software Eye-readable label with the title that remains constant throughout 
 
Video Games – Title Frames because it is a moving image  

RDA 2.2.2.2 

 
For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  
 

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4  

● Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
How to record: (RDA 2.3.2.7)  
 

1. Record the title as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, 
families and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title (RDA 1.7). 
 
Example: 

245  10  $aChef Michael Smith's kitchen /$cMichael Smith. 
245  00  $aPerly's Toronto & area ... map book. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2892.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3493.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
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● See RDA 2.4.1 for instructions on how to record a name that is not an integral part of 
the title as a statement of responsibility. 
 

● See RDA 2.7-2.10 for instructions on how to record a name that is not an integral part of 
the title as the name of a producer, publisher, distributor, etc. 

 
Exceptions:   

● Long titles can be abridged as long as there is no loss of essential information that would 
impact access. In this case never omit the first five words and use (…) a mark of omission to 
indicate that it has been omitted.  
 
Example: 

 
245  02  $aA book of psalmody containing variety of tunes …  
[abridged title] 

 
245  02  $aA book of psalmody containing variety of tunes, both of the common  

and particular measures with chanting tunes for Te-Deum, Jubilate Deo, 
Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis, likewise the order of performing Divine Service by 
way of chanting, after the Cathedral manner, suitable for our country churches 
with several psalms, hymns and seventeen anthems, all set in four parts, some 
of them never before published 

[long title] 
 

● Do not include introductory words not intended to be part of the title (RDA 2.3.1.6) 
 
Example: 

 
245  04  $aThe Lion King 
[source reads: Disney presents the Lion King]   

 
● Inaccuracies RDA 1.7.9 - *RDA requires inaccuracies to be recorded as they appear. Make a 

note giving corrected title information if considered important for identification or access.  
 

Example: 
 
245  10  $aTen Comandments to an Extraordinary Life :$bMaking Your Dreams  

Come True  
500  ## $aTitle should read: Ten Commandments to an Extraordinary Life 

 
● If the inaccuracy is obvious for a serial or integrating resource, correct and give the original 

uncorrected form of the title in a note (RDA 2.17.2.4), as well as, a variant title (RDA 2.3.6) 
 
Example: 

 
245  00  $aHealthy life ...  
246  1#  $iTitle appears on volume 2, number 4 as: $aHeathly life 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4507.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6047.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3299.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-891.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8828.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4005.html
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500  ##  $aTitle should read: Healthy life 
 

● Dates and numbers that vary from issue to issue in the title of a serial omit the 
date/number with a mark of omission (…)  
 
Example: 

 
245  00  aCanada Student Loans Program : bAnnual Report … 
[source reads: Canada Student Loans Program: Annual Report 2012-2013] 

 
● Do not include statements even if grammatically linked to the rest of the title in a serial or 

integrating resource that mention an earlier title as part of the title. Record the earlier title 
as the title of a related work (RDA 25.1). 
 
Example: 

 
245  00  $aSupplement to Books on demand 
730  0#  $aBooks on demand : author guide 

 
● If the title of the part, section or supplement has an enumeration or alphabetic 

designation, record the common title first, then the enumeration or designation of the part, 
section or supplement and last the title of the part, section or supplement (RDA 2.3.1.7.1).  
 
Example: 

 
245  00  $aTask Force for Teaching Excellence :$bpart I: report to the Minister of   

Education and part II: what we heard  /$cTask Force for Teaching Excellence.  
246  30  $aPart I: report to the Minister of Education and part II: what we heard.  

● For collective titles record the collective title as the title proper and the title of individual 
contents as related works (RDA 25.1) when doing a comprehensive description. When doing 
an analytical description and if the title of the individual content is sufficient to identify the 
manifestation then record the title of the content as the title proper and the collective title 
as a series title or a related work (RDA 2.3.2.6.2). 

 
2. If there is a title in more than one language or form choose one based on the language of the 

main content first, then on the basis of the sequence, layout, or typography of the titles, and 
last on the most comprehensive title (RDA 2.3.2.5). 

 
3. Make a note in MARC field 500 on the source from which the title proper is taken if it is a source 

other than those mentioned outlined in the above table (RDA 2.17.2.3).  
 

Examples: 
500  ##  $aSpine title. 
500  ##  $aTitle from PDF cover page. 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
500  ##  $aTitle from title screen (viewed May 25, 2015). 
500  ##  $aTitle from container insert. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-10141.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-10213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8709.html
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500  ##  $aTitle from resource web page (Internet Archive, viewed May 21, 2015). 
500  ##  $aTitle from homepage. 
 

Book 
eBook 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website  

245  02  $aA perfect candidate 
*The first phrase is “Arpie Film Presents”+ 
 
245  12  $aAn actual story in sound of a dog's life : $bas 
broadcast on the CBS radio workshop 
 
245  00   aYavanka’s librarian blog 

Serial 
Electronic Serial 

For serials and integrating resources that have an abbreviated title, as well 
as, a fuller form, always use the fuller form but if the other titles are 
considered important for user access, i.e. you know a serial will more likely 
be searched by their abbreviated title since it is on the cover, consider the 
abbreviated title as a variant title (RDA 2.3.6) or indicate as other title 
information (RDA 2.3.4). 
 

245  04  $aThe Los Angeles housing 
246  1#  $aLA housing 

Software 

Video Games - Many video game titles consist of a franchise title and either a 
number or a specific title of that work. Avoid giving the franchise title alone 
as the title proper. 
 

245  10  $aCamp Lazlo, Leaky Lake games 
245  00  $aBANJO-KAZOOIE : $bNUTS & BOLTS /$cRARE. VIVA  

PIÑATA / RARE. 
730  02 $iContains (work)$aBanjo-kazooie. 
730  02  $iContains (work)$aViva piñata. 

 

 

7.1.2 Parallel Title Proper (RDA 2.3.3) (245 MARC Field) 
 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  The title proper in another language including an alternative or original title in a different 
language but presented as its equivalent. 
 
Source of Information:  Take from the same source as the title proper. 
 
For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3422.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3781.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3695.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
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● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4 *Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of 

information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
How to record the parallel title proper:  
 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, families 
and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title (RDA 2.3.1) 

 
2. An alternative parallel title proper can be recorded as part of the parallel title proper (RDA 

2.3.3.3). 
   

Example: 
245 10  $aLife =$bDas Leben : ein Aufsatz /$cby John Brown. 

 
3. If more than one, record the titles in order by sequence, layout, or typography of the titles on 

the source of information. Use a parallel title if an original title is in a language different from 
that of the title proper and the title is presented as an equivalent to the title proper (RDA 
2.3.3.3). 

 
Example: 

  245  00  $aMoonlight :$ba dream /$cby John Brown = Mondnacht : ein Traum /  
von John Brown = Clair de lune : un rêve / par John Brown. 

 
4. Include in a 246 field as a variant title as well. 

 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

245  10  $aMedically assisted procreation = La  procréation médicalement  
assistée /$cLaw Reform Commission of Canada 

246  31  $aProcréation médicalement assistée 

 

 

7.1.3 Other Title Information RDA 2.3.4 (245$b MARC Field) 
 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3079.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3694.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3694.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3694.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3694.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3782.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3782.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Definition:  Subordinate text appearing with the title that is descriptive of the content  and purpose of 
the resource. Other title information includes subtitle but does not include variations of the title proper 
(recorded as a variant title 246 field) or designations and/or names of parts, sections or supplements.   
 

Source of Information: Take from same source as title proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 

For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4 *Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of 

information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
How to record:    
 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, families 
and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title (RDA 2.3.1). 

 
2. If there is more than one other title information record in the order indicated by the sequence, 

layout, or typography. 
 

3. If there is more than one language use the same language recorded for the title proper (RDA 
2.3.4.4) 

 
4. Record the original title as other title information if it is in the same language as the title 

proper. 
 

Book, eBook,  
Serial, 
Electronic 
Serial, DVD,  
Streaming 
Video 
CD, Audio, 
Streaming 
Audio, Website 
Software 

245  00  $aFor whom the bell tolls :$bthe Spanish Civil War  
/$cproduced by the Hoover Institution and KTEH/San Jose 
Public Television ; director, Paul Marca. 

 
245  10  $aKnowledge=Information in Context :$bon the Importance of  

   Semantic Contextualisation in Europeana 
 
245  00  $aUCLA student life :$b[Films by student filmmakers]  

/$cproduced by UCLA Undergraduate Students Association. 
500  ##  $aOther title information from disc label. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3079.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3875.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3875.html
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7.1.4 Earlier Title Proper RDA 2.3.7 (247 MARC Field) 

  
Record if important for identification or access. 
 
Definition: A title proper of an earlier iteration of an integrating resource such as a serial or website. 
 
Source of information: Take from the preferred source on the earlier iteration (RDA 2.2.2). 
 

Serial 1. Title Verso 
2. Cover 
3. Caption 
4. Masthead 
5. Colophon 

RDA 2.2.2.2 

Electronic 
Serial 

1. Image of Title Verso 
2. Image of Cover 
3. Image of Caption 
4. Image of Masthead 
5. Image of Colophon  

RDA 2.2.2.2 

Website Eye-readable label with the title that remains constant 
throughout or is described in an about page 

 

 
For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4 *Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of 

information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
How to record the earlier title proper: 
 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, families 
and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title (RDA 1.7). 

 
2. Make a note in MARC field 500 on the publication date of the earlier title proper. If an online 

resource make a note instead on the date the earlier title proper was viewed (RDA 2.17.2.3). 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4101.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd247.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2861.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2861.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8709.html
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Serial 
Electronic Serial 

The title proper should reflect the current iteration. Determine if it is a 
major or minor change.  
 
A major change (RDA 2.3.2.13.1) is: 

● a change in the first five words of a title that goes beyond their 
representation of spelling, grammar, punctuation, order of those 
words 

● a change that indicates a new meaning or subject matter 
● a change in the name of a corporate body 

 
If a major change: 

● make a new description and treat them as related works (RDA 
25.1) 

● If important for access record the later title as the later title 
proper. 

● when in doubt treat as a minor change RDA 2.3.2.13.2 
 
Example of a major change to a title proper that indicates a new title: 

245  10  $aBiology and zoology curriculum guides 
[existing record] 

 
245  10  $aZoology and biology curriculum guides 
[new record] 

 
If a minor change:  

● record as an earlier title 
 
Example of an earlier title proper: 

245  00  $aWashington news database 
[before] 
245 00  $aWashington D.C. news and broadcast database 
247 10  $aWashington news database$fMar. 1974-Nov. 1997 
[after] 

Website Change the title proper to represent the current iteration. 
Record the earlier title as the earlier title proper if important for access. 
 
Example of an earlier title proper: 

245  00  $aClimate change and global warming. 
[before] 
245 00  $aEvidence of climate change and global warming 
247 10  $aClimate change and global warming$fApr. 1999-Mar.   
              2000 
[after] 

 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3661.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-70.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3671.html
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7.1.5 Variant Title RDA 2.3.6 (246 MARC Field) 

 
Record if important for identification or access. 
 
Definition:   A title associated with a resource that differs from the title proper, parallel title proper, 
earlier or later title proper, other title information, key title or abbreviated title recorded. A variant title 
includes title corrections, alternative titles (a part of the title proper that consists of two parts usually 
joined by a word such as ‘or’), translations or variations in parallel title or other title information.  

An abbreviated title would be recorded in the 210 MARC field. 

Source of Information: Take from any source. 

For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4 *Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of 

information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
How to record the Variant Title: see RDA 2.3.1 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, families 
and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title (RDA 1.7) 

 
2. Make a note in MARC field 500 on the source from which the variant title is taken if it is a source 

other than one for the recorded title proper (See RDA 2.17.2.3).  
 

Example: 
 245  04  $aThe Great Charter of England 

246  10  $aGreat Charter of the Liberties of England 
               500  ##  $aVariant title from publisher's catalogue. 

 
3. For alternative titles include them as part of the title proper, as well as, on it’s own.  

 
Example: 

 
  245  10 $aElla Lincoln, or, Western prairie life 

246  3# $aWestern prairie life 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4004.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd246.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3493.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8709.html
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Book 
eBook 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

 
Sometimes the cover or spine title is different from the title on the title 
page. 
 
Example of a different spelling that may be important for access. 
 

245  00  $a7 habits of highly effective people. 
246  1#  $aSeven habits of highly effective people 
 

Example of bilingual title: 

245  10  $aRoyal abdications =$bAbdications royales. 
246  1#  $aAbdications royales 
 

 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 

 
Because of the changing nature of serials, variant titles are quite 
common whether to express an earlier iteration title or an uncorrected 
form of the title to be accompanied by a note RDA 2.17.2.4 
 

245  00  $aPapal news. 
247  11  $aPontifical Yearbook$f1880-1945. 
247  11  $aCatholic hierarchy$f1860-1879. 
547  ##  $aTitle varies: 1860-1879, Catholic hierarchy-- 1880-
1945, Pontifical Yearbook. 
 
245  00  $aInterstellar magazine 
246  00  $aIntestellar magazine 
500  00  $aTitle appears on volume 1, issue 1 as: Intestellar  

magazine 
[example of uncorrected form with a note] 
 

 
DVD 
Streaming Video 

 
Films often have differing titles associated with them. These can be 
recorded for differing title forms from the container, labels and 
accompanying materials. 

 245  00  $aAlex Cox's Highway patrolman = $bEl patrullero 
246  31  $aPatrullero 
246  30  $aHighway patrolman 
... 
505  1#  $aEl Patrullero (1991) / an Exterminating Angel film  

(100 min.) -- Patrulleros & patrulleras (2004) / 
Exterminating Angel presents a film by Alex Cox (35 min.) 
-- Edge city (1980, also known as Sleep is for Sissies) / a 
film by Alex Cox (36 min.) -- Ya vamos llegando a Mexico 
... thoughts about two films (i.e. From edge city to 
Mapimi) (5 min.). 

... 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8828.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8828.html
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730  02  $iContains (work): $aPatrullero. 
730  02  $iContains (work): $aPatrulleros & patrulleras. 
730  02  $iContains (work): $aEdge city (Motion picture : 1980) 
740  02  $aSleep is for sissies. 
 

 
 

7.2 Statement Of Responsibility 
 

7.2.1 Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Title Proper RDA 2.4 (245 $c 
MARC Field) 
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  A statement identifying any persons, families, or corporate bodies responsible for the 
creation of, or contributing to the realization of, the intellectual or artistic content of a resource (RDA 
2.4.1.1). 
 
Source of Information: Take from same source as the title proper. If not, another source within the 
resource itself. If both of these do not supply the statement (see RDA 2.4.2.2). 
 
How to record:   
 

1. Transcribe a statement of responsibility as it appears on the source of information RDA 1.7. 
 Note: For recording authorized access points to reflect persons, families and corporate bodies 

recorded in the statement of responsibility, please see sections 5.1.2 (creators), 5.5 (others 
associated with the work), 6.8.1 (AAP for contributors), 6.8.2 (persons, families, or corporate 
bodies associated with and expression), and 7.18.1 (AAP for persons, families, or corporate 
bodies for manifestations) respectively. 

2.  If more than one statement of responsibility record as a single statement in the order 
presented even if they perform different functions. Optionally, only the first recorded is 
required as long as there is no loss of essential information RDA 2.4.1.4. 

3. In the case of a “collaboration” where more than one creator is named as being responsible for 
the work, and if principal responsibility cannot be determined, the first named creator is coded 
1XX and any other access points are coded in 7XX MARC field. RDA 19.2 LC-PCC PS for 19.2 

 
4. Make a note to indicate any significant changes if important for access (RDA 2.4.1.10) 

 

Book 
eBook 
CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 

245  10  $aChildhood folk stories /$ctranslation and introduction by  
dr.  J. Jacobson. 

               [word introduction misspelled on the source of information] 
 
245  10  $aL.A. woman /$cdirected and produced by The Doors.  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4512.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4512.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4513.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4513.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4792.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4792.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4578.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4761.html
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Website 
Software 

 
245  00  $aDigital projects /$ccreated by the students of the  

California Rare Book School, UCLA, CA 

Serial 
Electronic 
Serial 

Additionally record an editor if it is important to the identification and 
access of the serial. 
 
245  00  $aJournal of Mathematics Research /$ccompiled and edited     

by Dr. Caitlin Barb 

DVD Generally roles found in RDA Appendix I relating to direction, 
production, writing and presentation are used in the statement of 
responsibility for video while performers, narrators and others that 
should be included in artistic and technical credit RDA 7.23 etc. are 
recorded as separate elements. 
 
245  10  $aWhere strangers become neighbours /$ca National Film  
               Board of Canada release ; directed and edited by Giovanni  
               Attili; produced and written by Leoni Sandercock. 

Streaming 
Video 

245  00  $aFor whom the bell tolls :$bthe Spanish Civil War /$c 
 produced by the Hoover Institution and KTEH/San Jose Public   
 Television ; director, Paul Marca. 

 
 

7.2.2 Parallel Statement of Responsibility Related to the Title Proper RDA 2.4.3 
(245$c MARC Field) 
 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue when applicable. 
 
Definition:  Statement of responsibility related to a title in a different language. 
 
Source of Information: Use the same source for parallel statements of responsibility as used for the 
parallel title proper. 
 
How to record:  
 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information which includes names of persons, families 
and corporate bodies if they are an integral part of the title RDA 1.7. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-15.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp7_rda7-1571.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4856.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4856.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
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2. If more than one parallel statement record them in the same order as the corresponding 
parallel titles. If that does not apply, record in the same order as they appear on the resource 
(RDA 2.4.3.3). 

 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

245  10 $aHomecare for seniors /$cMinistry of Health and Long-Term  
Care = Soins à domicile pour les personnes âgées / Ministère de la 
Santé et des Soins de Longue Dureé. 

 

7.3 Edition 
 

7.3.1 Edition Statement RDA 2.5 (250 MARC Field) 

Definition: An edition statement identifies the edition or revision or unpublished version of a resource. 

 
When the edition is a reproduction but includes a statement related to the original manifestation, as 
well as, the reproduction, record the statement for the reproduction as the edition statement. Record 
the edition statement for the original as a related manifestation (RDA 2.5.1.3) 
 
Edition statements relating to issues or parts: If the resource entails different issues and parts including 
accompanying material always prefer the edition statement that refers to the resource as a whole. If 
important for identification and access record edition statements that refer to the individual parts / 
issues in a note. 
 
For multipart monographs and serials record changes to the edition statement between issues or parts 
if considered important for identification or access.  
 
For integrating resources record the edition statement to reflect the current iteration if changes occur 
between iterations that do not require a new description. 

 

7.3.2 Designation of an Edition / Named Revision Statement RDA 2.5.2, RDA 
2.5.6 (250 MARC Field) 
  
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
  
Definition:  A word, character, or group of words and/or characters, identifying the edition such as 
theses words (and their equivalents in another language): edition, issue, release, level, state or update 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4868.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4890.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4950.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4950.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5017.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5278.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5278.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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or a statement indicating different content, geographic coverage, language, audience, format, 
presentation, date, voice range, etc..   
  
Source of Information:  In order of preference: 
 

1. Taken from same source as the title proper 
2. Another source in the resource 
3. Another source RDA 1.3, RDA 2.5.2.2  

 
For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4  

o Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
                        
How to record:   

1. Record as it appears on the source of information. 

2. If a designation of edition appears in more than one language, record in the same language as 

the title proper. If this does not apply record whichever language appears first on the 

resource.RDA 2.5.2.4 

3. If their is no edition statement you can supply one in [square brackets] if considered important 

for identification and access. 

 

 Example: 
250  ##  $a[Illustrated and revised edition]. 
[Significant change from other editions] 
 
250  ##  $aMajor edition. 
500  ##   aEdition statement from publisher’s catalog. 
 

4. If a designation of edition consists only of a number in numerals or letters add an appropriate 

accompanying word in [square brackets]. Indicate that the information was taken from a source 

outside the resource itself. 

 

Example: 
250  ##  $aThird [edition]. 
500  ##  $aEdition statement from accompanying DVD. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-467.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5040.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5040.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5102.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5102.html
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5. If the edition/named revision designation is grammatically linked to the title, other title 

information or statement of responsibility record it as such. Do not record it as part of the 

edition statement. 

 

 Example: 
  245  00  $aTenth anniversary edition of Genetics, biotechnology, and the future. 

[Designation of edition integral to title proper. No designation of edition recorded] 
 

6. If there is more than one designation of edition/named revision, record the statements in the 

order of presentation. 

 

 Example: 
250  ##  $a1st edition, second anniversary edition. 
[both statements apply to the item and added in the order presented on the resource] 

 
 

Book 
eBook 

250  ##  $a1st edition. 
250  ##  $a2013 Revision, Kindle Edition. 

Serial 
Electronic 
Serial 

245  00  $aAdult Bibile Studies. 
250  ##  $aLarge print edition. 
[Serial is issued in separate editions based on the physical format.] 
 
Record statements indicating regular revision as a note on frequency 
(see RDA 2.17.12)  
 
310  ##  $aRevised edition issued every 6 months, frequently  

 updated). 
 
For serials, record statements indicating numbering as numbering 
(e.g., First edition, 2010 edition). 
 
Make a note when an edition statement is added, deleted or changed 
on a subsequent issue or part of a serial and the change is considered 
important for identification or access (RDA 2.5.1.6.2) 
 
500  ##  $aEdition statement varies: Ohio ed., 1988– 
[Edition statement prior to 1988: National edition.] 

DVD 
Streaming 

250  ##  $aRestored version. 
250  ##  $aUnrated director's cut. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9396.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5008.html
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Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming 
Audio 
Software 

250  ##  $aFull screen version. 
250  ##  $aVersion 1.3. 

Website 250  ##  $aEnglish version. 
 
Record statements indicating regular revision as a note on frequency 
(see RDA 2.17.12)  
 
310 ## $aRevised edition issued every 6 months, frequently  

updated). 
 
Make a note giving the earlier statement of edition if the earlier 
edition statement is considered important for identification or access 
RDA 2.5.1.6.3 
 
245  00  $aKosovo communiqué. 
250  ##  $a[European edition]. 
500  ##  $aWebsite before 2008 called International version. 

 
 

7.3.3 Parallel Designation of Edition / Named Revision RDA 2.5.3, RDA 2.5.7 (250 
MARC Field) 

  
Record if important for identification or access.  
  
Definition:  A designation of an edition/named revision appearing in a different language or script from 
that of Designation of Edition/Named Revision. 
  
Source of Information:  In order of preference: 

1. use same source as for Designation of Edition 

2. another source within the resource 

3. or other sources specified at RDA 2.2.4 

  
For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  

● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 
specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 

● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 
punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 

● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9396.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5012.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5012.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5120.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5342.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
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● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4 *Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of 

information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 
 
 How to record:  

1. Parallel edition/named revision designation should be recorded as it appears on the source of 

information. 

2. See RDA 2.5.2.4 for cases where designation of edition appears on the source of information in 

more than one language. 

 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

 
250  ##  $aEnglish and French edition. 

250  ##  $aCanadian ed. =$bÉd. canadienne. 

 
 

7.3.4 Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Edition / Named Revision RDA 
2.5.4, RDA 2.5.8 (245$c, 250$b, 100, 700 MARC Fields) 

  
Record if important for identification or access.  
  
Definition:  Identifies any person, family or corporate body responsible for a specific edition/named 
revision. 
  
Source of Information:  In order of preference: 

1. Use same source as for Designation of Edition 

2.  another source within the resource 

3.  or other sources specified at RDA 2.2.4 

   
How to Record:  
 

1. When describing the first edition, record all statements of responsibility as statements of 
responsibility relating to title proper RDA 2.2.4. 

2. Transcribe as it appears on the source of information RDA 1.7. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5102.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5102.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5178.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5178.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5373.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd100.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
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3.  If more than one statement of responsibility record as a single statement in the order 
presented even if they perform different functions. Optionally, only the first recorded is 
required as long as there is no loss of essential information RDA 2.4.1.4. 

4. If more than one language is used record the same language as what is used for the title proper. 
5. In the case of a “collaboration” where more than one creator is named as being responsible for 

the work, and if principal responsibility cannot be determined, the first named creator is coded 
1XX and any other access points are coded in 7XX MARC field. RDA 19.2 LC-PCC PS for 19.2 

6. Make a note to indicate any significant changes if important for access RDA 2.4.1.10.  
 

Book 
eBook 
Serial 
Electronic Serial 
DVD 
Streaming Video 
CD, Audio 
Streaming Audio 
Website 
Software 

250  ##  $a2nd edition /$bedited by J. Watters. 
250  ##  $aNew edition /$bupdated by Lynnette Howard. 
250  ##  $a4th version /$brearranged by Mary Nera. 

 
 

7.3.5 Parallel Statement of Responsibility Relating to the Edition / Named 
Revision RDA 2.5.5, RDA 2.5.9 (245$c, 250$c, 700 MARC Fields) 
  
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: Relates to the statement of responsibility of the edition/named revision in a different 
language from that recorded for the edition element. 
  
Source of Information:  Use the same source as that used for the parallel designation of edition (see 
RDA 2.5.3.2) If there is no corresponding parallel designation of edition, take it from the same source as 
the designation of edition see RDA 2.5.2.2 

    
How to record:  

1. Transcribe as it appears on the source of information RDA 1.7. 
2.  If more than one person, family or corporate body named record as a single statement in the 

order presented even if they perform different functions. Optionally, only the first recorded is 
required as long as there is no loss of essential information RDA 2.4.1.4. 

3. If more than one statement of responsibility record them in the order presented. 
4. If needed to clarify a role add a word or phrase in square brackets along with a note on the 

source of information. 
5. If more than one language is used record the same language as what is used for the title proper. 
6. In the case of a “collaboration” where more than one creator is named as being responsible for 

the work, and if principal responsibility cannot be determined, the first named creator is coded 
1XX and any other access points are coded in 7XX MARC field. RDA 19.2 LC-PCC PS for 19.2 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4578.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4761.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5249.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5410.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd245.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd250.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd700.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5128.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5128.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5128.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5040.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5040.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-785.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4578.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp19_rda19-394.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp19_lcps19-123.html
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7. Make a note to indicate any significant changes if important for access RDA 2.4.1.10. 
 

Book, eBook 
Serial,  
Electronic Serial 
DVD,  
Streaming 
Video, CD, 
Audio, 
Streaming 
Audio, Website 
Software 

 
250  ##  $aInternational edition /$bedited and updated by S.  

Hammon = Bearbeitet und aktualisiert von S. Hammon. 
 

 
 

7.4 Publication / Distribution / Manufacturing / Production 
 

7.4.1 Publication / Distribution / Manufacturing / Production Statement RDA 
2.8, RDA 2.9, RDA 2.10, RDA 2.7 (264 MARC Field) 
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
  
Definition: Publication / Distribution / Manufacture Statements are used to identify the place of 
publication / distribution / manufacture, the name of the publisher, or distributor or manufacturer in 
lieu of a publisher, and the date of publication / distribution / manufacture of a resource along with the 
copyright date. In some cases, and in particular with AV materials, the publisher may be replaced with 
the distributor, manufacturer or production company.  These rules are recorded together in this section.    
 
Production Statement provides the same information for a resource but for an unpublished form.  
 
Source: Take from the same source as the title proper. 
 
 
How to record:  

● The three basic elements of the publication / distribution / manufacture / production statement 
are place of publication/distribution/manufacture/production, name of publisher / distributor / 
manufacturer / producer, and the date of publication / distribution / manufacture / production.  

● For published resources a single instance of these three elements is required. 
● For unpublished resources only the date of production is required.  
● These elements are now coded in the 264 field, not the 260 field. The second indicator is used 

to denote the function of the recorded entity: 
 

264  #1   Publisher 
264  #2   Distributor 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-4761.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6378.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6378.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6934.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7294.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6046.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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264  #3   Manufacturer 
264  #4   Copyright Date 

 
● Consider all online resources to be published. 
● For streaming media resources that are not reproductions (e.g., that were “born digital”), 

record publication information that relate to the earliest online iteration of a resource. 
● In the case of a reproduction that has a publication / distribution / manufacture / production 

statement referring to the original manifestation, as well as, to the reproduction (i.e. online 
reproductions) always use the latter and record the original as a relationship (related 
manifestation).  

● Record changes to the place of publication / distribution / manufacture / production or the 
name of a publisher / distributor / manufacturer / producer in a note if considered important 
for identification and access. If the changes are numerous make a general note. 

 
Example:  
 264  #1  $aLos Angeles 
 500  ##  $aVolume 5 published in New York, NY. 

 
264  #1  $aJuno, Alaska 

 500  ##  $aPlace of publication varies. 
 

● With the exception of integrating resources such as serials and websites, make the change to 
reflect the current iteration and record the earlier place or name in a note if considered 
important for identification or access. 

 
Example:  
 264  #1  $aSan Diego 
 500  ##  $aPublished: Los Angeles, 2001–2005; San Francisco, 2006– 

 
 

7.4.2 Place of Publication RDA 2.8.2 / Distribution RDA 2.9.2 / Manufacture RDA 
2.10.2 / Production RDA 2.7.2 (264$a MARC Field) 

 
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). Only the first-name is Core. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definitions:  
 
A place of publication is “a place associated with “the publication, release, or issuing of a resource”. 
A place of distribution is “a place associated with the distribution of a resource in a published form”. 
A place of manufacture is “a place associated with the printing, duplicating, casting, etc., of a resource 
in a published form”. 
A place of production is “a place associated with the inscription, fabrication, construction, etc., of a 
resource in an unpublished form. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6453.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7011.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7362.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7362.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6121.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdagloss_rdagloss-1437.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-2368#rdagloss-2368
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-2372#rdagloss-2372
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-2380#rdagloss-2380
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Source of information: In order of preference: 
 

1. From the same source as the Title Proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 
2. Another source within the resource itself RDA 2.2.2 
3. One of the sources specified under RDA 2.2.4  (i.e. accompanying material, a container not 

issued as part of the resource, other published descriptions of the resource, any other available 
source.) 

 
How to record: 
 

1. Transcribe places of publication/distribution/manufacture/production in the form in which they 
appear on the resource.  

2. If present, include both (city, town etc.) and the name of the larger jurisdiction (province, state, 
country etc.). 
Examples: 

(Place of Publication) 
264  #1  $aMünchen, Deutschland 
 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $aWinnipeg, Manitoba 
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $aReykjavik, Iceland 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $aCopenhagen, Denmark  

 

3. Include the full address as part of a local name if considered important for identification. 
Example:  

(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $aWashington, D.C. (1649 K St., N.W., Washington 20006) 
 

4. If not identified in the resource but the place is known, supply in [square brackets]. 
Examples: 

(Place of Publication) 
264  #1  $a[Toronto, Ontario] 
 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $a[Madrid, Spain] 
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $a[Thessaloniki, Greece] 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $a[Rio de Janeiro, Brazil] 

 
Example: 

(Place of Publication) 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
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264  #1  $aDevon, Exeter, [England] 
 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $aBudapest, [Hungary] 
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $aRome, [New York] 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $aSan Pedro, [California] 

 
5. If not identified in the resource and the place is uncertain, supply probable in [ ?].  

Examples: 
(Place of Publication) 
264  #1  $a[Toronto?] 
[probable place of publication] 
 
264  #1  $a[France?] 
[probable place of publication unknown, supplied the name of the country] 

 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $a[Iceland?] 
[place of distribution uncertain, supplied name of probable country] 
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $a[Helsinki?] 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $a[Berlin?] 
 

6. If not identified in the resource and a place cannot be determined, use the statement  [Place of 
___ not identified].  

 
 Examples:  

(Place of Publication) 
264  #1  $a[Place of publication not identified] 
 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $a[Place of distribution not identified] 
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $a[Place of manufacture not identified] 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $a[Place of production not identified] 
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7. If the place of publication cannot be identified, the place of distribution is required using second 
indicator 2. Similarly, if the place of publication and the place of distribution cannot be 
identified, then the place of manufacture is required using second indicator 3. 
 
Note: As per LC-PCC PS for RDA 2.8.2.6, if appropriate the place of publication can be supplied 
by the cataloguer in square brackets []. 
 

 Example: 
 (place of Publication) 
 264  #1  $a[Thailand] :$bWonderworld Products Co., Ltd.,$c[date of publication not identified] 
 264  #3  $aThailand :$bWonderworld Products Co., Ltd.,$c[date of manufacture not identified] 
 

8. If there is more than one place of publication named on the source of information, record in the 
order indicated by the sequence, layout, or typography. There is no requirement to record a 
place in the “home country”. 
Examples: 

(Place of Publication) 
264  #1  $aNew York ;$aBerlin ;$aPrague 
 
(Place of Distribution) 
264  #2  $aSeatle ;$aLondon  
 
(Place of Manufacture) 
264  #3  $aLondon ;$aToronto 
 
(Place of Production) 
264  #0  $aBuenos Aires ;$aLima 

 
9. If the place name appears in more than one language, record the language used by the title 

proper. If this does not apply, record in the language that appears first. 
Example: 

264  #1  $aNew York, NY 
[place name on resource: Nueva York, New York. Language of title proper: English] 

 
 

7.4.3 Parallel Place of Publication RDA 2.8.3 / Distribution RDA 2.9.3 / 
Manufacture RDA 2.10.3 / Production RDA 2.7.3 (264 $a MARC Field)  
  
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). Only the first-name is Core. 
 
Definition:  Information about place of publication / distribution / manufacture / production provided in 
a different language from that recorded in the place of publication / distribution / manufacture / 
production. 
 
Source of information: In order of preference: 
 

1. From the same source as the Title Proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6608.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7097.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7434.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6196.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
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2. Another source within the resource itself RDA 2.2.2 
3. One of the sources specified under RDA 2.2.4  (i.e. accompanying material, a container not 

issued as part of the resource, other published descriptions of the resource, any other available 
source.) 

 
How to record: 

1. Record as it appears on the source of information. 
2. If there is more than one parallel place of publication, record the names in the order indicated 

by the sequence, layout, or typography of the names on the source or sources of information. 
 Example: 

(Parallel place of publication) 
 264  #1  $aCaerdydd = Cardiff :$bAdran Bioamrywiaeth a Bywydeg Gyfundrefnol   

               = Department of Biodiversity and Systematic Biology, $c1999. 
 
(Parallel place of distribution) 
264  #2  $aNye-Hernhut = New Herrnhut :$bSjælland Bibliotek Forening = Zealand  
               library association 
 
(Parallel place of manufacture) 
264  #3  $aMünchen = Munich :$bNationalen Tourismusbüro = National Tourism Office 
 
(Parallel place of production) 
264  #0  $aNueva York = New York :$b[producer not identified] 

 
  

7.4.4 Publisher’s Name RDA 2.8.4 / Distributor’s Name RDA 2.9.4 / 
Manufacturer’s Name RDA 2.10.4 / Producer’s Name RDA 2.7.4 (264$b MARC 
Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). Only the first-name is Core. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  The name of a person, family, or corporate body responsible for publishing / distributing / 
manufacturing / producing a resource. For early print resources printers and booksellers are treated as 
publishers. 
 
Source of information: 

1. From the same source as the Title Proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 
2. Another source within the resource itself RDA 2.2.2 
3. One of the sources specified under RDA 2.2.4  (i.e. accompanying material, a container not 

issued as part of the resource, other published descriptions of the resource, any other available 
source.) 

 
How to record: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6639.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7122.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7455.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6639.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6639.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
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1. Transcribe as it appears on the resource; do not omit words, initials, statements of function; do 
not abbreviate terms (e.g., “Publishing”). Optionally, omit levels in a corporate hierarchy if not 
required for identification. 
Example: 

264  #1  $aOttawa :$bSpringer Publications on behalf of Carleton University 
264  #2  $aLyon :$bDistributed by Quantin Company 

 
2. If there is more than one only the first is required. It should reflect the current iteration. 

 
3. Optionally, if the function is not clear in the name and is important for identification add the 

name in [square brackets]. 
Example: 

264  #2  $aParis :$bGuild Guitar Company [distributor] 
   

4. If the publisher cannot be identified, the distributor’s name is required, and if the distributor’s 
name cannot be identified the manufacturer name is required.  

 
Example: 

264  #1  $aCannes :$b[publisher not identified] 
264  #2  $aCannes :$b[distributor not identified] 
264  #3  $aCannes :$bManufactured by A.J.N. 
*distributor's name not identified, manufacturer’s name is provided+ 
 

5.  If the information was sourced from outside the resource make a note.  
 

6. If the Name cannot be determined within the source or other sources, record a [ ___ not 
identified] note. 
Example: 

(Publisher name) 
264  #1  $aParis :$b[publisher not identified] 
 
(Distributor name) 
264  #2  $aCannes :$b[distributor not identified] 
 
(Manufacturer name) 
264  #3  $aToronto :$b[manufacturer not identified] 
 
(Producer name) 
264  #3  $aNew York :$b[producer not identified] 

 
7. If the name of a publisher / distributor / manufacturer / producer changes, record in a note if 

considered important for identification and access. If the changes are numerous make a general 
note. 
Example:  

264  #1  $aNew York, NY :$bPublished by E. Clarke,$c2000. 
500  ##  $aVolume 5 published by T. Popper. 
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7.4.5 Parallel Publisher RDA 2.8.5 / Distributor RDA 2.9.5 / Manufacturer RDA 
2.10.5 / Producer’s Name RDA 2.7.5 (264$b MARC Field) 

  
This is a RDA Core element. (RDA 0.6.2) Only the first name is core. 
 
Definition:  Name provided in a different language from that recorded in the Publisher / Distributor / 
Manufacturer / Producer name. 
 
Source of information: 
 

1. From the same source as the Title Proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 
2. Another source within the resource itself RDA 2.2.2 
3. One of the sources specified under RDA 2.2.4  (i.e. accompanying material, a container not 

issued as part of the resource, other published descriptions of the resource, any other available 
source.) 

 
How to record: 
 

1. Transcribe as it appears on the resource; do not omit words, initials, statements of function, or 
levels of hierarchy; do not abbreviate terms. 

2. If there is more than one, record the names in the order indicated by the presentation of the 
names on the source of information. 

 
Examples:  

(Parallel publisher) 
264  #1  $aCaerdydd = Cardiff :$bAdran Bioamrywiaeth a Bywydeg  

Gyfundrefnol  = Department of Biodiversity and Systematic Biology   
 ,$c1999. 

 
(Parallel distributor) 
264  #2  $aOttawa :$bdistributed by the Department of Agriculture = Distribué  

par le Ministère de l'Agriculture,$c1988. 
 
(Parallel manufacturer) 
264  #3  $aNye-Hernhut = New Herrnhut :$bSjælland Bibliotek Forening = Zealand  
               library association 
 
(Parallel producer) 
264  #0  $aDonostia = San Sebastian :$bDonostiako Zinemaldia eta Musika  
               Hamabostaldia = San Sebastian International Film and Music Festival. 
 
 

7.4.6 Date of Publication RDA 2.8.6 / Distribution RDA 2.9.6 / Manufacture RDA 
2.10.6 / Production RDA 2.7.6 (264$c MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element. (RDA 0.6.2) 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6756.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6756.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6756.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6756.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6756.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6792.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7231.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7524.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7524.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-6289.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
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This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definitions:  
A date of publication is a date associated with the publication, release, or issuing of a resource by a 
publisher. 
A date of distribution is a date associated with the distribution of a resource in a published form. 
A date of manufacture is a date associated with the construction of a resource in a published form. 
A date of production is a date associated with the creation of an unpublished resource. 
  
Source of information: 
 

1. From the same source as the Title Proper (RDA 2.3.2.2) 
2. Another source within the resource itself RDA 2.2.2 
3. One of the sources specified under RDA 2.2.4 (i.e. accompanying material, a container not 

issued as part of the resource, other published descriptions of the resource, any other available 
source.) 

 
How to record: 

● Record the date as it appears on the resource. 
● Optionally, if not of the Gregorian or Julian calendar, add the corresponding date or dates of the 

Gregorian or Julian calendar. Indicate that the information was taken from a source outside the 
resource itself RDA 2.2.4 

 
Example:  
 264  #1  $aJerusalem :$bFeldheim Publishers,$c5750 [1990] 
 500  ##   aGregorian calendar date from the publisher’s catalogue. 
 

● Make a note with the correct date if date on the resource is known to be incorrect (RDA 
2.17.7.3) 

 
Example:  

  264  #1  $aCambridge, Mass. :$bHarvard University Press ;$c1997. 
  500  ##  $aActual publication date is 1998. 
 

● Optionally, if the date is in the form of a chronogram, convert to the Gregorian calendar 
indicating that the information was taken outside the resource itself. 

  
Example:  
 264  #1  $aMadefalva :$b[publisher not identified],$c[1764] 
 500  ##   aPublication date taken from the publisher’s catalogue. 

 
● If the publication date cannot be identified then the date of distribution is required and if both 

the publication and distribution dates cannot be identified then the copyright date is required.  
If the publication, distribution and copyright dates are all unavailable then the manufacture date 
is required. 

  
Note: Following LC-PCC PS for RDA 2.8.6.6, if possible supply a publication date in square 
brackets [] rather than recording [date of publication not identified] 

https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-2197#rdagloss-2197
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-2210#rdagloss-2210
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3388.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp2&target=rda2-9110#rda2-9110
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp2&target=rda2-9110#rda2-9110
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Example: 
 264  #1  $a[Van Nuys, CA] :$bAnatex Enterprises, Inc.,$c[2007] 
 264  #3  $aUSA :$b[Anatex Enterprises, Inc.,$c[2007] 
 264  #4  $c©2007 

 

Book 
Serial 
DVD 
CD, Audio 
Website 
Software 
 

If the date is the same for all issues, parts, or iterations, record 
only that date as the single date. 
 
264  #1  $aMontreal :$bIATA Publishing,$c2002. 
 
If the first issue or part or iteration is available, record followed by 
a hyphen. 
 
264  #1  $aToronto :$bEnvoy,$c2013- 

 
If the publication has ceased or is complete and you have the date 
for the first and last issue or part or iteration record both 
separated by a hyphen. 
 
264  #1  $aLondon :$bHarper & Row, Publishers, $c1999-2005. 

 
If the publication of the resource has ceased or is complete and 
you only have the end date record this date preceded by a hyphen. 
 
264  #1  $aNew York :$bHoover Institution,$c-1999. 

 
If considered important for identification of an integrating 
resource, supply the date of the last update. 
 
264  #1  $aWashington, D.C. :$bWorld Society for the  

Protection of Animals,$c1988–2013 [updated 2015] 
[Available first and last published recurrence of an updating loose-
leaf; date of last update is also known] 

 
If the first and/or last issue, part, or iteration is not available, 
supply an approximate date or dates by applying the instructions. 
RDA 1.9.2  
 
264  #1  $aToronto :$bL. Thomson,$c1987–[2010] 
[Last issue not available but information about ending date is 
known] 

 
If the date or dates cannot be approximated  do not record a date.  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-1054.html
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eBook 
Streaming Video 
Streaming Audio 

Always choose or estimate a date when resource the first 
appeared online. 
 
You may record a publication date without square brackets if 
found within the online resource. 
 
264  #1  $aBethesda, Md. :$b National Institutes of Health,$c2013. 
[Date of publication appeared on website containing link to 
streaming video file]  

 
 

7.5 Copyright Date RDA 2.11 (264 #4 $c MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
Note: Copyright date is only required for the Minimum Edit and Minimum Standard if the publication 
and distribution dates cannot be identified. 
 
Definition:  The copyright date is a date associated with a claim of protection under copyright.   
 
Source of Information:  Take information from any source.  
 
How to record:   

1. Transcribe the date as it appears on the resource; even if it means transcribing roman numerals.   
2. Use the copyright symbol (©) or the phonogram copyright symbol (℗) before the date.  If 

symbols cannot be used the words copyright or phonogram copyright may be used. 
3. If more than one, record the latest date.  RDA 2.11.1.3.   

Examples: 
 264  #4 $c©2015 

264  #4 $cⓅ1980 
264  #4 $ccopyright 2009 

 
A publication date and a copyright notice date:  

264  #1 $aMainz ; $aLondon ; $aBerlin ; $aMadrid ; $aNew York ; $aParis ; $aPrague ;  
              $aTokyo ; $aToronto : $bSchott, $c[2011] 
264  #4 $c©2011 

 
4. You have the option to add a copyright date in a separate 264 field.   
5. If the publication and distribution dates cannot be identified then the copyright date is required, 

however, the copyright date is a valid means of inferring a date to be supplied (in brackets) as a 
publication date.  The 264 #4 field contains only $c.  

  
Example: 
 264  #1  $aBerlin ;$aBoston :$bWalter de Gruyter GmbH,$c[2014] 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7597.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7611.html
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 264  #3  $aGöttingen, Germany :$bHubert & Co. GmbH & Co. KG,$c[2014] 
 264  #4  $c©2014 
 

6. If the date as it appears in the resource is not of the Gregorian or Julian calendar, add the 
corresponding date or dates of the Gregorian or Julian calendar. Indicate that the information 
was taken from a source outside the resource itself RDA 2.2.4. 

7. If the date as it appears in the resource is known to be incorrect, make a note giving the actual 
date RDA 2.17.7.3. 

 

 

7.6 Issuing Body RDA 2.17.7 (550 MARC Field) 
 
Definition:  A note referring to current and former issuing bodies, including notes containing compiling, 
editing, or translating information that involves an issuing body. Use field 550 also for notes denoting 
the item as an official organ of a society, etc.  Field 550 can be used to record issuing bodies and explain 
their relationship to the publication. 
 
Source of Information: Information for use in this note can be taken from any source. 
 
How to record: Record notes relating to place of publication, publisher, or date of publication not 
recorded in the publication statement element, if considered important for identification or access. 
 
Example: 
 550  ## $aOrgan of the Potomac-side Naturalists’ Club.  
 
 

7.7 Numbering of Serials RDA 2.6 (362, 363 MARC Field) and Frequency of 
Serials RDA 2.14 (310, 321 MARC Field) 

 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 

Definition: The identification of each issue or part of a serial. This includes numbers, letters, any other 
character or combination of these and/or a chronological designation. A serial can have more than one 
sequence or concurrent system of numeric/alphabetic designations. 

Source of information: Use as the source the issue from which the subelement can be derived. In this 
order of preference: 

1. The first issue or part with the title proper, as well as, the last issue or part with the title proper. 
2. Another source within the first/last issue or part 
3. Other source of information such as: 

a. accompanying material 
b. other published descriptions 
c. a container that is not issued with the resource 
d. a reference source 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9110.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9101.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9101.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd550.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5433.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd362.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd363.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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For General Guidelines on Transcription see RDA 1.7.1  
● Capitalize words according to the guidelines for the language involved unless there are 

specific guidelines in RDA Appendix A.  RDA 1.7.2 
● Transcribe punctuation as it appears leaving out punctuation that acts as formatting. Add 

punctuation if needed for clarity RDA 1.7.3 
● Diacritical marks RDA 1.7.4 
● Symbols RDA 1.7.5 
● Spacing of initials and acronyms RDA 1.7.6 
● Letters or words intended to be read more than once RDA 1.7.7 
● Abbreviations RDA 1.7.8 - RDA Appendix B4  

o Do not abbreviate unless found in sources of information for element.   
● If data is taken from outside the resource, it is enclosed in [square brackets]. RDA 2.2.2-

2.2.3. 

How to record:  

Numeric / 
Alphabetic / 
Chronological 
Designation 

 
 

For numerals record as it appears on the resource. 
 
For numbers expressed as words substitute with the equivalent 
numerals except in the case of rare serials. 

 
362  0#  $avolume 5, number 3 
[Numeric designation of last issue] 

 
For inclusive dates and other inclusive numbers record both the first 
and last number in full. 

 
362  0#  $aVol. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 1980)-v. 5, no. 3 (June 1985) 

 
For ordinal numbers expressed as numbers or words record them as 
numerals and indicate that they are ordinal numbers following the 
standard usage for the language of the source. 

 
362  0#  $aVol. 1, no. 1 
[Numeric designation of first issue of first sequence] 
 
If the usage of a language cannot be ascertained, use the form 1., 2., 3., 
etc. 
 
Apply the general guidelines on transcription RDA 1.7.1 with the 
exception of substituting a slash for a hyphen. 

 
362  0#  $a1999/2000 
[Designation appears on issue as 1999–2000] 

 
In the case of a reproduction with numbering relating to the original 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappa_rdaa-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-804.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-809.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-824.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-835.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-853.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-876.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-886.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappb_rdab-46.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
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manifestation, as well as, to the reproduction, record the numbering 
relating to the reproduction. Record the numbering relating to the 
original manifestation as numbering of a related manifestation RDA 
27.1. 
 

Record the numbering for the first issue or part. 
● If the designation consists of a year and a number that is a 

division of the year, record the year before the number. 
362  1#  $aBegan with: 2000/1. 

● If there is a second or subsequent sequence of numbering 
always include if supplied or add in [square brackets] wording to 
differentiate the sequence, such as ‘new series’. 

362  1#  $aBegan with: No. 1; ceased with no. 10. Began  
over with [new series], no. 1. 

● If the first issue or part has no alpha/numeric designations but 
a later issue does, then supply the designation based on the 
later pattern in [square brackets]. 

● Make a note on the numbering of the first issue or part of a 
sequence in 500 field. 

362  1#  $aBegan in 1979. 
500  ##  $aVolume 2 issue 1 is a revised edition.  

● If the first issue or part is in more than one language record the 
designation in the same language as was recorded for the title 
proper or whichever appears first. 

● Optionally, if the chronological designation includes dates other 
than from the Gregorian calendar, add the equivalent from the 
Gregorian calendar indicating in [square brackets] that this 
informatio5n was taken from outside the resource. 

362  1#  $aBegan with: [July 1975]. 
[In the source:  Rajab 1395] 

● A serial sometimes has more than one concurrent system of 
designations. In this case record using the same processes as 
above in the 363 field. 

 
Record the numbering for the last issue or part when a serial has ceased 
publication: 

● If the designation consists of a year and a number that is a 
division of the year, record the year before the number. 

● If the last issue or part has no alpha/numeric designations but 
an earlier issue does, then supply the designation based on the 
earlier pattern in [square brackets]. 

● Make a note on the numbering of the last issue or part of a 
sequence in 500 field. 

● If the last issue or part is in more than one language record the 
designation in the same language as was recorded for the title 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
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proper or whichever appears first. 
● Optionally, If the chronological designation includes dates other 

than from the Gregorian calendar then add the equivalent from 
the Gregorian calendar indicating in [square brackets] that this 
information was taken from outside the resource. 

362  1#  $aCeased with: [July 2010] 
[Last issue on resource: Sivan 5770] 

● A serial sometimes has more than one concurrent system of 
designations. In this case record using the same processes as 
above in the 363 field. 

 

 

7.7.1 Numbering Peculiarities Note (Serials)  RDA 2.17.5 (515 MARC Field) 

 

Definition:  A note providing information on the numbering of the first and/or last issue or part 
complex or irregular numbering (including numbering errors) or the period covered by a volume, issue, 
part, etc. 
 

Source of Information: Information for use in this note can be taken from any source. 
 

How to record:  Make a note giving the numbering of the first issue or part and/or of the last issue or 
part if this information is not recorded as part of the numbering of serials element RDA 2.6. 
 
Example: 
 515  ## $aBegan with June 15, 1998 issue; ceased with issue for July 2007 

515  ## $aVolume 53 and 54 combined. 
 

 

7.7.2 Supplement Note (Serials) RDA Appendix J (525 MARC Field) 
 

Definition:  A note used to record any supplements or special issues that are neither catalogued as 
separate records nor recorded in linking entry field 770 (Supplement/Special Issue Entry). Use primarily 
for unnamed supplements or special issues. Named supplements that are not catalogued on a separate 
record may also be mentioned. Generally, this note field is used only for unnamed supplements and/or 
special issues. 
 
Source of Information: Information for use in this note can be taken from any source. 
 

How to record:  Record information on the existence of supplements or special issues that are neither 
catalogued in separate records nor recorded in a linking entry field 770 (Supplement/Special Issue 
Entry). 
 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9013.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd515.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9014.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9014.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd525.html
https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/7xx/770.html
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Example: 
 525  ## $aSupplements accompany some issues. 
 
 

7.7.3 Recording Frequency (Serials) RDA 2.14 (310, 321 MARC Fields) 
 
Definition: The interval at which issues / parts of a serial OR integrating resource are issued. 

 

Source of information: Take this information from any source. 

 

How to record: Use the terms found at RDA 2.14.1.3 to record the frequency of release of issues / parts 

of a serial or integrating resource.  Commonly used terms include: daily, biweekly, semiweekly, 

bimonthly, monthly, quarterly, irregular etc.  Include a note if none of the terms listed are appropriate. 

Ensure that the current publication frequency is tagged in 008/18. 

 

Make notes on changes in frequency -- include the respective dates as instructed in RDA 2.17.12.4. If 

there have been many changes to frequency, a phrase such as frequency varies may be used in MARC 

321. 

● Current publication frequency 

 310 ## $aBiweekly,$b1985- 

● Former publication frequency 

321 ## $aMonthly,$b1982-1984 

● Frequency varies 

 321 ## $aFrequency varies$b1969-1981 

 321 ## $aFrequency of update varies 

 

 

7.8 Series 

 

7.8.1  Series Statement RDA 2.12 (490, 800, 810, 811, 830 MARC Fields) * 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). Core series elements are title proper of series, numbering within 
series, title proper of subseries, and numbering within subseries. Other sub-elements of series 
statements are optional. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition:  
 
A series is a group of separate resources related to one another by a collective title that applies to the 
group as a whole.  Individual resources may or may not be numbered.   
 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd310.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd321.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7630.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd800.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd810.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd811.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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A series statement identifies a series to which a resource belongs and the numbering of the resource 
within the series. A series statement may also include information identifying one or more subseries to 
which the resource belongs. 
 
How to record: 

● If the resource is in more than one series/subseries record each series separately indicating the 
parts, issues, iterations for each in a subfield $3. 

300  ##  $a5 volumes  
490  1#  $3volume 3: $aBaroque musical studies ; $v3 

 
● If parts of the resource belong to more than one series precede the second series with an 

indication of those parts or issues. 
300  ##  $a3 volumes  
490  1#  $aTesti del Risorgimento ;$v4-6 
490  1#  $3v. 2: $aSaggi e documentazioni ;$v 17 

 
● Record any changes to the series if considered important for identification or access in a note. 
● For integrating resources change the series statement to reflect the current iteration. Make a 

note if considered important for identification or access. 
 
Source of Information:  For guidance on choosing sources of information for series statements, see the 
instructions for specific sub-elements of a series statement. ( RDA 2.12.1.2) 

● Title proper of series (RDA 2.12.2.2): choose the series title page, another source within the 
resource, accompanying material, or other sources of information such as: other published 
descriptions, a container, or any other available source RDA 2.2.4 

● Numbering within series RDA 2.12.9 – any source within the resource 
● Title proper of subseries RDA 2.12.2  - the series title page, another source within the resource 

itself (see RDA 2.2.2) or one of the other sources of information specified at RDA 2.2.4 
● Numbering within subseries RDA 2.12.9 – any source within the resource. 

 

Book 1. Series title page 
2. Cover, jacket issued with resource 
3. Other published description of 

resource 

RDA 2.12.2 
RDA 2.2.2 
 
RDA 2.2.4 

eBook 1. Series title page 
2. textual content; embedded 

metadata; another source forming 
part of the resource itself; give 
preference to formally presented 
sources 

RDA 2.12.2 
RDA 2.2.2.4.2 
 
 

DVD 1. Title frames/screens 
2. Label on housing or case that is 

integral to resource; container; 
integral disc menu 

RDA 2.12.2 
RDA 2.2.2.3.1 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7646.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7646.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7766.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8004.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7759.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2840.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8005.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7760.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2839.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2940.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7760.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9147.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7760.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8765.html
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Streaming video 1. Title frames/screens 
2. textual content; embedded 

metadata; another source forming 
part of the resource itself; give 
preference to formally presented 
sources 

RDA 2.2.3 
RDA 2.2.2.3.2 

*Note: MARC 440 is obsolete (Use 490 and include an authorized access point in 830 as appropriate) 

 

7.8.2 Title Proper of Series RDA 2.12.2 (490, 830 MARC Fields) 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 

Definition: The chief name of a series i.e. the title by which it is usually known. 

Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 
1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4. 

How to record:  
1. Record the title proper of a series as it appears using the same rules as title proper RDA 2.3.1.  
2. If the source of information for the series has a title in more than one form and in the same 

language except serials and integrating resources choose the title proper of series based on 
sequence, layout, or typography.  If not resolved through graphic design, then choose the most 
comprehensive title. In the case of serials and integrating resources with an abbreviated title 
and a full name use the most comprehensive despite sequence, layout, or typography. 

3. Record in the MARC 490 field with the first indicator coded to ‘1’ if the library indexes the series, 
and ‘0’ if it does not.  If the indicator is coded to ‘1’ the description of the resource will require a 
MARC 830 field which will contain a related work reference and, the authorized access point, 
for the series.  RDA 25.1.1.3 

 
 Example: 

490  1#  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19 
490  1#  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control,$x1868-8438 ;$vv. 19 
830  #0  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19. 
830  #0  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control ;$vv. 19. 
 

4. If the title proper of the series includes numbering as a definite part of the title indicated by 
phrasing transcribe as part of the title proper of the series unless the resource consists of more 
than one part or if it differs from issue to issue. In this case do not include and use a mark of 
omission (…) in its place. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2915.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8782.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7760.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3079.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp25_rda25-80.html
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5. If there is a title in more than one language or form choose one based on the language of the 
main content first, then on the basis of the sequence, layout, or typography of the titles, and 
last on the most comprehensive title (RDA 2.3.2.5).  

6. Make a note in MARC field 500 on the source from which the title proper of the series is taken if 
it is a source other than those mentioned outlined in the above table (RDA 2.17.2.3).  

 
 

7.8.3 Parallel Title Proper of Series RDA 2.12.3 (490, 830 MARC Fields)   
 
Definition: Title proper provided in a different language and/or script.  
 
Source of Information: Any source within the resource 
 
How to record: Follow instruction on recording parallel titles proper (RDA 2.3.3.3). 
 
 

7.8.4 Other Title Information of Series RDA 2.12.4 (490, 830 MARC Fields) 

 
Record if important for identification or access.  
 
Definition: Other, less important information, that appears in, and is subordinate to, the title proper of a 
series. 
 
Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 

1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4. 
 
How to record:  

1. Record as it appears on the same source of information as the series title.  

2. If in more than one language, use the same as the title proper of the series. 

  
Example: 
             490  1#  $aUppsala studies in medicine. Pediatrics ; $vno. 1 

830  #0  $aUppsala studies in medicine. $p Pediatrics ; $vno. 1 
 
 

7.8.5 Statement of Responsibility Relating to a Series RDA 2.12.6 (490, 830 
MARC Fields) 

Record if important for identification or access. 

Definition: Identifies persons, families, or corporate bodies responsible for a series. 

Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8709.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7845.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3705.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7870.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7915.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
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1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4 

How to record:  
1. Record as it appears using the same basic instructions as used for the statement of 

responsibility for the title proper. 
2. If in more than one language record in the same language as the title proper of the series or 

whichever comes first. 

 Example: 

490  1#  $aOccassional papers / Ontario Police College ;$vno. 5 

830  #0  $aOccassional papers (Ontario Police College) ;$vno. 5. 
 
 

7.8.6 Transcribe Numbering within Series RDA 2.12.9 (490, 830 MARC Fields) 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 

Definition: Indicates a sequential relationship within the series, often through numbering, letters etc. 

Source of Information:  Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 
1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4  
How to record:  

1. Apply the general guidelines on transcription RDA 1.7.1   
2. Record as it appears on the resource with the exception of substituting a slash for a hyphen for 

clarity. e.g. A-20-2 becomes A-20/2 
3. Do not capitalize any terms associated with the sequential relationship unless it is capitalized in 

the resource and part of the sequential scheme. 
4. For numbers expressed as words substitute with the equivalent numerals except in the case of 

rare serials. 
5. If there is a chronological designation along with numbering or lettering sequence record both 

but be sure to not interpret the date of publication/distribution/manufacture/production as the 
chronological designation RDA 2.6.3.3. 

6. If there is a year that is considered part of the sequence, record the year before the number 
RDA 2.6.2.3.  e.g. 2012-3.   

7. For inclusive dates and other inclusive numbers record both the first and last number in full. 
8. For ordinal numbers expressed as numbers or words record them as numerals and indicate that 

they are ordinal numbers following the standard usage for the language of the source. 
9. If the sequential relationship is expressed in more than one language use the language used for 

the title proper of the series. If not forthcoming whichever language appears first. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8004.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-788.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5667.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5667.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5614.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5614.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-5614.html
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10. If the usage of a language cannot be ascertained, use the form 1., 2., 3., etc. 
11. For incorrect numbers record as is but make a note of the correct number in a 500 field RDA 

2.17.11.4. 
12. Include a statement to mark a new sequence such as ‘new series’ making sure to indicate in 

[square brackets] if not explicit within the resource. RDA 2.12.9.6 
Example: 

490 1# $aThe new series ; $v #54 
830 #0 $aNew series (Ahsahta Press) ; $v no. 54 

13. When there is numbering that is grammatically attached to the title of the series and is not 
continued in other parts or issues record as part of the title of the series RDA 2.12.2.3. 

14. If there is more than one numbering system i.e. the previous sequential relationship is 
preserved but a new number is attached to the sequence record in the order presented. RDA 
2.12.9.7. 

 

Books 
eBooks 

For multipart monographs, record the first and last numbers separated 
by a hyphen if continuous.  
 
490  0#  $aPsychiatric clinics of Europe ;$vv. 11–15. 
 
If not then record all numbers sequentially. RDA 2.12.9.8.1. 
 
490  0#  $aPsychiatric clinics of Europe ;$vv. 11, 13, 15, 19. 

Serials 
Electronic 
Serials 

For serials only record if all issues or parts have the same series 
number. RDA 2.12.9.8.2 

 
 
7.8.7 Transcribe a Title Proper of Subseries RDA 2.12.10 (490, 830 MARC Fields) 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 

Definition: Indicates name by which a subseries is generally known. A secondary title of a series which 
can include the statement ‘new series’, ‘second series’ only when it appears without numbering or when 
a secondary title is missing from a numeric or alphabetic designation, such as “University research 
studies. Contributions in anthropology”. 

Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 
1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4  
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9354.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9354.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9354.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8096.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8096.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7778.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7778.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8111.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8111.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8111.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8127.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8127.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8138.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8138.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8147.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
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How to record:  
1. Record using the same basic instructions as title proper of series.  RDA 2.3.1.  
2. If they are of a different mode of issuance such as a serial and a multipart monograph consider 

them as separate series. Also if they are two multipart monographs see RDA 6.27.2 if they are 
considered a single series. LC-PCC PS When in doubt as to whether a series title has a subseries 
attached to it or if it is a separate series altogether record as a separate series. RDA 2.12.10.  

3. Include any alternative title associated with the title proper of the subseries.  
4. Also, include all numbering important to the interpretation of the sequential relationship within 

the subseries but not within the single manifestation. For instance, an issue of the subseries has 
been divided in two parts and is indicated in the title but is not indicative of the relationship to 
the next issue in the subseries. In this case use the mark of omission (…) to indicate the omission 
and record the numbering as numbering within the subseries RDA 2.12.9 

Example: 

490 0#  a …  v2nd series, volume 4 

 
5. If you are not including series numbering or an ISSN associated with the main series record in 

the same field as the main series RDA 2.12.10 

Example: 

             490  0# $aAmerican literature. Poetry, $x9753-8642 

 

If you are including the numbering or an ISSN record in a secondary subfield. 

Example: 

             490 1# $3volume 2: $aBaroque musical studies ; $v2 

 
 

7.8.8 Record Numbering within Subseries RDA 2.12.17 (490, 830 MARC Fields) 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 

Definition: Indicates numbering within the subseries.  It can include a numeral, a letter, any other 
character, or the combination of these. 
 
 Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 

1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4  

 How to record: Follow instructions for Transcribe Numbering within Series RDA 2.12.9 

 Examples: 
             490  0# $aPolicy series ;$vv. 12, part 3, fasc. 1–2 

[the names and numbers of parts and sections of a title are not separately subfield coded] 
               

490  0# $aMemoir /Royal British Columbia Museum, $x843-5383; $vno.4 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3079.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-3079.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8147.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8147.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8004.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8004.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8147.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8147.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8352.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd830.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8005.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8005.html
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7.8.9 Record ISSN of Series/ISSN of Subseries RDA 2.12.8, RDA 2.12.16 (490$x  
MARC Field) 

Definition:  The unique identifier for a series or subseries assigned by an ISSN registration agency. It is 
considered an identifier for the manifestation, which differentiates one from another. 

 Source of Information: Take information for the title proper series in order of preference: 
1. series title page 
2. another source within the resource such as accompanying material 
3. other sources of information such as: other published descriptions, a container, or any other 

available source RDA 2.2.4  

How to record: Record as it appears on the source. RDA 2.12.7.3 
 
Example:  

830  #0  $aLund studies in geography,$x1400-1144 ;$v101 
 
 

7.9 Identifier for Manifestation RDA 2.15 (001, 02X, 030, 035, 037, 074, 086, 088 
MARC Fields)  
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: A character string associated with a manifestation that serves to differentiate it from other 
manifestations such as registered identifiers from internationally recognized schemes (ISBNs, ISSNs, 
URNs, doi,  identifiers assigned by publishers, government publications, agencies, archives, etc.) 
 
Source of information: Take identifiers for the manifestation from any source (RDA 2.15.1.2) 
 
How to record:  
 
Identifiers for manifestation can be used to identify or differentiate resources, both by manual and 
machine processing.  A cataloguer will use many identifiers for manifestation to compare a 
manifestation against others, and similarly the CUC uses identifiers for manifestations in an automated 
process to both match and collocate holdings and prevent duplication. 
 
The identifiers for manifestation that are critical for matching and preventing duplication in the CUC are 
outlined below and are part of the BSWG Minimum Standards.  Other identifiers for manifestation are 
outlined as well, and while not part of the Minimum Standards, these can be important for resource 
description. Start by recording identifiers for manifestation required for matching to the CUC and then 
add additional identifiers for the manifestation as required for the resource in hand.  
 
Note: Consideration should be given to provide as robust a set of match numbers as possible to reduce 
duplicates going into the CUC.  Moreover, if a resource being added to the CUC is a new addition having 
established match points can give others something to match on for copy cataloguing and prevent 
numerous duplicates from being added instead of additional holdings.  This can be challenging, since 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7987.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8326.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd490.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-2941.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-7981.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8418.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd001.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd01x09x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8436.html
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some resources lack any kind of numerical identifiers for the manifestation as outlined above.  In these 
cases it is recommended that the cataloguer thoroughly assess the resource to determine if match 
points can be found, and lacking any to consult OCLC Worldcat (http://www.worldcat.org/) to check for 
matching OCLC numbers. A detailed outline of the CUC matching process is included in Appendix G.1. 
 

General guidelines on recording identifiers for manifestation: 

 
1. Record identifiers for manifestation that you find in the resource or in any other source, 

preferring ones that are internationally recognised.  
2. If describing only a single part then record only the identifier for that part. 
3. Addition of multiple identifiers for manifestation is encouraged for identification and access. 
4. Record using the specified display format. If none, record as it appears. 
5. Record a qualification if considered important for access. 

020  ##  $a077855466X$q(paperback) 
6. If there is more than one identifier opt to record the identifier for the resource as a whole if 

more than two parts. Optionally, record both identifiers for the whole and it’s parts making sure 
to add a qualification for each separating by hyphen if consecutive. RDA 2.15.1.7. 

020  ##  $a0662134303$q(volume 1 : acid free paper) 
020  ##  $a0896560406$q(volume 2 : acid free paper 

7. If known to be incorrect record as it appears and indicate so. 
  024  1#  $a7822183031 (invalid) 

8. When a facsimile or reproduction has identifiers for the original as well as the reproduction, 
record the identifier associated for either but record the original as the identifier for the related 
manifestation. 

 

Identifiers for Manifestation: 
 

Control Number 
(001 MARC field) 
 
CUC Match Point 
 
Use: All resources 
 

Definition:  A number assigned by the organization creating, using, or 
distributing the record, used to differentiate the record from others in a local 
system. 
 
Source of Information: Often system generated, provided by cataloguing 
vendor/service or added by cataloguer. 
 
How to Record: The minimum standards for the CUC does not outline 
requirements for the control number (001) as many colleges will have local 
practice and system generated numbering here.  This being said, for improved 
matching at a local level and into the CUC colleges may wish to make use of 
SIRSI numbers from the CUC, OCLC numbers or other unique identifiers here as 
system specifications allow. 

International 
Standard Book 
Number (ISBN) (020 
MARC field) 
 

Definition:  A 10 or 13 digit number assigned to a monographic publication by 
designated agencies in each country participating in the program. 
 
Source of Information: Record ISBN from the resource or in any other source  
 

http://www.worldcat.org/
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CUC Match Point 
Minimum Standard 
 
Use: Primarily 
books and E-Books, 
but use if available 
for any resource. 

How to Record: Generally, ISBN are recorded when describing books and e-
books, although they are sometimes available for other formats and should be 
recorded whenever possible. 
 

● Record any 10 or 13 – digit ISBN available on the resource.   
 020  ##  $a9780128011614 

020  ##  $a077855466X 
● In order to add additional match points, an ISBN converter can be 

utilized to provide the 10/13-digit ISBN 
alternate(http://www.isbn.org/converterpub.asp).   

● For print resources, if an ISBN is available for the electronic version, 
provide it in subfield z.   

020  ##  $a9783598113826$q(hardcover) 
020  ## $a359811382X$q(hardcover) 
020  ##  $z9783110962451$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $z3110962454$q(ebook) 

● For electronic resources, if the print ISBN is available, provide this in 
subfield z.   

020  ##  $a9783110962451$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $a3110962454$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $z9783598113826$q(hardcover) 
020  ##  $z359811382X$q(hardcover) 

● Do not include hyphens in recorded ISBNs 
● If you are recording more than one ISBN (such as for different 

manifestations), record a brief qualification. 
020  ##  $a9783777449517$qtrade edition  

International 
Standard Serial 
Number (ISSN) (022 
MARC field) 
 
CUC Match Point 
Minimum Standard 
 
Use: Primarily print 
or electronic serials 

Definition:  A unique identifier assigned to continuing resources. 
 
Source of Information: Record ISSN from the resource or in any other source  
 
How to Record:  Record ISSN when describing serials or electronic serials. 
 

● Record any ISSN that you find in the resource or in any other source. 
● Record the ISSN with the hyphen and without “ISSN” preceding the 

numerals. 
022  ##  $a0043-5651 

● Record the ISSN in subfield $y if the ISSN is structurally invalid or if it is 
known to be incorrect. 

022 0# $y2044-4401 

Other Standard 
Identifier (024 
MARC feild) 
 
Use: 

Definition:  A standard number for manifestation other than ISBN or ISSN 
 
Source of Information: Record from the resource or any other source  
 
How to Record: Use any specified display format, otherwise record as it 

http://www.isbn.org/converterpub.asp
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DVD/Streaming 
Video/CD 
Audio/Streaming 
Audio/Software, or 
other resources as 
required 

appears on the resource. In MARC the type of standard number is outlined by 
the first indicator value or in subfield 2. 
 

024  1#  $a014381848120 
[Universal Product Code] 
 
024  3#  $a1345678912343 
[International Article Number] 
 
024  7#  $a10.5240/1489-49A2-3956-4B2D-FE16-5$2doi 
[DOI (digital object identifier)] 

 
URIs  as identifiers for manifestations: 

While URIs are sometimes used for identifying the resource itself (As in RDA 
4.6), they can also be used as identifiers for manifestation records. For 
instance, the title “Linked data for libraries” by Seth van Hooland and Ruben 
Verborgh has the following Worldcat manifestation record: 
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/879620925 which in turn has a link to the 
related work and other related entities, et cetera. 

 

024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881839397$2uri 
[URI for a manifestation] 

Publisher’s Number 
(028 MARC field) 
 
Use: 
DVD/Streaming 
Video/CD 
Audio/Streaming 
Audio/Software, or 
other resources as 
required 

Definition:  A formatted publisher number used to identify the manifestation 
 
Source of Information: Record from the resource or any other source  
 
How to Record: Use any specified display format, otherwise record as it 
appears on the resource.  
 

028  42  $aID2377NCDVD$bImage Entertainment 
[Videorecording number] 
 
028  02  $aFFFF104$bFast Folk Musical Magazine 
[CD Audio] 

 
Music publishers' numbers (RDA 2.15.2 / and plate numbers (RDA 2.15.3) 
(MARC 028) 
 

028  32  $a6355/9664 
[Music publisher complete set of numbers is 6355, 6753, 8504, 9664] 

 
028  22  $aB. & H. 8797$bBreitkopf & Hartel 
[Plate number assigned by a publisher to a specific music publication] 

System Control Definition:  Options for input include: SIRSI number (validated against the 

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/879620925
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881839397$2uri
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8537.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8563.html
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Number (035 MARC 
field) 
 
CUC Match Point 
 
Use: All resources 

CUC)*, or verified OCLC number (of the form (OCoLC)XXXXXXXXX)** 
When deriving records please ensure that all 035 fields that are not SIRSI or 
OCLC numbers as outlined here are removed. 
 
Source of Information: OCLC-LTS, CUC, or created by the cataloguer. 
 
How to Record: *SIRSI numbers should be of the form  
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)AAA-nnnn (where AAA= any upper case alphabetic characters, 
and, nnnn= any four digit number.  It is also extremely important to note that 
other SIRSI users (outside the college system) will have similar numbers, so 
only use this number if the record was pulled from the CUC or if it is from a 
record created for us by OCLC-LTS. 
 
**In the system control number (035) field please use the prefix “(OCoLC)” 
followed by the OCLC number.  For instance:  (OCoLC)20627426, or 
(OCoLC)773377838. It is also important to verify that the OCLC number 
matches the resource in hand. OCLC WorldCat can be consulted find and verify 
OCLC numbers. 

Electronic location 
and access (MARC 
856 field) 
 
Use: 
Websites/Streamin
g Video/Streaming 
Audio/E-Books and 
other resources as 
required. 

Definition: Electronic location and access is recorded as a URI for the resource 
which acts as the identifier intended to provide online access using a standard 
Internet browser, see RDA 4.6. 
 
Source of Information: Record from the resource or any other source  
 
How to Record:  

● Record a URI for a related resource as part of the related 
manifestation. 

● If the URI is no longer valid update to the current if known. 
● If the URI is not valid and the resource is no longer available change 

subfield $u to $z and state that the resource is no longer available 
including the last date the resource was searched along with any 
information provided by publisher. 

 
856  40  $uhttp://www.kcoyle.net/ 
[URI for website] 

 

 

7.10 Extent 

 

7.10.1 Record the Extent RDA 3.4 (300 MARC Field) 

 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp4_rda4-184.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp4_rda4-184.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2079.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
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Definition: The number and type of units and/or subunits making up a resource (only if the resource is 
complete or if the total extent is known) such as a volume, DVD, website, a digital file. A subunit is a 
subdivision of a unit (e.g., a page of a volume, a frame in a DVD, a page of a website, a record in a digital 
file). 
 
Source of Information:  Use information from the resource or on any accompanying material or 
container with additional details taken from any source (RDA 3.4.1.2). 
  
How to record:  

1. Record the extent by providing the number and the appropriate type of units by using the list of 
carrier types at RDA 3.3.1.3. Record the term in the singular or plural, as applicable, and do not 
abbreviate. If exact number cannot be easily discerned, indicate an approximation RDA 3.4.1.4. 
 

a. When doing a comprehensive description of a collection as a whole, record the extent 
in a way that is appropriate to the nature of the collection and appropriate for the 
description such as: 

 
Recording the number of items, containers or volumes in the collection RDA 3.4.1.11.1 
Examples: 

300  ##  $a123 items 
300  ##  $a5 volumes 

 
Or  
 
Recording by the measurement of storage space used for the collection RDA 3.4.1.11.2 
Example: 

300 ## $a1 m3 
 
Or  
 
Recording the extent of each type of resource in the collection using the appropriate 
term for each type with their number of units RDA 3.4.1.11.3 
Example: 

300 ## $a28 photographs 
 

b. For analytical description of a part: 
When doing an analytical description of parts of a larger resource record the extent of 
the part through either: 

 
The number of units and subunits in the part RDA 3.4.1.12.1 
Example: 

300 ## $a68 frames 
 

Or 
 
The location of the part within the larger resource indicating the specific unit or subunit 
the part is located RDA 3.4.1.12.2 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2095.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2058.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2129.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2350.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2350.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2369.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2369.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2409.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2409.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2423.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2434.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2434.html
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Example: 
300 ## $apages 10-20 
300 ## $aon reel 1 of 2 film reels 

 
2. Record subunits only if considered important for identification or selection.  
3. For identification and selection purposes, if there is more than one carrier type, record with the 

number and pluralizing the term. Specify the number of subunits in parentheses following the 
term for the type of unit if important for identification and selection RDA 3.4.1.7 

4. If exact number cannot be easily discerned indicate an approximation RDA 3.4.1.4 
Example: 

300  ##  $aApproximately 300 slides 

5. If the units cannot be easily described in a few words use the term “various pieces” and make a 
note going into further detail, if necessary RDA 3.4.1.5  

Example: 
300  ##  $a48 various pieces 
 

6. If the units or sets of units are identical indicate using the term ‘identical’ RDA 3.4.1.6  
Example: 

300  ##  $a24 identical sets of 2 computer discs 
 

7. For subunits consisting of more than one type of unit, and where each unit contains the same 
number of subunits, use the term ‘each’ after the specified number of subunits RDA 3.4.1.9   

Example: 
300  ##  $a3 flipcharts (20 sheets each) 
 

8. If subunits are incomplete or unknown only supply the unit RDA 3.4.1.10 
Example: 

300  ##  $avolumes (loose-leaf 
 

Book 300  ##  $a2 volumes :$billustrations ;$c24 cm 
 
General instructions: 
 

Pages: 
Record in 300 $a the number of the last numbered page in 
the resource followed by “pages” (or “page”), if the resource 
consists of leaves with numbering on both sides of the leaves 
(RDA 3.4.1.3). 

300  ##  $a327 pages    
 
Leaves: 

Record “leaves” (or “leaf”) instead of “pages” if the resource 
consists of leaves with numbering on only one side of the 
leaves (RDA 3.4.1.3). Include last numbered leaf if resource 
consists of leaves with numbering on both sides of the 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2179.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2179.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2129.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2129.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2136.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2167.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2301.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2334.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2334.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2099.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2099.html
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leaves. 
300  ##  $a321 leaves   

 
Columns: 

Record “columns” instead of “pages” if the resource consists 
of pages with multiple columns to each page and is 
numbered in columns (RDA 3.4.1.3). 

300  ##  $a381 columns  
 
Single volume with numbered pages, leaves, or columns: 
(RDA 3.4.5.2). 

● Record the total number of pages or leaves in the single 
volume: 

300  ##  $a1 portfolio (17 sheets) 
300  ##  $a1 volume (loose-leaf) 
 

● If the pages consist of more than one column and the columns 
are numbered record the number of columns 

300  ##  $a23 columns 
 

● If a mix of more than one is present, record the sequence 
300  ##  $a25 pages, 40 leaves 

 
Single volume with unnumbered pages, leaves, or columns: 
(RDA 3.4.5.3) 
 

● If resource has only unnumbered pages, generally record: 
○ Record the total number of pages or leaves. 

300  ##  $a55 unnumbered pages 
 

○ Record an estimated number of pages, leaves, or 
columns preceded by approximately. 
300  ##  $aapproximately 300 pages 
 

○ Record 1 volume (unpaged) 
300  ##  $a1 volume (unpaged) 
 

● If the resource has numbered and unnumbered sequences of 
pages, etc., generally record the numbered sequences and not 
the unnumbered ones.  

○ Exception: Record an unnumbered sequence, also, if 
(a) it is a substantial part of the resource or (b) a 
note must refer to a page, etc., in the unnumbered 
sequence. 

● Do not record unnumbered sequences of advertising, blank 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2099.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2689.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2732.html
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pages, or other inessential matter. 
● If you are recording both numbered and unnumbered 

sequences of pages, etc., record them in the same order as in 
the resource, and record an unnumbered sequence as 
“unnumbered sequence of” followed by the appropriate 
term: 
300  ##  $a27 pages, unnumbered sequence of leaves 
300  ##  $a12 unnumbered pages, 72 pages. 
 

Changes in numbering (RDA 3.4.5.4): 
● If numbering in a sequence of pages, etc., continues but changes form, 

record the number as you find it on the last page in the sequence and 
ignore any other form (for example, if pages are numbered “i, ii, iii, 4, 5 
… 50”, record: 

300  ##  $a50 pages   
 
Misleading numbering or Inaccurate numbering (RDA 3.4.5.5): 
 
● If the numbering on the last page, leaf, or column of a sequence does 

not represent the total number of pages, leaves, or columns in that 
sequence, let it stand uncorrected unless it gives a completely false 
impression of the extent of the resource.  

● When correcting misleading numbering, record the numbering as it 
appears on the last page or leaf followed by that is and the correct 
number: 

300  ##  $a24, that is, 48 pages 
300  ##  $a439, that is, 493 pages 
 
 

Complicated or irregular paging: 
RDA 3.4.5.6, RDA 3.4.5.7, RDA 3.4.5.8, LCPS 3.4.5.8 

 

● Record complicated paging by using one of the following: 
○ Exclude those pages that are blank or immaterial but indicating 

with ‘in various pagings’ or ‘in various foliations’ or ‘in various 
numberings’  

300  ##  $a252 pages in various numberings 
300  ##  $a256 leaves in various foliations 
300  ##  $a 1283 columns in various numberings 

○ Include the total of variously numbered or unnumbered pages 
after the total of numbered pages. 

300  ##  $a75, 12 pages, 87 variously numbered pages 
[Resource with 174 pages in various pagings] 

○ Record 1 volume (various pagings) 
300  ##  $a1 volume (various pagings)  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2818.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2834.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2844.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2844.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2874.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp3_lcps3-141.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/lcpschp3_lcps3-141.html
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[Resource with 174 pages in various pagings] 
 

Leaves or pages of plates RDA 3.4.5.9: 
 
● Record leaves or plates not included in pagination after the total pages, 

regardless of whether they are together or scattered, following any 
sequences of pages, etc.: 
○ Do not include unnumbered plates unless they represent a 

substantial part of the resource 
○ For any case not represented here see RDA 3.4.5.2 
 
300  ##  $avi, 132 pages, 1 leaf of plates 
300  ##  $a246 pages, 32 pages of plates 
[Numbered leaves of plates] 
 
300  ##  $aix, 189 pages, 10 unnumbered leaves of plates 
300  ##  $ax, 73 pages, 1 unnumbered leaf of plates 
[Unnumbered leaves of plates] 
 

● If the resource has both, record the total number of both followed by 
“pages of plates” or “leaves of plates,” depending on which is 
predominant: 

300 ## $a323 pages, 19 unnumbered pages of plates 
[Resource has 16 pages of plates and 3 leaves of plates] 
 

Folded leaves RDA 3.4.5.10: 
 
● Record if leaves are folded: 

300  ##  $a538 pages, 1 unnumbered folded leaf 
300  ##  $a230 pages, 25 leaves of plates (some folded) 

 
More than one volume RDA 3.4.5.16: 
 
● Indicate the number of volumes. 

300  ##  $a4 volumes 
 

Continuously paged volumes RDA 3.4.5.17: 
 
● Indicate continuously paged volumes by specifying the number of 

pages, leafs, columns in parentheses after the number of volumes 
300  ##  $a2 volumes (xx, 400 pages) 
 

● Optionally, if the pages are not continuous from volume to volume omit 
pagination. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2913.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2689.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2689.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2947.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3021.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3031.html
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Early printed resources, updating loose-leaf are treated differently (RDA 
3.21.2.9) 
 
● Record any exclusive paging different from the rest of the resource  

300  ##  $a20 pages (pages 328-348 of …) 
 
See RDA and LC-PCC PS instructions for the following: 

● Double leaves (RDA 3.4.5.11) 
● Duplicated paging, etc. (RDA 3.4.5.12) 
● Pages numbered in opposite directions (RDA 3.4.5.13) 
● Single sheet (RDA 3.4.5.14) 
● Single portfolio or case (RDA 3.4.5.15) 
● Individually paged volumes (RDA 3.4.5.18) 

eBook 300  ##  $a1 online resource (233 pages) :$billustrations. 
 
Instructions same as Book 

Serial 300  ##  $a3 volumes :$billustrations ;$c26 cm. 
 
Record only if complete the number indicated in the numbering of the serial 
not the number of the physical volumes. 

Electronic 
Serial 

300  ##  $a1 online resource :$billustrations 

DVD 300  ##  $a1 videodisc (80 min.) :$b sound, color ;$c4 3/4 in. 

Streaming 
Video 

300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 video file)  :$bsilent, black and white 

CD, Audio 300  ##  $a1 audio disc (56 min.) :$bdigital, stereo. ;$c4 3/4 in. 

Streaming 
Audio 

300  ##  $a1 online resource (2 audio files (10 min. each)) :$bdigital  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5630.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5630.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2958.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2962.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2962.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2989.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3004.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3048.html
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Website 300  ##  $a1 online resource :$billustrations  

Software 300  ##  $a1 computer disk (xv pages, 150 maps) :$bsound ;$c3 1/2 in. 

 

Note: For instructions on recording duration, illustrative and colour content (300 $a$b, 500 MARC 
Fields) please see sections 6.7.12 and 6.7.1 as these are elements of expression. 
 
 

7.11 Record Dimensions RDA 3.5.1 (300$c MARC Field) 

 

This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
  

Definition: Includes measurements of the carrier and/or container of a resource e.g. height, width, 
depth, etc. 
  
Source of Information: Use the resource itself (or on any accompanying material or container). Take 
supplementary information from any source. 
 
How to record: 

● For dimensions of Still Image, see RDA 3.5.3 
● Format Specific:  Record the dimensions as instructed at 3.5.1.4.1–3.5.1.4.14, as applicable.  

 

Format Dimensions in MARC Field 300 $c 

Book Record dimensions in centimetres to the next whole centimetre up and use 
the metric symbol ‘cm’. 
 

300  ##   a … ; c22 cm 
[the height measures 21.3 centimetres, record 22 cm] 

 
300  ##  $a2 volumes :$billustrations ;$c24 cm 
 

If the record has a series statement, record a period at the end of field 300. 
 

300  ##   a… ; c30 cm.  
[full stop included as field followed by 490] 
490  ##  $aCommunications law library 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3151.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd300.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3703.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3703.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3177.html
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If there is accompanying material, it all goes into one $e.   
 

300  ##   a1 computer disc : b… ; c4 ¾ in. +$e1 volume (12 pages : 
color illustrations, 19 cm) 

Serial Record the height of the volume in cm.  
 

300  ##   a26 volumes : b… ;$c30 cm 
 

If the volume measures less than 10 centimetres, record the height in 
millimetres and use the metric symbol mm.  
 
Record height × width if the width of a volume is less than half the height or 
greater than the height 
 

300  ##  $a… ;$c20 x 32 cm 
[the width of a volume is greater than the height] 

DVD 
CD, 
Audio 
Software 

For CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs and Blu-Ray discs, give the diameter of a disc in 
inches and fractions of inches (usually  4 3/4 in.) 

300 ##  a1 computer disc : b… ;$c4 ¾ in. 
300 ##  a1 audio disc : b… ;$c4 ¾ in. 
300  ##  $a1 computer disc (xv pages, 150 maps) :$bsound ;$c3 1/2 in. 

 
How to record the dimensions for other formats: 
 

● Electronic Resources (E-books, Streaming Audio/Video) 
● Do not record dimensions for an online resource 

 
● Cards (RDA 3.5.1.4.1) 

○ Record the height × width of the card. 
300  ##   a… ;$c9 x 19 cm 
[dimension of an aperture card] 
 

● Microfiches (RDA 3.5.1.4.7) 
○ Record the height × width of the fiche. 

300  ##   a… ;$c11 × 15 cm 
 

● Sheets (RDA 3.5.1.4.11) 
○ Record the height × width of the sheet. Exclude the frame or mount. Make a note on the 

size as framed or mounted (see RDA 3.21.3.3) if considered important for identification 
or selection. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3177.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3320.html
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300  ##   a… ;$c28 x 22 cm 
500  ##  $aFramed area measures 30 × 24 cm 
 

● Slides (RDA 3.5.1.4.12) 
○ Record the height × width of the slide. 

300  ##   a… ;$c5 x 5 cm 
 

● Three-Dimensional Forms (RDA 3.5.1.4.13) 
○ Record the dimensions of the form itself.  
○ If considered important for identification or selection, insert a word to indicate the 

dimension is being given.  
300  ##   a… ;$c78 cm high 
[dimensions of a sculpture] 
 
300  ##   a… ;$c30 cm in diameter 
[dimension of a globe] 

 
○ For multiple dimensions, record them as height × width × depth. 

 
● Dimensions of Container (RDA 3.5.1.5) 

○ Name the container and record the dimensions of the container (height × width × 
depth) in addition to the dimensions of the carrier or as dimensions only 
 

300 ## $abox 35 x 15 x 10 cm 
 

● For dimensions of maps, see RDA 3.5.2 
 
 

7.12 Record Media And Carrier Type 

 

7.12.1 Media Type RDA 3.2 (337$a$b$2 MARC Field)  
 
This is a RDA Core element. (RDA 0.6.2) 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
 
Definition: Media type provides information about the type of equipment required to view, play, run, 
etc., the content of a resource, i.e. computer.   
Source of Information: Base the description of the media type on evidence presented by the resource 
itself, or on any accompanying material or container. If additional information is considered important 
for identification or selection, take additional evidence from any source.  
 
How to record:  
 

1. Use one or more of the terms listed in RDA 3.2.1.3 Table 3.1.   
 

2. Use in conjunction with code for media type in field 007/00 (Category of material). 
a. subfield $a - add a term to describe the media type, from the list in Table 3.1 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3401.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3416.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3461.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3598.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3598.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2026.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd337.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2035.html
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b. subfield $b - addition of a code for the media type. For MARC codes that might go in the 
$b of the 337 field, see http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdamedia.html 

c. subfield $2 - always included “$2rdamedia” 
 

3. If the resource being described consists of more than one media type, record only: 
a. the media type that applies to the predominant part of the resource, or 
b. the media types that apply to the most substantial parts of the resource (including the 

predominant part, if there is one). 
 

Example: a book with a CD 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
337  ##  $aaudio$bs$2rdamedia 

Format Media Type Definition 
MARC 
Codes for 
337 $b 

007/00 

Book 

unmediated 

● Media type used for stored content 
when the resource can be observed 
directly through one or more of the 
human senses without the help of an 
intermediating device.  

● Visual and/or tactile content produced 
as printing, engraving, embossing, etc., 
or by means of handwriting, drawing, 
painting, etc. Also includes 3D forms 
such as sculptures, models, etc.  

 
        337 ## $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 

n 

t - text  
 
 
k - non-
projected 
graphic 

Serial 

 
 
 
 

eBook, 
Electronic 
Serial, 
Streaming 
Video, 
Streaming 
Audio, 
Website, 
Software 

computer  

● Media type used for stored electronic 
files, designed for use with a computer.  

● Media accessed remotely through file 
servers as well as direct-access media 
such as computer tapes and discs. 

 
        337 ## $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 

c 

c - electronic 
resource 
 
 

CD, Audio audio 

● Media type used for recorded sound for 
use with a playback device such as MP3 
player, CD player, or audiocassette 
player.  

● media used to store digitally encoded 
and analog sound. 

 
        337 ## $aaudio$bs$2rdamedia 

s 
s - sound 
recording 

DVD video 
● Media type used for stored moving or 

still images, for use with a playback 
v 

v - 
videorecording 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdamedia.html
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device such as a DVD player, or 
videocassette player. 

● Media used to store digitally encoded 
and analog images. 

 
         337 ## $avideo$bv$2rdamedia 

other 
If none of the terms listed in the above table 
applies to the resource being described. 

x z - unspecified 

unspecified 
If the media type cannot be readily 
ascertained 

z z - unspecified 

 
 

7.12.2 Carrier Type RDA 3.3 (338 $a$b$2 MARC Field)  
 
This is a RDA Core element (RDA 0.6.2). 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Edit for upload into the College Union Catalogue. 
This is a requirement for the Minimum Standard of the College Union Catalogue. 
  

Definition: “A categorization reflecting the format of the storage medium and housing of a carrier in 
combination with the type of intermediation device required to view, play, run, etc., the content of a 
resource”. 
 
Source of Information: Use the resource itself (or any accompanying material or container). Take 
additional evidence from any other source. 

How to record: 

1. Use terms from the list provided at RDA 3.3.1.3  
2. Use in conjunction with coded expression of carrier type in field 007/01 (Special material 

designation) 
3. For MARC codes that might go in the $b of the 338 field, see 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html  
a. subfield $a - add a term to describe the carrier type, from the list at RDA 3.3.1.3 
b. subfield $b - addition of a code for the carrier type (optional) 
c. subfield $2 - always included “$2rdacarrier” 

 
 

4. For resources consisting of more than one carrier type, record only: 
i. the carrier type that applies to the predominant part of the resource, or 

ii. the carrier types that apply to the most substantial parts of the resource 
(including the predominant part, if there is one). 

 
Example: 

300 ## $a44 pages, 1 CD ;$cbox (25 x 30 x13 cm) 
338 ## $avolume$2rdacarrier 
338 ## $aaudio disc$2rdacarrier 
[resource contains a book and an audio CD] 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2050.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd338.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp0_rda0-100016.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/marcfieldsminimumeditcheckrdarevisionsdocx
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2058.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2058.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-2058.html
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337 ##  $aaudio$2rdamedia 

Format Carrier Type 
MARC 
Codes for 
338 $b 

007/01 

Book 
Serial 338 ## $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier nc - 

eBook, 
Electronic 
Serial, 
Streaming 
Video, 
Streaming 
Audio, 
Website 

 
338 ## $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 

 cr 
r - Electronic 
resource 

CD, Audio 338 ## $aaudiodisc$bsd$2rdacarrier 
sd d - Sound 

recording 

DVD 338 ## $avideodisc$bvd$2rdacarrier 
vd d - 

Videorecording 

Software 338 ## $acomputer disc$bcd$2rdacarrier 
cd d - Electronic 

resource 

other 
If none of the terms listed in the above table applies to the 
resource being described. 

z - Electronic 
resource 
z - Sound 
recording 
z - 
Videorecording 

unspecified If the carrier type cannot be readily ascertained u - Unspecified 

 
 
7.13 Note on Carrier  
 

7.13.1 Note on Extent of Manifestation RDA 3.21.2 (500 Marc Field) 

 

Definition: A note on extent of manifestation is a note offering information on the extent of a 
manifestation not recorded as part of the extent element. 
 
Source of Information: From the resource itself. Take additional information from any source. 
 
How to record: Provide notes with details of the extent of the manifestation if these details are 

● not recorded as part of the extent element, and 
● considered important for identification or selection 

 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5596.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
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Examples: 
 500  ##  $aLeaves are printed on both sides and numbered. 
 
 500  ##  $a6 bibliographic volumes in 3 physical volumes 

[Extent recorded as 3 volumes] 
 
 

7.13.2 Note on Dimensions of Manifestation RDA 3.21.3 (500 Marc Field) 
 
Definition: A note on dimensions of manifestation is a note offering information on the dimensions of a 
manifestation not recorded as part of the extent element. 
 
Source of Information: From the resource itself. Take additional information from any source. 
 
How to record: Provide notes giving additional information on the dimensions of the manifestation if 
this information is: 

● not recorded as part of the dimensions element, and 
● considered important for identification or selection. 

 
Record dimensions as instructed at RDA 3.5.1.3. 
 
Example: 

300  ##  $a1 game (various pieces) ;$cin box 24 x 47 x 3 cm  
500  ##  $aIncludes: 1 gameboard, 7 sets of cards, play money, 1 rules sheet, 1 anger 
control skills sheet, 1 facilitator materials booklet. 

 
 

7.13.3 Note on Changes in Carrier Characteristics RDA 3.21.4 (500 MARC Field) 
 
Definition: A note on changes in carrier characteristics is a note on changes in the characteristics of the 
carrier that occur in subsequent issues or parts of a resource issued in successive parts or between 
iterations of an integrating resource. 
 
Source of Information: From the resource itself. Take additional information from any source. 
 
How to record: Make notes on changes in carrier characteristics as appropriate to the mode of issuance 
of the resource: 

● multipart monographs and serials (see RDA 3.21.4.3.1) 
● integrating resources (see RDA 3.21.4.3.2). 

 
Example: 
 500  ##  $aSome issues have floppy disk supplements, 1996–1998; compact disc supplements,  

1999- 
 
 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5658.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-3165.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5695.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd500.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5707.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5713.html
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7.14 System Details. Sound Characteristics RDA 3.16 (344, 538 MARC Field) 
 
Special Playback Characteristics is a requirement for the  Minimum Standard of the College Union 
Catalogue for audio-visual material. 
 
Definition: A technical specification relating to the encoding of sound in a resource. 

Source of Information:  Use evidence presented by the resource itself (or on any accompanying material 
or container) as the basis for recording sound characteristics. Take additional evidence from any source. 

How to record: Record the following characteristics, as applicable: 

Type of 
recording 
RDA 3.16.2 

Definition: The method used to encode audio content (MARC 344$a, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection using a term from the list at 3.16.2.3 or from 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/78.html 
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the type of recording. 

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$2rda 
538  ##  $aA Dolby-B digital encoded optical disc. 

Recording 
Medium 
RDA 3.16.3 

Definition: The type of medium used to record sound  on an audio carrier (MARC 
344$b, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection using a term from the list at 3.16.3.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/79.html  
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the recording 
medium. 

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$2rda 
538  ##  $aA Dolby-B digital encoded optical disc. 

Playing Speed 
RDA 3.16.4 

Definition: The speed at which the audio carrier must be operated (MARC 344$c, 
538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4946.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd344.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd538.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4742.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/78.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4771.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/79.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4786.html
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Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$c1.4 m/s $gstereo$2rda 
538  ##  $aA Dolby-B digital encoded optical disc with 1.4m/s playing speed. 

Groove 
Characteristic 
RDA 3.16.5 

Definition: The groove width of an analog disc or groove pitch of an analog cylinder 
(MARC 344$d, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection using a term from the list at 3.16.5.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/100.html or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/80.html  
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the groove  
characteristics.  

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $aanalog$dcourse groove$2rda 
538  ##  $aAnalog recording with course groove width. 

Track 
Configuration 
RDA 3.16.6 

Definition: The configuration of audio track on a sound-track film (MARC 344$e, 
538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection using a term from the list at 3.16.6.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/81.html 
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the track 
configuration. 

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $aanalog$eedge track$2rda 
538  ##  $aAnalog/edge track. 

Tape 
configuration 
RDA 3.16.7 

Definition: The number of tracks on an audiotape (MARC 344$f, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection. 
 
Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $aanalog$f12 track$2rda 
538  ##  $aAnalog 12 track audiotape. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4834.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/100.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/80.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4869.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/81.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4892.html
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Configuration of 
Playback 
channels 
RDA 3.16.8 

Definition: The number of sound channels used to make a recording (MARC 
344$g, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification or 
selection using a term from the list at 3.16.8.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/82.html  
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the configuration of 
playback channels. 

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$c1.4 m/s$gstereo$2rda 
538  ##  $aA Dolby-B digital encoded optical disc with 1.4m/s playing speed and 
stereo playback. 

Special 
playback 
characteristics 
RDA 3.16.9 

Definition:  A special playback characteristic is an equalization system, noise 
reduction system, etc., used in making an audio recording (MARC 344$h, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable using one of in RDA 3.19.6.3, or see 
the term list at http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/83.html 
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the special playback 
characteristics.  

Add 344 ## $2rda when using terms from the RDA vocabularies 

Example: 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$gsurround$hDolby$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD, NTSC region 1, anamorphic widescreen (16:9) presentation; 5.1 
Dolby Digital. 

 

 

7.15 System Details. Video Characteristic RDA 3.18 (346, 538 MARC Fields) 
 
Video Format and Broadcast Standard are requirements for the Minimum Standard of the College 
Union Catalogue for audio-visual material if available. 
 
Definition: A video characteristic is a technical specification relating to the encoding of video images in 
a resource. Video characteristics include video format, broadcast standard, resolution, and bandwidth. 

Source of Information: Use evidence presented by the resource itself (or on any accompanying material 
or container) as the basis for recording the video characteristics of the resource. Take additional 
evidence from any source. 

How to record: Record the following characteristics, as applicable:  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4908.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/82.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-4945.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/83.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5062.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd346.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd538.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
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Video Format 
RDA 3.18.2 

Definition: A standard used to encode analog video content (MARC 346$a, 
538$a) 
 
How to record: Record for audio-visual materials if readily ascertainable using 
terms from the list in 3.18.2.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/85.html 
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the video format. 

Example: 
346  ##  $alaser optical$bNTSC$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD, laser optical encoding,  NTSC region 1, anamorphic widescreen 
(16:9) presentation; 5.1  

Broadcast 
standard 
RDA 3.18.3 

Definition: A system used to format a video resource for television (MARC 
346$b, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record for audio-visual materials if readily ascertainable using 
terms from the list in 3.18.3.3 or 
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/86.html 
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the broadcast 
standard. 

Example: 
346  ##  $alaser optical$bNTSC$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD, laser optical encoding,  NTSC region 1, anamorphic widescreen 
(16:9) presentation; 5.1  

 
 
 

7.16 System Details. Digital File Characteristics RDA 3.19 (347, 538 MARC Fields) 
 
File Type, Encoding Format and Regional Encoding are requirements for the Minimum Standard of the 
College Union Catalogue for audio-visual material if available. 
 
Definition:  A digital file characteristic is a technical specification relating to the digital encoding of text, 
image, audio, video, and other types of data in a resource. Digital file characteristics include file type, 
encoding format, file size, resolution, regional encoding, encoded bitrate, data type, object type, 
number of objects, density, sectoring, etc. 

Source of Information: Use evidence presented by the resource itself (or on any accompanying material 
or container) as the basis for recording the digital file characteristics of the resource. Take additional 
evidence from any source. RDA 3.18.2.4 

How to record: Record the following characteristics, as applicable for identification or selection:  

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5098.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/85.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5137.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/86.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5190.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd347.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd538.html
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
https://oclservices.othree.ca/cataloguer_forum/documents/minimumstandards/minimumstandardsrdaversionoct28pdf
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-10116.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-10116.html
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File type  
RDA 3.19.2 

Definition: A general type of data content encoded in a computer file (MARC 
347$a, 538$a) 
 
How to record: If readily ascertainable, use one of the terms from 3.19.2.3 or see 
the term list at http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/98.html  
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the file type 

Example: 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$eregion 1$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD video file, laser optical encoding,  NTSC region 1, anamorphic 
widescreen (16:9) presentation; 5.1  

Encoding format 
RDA 3.19.3 

Definition: A chema, standard, etc. used to encode the digital content (MARC 
347$b, 538$a) 
 
How to record: If readily ascertainable record one of the following terms from 
RDA 3.19.3.3 or http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/87.html  
 
If none match, use another concise term or terms to indicate the encoding 
format. 

Example: 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$eregion 1$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD video file, laser optical encoding,  NTSC region 1, anamorphic 
widescreen (16:9) presentation; 5.1  

File Size   
RDA 3.19.4 

Definition: The number of bytes in a digital file (MARC 347$c, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification 
and selection. 
 
Example: 
347  ##  $adata file$bPDF$c500 KB$2rda 
538  ##  $aOne 500 KB PDF data file. 

Resolution   
RDA 3.19.5 

Definition: The clarity or fineness of detail in a digital image in pixels (MARC 
347$d, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification 
and selection. 
 
Example: 
347  ##  $aimage file$bJPEG$c500 KB$d5.0 megapixels$2rda 
538  ##  $aOne 500 KB JPEG image file with 5.0 megapixels resolution. 

Regional encoding  
RDA 3.19.6 

Definition: A code identifying the region of the world for which a videodisc has 
been encoded (MARC 347$e, 538$a) 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5230.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5239.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/98.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5264.html
http://metadataregistry.org/concept/list/vocabulary_id/87.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5314.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-10189.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5302.html
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How to record: Record if readily ascertainable. 
 
Example: 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$eregion 1$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVD video file, laser optical encoding,  NTSC region 1, anamorphic 
widescreen (16:9) presentation; 5.1  

Encoded bitrate 
RDA 3.19.7 

Definition: The speed of streaming video, audio, et cetera (MARC 347$f, 538$a) 
 
How to record: Record if readily ascertainable and important for identification 
and selection. 
 
Example: 
347  ##  $aaudio file$bMP3$f64 kbps$2rda 
538  ##  $aOne MP3 audio file with 64 kbps bitrate. 

 
  

7.17 System Details. Equipment or System Requirement RDA 3.20 (340, 538 
MARC Fields) 
 
Definition: An equipment or system requirement is the equipment or system required for use, 
playback, etc., of an analog, digital, etc., resource. 

Source of Information: Use evidence presented by the resource itself (or on any accompanying material 
or container) as the basis for recording the equipment or system requirements of the resource. Take 
additional evidence from any source. 

How to record: Record any equipment or system requirements beyond what is normal and obvious for 
the type of carrier or type of file. Record requirements such as the make and model of equipment or 
hardware, the operating system, the amount of memory, programming language, other necessary 
software, any plug-ins or peripherals required to play, view, or run the resource, etc. 

OCLS current policy: must provide for CD-ROMs and DVDs. 

Examples:  
340 ## $b4 ¾ in.$2rda 
538 ## $aDVD (4 ¾ in.), NTSC region 1, anamorphic widescreen (16:9) presentation; 5.1 Dolby Digital. 
 
340 ## $aDVD video$b4 ¾ in.$2rda 
538 ## $aDVD (4 ¾ in.); NTSC; region 1; widescreen (16:9) aspect ratio, Dolby digital stereo. 
 
 

 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5332.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp3_rda3-5469.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd340.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd538.html
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7.18 Record Manifestation Level Relationships 

 

7.18.1 Record Authorized Access Points for Person, Family and Corporate Body 
for Manifestations RDA 21 (7XX MARC Field) 

 
Definition: A person, family or corporate body associated with a manifestation can include:  

● producer of an unpublished resource 
● publisher 
● distributor 
● manufacturer 
● other person, family, or corporate body associated with a manifestation 

 
 

7.18.1.1 Producer of an Unpublished Resource RDA 21.2 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body responsible for inscribing, fabricating, constructing, etc. 
a resource in unpublished form. 
 
Source: Follow RDA 21.1.1 to take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies responsible 
for inscribing, fabricating or constructing an unpublished form. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4). 
 
Note: This should also be reflected by information in the Production statement. 

264  #0 $a[Place of production not identified] : $bE.P. Dutton, $c[between 1949 and 1959?] 
700  1# $aDutton, E.P. 
 
 

7.18.1.2 Publisher RDA 21.3 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body responsible for publishing, releasing, or issuing a 
resource. 
 
Source: Follow RDA 21.1.1 to take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies responsible 
for publishing, releasing, or issuing a resource. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4). 
 
Note: This should also be reflected by information in the Publication statement. 

245  ## $aYahtzee game 
264  #1 $aPawtucket, Rhode Island: $bHasbro, $c[1956].  
710  2# $aHasbro,$epublisher. 

 
 

 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-52.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-77.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-59.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-120.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-59.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
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7.18.1.3 Distributor RDA 21.4 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body responsible for distributing a resource. 
 
Source: Follow RDA 21.1.1  to take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies responsible 
for distributing a resource. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4). 
 
Note: This should also be reflected by information in the Distribution statement. 

245  ## $aStreet map of Pacific Heights 
264  #2 $aFresno, CA :$bHarting, $c[date of distribution not identified] 
710  2# $aHarting 
 
 

7.18.1.4 Manufacturer RDA 21.5 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body responsible for printing, duplicating, casting, etc., a 
published resource. 
 
Source: Follow RDA 21.1.1  to take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies responsible 
for printing, duplicating, casting, etc., a published resource. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4). 
 
Note: This should also be reflected by information in the Manufacture statement. 

264   #3  $aBoston :$bHeliotype Printing Co., $c[date of manufacture not identified] 
710   2#  $aHeliotype Printing Co. 
 
 

7.18.1.5 Other Person, Family, or Corporate Body Associated with a 
Manifestation RDA 21.6 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body other than producers, publishers, distributors or 
manufacturers associated with manifestation. 
 
Source: Follow RDA 21.1.1  to take information on persons, families, and corporate bodies responsible 
for publishing, releasing, or issuing a resource. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4). 
The cataloguer should ensure that authorized forms are consulted prior to creating an AAP for persons, 
families and corporate bodies associated with manifestations. This can be done by searching Canadian 
Authorities, the LC Authority File, LC Linked Data Service, or VIAF if you do not have access to authority 
files through subscription or partnership programs. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-175.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-59.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-207.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-59.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-248.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-248.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-59.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadiana-authorities/index/index?lang=eng
http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
http://id.loc.gov/
http://viaf.org/
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7.18.2 Record relationships to Persons, Families, Corporate Bodies associated 
with Manifestations RDA 21 (7XX MARC Field)  
 
Definitions: The objective of recording relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies 
associated with a manifestation. Use RDA 21 to help the user find all resources associated with that 
particular person, family or corporate body. 

Source: Statements appearing on the preferred source should be used as sources of information for 
relationships. If the statements are ambiguous use the following sources in order of preference: 

● other prominent statements on the resource 
● information in the content of the resource 
● other sources 

 
Record relationships to persons, families, or corporate bodies associated with the manifestation as 
follows: 
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
 

a. Authorized access point for producers, publishers, distributors, manufacturers, or 
other persons, families or corporate bodies associated with manifestations RDA 
18.4.1.2. 
 
Example:  
 710  2#  $aK.G. Saur Verlag. 
 

b. Add a unique identifier for the person, family or corporate body as outlined in RDA 
18.4.1.1. 

 
Example: 

710  2#  $aK.G. Saur Verlag.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/125770969 
 

2. Record a relationship designator to indicate the specific role performed by the persons, 
families, corporate bodies related to the resource (RDA 18.5). A relationship designator provides 
more specific information about the relationship to the resource.  

 
Source: Can be taken from any source. 

 
How to record: Record by using one or more terms from Appendix I.4 in the toolkit. If none of 
the terms found in the appendix are appropriate or specific enough use another concise term to 
indicate the nature of the relationship. A list of manifestation  level relators can also be found 
at the LC Linked Data Service: Relators (RDA Manifestation Collection). 

Example: 
710  2#  $aK.G. Saur Verlag,$epublisher. 

 
3.  Join the unique identifier and/ authorized access point with the appropriate relationship 

designator. 
Example: 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-52.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-52.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp21_rda21-52.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-225.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-225.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-263.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-334.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDAManifestation.html
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710  2#  $aK.G. Saur Verlag,$epublisher.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/125770969 
 

4. For further explanation or when in doubt make one or more of the following notes: 
● note on statement of responsibility RDA 2.17.3 

Example: 
 245  04  $aThe lawes resolutions of womens rights. 
 500  ##  $aFormerly attributed to Sir John Doddridge. 

● note on edition statement RDA 2.17.4 
Example: 
 500  ##  $aEdition statement from colophon. 

● note on production statement RDA 2.17.6 
Example: 

500  ##  $aProduction place is Sydney, Nova Scotia. 
[Place of production as transcribed from source: Sydney.]  

● note on publication statement RDA 2.17.7 
Example: 
 500  ##  $aPublished in Sankt Petersburg. 
 [Place of publication as transcribed from source: Leningrad. Sankt Petersburg is  

the later name of Leningrad] 
● note on distribution statement RDA 2.17.8 

Example: 
 500  ##  $aDistribuited in Quebec by Prologue.  

● note on manufacture statement RDA 2.17.9 
Example: 
 500  ##  $aName of manufacturer varies. 

● cataloguer's note RDA 5.9: 
Example: 
 500  ##  $aTitle from PDF cover page. 

 
 

7.18.3 Record Related Manifestations RDA 27 

 
Definition: A related manifestation is a manifestation that is related to the manifestation being 
described such as a manifestation in a different format. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record:  
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
a. Identifier for the related manifestation RDA 2.15. 

 
b. Provide a structured (using ISBD punctuation) or an unstructured (a sentence or 

paragraph) description of the related manifestation RDA 24.4.3. When using an 
unstructured description, include information about the nature of the relationship as 
part of the unstructured description. 

 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8879.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8879.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8953.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8953.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9065.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9101.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9266.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-9306.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-40.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-1635#rdagloss-1635
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8418.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
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2. Record a relationship designator by using an appropriate term from the list in Appendix J to 
indicate the specific nature of the relationship between related manifestations. If none of the 
terms listed is appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term indicating the nature of 
the relationship. 

 
3. Record an explanation of the relationship if needed to further clarify or identify the 

relationship. For guidelines on presenting an explanation of a relationship Appendix E in the 
toolkit. 

 
Examples: 
 

245  10  $aFundamentals of computer science /$c John Fitz. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent  
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia  
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
--- 
776  08  $iPrint version: $aFitz, John$tFundamentals of computer science.$dNew  

York : Wiley, 2010 
 
245  10  $aHary Colebourn diaries 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent  
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia  
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
530  ##  $3Diaries and correspondence$aAvailable in microfilm and microfiche. 

 

 

7.18.3.1 Reproduction note RDA 27.1 (530, 533, 534, 535 MARC Fields) 

 
Definition:  This is a note that describes an item that is a reproduction of an original material. The 
original item is described in the main portion of the bibliographic record and data relevant to the 
reproduction as a note in field 533 when the data differs from the information describing the original.  
 
Source of Information: Take information on reproductions from any source.  
 
How to record: The note reflects information about the copy.  Use whenever you choose to have the 
description reflect the original and the note reflect information about the copy.  
 
Note: Library of Congress uses this field to bring out publisher of the reproduced work, giving the 
original publisher in field 264.  Library and Archives Canada follows RDA and brings out the original 
publisher in field 534, giving the publisher of the reproduced work in field 264.  
 
Use field 533 for information describing a copy of a record unit when the agency describing the 
materials possesses only a copy and, in accordance with conventions, the original is described in the 
main portion of the control record. Use field 533 for information describing a remotely accessed 
electronic reproduction of a work previously published in printed form, including electronic books. 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappe_rdae-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd533.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd533.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd533.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd534.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd535.html
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Current policy: follow RDA and give original publisher in field 264. Exception: for computer printouts 
and photocopies use this field.   
 
Example: 
 533  ## $aComputer printout.   

533  ## $aPhotocopy.  
 
 

7.18.3.2. Original Version RDA 27.1 (534 MARC Field) 

 
As explained above in Reproduction Note, this is used to bring out the original publisher. 
 
Example: 

534 ## $pOriginally published:$cEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice Hall, 1974.   
 
 

7.18.3.3 Related Manifestation/Additional Physical Form Available  RDA 27.1 
(530 MARC Field) 

 
Definition:  A note about a different physical or digital format in which the described manifestation is 
available. 
 
Source of Information:  Information on related manifestations can be taken from any source. 
 
How to record:  Record information concerning a different physical format in which the described item 
is available. Use RDA 24.4 to record a relationship to a related manifestation by providing a description 
of the related manifestation either as a structured or an unstructured description.  

● Use field 530 for unstructured notes describing different physical or digital formats, i.e. 
computer printouts and photocopies.  

● Use field 500 for information about other editions (e.g. different language versions, earlier 
versions, or shorter versions).  

● Use fields 76X - 78X for structured descriptions along with relationship designators found in RDA 
J.4 to specify the relationships between manifestations.  

 
Example: 

530  ## $aReprint of the revised and updated edition published in 1866 by Chapman & Hall. 
[an unstructured example] 
530  ## $aPhotoreproduced facsimile version;$bPublished as Dudley, Cuthbert, ed., The Novel of 

Lord Ethelbert of Waxlot (Oxford University Press, 1973).   

 

776  08  $iElectronic reproduction (manifestation) :$aJiménez, Alicia González.$tCarto Ciudad.  

$d[Madrid, Spain] :$b[National Geographic Institute], $c[2012] 

[Structured example] 

 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd534.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-45.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd530.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdachp24.pdf
https://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/5xx/500.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-746.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-746.html
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7.18.3.4 Linking Entry Complexity (Serials).  Related Manifestation RDA 27 (580 

MARC Field) 

 
Definition: A manifestation, represented by an identifier or a description, that is related to the 

manifestation being described (e.g., a manifestation in a different format). 

 

Source of Information:  Information on related manifestations can be taken from any source. 

 

How to record: Provide a description of the related work by using either a structured or an unstructured 

description. RDA 24.4.3 

 
Example: 

580  ## $aMerged with: Index chemicus (Philadelphia, Pa. : 1977), to form: Current abstracts of 

chemistry and index chemicus (Philadelphia, Pa : 1978). 

 
Format Specific: Serials Specific 

 
 

7.19 Examples of Manifestation Level Descriptions 

  

7.19.1 Book 

Manifestation Elements for Book 
  
001  ocn881839397 
003  OCoLC 
007  ta 
020  ##  $a0838912516$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a1856049647$q(pbk.) 
020  ##  $a9780838912515$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a9781856049641$q(pbk.) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881839397$2uri 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-8976 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)881839397 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums :$bhow to clean, link and  

publish your metadata /$cSeth van Hooland and Ruben Verborgh. 
250  ##  $aU.S. Edition. 
264  #1  $aChicago :$bNeal-Schuman, an imprint of the American Library  

Association,$c2014. 
264  #4  $a©2014. 
300  ##  $axvii, 254 pages ;$c24 cm 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aSimultaneously published in the United Kingdom by Facet Publishing. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp27_rda27-40.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd580.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
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710  2#  $aNeal-Schuman Publishers,$epublisher.  
$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n80016154 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing 
source 
  
LDR  01015cam  2200169 i 4500 
001  ocn881839397 
003  OCoLC 
008  150717s2014\\\\ilua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\d 
007  ta 
020  ##  $a0838912516$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a1856049647$q(pbk.) 
020  ##  $a9780838912515$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a9781856049641$q(pbk.) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881839397$2uri 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-8976 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)881839397 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda$cCaOBAGC$dCaOBAGC 
050  #4  $aZ666.73.L56$b.H66 2014 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.  

$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums :$bhow to clean, link and  

publish your metadata /$cSeth van Hooland and Ruben Verborgh. 
250  ##  $aU.S. Edition. 
264  #1  $aChicago :$bNeal-Schuman, an imprint of the American Library  

Association,$c2014. 
264  #4  $a©2014. 
300  ##  $axvii, 254 pages :$billustrations ;$c24 cm 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
388  1#  $a2014 
500  ##  $aSimultaneously published in the United Kingdom by Facet Publishing. 
504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
505  0#  $aIntroduction -- Modelling -- Cleaning -- Reconciling -- Enriching -- Publishing --  

Conclusions. 
520  ##  $aThis highly practical handbook teaches you how to unlock the value of your  

existing metadata through cleaning, reconciliation, enrichment and linking and how to 
streamline the process of new metadata creation. 

650  #0  $aLinked data.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2013002090 
650  #0  $aInformation organization.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh99001059 
650  #0  $aArchives$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/ 

sh85006913 
650  #0  $aLibraries and museums$xElectronic information 
resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/ 
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subjects/sh85076628 
650  #0  $aMetadata.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh96000740 
700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 
710  2#  $aNeal-Schuman Publishers,$epublisher.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n80016154 

 

7.19.2 E-Book 

Manifestation Elements for E-Book 
  
001  ocm56546829 
003  OCoLC 
007  ta 
007  cr\cn 
020  ##  $a9783110962451$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $a3110962454$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $z9783598113826$q(hardcover) 
020  ##  $z359811382X$q(hardcover) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/615869632$2uri 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)56546829 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)ocm56546829 
245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records :$bfinal report /$cIFLA Study  

Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records ; approved by the Standing 
Committee of the IFLA Section on Cataloguing ; IFLA Universal Bibliographic Control and 
International MARC Programme. 

246  33  $aFRBR 
264  #1  $a[Berlin, Germany] :$bDe Gruyter,$c2013. 
264  #2  $aThe Hague, Netherlands :$bInternational Federation of Library Associations and  

Institutions,$c[2013] 
264  #4  $c©1998. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (viii, 136 pages) :$billustrations. 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
490  1#  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19 
490  1#  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control,$x1868-8438 ;$vv. 19 
500  ##  $aE-Book reprint of the 1998 publication by K.G. Saur, published by De Gruyter and  

issued/distributed by IFLA. 
530  ##  $aAlso available in print. 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Adobe Acrobat Reader. 
538  ##  $aAvailable in PDF (1.2 MB) or HTML formats. 
710  2#  $aWalter de Gruyter & Co.,$epublisher.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/134881726 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,  

$edistributor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154277903 
710  2#  $iElectronic reproduction of (manifestation) :$aIFLA Study Group on the Functional  

Requirements for Bibliographic Records.$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic 
records.$f1998.$0http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/807246002 

776  08  $iAlso issued in print:$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic records  
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$w(OCoLC)39964684. 
830  #0  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19. 
830  #0  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control ;$vv. 19. 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for E-Book + Leader + Control Fields + Cataloguing 
source 
  
LDR  01348cam  2200205 i 4500 
001  ocm56546829 
003  OCoLC 
007  ta 
007  cr\cn 
008  040921r20131998gw\a\\\\sb\\\a001\0\eng\c 
020  ##  $a9783110962451$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $a3110962454$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $z9783598113826$q(hardcover) 
020  ##  $z359811382X$q(hardcover) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/615869632$2uri 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)56546829 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)ocm56546829 
040  ##  $aEEM$beng$erda$cEEM$dOCLCQ$dCOF$dCaOBAGC 
041  ##  $aeng$heng 
050  #4  $aZ666.6$b.I35 2013 
110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records,  

$ecreator,$eissuing body. $0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 
245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records :$bfinal report /$cIFLA Study  

Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records ; approved by the Standing 
Committee of the IFLA Section on Cataloguing ; IFLA Universal Bibliographic Control and 
International MARC Programme. 

246  33  $aFRBR 
264  #1  $a[Berlin, Germany] :$bDe Gruyter,$c2013. 
264  #2  $aThe Hague, Netherlands :$bInternational Federation of Library Associations and  

Institutions,$c[2013] 
264  #4  $c©1998. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (viii, 136 pages) :$billustrations. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
388  ##  $a1998 
490  1#  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19 
490  1#  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control,$x1868-8438 ;$vv. 19 
500  ##  $aLanguage editions are also available online in Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech,  

German, Spanish, French, Croatian, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, 
Norwegian, Portugese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Serbian, Swedish, Vietnamese and 
Chinese. 

500  ##  $aE-Book reprint of the 1998 publication by K.G. Saur, published by De Gruyter and  

http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri
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issued/distributed by IFLA. 
504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
520  ##  $a"FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) is a 1998  

recommendation of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 
(IFLA) to restructure catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information 
resources. More technically, FRBR uses an entity-relationship model of metadata for 
information objects, instead of the single flat record concept underlying current cataloging 
standards. The FRBR model includes four levels of representation: work, expression, 
manifestation, and item. If fully implemented, FRBR would produce the biggest change 
cataloging has seen in the last century." (OCLC Research: 
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html) 

530  ##  $aAlso available in print. 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Adobe Acrobat Reader. 
538  ##  $aAvailable in PDF (1.2 MB) or HTML formats. 
546  ##  $aText in English with some publication information in German, French and Spanish. 
650  #0  $aFRBR (Conceptual model). 
650  #0  $aEntity-relationship modeling. 
650  #0  $aBibliography$xMethodology. 
650  #0  $aInformation organization. 
650  #0  $aCataloging. 
700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships  

in RDF. 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,$eissuing  

body,$edistributor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154277903 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on  

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 
710  2#  $aWalter de Gruyter & Co.,$epublisher.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/134881726 
710  2#  $iElectronic reproduction of (manifestation) :$aIFLA Study Group on the Functional  

Requirements for Bibliographic Records.$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic 
records.$f1998.$0http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/807246002 

776  08  $iAlso issued in print:$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic records  
$w(OCoLC)39964684. 

830  #0  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19. 
830  #0  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control ;$vv. 19. 

  

7.19.3 Print Serial 

Manifestation Elements for Serial 
 
210  0#  $aJ. nurs. scholarsh. 
222  #0  $aJournal of nursing scholarship 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship :$ban official publication of Sigma Theta Tau International  

Honor Society of Nursing. 
264  #1  $aIndianapolis, IN :$bSigma Theta Tau International,$c2000-. 

http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068
http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065
http://viaf.org/viaf/134881726
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300  ##  $avolumes :$b ... ;c28 cm. 
310  ##  $aQuarterly 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $2volume$anc$brdacarrier 
362  0#  $aBegan with vol. 32, no. 1, (First Quarter 2000)-. 
500  ##  $aTitle from cover. 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for Print Serial + Leader and Control Fields + 
Cataloguing source 
 
000 01225cas  2200024 I 4500 
007 ta 
008 991206c20009999inuqr1p       0   a0eng d 
022  0#  $a1527-6546 
040  ##  $aNSDP$beng$erda$cNSDP$dOBEL 
041  1#  $aeng 
043  ##  $an-us--- 
050  #4  $aRT1 
210  0#  $aJ. nurs. scholarsh. 
222  #0  $aJournal of nursing scholarship 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship :$ban official publication of Sigma Theta Tau International  

Honor Society of Nursing. 
264  1#  $aIndianapolis, IN :$bSigma Theta Tau International,$c2000-. 
300  ##  $avolumes :$billustrations ;$c28 cm. 
310  ##  $aQuarterly 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $2volume$anc$brdacarrier 
362  0#  $aBegan with vol. 32, no. 1, (First Quarter 2000)-. 
500  ##  $aTitle from cover. 
650  #0  $aNursing$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aSigma Theta Tau International,$eissuing body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/155319413 
780  00  $tImage--the journal of nursing scholarship$x0743-5150$ 

  

7.19.4 Electronic Journal 

Manifestation Elements for an Electronic Journal 
  

001  769714 
010  ##  $a 2002238511 
022  ##  $a1466-447X$l0264-0414$y0264-0414 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) 769714 
210  ##  $aJ SPORTS SCI 
210  ##  $aJ SPORT SCI 
245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 
264  #1  $a[London] :$bTaylor Francis Health Sciences[1] ,$c1983- 
310  ##  $aMonthly,$b1999- 
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321  ##  $aEight no. a year,$b1998 
321  ##  $aBimonthly,$b-1997 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
362  1#  $aPrint began with vol. 1, no. 1 (spring 1983). 
500  ##  $aDescription based on: Vol. 14, no. 3 (May 1996); title from introductory page, 

viewed May 17, 2002. 
500  ##  $aLatest issue consulted: Vol. 20, no. 6 (June 2002). 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
530  ##  $aAlso issued in print 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
776  1#  $tJournal of sports sciences$x0264-0414$w(DLC)   84645909 

$w(OCoLC)10088912[2]  

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for an Electronic Journal + Leader and Control Fields + 
Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02106cas  2200517 i 4500 
001  769714 
005  20101027093859.0 
006  m\\\\\\\\d\\\\\\\\ 
007  cr\cn|\\\\\\\\ 
008  020517c19839999enkmr\pss\\\\\0\\\\0eng\c 
010  ##  $a 2002238511 
022  ##  $a1466-447X$l0264-0414$y0264-0414 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) 769714 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda 
042  ##  $apcc 
050  #4  $aGV561 
130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 
210  ##  $aJ SPORTS SCI 
210  ##  $aJ SPORT SCI 
245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 
264  #1  $a[London] :$bTaylor Francis Health Sciences[1] ,$c1983- 
310  ##  $aMonthly,$b1999- 
321  ##  $aEight no. a year,$b1998 
321  ##  $aBimonthly,$b-1997 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
362  1#  $aPrint began with vol. 1, no. 1 (spring 1983). 
500  ##  $aDescription based on: Vol. 14, no. 3 (May 1996); title from introductory page, viewed 

May 17, 2002. 
500  ##  $aLatest issue consulted: Vol. 20, no. 6 (June 2002). 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
530  ##  $aAlso issued in print 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
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650  #4  $aHealth Sciences$xSports medicine 
650  #0  $aSports$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPhysiological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPsychological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aBritish Association of Sports Sciences,$econtributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/no92012043 
710  2#  $aInternational Society for Advancement of Kinanthropometry,$econtributor.  

$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no92012042 
776  1#  $tJournal of sports sciences$x0264-0414$w(DLC)84645909$w(OCoLC)10088912 

 

7.19.5 DVD 

Manifestation Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) 
  
001  ocn883398485 
003  OCoLC 
024  1#  $a887090068505 
024  1#  $a887090070706 
024  1#  $a887090070904 
028  42  $aOF685$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF707$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF709$bOlive Films 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-6326 
245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection /$cU.M. & M. TV Corp., [Fleischer Studios] ; Max  

Fleischer presents ; directed by Dave Fleischer ; [under license from] Paramount Pictures , 
Melange Pictures. 

264  #1  $a[Chicago] :$bOlive Films,$c[2013]- 
300  ##  $avideodiscs :$bsound, black and white ;$c4 3/4 in. 
337  ##  $avideo$bv$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avideodisc$bvd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$2rda 
346  ##  $alaser optical$bNTSC$2rda 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$2rda 
538  ##  $aDVDs. 
500  ##  $aFull screen (1.37:1). 
710  2#  $aU.M. & M. TV Corp.,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aParamount Pictures, Inc.,$edistributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79055407 
710  2#  $aMelange Pictures,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aOlive Films,$edistributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2008081618 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) + Leader 
+ Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  03390ngm  2200589Ii 4500 
001  ocn883398485 
003  OCoLC 
007  vd cvaizq 

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79055407
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2008081618
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008  140711m20139999ilu---\\\\\\\\\\\\vceng\d 
024  1#  $a887090068505 
024  1#  $a887090070706 
024  1#  $a887090070904 
028  42$aOF685$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF707$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF709$bOlive Films 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-6326 
040  ##  $aS9I$beng$erda$cLTSCA 
050  #4  $aPN1997.5$b.B48 2013 
245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection /$cU.M. & M. TV Corp., [Fleischer Studios] ; Max  

Fleischer presents ; directed by Dave Fleischer ; [under license from] Paramount Pictures , 
Melange Pictures. 

264  #1  $a[Chicago] :$bOlive Films,$c[2013]- 
300  ##  $avideodiscs :$bsound, black and white ;$c4 3/4 in. 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $avideo$bv$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avideodisc$bvd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$2rda 
346  ##  $alaser optical$bNTSC$2rda 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$2rda 
500  ##  $aAnimation; short cartoons. 
538  ##  $aDVDs. 
500  ##  $aFull screen (1.37:1). 
511  0#  $aVoices, Margie Hines [and others]. 
505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) --  Betty  

Boop's bamboo isle (1932) --  Betty Boop for president (1932) --  Betty Boop's penthouse 
(1933) --  Betty Boop's birthday party (1933) --  Betty Boop's May party (1933) --  Betty 
Boop's Halloween party (1933) --  Betty Boop's rise to fame (1934) --  Betty Boop's trial 
(1934) --  Betty Boop's life guard (1934) -- The foxy hunter (1937). 

505  0#  $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Bimbo's initiation (1931) --  
Boo-oop-a-doop (1932) -- Betty Boop Limited (1932) -- Betty Boop's bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty 
Boop's ups and downs (1932) -- Betty Boop's museum (1932) -- Betty Boop's big boss (1933) -
- Morning, noon and night (1933) -- Betty Boop's little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop's prize show 
(1934) -- Keep in style (1934). 

505  0#  $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I'll be glad when you're  
dead you rascal you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain 
(1933) -- I heard (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a smile 
(1937) -- The new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- 
Pudgy in Thrills and chills (1938). 

650  #0   $aBoop, Betty (Fictitious character)$vDrama.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/ 
sh87007964 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Dave,$d1894-
1979,$edirector.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n85248142 
700  1#  $aFleischer, Max,$d1883-1972,$eproducer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n85248141 
700  1#  $aHines, Marjorie,$d1909-2011,$eactor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
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no2012113871 
710  2#  $aFleischer Studios Inc.,$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n86061286[2]  
710  2#  $aU.M. & M. TV Corp.,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aParamount Pictures, Inc.,$edistributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79055407 
710  2#  $aMelange Pictures,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aOlive Films,$edistributor.$0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2008081618 

 

7.19.6 Streaming Video 

Manifestation Elements for a Streaming Video 
  
001  100055023 
003  FOD 
007  vz|czazuu 
007  cr|can 
028  40  $a55023$bFilms Media Group 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)100055023 
245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War /$cABC International. 
246  31  $aIbrahim's War 
264  31  $aNew York, N.Y.:$bFilms Media Group, $c[2014] 
264  34  $c©2013 
300  ##  $a1 streaming video file 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aFilms on Demand is distributed by Films Media Group for Films for the 

Humanities & Sciences, Cambridge Educational, Meridian Education, and Shopware. 
500  ##  $aEncoded with permission by Films Media Group on March 21, 2014. 
710  2#  $aFilms Media Group, $efilm distributor. 
856  4#  $uhttp:\\XXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZ 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for a Streaming Video + Leader + Control 
Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02904ngm a2200469Ii 4500 
001  100055023 
003  FOD 
007  vz|czazuu 
007  cr|cna 
008  150406p20142013nyu028||||||||o|||vleng|d 
028  40$a55023$bFilms Media Group 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)100055023 
040  ##  $aAzPhAEM$beng$erda 
041  0#  $aeng$jeng$heng 
050  #4  $aDS98.6$b.S97 2014 
245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War /$cABC International. 
246  31  $aIbrahim's War 
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257  ##  $aAustralia$2naf 
264  31  $aNew York, N.Y.:$bFilms Media Group, $c[2014] 
264  34  $c©2013 
300  ##  $a1 streaming video file (27 min., 25 sec.) :$bsound, color. 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
347  ##  $astreaming video file$2rda 
500  ##  $aFilms on Demand is distributed by Films Media Group for Films for the 

Humanities & Sciences, Cambridge Educational, Meridian Education, and Shopware. 
500  ##  $aEncoded with permission by Films Media Group on March 21, 2014. 
505  00  $tSyrian Civil War$g(3:10) --$tAleppo Divisions$g(1:08) --$tDetermined to 

Learn$g(2:35) --$tEducational Collapse$g(2:36) --$tWartime Education$g(2:19) --$tSyria's 
Rebels$g(2:32) --$tChildhood in War$g(1:07) --$tAleppo War Crimes$g(4:51) --$tAleppo 
Trauma$g(1:19) --$tSyrian Insecurity$g(2:35) --$tSyria's War Generation$g(2:11) --$tCredits: 
Syria: Ibrahim's War$g(1:27) 

506  1#  $aAccess requires authentication through Films on Demand. 
520  ##  $aEleven-year-old Ibrahim just wants to go to school, play soccer with his 

friends, and help his dad with his work as a laundryman. Instead, he's ferrying his best friend 
to a hospital after a missile attack, staying alert for bombs that could fall on his classroom, 
and spending his spare time scrounging for firewood. Can he hold out hope for the future? 
This program journeys to Aleppo, Syria, to follow the daily ordeals endured by young Ibrahim 
and his family in the midst of the country's brutal civil war. Viewers also learn about the rifts 
in Syrian society brought about by war, illustrated by Aleppo's government and rebel-held 
zones. 

521  2#  $a9 & up. 
538  ##  $aStreaming video file. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: FOD playback platform. 
546  ##  $aClosed-captioned. 
588  ##  $aTitle and description provided by distributor (Films Media Group, February 4, 2015). 
650  #0  $aChildren and war$zSyria. 
650  #0  $aCivil war$zSyria$xHistory$y21st century. 
650  #0  $aWar and families$zSyria. 
651  #0  $aSyria$xHistory$yCivil War, 2011- 
655  #0  $aEducational films.$2lcgft 
655  #0  $aInternet videos.$2lcgft 
710  2#  $aABC International, $eproduction company. 
710  2#  $aFilms Media Group, $efilm distributor. 
776  08  $iOriginally produced: $dABC International, 2013. 
856  4#  $uhttp:\\XXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZ 

 
7.19.7 Musical Score 

Manifestation Elements for a Musical Score 
  
001  000043097569 
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003  CaOOAMICUS 
020  ##  $a9781480366121 
020  ##  $a1480366129 
028  32  $aHL00123827$bHal Leonard Corporation 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC) 882501691 
245  10  $aBeautiful :$bthe Carole King musical : piano/vocal selections /$cbook by 

Douglas McGrath ; words and music by Gerry Goffin & Carole King, Barry Mann & 
Cynthia Weil. 

264  #1  $aMilwaukee, WI :$bHal Leonard Corporation,$c[2014] 
264  #4  $ccopyright 2014 
300  ##  $a1 vocal score (112 pages) ;$c31 cm 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for a Musical Score + Leader + Control Fields 
+ Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  01869ccm  2200325ui 4500 
001  000043097569 
003  CaOOAMICUS 
008  140519s2014\\\\wiumck\\\\\\\\\n\\a\eng\d 
020  ##  $a9781480366121 
020  ##  $a1480366129 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 
028  32  $aHL00123827$bHal Leonard Corporation 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC) 882501691 
040  ##  $aCaBVA$beng$erda 
050  #4  $aM1508.K53$bB43 2014 
100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n81124855 
240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 
245  10  $aBeautiful :$bthe Carole King musical : piano/vocal selections /$cbook by Douglas McGrath 
;  

words and music by Gerry Goffin & Carole King, Barry Mann & Cynthia Weil. 
264  #1  $aMilwaukee, WI :$bHal Leonard Corporation,$c[2014] 
264  #4  $ccopyright 2014 
300  ##  $a1 vocal score (112 pages) ;$c31 cm 
336  ##  $anotated music$bntm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aIncludes chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams. 
505  00  $tSo far away --$tOh! Carol --$tIt might as well rain until September --$tBe-bop-a-lula --  

$tSome kind of wonderful --$tHappy days are here again --$tTake good care of my baby --
$tWho put the bomp (in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp) --$tWill you love me tomorrow (Will 
you still love me tomorrow) --$tHe's sure the boy I love --$tUp on the roof --$tOn Broadway -
-$tThe loco-motion --$tYou've lost that lovin' feelin' --$tOne fine day --$tChains --$tWalking 
in the rain --$tPleasant Valley Sunday --$tWe gotta get out of this place --$tUptown --$tIt's 
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too late --$tYou've got a friend --$t(You make me feel like) A natural woman --$tBeautiful --
$tI feel the earth move. 

650  #0  $aMusicals$vExcerpts$vVocal scores with piano. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1961-1970. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1971-1980. 
700  1#  $aMcGrath, Douglas,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83043958 
700  1#  $aGoffin, Gerry,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92100321 
700  1#  $aMann, Barry,$ecomposer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92105562 
700  1#  $aWeil, Cynthia,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n95113977 

 

7.19.8 Audio-CD 

Manifestation Elements for an Audio CD 
  
001  ocn824355425 
003  OCoLC 
024  1#  $a822231852728 
028  02  $aMAR0527$bMariinsky 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)824355425 
245  14   aDie Walk re / cWagner. 
264  #1  $aSt. Petersburg :$bMariinsky,$c[2013] 
264  #4   c℗2013 
300  ##  $a4 audio discs :$bdigital ;$c4 3/4 in. 
337  ##  $aaudio$bs$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aaudio disc$bsd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$gstereo$gsurround$2rda 
347  ##  $aaudio file$bCD audio$bSACD$2rda 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
511  0#   aJonas  aufmann (Siegmund) ; Anja  ampe (Sieglinde) ; Ren  Pape (Wotan) ; Nina Stemme  

(Br nnhilde) ; Mikhael Petrenko (Hunding) ; Ekaterina Gubanov (Fricka) ; supporting soloists ; 
Mariinsky Orchestra ; Valery Gergiev, conductor. 

500  ##  $aHybrid super audio compact discs (SACD). 
500  ##  $a"Compatible with all CD players. Includes high definition stereo and surround tracks that  

can be read by SACD players"--Container. 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for an Audio CD + Leader and Control Fields + 
Cataloguing Source 
  
LDR  03166njm a2200565 i 4500 
001  ocn824355425 
003  OCoLC 
007  sd\fsngnnmmned 
007  sd\fzngnnmmned 
008  130117p20132011ru\opnn\\defi\\\\\n\ger\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1077425726$2uri 
024  1#  $a822231852728 
028  02  $aMAR0527$bMariinsky 
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035  ##  $a(OCoLC)824355425 
040  ##  $aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dCXP$dMNU$dCIN$dOCLCQ$dCaOBAGC 
041  0#  $dger$beng$bfre$bger$brus$eger$eeng$nger$geng$gger$grus 
050  #4  $aM1500$b.W34 2013 
100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

names/n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 
240  10  $aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 
245  14   aDie Walk re / cWagner. 
264  #1  $aSt. Petersburg :$bMariinsky,$c[2013] 
264  #4   c℗2013 
300  ##  $a4 audio discs (236 min., 36 sec.) :$bdigital ;$c4 3/4 in. 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aaudio$bs$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aaudio disc$bsd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$gstereo$gsurround$2rda 
347  ##  $aaudio file$bCD audio$bSACD$2rda 
500  ##  $aMudic drama in 3 acts; libretto by the composer. 
546  ##  $aSung in German. 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
511  0#  $aJonas  aufmann (Siegmund) ; Anja  ampe (Sieglinde) ; Ren  Pape (Wotan) ; Nina Stemme  

(Br nnhilde) ; Mikhael Petrenko (Hunding) ; Ekaterina Gubanov (Fricka) ; supporting soloists ; 
Mariinsky Orchestra ; Valery Gergiev, conductor. 

518  ##  $oRecorded$d2011 June, 2012 February and April$pMariinsky Concert Hall, St. Petersburg,  
Russia. 

500  ##  $aHybrid super audio compact discs (SACD). 
500  ##  $a"Compatible with all CD players. Includes high definition stereo and surround tracks that  

can be read by SACD players"--Container. 
500  ##  $aProgram notes by Leonid Gakkel and synopsis in Russian, English, French and German,  

and libretto with English translation (134 p. : ports.) in container. 
650  #0  $aOperas. 
650  #0  $aValkyries (Norse mythology) 

  700  1#  $aKaufmann, Jonas,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2002104698  
  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/14447644 

  700  1#  $aKampe, Anja,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2009133162  
  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/96896448 

  700  1#   aPape, Ren , eperformer. 0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94010759 
  700  1#  $aStemme, Nina,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98078142  

  $0http://viaf.org/viaf/39358984 
  700  1#  $aPetrenko, Mikhail,$d1976-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008187320 $0http://viaf.org/viaf/120080835 
  700  1#  $aGubanova, Ekaterina,$d1979-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

  no2008145084$0http://viaf.org/viaf/119008595 
  700  1#  $aGergiev, Valeri , d1953-$econductor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no95023823 
  710  2#   aMariinski  teatr (1991- ).$bOrkestr,$eperformer $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no00066385 
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7.19.9 Audio Book 

Manifestation Elements for an Audio Book 
  
001  ocn458310199 
003  OCoLC 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)458310199 
020  ##  $a9781441624673$q(electronic audio bk.) 
020  ##  $a1441624678$q(electronic audio bk.) 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)458310199 
245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons :$bthe spiritual life of the world's most 

animated family /$cMark I. Pinsky. 
264  #1  $a[Escondido, Calif.] :$bHovel Audio,$c2006. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 sound file) 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aAudio file. 
500  ##  $aTitle from image on Web page (viewed Oct. 22, 2009). 
511  0#  $aRead by Lloyd James. 
538  ##  $aRequires OverDrive Media Console (WMA file size: 111525 KB; MP3 file size: 

218571 KB) 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
856  4#  $uhttp://XXXXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for an Audio Book + Leader + Control Fields + 
Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02777dim  2200565Ii 4500 
001  ocn458310199 
003  OCoLC 
007  sz\uunnnn|||ed 
007  cr\nnannnanuuu 
008  091022s2009\\\\caunnnn\o\\\\\\z\\n\eng\d 
020  ##  $a9781441624673$q(electronic audio bk.) 
020  ##  $a1441624678$q(electronic audio bk.) 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)458310199 
040  ##  $aN$T$beng$erda$cN$T$dOCLCA$dOCLCQ$dOCLCO$dOCLCQ 
050  #4  $aPN1992.77.S58$bP56 2009 
100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor. $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 
245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons  :$bthe spiritual life of the world's 

most animated family /$cMark I. Pinsky. 
264  #1  $a[Escondido, Calif.] :$bHovel Audio,$c2006. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 sound file: 7:45:35) 
336  ##  $aspoken word$bspw$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aUnabridged. 
500  ##  $aAudio file. 
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500  ##  $aTitle from image on Web page (viewed Oct. 22, 2009). 
511  0#  $aRead by Lloyd James. 
520  ##  $aHow did one of the most popular television shows in history go from being 

attacked by many religious leaders to being called one of the most theologically relevant 
programs in primetime? In The Gospel According to the Simpsons, Mark I. Pinsky explores 
the individual characters, interviews several of the show's writers and producers, and 
concludes with a discussion of whether the show is subversive or supportive of faith. 

538  ##  $aRequires OverDrive Media Console (WMA file size: 111525 KB; MP3 file size: 
218571 KB) 

538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
630  00  $aSimpsons (Television program) 
650  #0  $aTelevision broadcasting$xReligious aspects. 
700  1#  $aJames, Lloyd,$enarrator.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2011028265 
710  2#  $aChristianaudio (Firm),$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no2010112569 
856  4#  $uhttp://XXXXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

 

7.19.10 Streaming Audio 

Manifestation Elements of Streaming Audio 
 
028  02  $aFFFF104 $b Fast Folk Musical Magazine 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
246  30  $aLive at the Bottom Line 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (12 audio files (35 min., 59 sec.)) 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom Line.$d 

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine,1984.$h 1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 
856  40  $3Alexander Street Press$uhttp://search.alexanderstreet.com/glmu/view/work/71037 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for Streaming Audio 
 
LDR  02904njm a2200469Ii 4500 
006  m       o h 
007  crna|||au 
007  szzunnnnnzned 
008  091022s1984////nyufm/d/o##/#/ 
028  02  $aFFFF104$bFast Folk Musical Magazine 
033  00  $a19840128$b3804$cN4 
040  ##  $aMWSJA$beng$erdae$pn$cXXX 
043  ##   n-us--- 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
246  30  $aLive at the Bottom Line 
264  #1  $a[New York]:$bFast Folk Musical Magazine,$c[1984] 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (12 audio files (35 min., 59 sec.)) 
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336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
344  ##   $3Alexander Street Press$adigital$2rda 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
505  00  $tMontchanin $g(2:55) -- $tOpen all night $g(:45) -- $tUnemployment rag $g(3:42) -- 

$tIncident at Ebenezer Creek $g(3:32) -- $tRegretting what I said $g(1:13) -- $tAmerican 
Jerusalem $g(5:11) -- $tHoward Hughes Blughes $g(3:05) -- $tKnight moves $r (6:10) -- $tCall 
me Best Practices for Cataloging Streaming Media – Version 1.0 (February 2015) the whale 
$g(1:26) -- $tDiavoli in Avido Amore $g(3:15) -- $tWasted love $g(3:39) -- $tThe great 
American dream $g(:46). 

508  ##  $aJack Hardy, producer ; Jay Rosen, recording engineer ; Steve Satkowski, sound engineer 
(Bottom Line). 

511  0# $aTom Intondi, Jack Hardy, Lucy Kaplanski, Frank Christian, Christine Lavin , Rod Macdonald, 
Erik Frandsen, Suzanne Vega, Paul Kaplan, Germana Pucci, Carolyn McCombs, vocals, guitar ; 
David Massengill, vocals, dulcimer ; The Band (Mark Dann, guitar, vocal (on "Montchanin"), 
electric bass ("Unemployment rag") ; Jeff Hardy, acoustic bass ; Howie Wyeth, drums). 

518  ##  $oRecorded live$d 1984 January 28$pBottom Line, New York City. 
500  ##  $aSpecial features contained on Alexander Street Press resource page: corresponding 
               magazine issue (include lyrics, notes on the performers and complete credits). 
588  ##  $aDescription based on online resource; title from title screen (Alexander Street Press  

Smithsonian Global Sound for Libraries, viewed January 13, 2014). 
650  #0  $aFolk music$zUnited States. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1981-1990. 
700  1#  $aIntondi, Tom,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021649 
700  1#  $aHardy, Jack,$d1947-2011,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94018034 
700  1#  $aKaplansky, Lucy,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no99089986 
700  1#  $aMacDonald, Rod,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021603 
700  1#  $aChristian, Frank,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98033290 
700  1#  $aLavin, Christine,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87145536 
700  1#  $aFrandsen, Erik$c(Lyricist),$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83000968 
700  1#  $aVega, Suzanne,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91079284 
700  1#  $aKaplan, Paul,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83004943 
700  1#  $aPucci, Germana,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090262 
700  1#  $aMcCombs, Carolyn,$eperformer. 
700  1#  $aMassengill, David,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090256 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom Line.$d  

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine, 1984.$h1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 
856  40  $3Alexander Street Press$uhttp://search.alexanderstreet.com/glmu/view/work/71037 

 

7.19.11 Website 

Manifestation Elements for a Website 
 
001  o123348654 
003  OCoLC 
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035  ##  $a(Sirsi) o123348654 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)123348654 
245  00  $aAcademic search complete. 
264  #1  $aIpswich, Massachusetts :$bEBSCO Publishing 
362  1#  $aBegan in 2007? 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
500  ##  $aTitle from database information screen (viewed Apr. 20, 2007). 
710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm)$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86023339 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for a Website 
 
LDR  02012cai  2200361Ii 4500 
001  o123348654 
003  OCoLC 
006  m||||||o||j|#|||||| 
007  cr\cn||||||||| 
008  070420c20079999mauuu\dss\\\\\0\\\\2eng\d 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) o123348654 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)123348654 
040  ##  $aTXH$beng$erda$cTXH$dTXA$dUtOrBLW 
050  #0  $aAI3$b.A232 
245  00  $aAcademic search complete 
264  #1  $aIpswich, Massachusetts :$bEBSCO Publishing 
362  1#  $aBegan in 2007? 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
500  ##  $aTitle from database information screen (viewed Apr. 20, 2007). 
506  ##  $aAccess restricted to authorized users for teaching and research purposes. 
520  ##  $aA scholarly, multidisciplinary database providing indexing and abstracts for  

over 10,000 publications, including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, and 
others.  Also includes full-text access to over 5,000 journals.  Offers coverage of many areas of 
academic study including: archaeology, area studies, astronomy, biology, chemistry, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, food science & technology, 
general science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical engineering, music, 
physics, psychology, religion & theology, women's studies, and other fields. 

538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Web browser; Adobe Acrobat Reader 
650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vIndexes. 
650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vDatabases. 
710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm)$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86023339 
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7.19.12 Software 

Manifestation Elements for Software 
 
024  1#  $a711719983774 
028  42  $aBCUS 98377 $bSony Computer Entertainment 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) a486155 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)818786488 
245  10  $aJourney : $bcollector's edition / $cSony Computer Entertainment. 
246  1#  $aFlow 
246  1#  $aFlower 
250  ##  $aPlayStation 3 [edition]. 
264  #1  $aFoster City, Calif. : $bSony Computer Entertainment,$c[2012] 
264  #4  $c©2012 
300  ##  $a1 computer disc  ;$c 4 3/4 in. +  $e1 user's manual (12 pages : color illustrations ; 15  

cm) 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $acomputer disc$bcd$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
500  ##  $a"3D compatible game"--Container. 
500  ##  $a1 player. 
500  ##  $aOriginally produced in 2007. 
500  ##  $a"Features stunning visuals, haunting music ... Journey delivers a unique  

interactive game experience like no other"--Container. 
500  ##  $aBonus content: "Includes all three original sountracks, concept art galleries,  

an exclusive documentary, game commentaries, PSN avatars, and much more"--
Container. 

538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Blue-ray disc; PlayStation 3; 5.6 MB hard drive space;  
480p/720p/1080i/1080p HD video output; DualShock 3 compatible. Video output in Full 
HD 1080p requires and HDMI cable and a 1080p native display with an HDMI input 
supporting HDCP; PS3 system software v3.30 (or later), 3D display with compatible 3D 
active glasses and high-speed HDMI cable required for 3D features. 

710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
753  ##  $aPlayStation 3 

Work + Expression + Manifestation Elements for Software 
 
LDR  02513cam  2200469 i 4500 
006  m||||#q||i|#|||||| 
007  cd|cna---uunun 
008  150506n\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\000\0\eng\u 
024  1#  $a711719983774 
028  42  $aBCUS 98377 $bSony Computer Entertainment 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) a486155 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)818786488 
040  ##  $aLDL$beng$erda$cLDL$dCPF$dORU$dUtOrBLW$erda 
050  #4  $aGV1469.35.J68 $bJ68 2012 
245  10  $aJourney : $bcollector's edition / $cSony Computer Entertainment. 
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246  1#  $aFlow 
246  1#  $aFlower 
250  ##  $aPlayStation 3 [ed.]. 
264  #1  $aFoster City, Calif. :  $b Sony Computer Entertainment,  $c [2012] 
264  #4  $c©2012 
300  ##  $a1 computer disc :$bsound, color ; $c4 3/4 in. +  $e 1 user's manual (12 pages : color  

illustrations ; 15 cm) 
336  ##  $acomputer program$bcop$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $a$acomputer disc$bcd$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
500  ##  $a"3D compatible game"--Container. 
500  ##  $a1 player. 
500  ##  $aOriginally produced in 2007. 
500  ##  $a"Features stunning visuals, haunting music ... Journey delivers a unique  

interactive game experience like no other"--Container. 
500  ##  $aBonus content: "Includes all three original sountracks, concept art galleries,  

an exclusive documentary, game commentaries, PSN avatars, and much more"--
Container. 

521  ##  $aESRB rating: E10+, Fantasy violence. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Blue-ray disc; PlayStation 3; 5.6 MB hard drive space;  

480p/720p/1080i/1080p HD video output; DualShock 3 compatible. Video output in Full 
HD 1080p requires and HDMI cable and a 1080p native display with an HDMI input 
supporting HDCP; PS3 system software v3.30 (or later), 3D display with compatible 3D 
active glasses and high-speed HDMI cable required for 3D features. 

650  #0  $aFairy tales $vComputer games. 
650  #0  $aFantasy $vComputer games. 
655  ##  $aComputer adventure games. 
655  ##  $aSony video games. 
655  ##  $aVideo games. 
655  7#  $aSony Playstation 3 video games.{dollar}2NcRS. $2lcgft 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
753  ##  $aPlayStation 3 
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STEP 8: RECORD ATTRIBUTES OF THE ITEM      ⌂ 

 

Index 

8.1 Custodial History of Item 

8.2 Immediate Source of Acquisition of Item 

8.3 Identifiers for the Item          

8.4 Note on Item 

8.5 Record Authorized Access Points for Persons, Families, & Corporate Bodies for Items 

8.5.1 Owners 

8.5.2 Custodians 

8.5.3 Other Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated with an Item 

         8.6 Record Item Level Relationships 

                  8.6.1 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, & Corporate Bodies for the Item 

                  8.6.2 Record Related Items 

                     8.6.3 Linking Entry Complexity (Serials). Related Item 

8.7 Examples of Item Level & Full Descriptions 

 8.7.1 Book 

8.7.2 E-Book 

8.7.3 Print Serial 

8.7.4 Electronic Journal 

8.7.5 DVD 

8.7.6 Streaming Video 

8.7.7 Musical Score 

8.7.8 Audio-CD 

8.7.9 Audio Book 

8.7.10 Streaming Audio 

8.7.11 Website 

8.7.12 Software 

 
 
Definition: Item is defined in RDA as “a single exemplar or instance of a manifestation”. 
 

“The entity defined as item is a concrete entity. It is in many instances a single physical 
object (e.g., a copy of a one-volume monograph, a single audio cassette, etc.). There are 
instances, however, where the entity defined as item comprises more than one physical 
object (e.g., a monograph issued as two separately bound volumes, a recording issued 
on three separate compact discs, etc.). In terms of intellectual content and physical 
form, an item exemplifying a manifestation is normally the same as the manifestation 
itself. However, variations may occur from one item to another, even when the items 
exemplify the same manifestation, where those variations are the result of actions 
external to the intent of the producer of the manifestation (e.g., damage occurring after 
the item was produced, binding performed by a library, etc.).” (IFLA Study Group on the 
Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2013, p.24) 
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As the definition above points out, describing item level elements will often take little effort, and in 
some cases may simply require the addition of identifiers for item and holdings information as 
prescribed by your local system specifications. In other cases, the elements described below can provide 
valuable additional information for your users. Instruction on local holdings and system specifics for 
items is left for local workflows as it will vary from institution to institution. 
 
Note: Several elements of item may be very useful for users of individual colleges, but may cause 
confusion if included in descriptions uploaded to the CUC as they will not apply to all copies.  Consider 
the utility of each of these elements and apply as needed within your local instance. In addition, if 
possible, include information on the college, and specific item being referred to in item level notes. 
 
 

8.1 Custodial History of Item RDA 2.18 (561 MARC Field) 

 
Definition: A record of previous ownership/custodianship of an item 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: Follow the following steps as outlined in RDA 2.18.1.3: 

1. Record transfers of ownership, responsibility, or custody/control. 

2. Record the name of a previous owner. 

3. Add the years of ownership after the name. 

 
 

8.2 Immediate Source of Acquisition of Item RDA 2.19 (541 MARC Field) 

 
Definition: The source where an agency directly acquired  an item and the circumstances under which it 
was received. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: If the information is not confidential record the following as outlined in RDA 2.19.1.3: 

1. The source from which the item was acquired. 

2. The date of acquisition. 

3. The method of acquisition. 

 
 

8.3 Identifiers for the Item RDA 2.20 (N/A: Use Local Holdings Field) 

 
Definition: A character string associated with an item that differentiates it from other items. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: 
Facsimiles and Reproductions RDA 2.20.1.3 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8636.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd561.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8627.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8636.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd541.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8647.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8659.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8668.html
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1. If a facsimile/reproduction has an identifier associated with the original item as well as the 
facsimile/reproduction, record the identifier for the facsimile/reproduction. 

2. Record identifiers associated with the original item as identifiers for related items. 
 
Identifiers for Items RDA 2.20.1.4 

● If there is a specified display format, use it to record the identifier for the item. 
● If there is no specified display format, record the identifier for the item as it appears on the 

source, preceded by the name of the agency responsible for assigning the identifier, if readily 
available. 

 
Incorrect Identifiers RDA 2.20.1.5 
If an identifier of an item is known to be incorrect, record the number as it appears and indicate that the 
number is incorrect, cancelled, or invalid as appropriate. 
 
 

8.4 Note on Item RDA 2.21 (562 MARC Field) 

 
Definition: A note giving information on attributes of item. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: Make notes on items following guidelines from RDA 1.10. 
 
Example: 
 562  ##  $bCopies 1 and 2 marked: "For internal circulation only";$e2 copies$5Georgian College. 
 
 

8.5 Record Authorized Access Points for Persons, Families, & Corporate Bodies 
for Items RDA 22 (7XX MARC Field) 

 
Definition: A person, family or corporate body associated with an item can include:  

● owners 
● custodians 
● other persons, families, or corporate bodies associated with an item 

 
 

8.5.1 Owners RDA 22.2 

 
Definition: A person, family or corporate body having legal possession of an item. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4) 
 
Example: 

500  ##  $aCopy 1 from Georgian College once belonged to Alexander Brock Buchanan 
700  1#  $aBuchanan, Alexander Brock. 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8673.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8682.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-10782.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd562.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp1_rda1-1131.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-40.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-58.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
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8.5.2 Custodians RDA 22.3 

 
Definition: A person, family or corporate body having legal custody of an item. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4) 
 
Example: 

500  ## $aCopy 1 from Georgian College previously from an archival collection. National 
Archives of Vanuatu served as custodian.  
710  2# $aNational Archives and Public Records Services of Vanuatu. 
[authorized access point representing the former custodian] 

 
 

8.5.3 Other Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated with an Item RDA 
22.4 

 
Definition: A person, family, or corporate body other than an owner or custodian associated with an 
item. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record: Record if considered important for access (see RDA 18.4) 
 
Example: 

500  ##  $aSheridan College (copy 2) is one of a few copies printed by Wm. Salter & Co., St. 
James Street. Copy is a presentation copy to Alexander Buchanan. 
700  1#  $aBuchanan, Alexander. 
[authorized access point representing the dedicatee of item] 

 
 

8.6 Record Item Level Relationships 

 

8.6.1 Record Relationships to Persons, Families, & Corporate Bodies for the Item 
RDA 22 (7XX MARC Field) 

 
Definitions: The objective of recording relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies 
associated with items. Use RDA 22 to help the user find all resources associated with that particular 
person, family or corporate body. 
 
Source: Statements appearing on the preferred source should be used as sources of information for 
relationships. If the statements are ambiguous use the following sources in order of preference: 

● other prominent statements on the resource 
● information in the content of the resource 
● other sources 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-98.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-125.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-125.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-204.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-40.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd70x75x.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp22_rda22-40.html
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Record relationships to persons, families, or corporate bodies associated with items as follows: 
1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 

 
a. Authorized access point for owners, custodians, or other persons, families, or 

corporate bodies associated with an item RDA 18.4.1.2 
  
 Example: 

710  2#  $aALA books. 
 

b.  Add a unique identifier for the person, family, or corporate body as outlined in RDA 
18.4.1.1 

 
Example: 

710  2#  $aALA books.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86726398 
 

2. Record a relationship designator to indicate the specific role performed by the persons, 
families, corporate bodies related to the resource (RDA 18.5). A relationship designator provides 
more specific information about the relationship to the resource.  

 
Source: Can be taken from any source. 

 
How to record: Record by using one or more terms from Appendix I.5 in the toolkit. If none of 
the terms found in the appendix are appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term 
to indicate the nature of the relationship. A list of item level relators can also be found at the LC 
Linked Data Service: Relators (RDA Item Collection). 

 
Examples: 

710  2#  $aALA books,$eseller.  
 
700  1# $aAtwood, Margaret,$d1939-$eformer owner. 

 
3. Join the unique identifier and/authorized access point with the appropriate relationship 

designator. 
  Example: 
 

710  2#  $aALA books,$eseller. 
$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86726398 
 

   710  2#  $aRasmussen Bindery,$ebinder$0http://viaf.org/viaf/138740673 
 

4. For further explanation or when in doubt provide a cataloguer's note RDA 5.9: 
Example: 

590  ##  $aSheridan College, Trafalgar Campus Library copy bound by  
  Rasmussen Bindery. 

710  2#  $aRasmussen Bindery,$ebinder.$5OOAKSC 
 
 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-225.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-213.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp18_rda18-264.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappi_rdai-386.html
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/collection_RDAItem.html
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86726398
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp5_rda5-503.html
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8.6.2 Record Related Items RDA 28 / J.5 (500, 501, 505, 530, 534, 535, 544, 580, 
773, 774, 776, 787, 856 MARC Fields) 

 
Definition: A related item is an item that is related to the item being described such as an item used as 
the basis for a microform reproduction. 
 
Source: Take from any source. 
 
How to record:  
 

1. Record the relationship by using at least one or all of the following two methods: 
 

a. Identifier for the related item RDA 2.20. 
 

b. Provide a structured (using ISBD punctuation) or an unstructured (a sentence or 
paragraph) description of the related manifestation RDA 24.4.3. When using an 
unstructured description, include information about the nature of the relationship as 
part of the unstructured description. 

 
2. Record a relationship designator by using an appropriate term from the list in Appendix J to 

indicate the specific nature of the relationship between related items. If none of the terms listed 
is appropriate or specific enough, use another concise term indicating the nature of the 
relationship. 

 
3. Record an explanation of the relationship if needed to further clarify or identify the 

relationship. For guidelines on presenting an explanation of a relationship Appendix E in the 
toolkit. 

 
Example: 

110  10  $aQuébec (Province).$bAssemblée nationale.  

245  10  $aRèglement de l'Assemblée Nationale du Québec. 

590  ##  $aBound with: Rules of procedure of the National Assembly of Québec.  

  Québec (Province). Assemblée nationale. Québec, 1977. 

 

8.6.3 Linking Entry Complexity (Serials). Related Item RDA 28.1 (580 MARC Field) 

 
Definition:  An item, represented by an identifier or a description, that is related to the item being 
described (e.g., an item used as the basis for a microform reproduction). 
 
Source of Information:  Information on related items can be taken from any source. 
 
How to record: Provide a description of the related work by using either a structured or an unstructured 
description. RDA 24.4.3 
Example: 

580  ## $aContinued in 1982 by: U.S. exports. Schedule E commodity groupings by world area 
and country 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp28_rda28-24.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-859.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd76x78x.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd856.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/document.php?id=rdagloss&target=rdagloss-1631#rdagloss-1631
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp2_rda2-8658.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappj_rdaj-15.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdaappe_rdae-3.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp28_rda28-30.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd580.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
http://access.rdatoolkit.org/rdachp24_rda24-198.html
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8.7 Examples of Item Level Descriptions 

 
Various systems use different fields for local. 
 

 8.7.1 Book 

Item Elements for Book 
  
541  1#  $aGeorgian College (copy 1) purchased from ALA books 
561  ##  $aGeorgian College (copy 1) previously owned by Ian Bigelow, Chair of the  

Bibliographic Standards Working Group for Ontario Colleges in the early days of research 
into linked data in libraries. 

700  1#  $aBigelow, Ian,$d1980-$eformer owner. 
710  2#  $aALA books,$eseller.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86726398 
949  ##  $aZ666.73.L56 .H66 2014$wLC$hGEOB-BK$i0134115435064 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for Book (Full Description) 
  
LDR  01015cam  2200169 i 4500 
001  ocn881839397 
003  OCoLC 
007  ta 
008  150717s2014##  ##  ilua##  ##  \b##  ##  001\0\eng\d 
020  ##  $a0838912516$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a1856049647$q(pbk.) 
020  ##  $a9780838912515$q(paper) 
020  ##  $a9781856049641$q(pbk.) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881839397$2uri 
024  7#  $ahttp://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565$2uri 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-8976 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)881839397 
040  ##  $aCaOBAGC$beng$erda$cCaOBAGC$dCaOBAGC 
050  #4  $aZ666.73.L56$b.H66 2014 
100  1#  $aHooland, Seth van,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014097600 
245  10  $aLinked data for libraries, archives and museums :$bhow to clean, link and publish  

your metadata /$cSeth van Hooland and Ruben Verborgh. 
250  ##  $aU.S. Edition. 
264  #1  $aChicago :$bNeal-Schuman, an imprint of the American Library Association,$c2014. 
264  #4  $a©2014. 
300  ##  $axvii, 254 pages :$billustrations ;$c24 cm 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
388  1#  $a2014 
500  ##  $aSimultaneously published in the United Kingdom by Facet Publishing. 
504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
505  0#  $aIntroduction -- Modelling -- Cleaning -- Reconciling -- Enriching -- Publishing --  

Conclusions. 
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520  ##  $aThis highly practical handbook teaches you how to unlock the value of your existing 
metadata through cleaning, reconciliation, enrichment and linking and how to streamline 
the process of new metadata creation. 

541  1#  $aGeorgian College (copy 1) purchased from ALA books 
561  ##  $aGeorgian College (copy 1) previously owned by Ian Bigelow, Chair of the  

Bibliographic Standards Working Group for Ontario Colleges in the early days of research 
into linked data in libraries. 

650  #0  $aLinked data.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2013002090 
650  #0  $aInformation organization.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh99001059 
650  #0  $aArchives$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  

subjects/sh85006913 
650  #0  $aLibraries and museums$xElectronic information resources.$0http://id.loc.gov/  

authorities/subjects/sh85076628 
650  #0  $aMetadata.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh96000740 
700  1#  $aVerborgh, Ruben,$eauthor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2014010783 
700  1#  $aBigelow, Ian,$d1980-$eformer owner. 
710  2#  $aNeal-Schuman Publishers,$epublisher.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n80016154 
710  2#  $aALA books,$eseller.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86726398 
949  ##  $aZ666.73.L56 .H66 2014$wLC$hGEOB-BK$i0134115435064 

  

8.7.2 E-Book 

Item Elements for E-Book 
  
856  40  $uhttp://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records 
949  ##  $aZ666.6 .I35 1998$wLC$hEBOOK$i197898-1001 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for E-Book (full description) 
  
LDR  01348cam  2200205 i 4500 
001  ocm56546829 
003  OCoLC 
007  ta 
007  cr\cn 
008  040921r20131998gw\a##  ##  sb##  \a001\0\eng\c 
020  ##  $a9783110962451$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $a3110962454$q(ebook) 
020  ##  $z9783598113826$q(hardcover) 
020  ##  $z359811382X$q(hardcover) 
024  7#  $ahttp://www.worldcat.org/oclc/615869632$2uri 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)56546829 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)ocm56546829 
040  ##  $aEEM$beng$erda$cEEM$dOCLCQ$dCOF$dCaOBAGC 
041  ##  $aeng$heng 
050  #4  $aZ666.6$b.I35 2013 

http://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/898218559$2uri
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110  2#  $aIFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic 
Records,$ecreator,$eissuing 
body.$0(isni)0000000110163119$0http://viaf.org/viaf/148620313 

245  10  $aFunctional requirements for bibliographic records :$bfinal report /$cIFLA Study Group on 
the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records ; approved by the Standing 
Committee of the IFLA Section on Cataloguing ; IFLA Universal Bibliographic Control and 
International MARC Programme. 

246  33  $aFRBR 
264  #1  $a[Berlin, Germany] :$bDe Gruyter,$c2013. 
264  32  $aThe Hague, Netherlands :$bInternational Federation of Library Associations and 

Institutions,$c[2013] 
264  #4  $c©1998. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (viii, 136 pages) :$billustrations. 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
388  ##  $a1998 
490  1#  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19 
490  1#  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control,$x1868-8438 ;$vv. 19 
500  ##  $aLanguage editions are also available online in Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech, German, 

Spanish, French, Croatian, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Norwegian, 
Portugese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Serbian, Swedish, Vietnamese and Chinese. 

500  ##  $aE-Book reprint of the 1998 publication by K.G. Saur, published by De Gruyter and 
issued/distributed by IFLA. 

504  ##  $aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
520  ##  $a"FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) is a 1998 recommendation of 

the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) to restructure 
catalog databases to reflect the conceptual structure of information resources. More 
technically, FRBR uses an entity-relationship model of metadata for information objects, 
instead of the single flat record concept underlying current cataloging standards. The FRBR 
model includes four levels of representation: work, expression, manifestation, and item. If 
fully implemented, FRBR would produce the biggest change cataloging has seen in the last 
century." (OCLC Research: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html) 

530  ##  $aAlso available in print. 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Adobe Acrobat Reader. 
538  ##  $aAvailable in PDF (1.2 MB) or HTML formats. 
546  ##  $aText in English with some publication information in German, French and Spanish. 
650  #0  $aFRBR (Conceptual model). 
650  #0  $aEntity-relationship modeling. 
650  #0  $aBibliography$xMethodology. 
650  #0  $aInformation organization. 
650  #0  $aCataloging. 
700  1#  $aPlassard, Marie-France,$eeditor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068 
700  1#  $iSupplement (work) :$aDunsire, Gordon.$tDeclaring FRBR entities and relationships in  

RDF. 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions,$eissuing 

http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
http://viaf.org/viaf/15443068
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body,$edistributor.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154277903 
710  2#  $aInternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.$bSection on 

Cataloguing.$bStanding Committee,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/154511163 
710  2#  $aIFLA UBCIM Programme,$estandards body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065 
710  2#  $aWalter de Gruyter & Co.,$epublisher.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/134881726 
710  2#  $iElectronic reproduction of (manifestation) :$aIFLA Study Group on the Functional 

Requirements for Bibliographic Records.$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic 
records.$f1998.$0http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/807246002 

776  08  $iAlso issued in print:$tFunctional requirements for bibliographic records  
$w(OCoLC)39964684. 

830  #0  $aUBCIM publications ;$vnew ser., v. 19. 
830  #0  $aIFLA series on bibliographic control ;$vv. 19 
856  40  $uhttp://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographic-records 
949  ##  $aZ666.6 .I35 1998$wLC$hEBOOK$i197898-1001 

  

8.7.3 Print Serial 

Item Elements for Print Journal 
 
852 1  $aPaper: 2000 - 2012 $c111$hJournals 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for an Print Serial (Full Description) 
 
000 01225cas  2200024 I 4500 
007 ta 
008 991206c20009999inuqr1p       0   a0eng d 
022  0#  $a1527-6546 
040  ##  $aNSDP$beng$erda$cNSDP$dOBEL 
041  1#  $aeng 
043  ##  $an-us--- 
050  #4  $aRT1 
210  0#  $aJ. nurs. scholarsh. 
222  #0  $aJournal of nursing scholarship 
245  00  $aJournal of nursing scholarship :$ban official publication of Sigma Theta Tau International        

Honor Society of Nursing. 
264  1#  $aIndianapolis, IN :$bSigma Theta Tau International,$c2000-. 
300  ##  $avolumes :$billustrations ;$c28 cm. 
310  ##  $aQuarterly 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $2volume$anc$brdacarrier 
362  0#  $aBegan with vol. 32, no. 1, (First Quarter 2000)-. 
500  ##  $aTitle from cover. 
650  #0  $aNursing$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aSigma Theta Tau International,$eissuing body.$0http://viaf.org/viaf/155319413 
780  00  $tImage--the journal of nursing scholarship$x0743-5150$ 
852  1#  $aPaper: 2000 - 2012 $c111$hJournals 

http://viaf.org/viaf/132012065
http://viaf.org/viaf/134881726
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8.7.4 Electronic Journal 

Item Elements for an Electronic Journal 
  
856 40  $uhttps://login.library.xxxxxxxxx/login?url=http://www.tandfonline.com.library 

.xxxxxxxxx.on.ca/loi/rjsp20 $zFull text online from Taylor & Francis 
999  ##  $aGV561 .J684 EJS$wLC$c1$iEJSJ17$lE_RESOURCE$mIT-PRO$rY$sY$tEJOURNAL 

$u11/11/2010$xEJOURNAL$o.PUBLIC. 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for an Electronic Journal + Leader and Control 
Fields + Cataloguing source (Full Description) 
  
LDR  02106cas  2200517 i 4500 
001  769714 
005  20101027093859.0 
006  m\\\\\\\\d\\\\\\\\ 
007  cr\cn|\\\\\\\\ 
008  020517c19839999enkmr\pss\\\\\0\\\\0eng\c 
010  ##  $a  2002238511 
022  ##  $a1466-447X$l0264-0414$y0264-0414 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) 769714 
042  ##  $apcc 
050  #4 $aGV561 
082  04  $a796 
090  ##  $a954925255144 
130  0#  $aJournal of sports sciences (Online) 
210  ##  $aJ SPORTS SCI 
210  ##  $aJ SPORT SCI 
245  10  $aJournal of sports sciences. 

264  #1  $a[London] :$bTaylor Francis Health Sciences,$c1983- 
310  ##  $aMonthly,$b1999- 
321  ##  $aEight no. a year,$b1998 
321  ##  $aBimonthly,$b-1997 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
362  ##  $aPrint began with vol. 1, no. 1 (spring 1983). 
500  ##  $aDescription based on: Vol. 14, no. 3 (May 1996); title from introductory page, viewed May  

17, 2002. 
500  ##  $aLatest issue consulted: Vol. 20, no. 6 (June 2002). 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
530  ##  $aAlso issued in print 
538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
650  #4  $aHealth Sciences$xSports medicine 
650  #0  $aSports$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPhysiological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
650  #0  $aSports$xPsychological aspects$vPeriodicals. 
710  2#  $aBritish Association of Sports Sciences,$econtributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  
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names/no92012043 
710  2#  $aInternational Society for Advancement of Kinanthropometry,$econtributor.  

$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no92012042 
776  1#  $tJournal of sports sciences$x0264-0414$w(DLC)   84645909$w(OCoLC)10088912 
856  40  $uhttps://login.xxxxxxxx/login?url=http://www.tandfonline.com.library.xxxxxxxxx. 

on.ca/loi/rjsp20 $zFull text online from Taylor & Francis 
596  ##  $a3 
999  ##  $aGV561 .J684 EJS$wLC$c1$iEJSJ17$lE_RESOURCE$mIT-PRO$rY$sY$tEJOURNAL 

$u11/11/2010 $xEJOURNAL$o.PUBLIC. 

  

8.7.5 DVD 

Item Elements for DVD (with 3 DVDs in one record) 
  
980  ##  $f171449 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.3$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451252 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.1$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451260 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.2$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451427 
994  ##  $aC0$bLTSCA 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for a DVD (Full Description) 
  
LDR  03390ngm  2200589Ii 4500 
001  ocn883398485 
003  OCoLC 
005  20140711110412.0 
007  vd cvaizq 
008  140711m20139999ilu---\\\\\\\\\\\\vceng\d 
040  ##  $aS9I$beng$erda$cLTSCA 
024  1#  $a887090068505 
024  1#  $a887090070706 
024  1#  $a887090070904 
028  42  $aOF685$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF707$bOlive Films 
028  42  $aOF709$bOlive Films 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) BAH-6326 
050  #4  $aPN1997.5$b.B48 2013 
090  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013 
245  00  $aBetty Boop, the essential collection /$cU.M. & M. TV Corp., [Fleischer Studios] ;  

Max Fleischer presents ; directed by Dave Fleischer ; [under license from] Paramount 
Pictures , Melange Pictures. 

264  #1  $a[Chicago] :$bOlive Films,$c[2013]- 
300  ##  $avideodiscs :$bsound, black and white ;$c4 3/4 in. 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $avideo$bv$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avideodisc$bvd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$boptical$2rda 
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346  ##  $alaser optical$bNTSC$2rda 
347  ##  $avideo file$bDVD video$2rda 
500  ##  $aAnimation; short cartoons. 
538  ##  $aDVDs. 
500  ##  $aFull screen (1.37:1). 
511  0#  $aVoices, Margie Hines [and others]. 
505  0#  $aVolume 1 (84 min.): Chess nuts (1932) -- Betty Boop, M.D. (1932) --  Betty Boop's  

bamboo isle (1932) --  Betty Boop for president (1932) --  Betty Boop's penthouse (1933) --  
Betty Boop's birthday party (1933) --  Betty Boop's May party (1933) --  Betty Boop's 
Halloween party (1933) --  Betty Boop's rise to fame (1934) --  Betty Boop's trial (1934) --  
Betty Boop's life guard (1934) -- The foxy hunter (1937). 

505  0#  $aVolume 2 (83 min.): Dizzy dishes (1930) -- Bimbo's initiation (1931) --  
Boo-oop-a-doop (1932) -- Betty Boop Limited (1932) -- Betty Boop's bizzy bee (1932) -- Betty 
Boop's ups and downs (1932) -- Betty Boop's museum (1932) -- Betty Boop's big boss (1933) 
-- Morning, noon and night (1933) -- Betty Boop's little pal (1934) -- Betty Boop's prize show 
(1934) -- Keep in style (1934). 

505  0#  $aVolume 3 (81 min.): Minnie the moocher (1932) -- I'll be glad when you're dead you  
rascal you (1932) -- Mother Goose land (1933) -- The old man of the mountain (1933) -- I 
heard (1933) -- Ha! Ha! Ha! (1934) -- Stop that noise (1935) -- Service with a smile (1937) -- 
The new deal show (1937) -- Be up to date (1938) -- Out of the inkwell (1938) -- Pudgy in 
Thrills and chills (1938). 

650  #0   $aBoop, Betty (Fictitious character)$vDrama.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/  
sh87007964 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Dave,$d1894-1979,$edirector.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n85248142 

700  1#  $aFleischer, Max,$d1883-1972,$eproducer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n85248141 

700  1#  $aHines, Marjorie,$d1909-2011,$eactor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
no2012113871 

710  2#  $aFleischer Studios Inc.,$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  
n86061286[2]  

710  2#  $aU.M. & M. TV Corp.,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aParamount Pictures, Inc.,$edistributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79055407 
710  2#  $aMelange Pictures,$edistributor. 
710  2#  $aOlive Films,$edistributor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2008081618 
980  ##  $f171449 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.3$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451252 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.1$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451260 
949  ##  $aPN1997.5 .B48 2013$vv.2$wLC$hSHET-DVD$i0134114451427 
994  ##  $aC0$bLTSCA 

  

8.7.6 Streaming Video 

Item Elements for a Streaming Video 
  
090  ##  $aXG .100055023 
596  ##  $aIT-PRO 
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949  ##  $aXG .100055023$wALPHANUM$hGC-EVIDEO$o.PUBLIC.  Electronic copy, no physical copy  
available 

950  ##  $aXG$b100040890 
996  ##  $aGC-EVIDEO 
996  ##  $aFOD 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for a Streaming Video + Leader + 
Control Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02904ngm a2200469Ii 4500 
001  100055023 
003  FOD 
007  vz|czazuu 
007  cr|cna 
008  150406p20142013nyu028||||||||o|||vleng|d 
028  40$a55023$bFilms Media Group 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi)100055023 
040  ##  $aAzPhAEM$beng$erda 
041  0#  $aeng$jeng$heng 
050  #4  $aDS98.6$b.S97 2014 
090  ##  $aXG .100055023 
245  00  $aSyria :$bIbrahim's War /$cABC International. 
246  31  $aIbrahim's War 
257  ##  $aAustralia$2naf 
264  31  $aNew York, N.Y.:$bFilms Media Group, $c[2014] 
264  34  $c©2013 
300  ##  $a1 streaming video file (27 min., 25 sec.) :$bsound, color. 
336  ##  $atwo-dimensional moving image$btdi$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
347  ##  $astreaming video file$2rda 
500  ##  $aFilms on Demand is distributed by Films Media Group for Films for the Humanities &  

Sciences, Cambridge Educational, Meridian Education, and Shopware. 
500  ##  $aEncoded with permission by Films Media Group on March 21, 2014. 
505  00  $tSyrian Civil War$g(3:10) --$tAleppo Divisions$g(1:08) --$tDetermined to Learn$g(2:35)  

--$tEducational Collapse$g(2:36) --$tWartime Education$g(2:19) --$tSyria's Rebels$g(2:32) --
$tChildhood in War$g(1:07) --$tAleppo War Crimes$g(4:51) --$tAleppo Trauma$g(1:19) --
$tSyrian Insecurity$g(2:35) --$tSyria's War Generation$g(2:11) --$tCredits: Syria: Ibrahim's 
War$g(1:27) 

506  1#  $aAccess requires authentication through Films on Demand. 
520  ##  $aEleven-year-old Ibrahim just wants to go to school, play soccer with his 

friends, and help his dad with his work as a laundryman. Instead, he's ferrying his best friend 
to a hospital after a missile attack, staying alert for bombs that could fall on his classroom, 
and spending his spare time scrounging for firewood. Can he hold out hope for the future? 
This program journeys to Aleppo, Syria, to follow the daily ordeals endured by young Ibrahim 
and his family in the midst of the country's brutal civil war. Viewers also learn about the rifts 
in Syrian society brought about by war, illustrated by Aleppo's government and rebel-held 
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zones. 
521  2#  $a9 & up. 
538  ##  $aStreaming video file. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: FOD playback platform. 
546  ##  $aClosed-captioned. 
588  ##  $aTitle and description provided by distributor (Films Media Group, February 4, 2015). 
596  ##  $aIT-PRO 
650  #0  $aChildren and war$zSyria. 
650  #0  $aCivil war$zSyria$xHistory$y21st century. 
650  #0  $aWar and families$zSyria. 
651  #0  $aSyria$xHistory$yCivil War, 2011- 
655  #0  $aEducational films.$2lcgft 
655  #0  $aInternet videos.$2lcgft 
710  2#  $aABC International, $eproduction company. 
710  2#  $aFilms Media Group, $efilm distributor. 
776  08  $iOriginally produced: $dABC International, 2013. 
856  4#  $uhttp:\\XXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZ 
949  ##  $aXG .100055023$wALPHANUM$hGC-EVIDEO$o.PUBLIC.  Electronic copy, no physical copy  

available 
950  ##  $aXG$b100040890 
996  ##  $aGC-EVIDEO 
996  ##  $aFOD 

 

8.7.7 Musical Score 

Item Elements for a Musical Score 
  
949  ##  $aM1508.K53 .B43 2014$wLC$hGEOB-BK$i0134115436864$p25.00 

Work + Expression + Manifestation +Item Elements for a Musical Score + Leader + Control 
Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  01869ccm  2200325ui 4500 
001  000043097569 
003  CaOOAMICUS 
008  140519s2014\\\\wiumck\\\\\\\\\n\\a\eng\d 
020  ##  $a9781480366121 
020  ##  $a1480366129 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/2643440142$2uri 
028  32  $aHL00123827$bHal Leonard Corporation 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC) 882501691 
040  ##  $aCaBVA$beng$erda 
050  #4  $aM1508.K53$bB43 2014 
100  1#  $aKing, Carole,$d1942-$ecomposer,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

n81124855 
240  10  $aBeautiful.$kSelections.$sVocal score. 
245  10  $aBeautiful :$bthe Carole King musical : piano/vocal selections /$cbook by Douglas McGrath  
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; words and music by Gerry Goffin & Carole King, Barry Mann & Cynthia Weil. 
264  #1  $aMilwaukee, WI :$bHal Leonard Corporation,$c[2014] 
264  #4  $ccopyright 2014 
300  ##  $a1 vocal score (112 pages) ;$c31 cm 
336  ##  $anotated music$bntm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aIncludes chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams. 
505  00  $tSo far away --$tOh! Carol --$tIt might as well rain until September 

--$tBe-bop-a-lula --$tSome kind of wonderful --$tHappy days are here again --$tTake good 
care of my baby --$tWho put the bomp (in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp) --$tWill you love me 
tomorrow (Will you still love me tomorrow) --$tHe's sure the boy I love --$tUp on the roof --
$tOn Broadway --$tThe loco-motion --$tYou've lost that lovin' feelin' --$tOne fine day --
$tChains --$tWalking in the rain --$tPleasant Valley Sunday --$tWe gotta get out of this place 
--$tUptown --$tIt's too late --$tYou've got a friend --$t(You make me feel like) A natural 
woman --$tBeautiful --$tI feel the earth move. 

650  #0  $aMusicals$vExcerpts$vVocal scores with piano. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1961-1970. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1971-1980. 
700  1#  $aMcGrath, Douglas,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83043958 
700  1#  $aGoffin, Gerry,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92100321 
700  1#  $aMann, Barry,$ecomposer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n92105562 
700  1#  $aWeil, Cynthia,$elyricist.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n95113977 
949  ##  $aM1508.K53 .B43 2014$wLC$hGEOB-BK$i0134115436864$p25.00 

 

8.7.8 Audio CD 

Item Elements for an Audio CD 
  
949  ##  $aM1500 .W34 2013$wLC$hGEOB-CD$i0134115436864$p40.00 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for an Audio CD + Leader and Control 
Fields + Cataloguing Source 
  
LDR  03166njm a2200565 i 4500 
001  ocn824355425 
003  OCoLC 
007  sd\fsngnnmmned 
007  sd\fzngnnmmned 
008  130117p20132011ru\opnn\\defi\\\\\n\ger\d 
024  7#  $ahttp://worldcat.org/entity/work/id/1077425726$2uri 
024  1#  $a822231852728 
028  02  $aMAR0527$bMariinsky 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)824355425 
040  ##  $aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dCXP$dMNU$dCIN$dOCLCQ$dCaOBAGC 
041  0#  $dger$beng$bfre$bger$brus$eger$eeng$nger$geng$gger$grus 
050  #4  $aM1500$b.W34 2013 
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100  1#  $aWagner, Richard,$d1813-1883,$ecomposer,$elibrettist.$0http://id.loc.gov/  
authorities/names/n79089831$0http://viaf.org/viaf/29732107 

240  10   aRing des Nibelungen. pWalk re 
245  14   aDie Walk re / cWagner. 
264  #1  $aSt. Petersburg :$bMariinsky,$c[2013] 
264  #4   c℗2013 
300  ##  $a4 audio discs (236 min., 36 sec.) :$bdigital ;$c4 3/4 in. 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $aaudio$bs$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aaudio disc$bsd$2rdacarrier 
344  ##  $adigital$gstereo$gsurround$2rda 
347  ##  $aaudio file$bCD audio$bSACD$2rda 
500  ##  $aMudic drama in 3 acts; libretto by the composer. 
546  ##  $aSung in German. 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
511  0#   aJonas  aufmann (Siegmund) ; Anja  ampe (Sieglinde) ; Ren  Pape (Wotan) ; Nina Stemme  

(Br nnhilde) ; Mikhael Petrenko (Hunding) ; Ekaterina Gubanov (Fricka) ; supporting soloists ; 
Mariinsky Orchestra ; Valery Gergiev, conductor. 

518  ##  $oRecorded$d2011 June, 2012 February and April$pMariinsky Concert Hall, St. Petersburg,  
Russia. 

500  ##  $aHybrid super audio compact discs (SACD). 
500  ##  $a"Compatible with all CD players. Includes high definition stereo and surround tracks that  

can be read by SACD players"--Container. 
500  ##  $aProgram notes by Leonid Gakkel and synopsis in Russian, English, French and German, 
and  

libretto with English translation (134 p. : ports.) in container. 
650  #0  $aOperas. 
650  #0  $aValkyries (Norse mythology) 
700  1#  $aKaufmann, Jonas,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2002104698  

$0http://viaf.org/viaf/14447644 
700  1#  $aKampe, Anja,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2009133162  

$0http://viaf.org/viaf/96896448 
700  1#   aPape, Ren , eperformer. 0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94010759 
700  1#  $aStemme, Nina,$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98078142  

$0http://viaf.org/viaf/39358984 
700  1#  $aPetrenko, Mikhail,$d1976-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no2008187320 $0http://viaf.org/viaf/120080835 
700  1#  $aGubanova, Ekaterina,$d1979-$eperformer.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/  

no2008145084$0http://viaf.org/viaf/119008595 
700  1#   aGergiev, Valeri , d1953-$econductor.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no95023823 
710  2#   aMariinski  teatr (1991- ).$bOrkestr,$eperformer$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names  

/no00066385 
949  ##  $aM1500 .W34 2013$wLC$hGEOB-CD$i0134115436864$p40.00 
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8.7.9 Audio Book 

Item Elements for an Audio Book 
  
090  ##  $aXG. ocn458310199 
596  ##  $aIT-PRO 
949  ##  $aXG. ocn458310199$wALPHANUM$hGC-EAUDIO 
996  ##  $aEAUDIO 
996  ##  $aE-Audio (Hovel) 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for an Audio Book + Leader + Control 
Fields + Cataloguing source 
  
LDR  02777dim  2200565Ii 4500 
001  ocn458310199 
003  OCoLC 
007  sz\uunnnn|||ed 
007  cr\nnannnanuuu 
008  091022s2009\\\\caunnnn\o\\\\\\z\\n\eng\d 
020  ##  $a9781441624673$q(electronic audio bk.) 
020  ##  $a1441624678$q(electronic audio bk.) 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)458310199 
040  ##  $aN$T$beng$erda$cN$T$dOCLCA$dOCLCQ$dOCLCO$dOCLCQ 
050  #4  $aPN1992.77.S58$bP56 2009 
090  ##  $aXG. ocn458310199 
100  1#  $aPinsky, Mark I.,$d1947-$eauthor. $0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2001037967 
245  14  $aThe Gospel according to the Simpsons  :$bthe spiritual life of the world's 

most animated family /$cMark I. Pinsky. 
264  #1  $a[Escondido, Calif.] :$bHovel Audio,$c2006. 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (1 sound file: 7:45:35) 
336  ##  $aspoken word$bspw$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aUnabridged. 
500  ##  $aAudio file. 
500  ##  $aTitle from image on Web page (viewed Oct. 22, 2009). 
511  0#  $aRead by Lloyd James. 
520  ##  $aHow did one of the most popular television shows in history go from being 

attacked by many religious leaders to being called one of the most theologically relevant 
programs in primetime? In The Gospel According to the Simpsons, Mark I. Pinsky explores 
the individual characters, interviews several of the show's writers and producers, and 
concludes with a discussion of whether the show is subversive or supportive of faith. 

538  ##  $aRequires OverDrive Media Console (WMA file size: 111525 KB; MP3 file size: 
218571 KB) 

538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
596  ##  $aIT-PRO 
630  00  $aSimpsons (Television program) 
650  #0  $aTelevision broadcasting$xReligious aspects. 
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700  1#  $aJames, Lloyd,$enarrator.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2011028265 
710  2#  $aChristianaudio (Firm),$eproduction company.$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names  

/no2010112569 
856  4#  $uhttp://XXXXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
949  ##  $aXG. ocn458310199$wALPHANUM$hGC-EAUDIO 
996  ##  $aEAUDIO 
996  ##  $aE-Audio (Hovel) 

 

8.7.10 Streaming Audio 

Item Elements of Streaming Audio 
 
852 ## $c0149$hStreamed Audio 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for Streaming Audio 
 
LDR  02904njm a2200469Ii 4500 
006  m       o h 
007  crna|||au 
007  szzunnnnnzned 
008  091022s1984////nyufm/d/o##/#/ 
028  02  $aFFFF104$bFast Folk Musical Magazine 
033  00  $a19840128$b3804$cN4 
040  ##  $aMWSJA$beng$erdae$pn$cXXX 
043  ##   n-us--- 
245  00  $aFast folk musical magazine.$nVol. 1, no. 4,$pLive at the Bottom Line. 
246  30  $aLive at the Bottom Line 
264  #1  $a[New York]:$bFast Folk Musical Magazine,$c[1984] 
300  ##  $a1 online resource (12 audio files (35 min., 59 sec.)) 
336  ##  $aperformed music$bprm$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
344  ##   $3Alexander Street Press$adigital$2rda 
500  ##  $aFolk music, which originally appeared as a supplement to Fast folk musical magazine. 
505  00  $tMontchanin $g(2:55) -- $tOpen all night $g(:45) -- $tUnemployment rag $g(3:42) -- 

$tIncident at Ebenezer Creek $g(3:32) -- $tRegretting what I said $g(1:13) -- $tAmerican 
Jerusalem $g(5:11) -- $tHoward Hughes Blughes $g(3:05) -- $tKnight moves $r (6:10) -- $tCall 
me Best Practices for Cataloging Streaming Media – Version 1.0 (February 2015) the whale 
$g(1:26) -- $tDiavoli in Avido Amore $g(3:15) -- $tWasted love $g(3:39) -- $tThe great 
American dream $g(:46). 

508  ##  $aJack Hardy, producer ; Jay Rosen, recording engineer ; Steve Satkowski, sound engineer 
(Bottom Line). 

511  0# $aTom Intondi, Jack Hardy, Lucy Kaplanski, Frank Christian, Christine Lavin , Rod Macdonald, 
Erik Frandsen, Suzanne Vega, Paul Kaplan, Germana Pucci, Carolyn McCombs, vocals, guitar ; 
David Massengill, vocals, dulcimer ; The Band (Mark Dann, guitar, vocal (on "Montchanin"), 
electric bass ("Unemployment rag") ; Jeff Hardy, acoustic bass ; Howie Wyeth, drums). 

518  ##  $oRecorded live$d 1984 January 28$pBottom Line, New York City. 
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500  ##  $aSpecial features contained on Alexander Street Press resource page: corresponding 
               magazine issue (include lyrics, notes on the performers and complete credits). 
588  ##  $aDescription based on online resource; title from title screen (Alexander Street Press  

Smithsonian Global Sound for Libraries, viewed January 13, 2014). 
650  #0  $aFolk music$zUnited States. 
650  #0  $aPopular music$y1981-1990. 
700  1#  $aIntondi, Tom,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021649 
700  1#  $aHardy, Jack,$d1947-2011,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n94018034 
700  1#  $aKaplansky, Lucy,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no99089986 
700  1#  $aMacDonald, Rod,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98021603 
700  1#  $aChristian, Frank,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no98033290 
700  1#  $aLavin, Christine,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n87145536 
700  1#  $aFrandsen, Erik$c(Lyricist),$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83000968 
700  1#  $aVega, Suzanne,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n91079284 
700  1#  $aKaplan, Paul,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n83004943 
700  1#  $aPucci, Germana,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090262 
700  1#  $aMcCombs, Carolyn,$eperformer. 
700  1#  $aMassengill, David,$eperformer,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2003090256 
730  0#  $aFast folk musical magazine. 
776  08  $iOriginally issued as: $tFast folk musical magazine. Vol. 1, no.4, Live at the Bottom Line.$d  

New York : Fast Folk Musical Magazine, 1984.$h1 audio disc : 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.$oFF104. 
852  ## $c0149$hStreamed Audio 
856  40  $3Alexander Street Press$uhttp://search.alexanderstreet.com/glmu/view/work/71037 

 

8.7.11 Website 

Item Elements for a Website 
 
852 ## $a016$hWebsite 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for a Website 
 
LDR  02012cai  2200361Ii 4500 
001  o123348654 
003  OCoLC 
006  m||||||o||j|#|||||| 
007  cr\cn||||||||| 
008  070420c20079999mauuu\dss\\\\\0\\\\2eng\d 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) o123348654 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)123348654 
040  ##  $aTXH$beng$erda$cTXH$dTXA$dUtOrBLW 
050  #0  $aAI3$b.A232 
245  00  $aAcademic search complete 
264  #1  $aIpswich, Massachusetts :$bEBSCO Publishing 
362  1#  $aBegan in 2007? 
336  ##  $atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
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338  ##  $aonline resource$bcr$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aElectronic resource 
500  ##  $aTitle from database information screen (viewed Apr. 20, 2007). 
506  ##  $aAccess restricted to authorized users for teaching and research purposes. 
520  ##  $aA scholarly, multidisciplinary database providing indexing and abstracts for  

over 10,000 publications, including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, and 
others.  Also includes full-text access to over 5,000 journals.  Offers coverage of many areas 
of academic study including: archaeology, area studies, astronomy, biology, chemistry, civil 
engineering, electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, food science & 
technology, general science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical engineering, 
music, physics, psychology, religion & theology, women's studies, and other fields. 

538  ##  $aMode of access: World Wide Web. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Web browser; Adobe Acrobat Reader 
650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vIndexes. 
650  #0  $aPeriodicals$vDatabases. 
710  2#  $aEBSCO Publishing (Firm)$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n86023339 
852  ## $a016$hWebsite 
856  4#  $uhttp://XXXXXXXXXXYYYYYYYYYYYYYZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

  

8.7.12 Software 

Item Elements for Software 
 
852 ## $c013$kSoftware$hGV1469.35 .J68 J68 2012 

Work + Expression + Manifestation + Item Elements for Software 
 
LDR  02513cam  2200469 i 4500 
006  m||||#q||i|#|||||| 
007  cd|cna---uunun 
008  150506n\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\000\0\eng\u 
024  1#  $a711719983774 
028  42  $aBCUS 98377 $bSony Computer Entertainment 
035  ##  $a(Sirsi) a486155 
035  ##  $a(OCoLC)818786488 
040  ##  $aLDL$beng$erda$cLDL$dCPF$dORU$dUtOrBLW$erda 
050  #4  $aGV1469.35.J68 $bJ68 2012 
245  10  $aJourney : $bcollector's edition / $cSony Computer Entertainment. 
246  1#  $aFlow 
246  1#  $aFlower 
250  ##  $aPlayStation 3 [ed.]. 
264  #1  $aFoster City, Calif. :  $b Sony Computer Entertainment,  $c [2012] 
264  #4  $c©2012 
300  ##  $a1 computer disc :$bsound, color ; $c4 3/4 in. +  $e 1 user's manual (12 pages : color  

illustrations ; 15 cm) 
336  ##  $acomputer program$bcop$2rdacontent 
337  ##  $acomputer$bc$2rdamedia 
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338  ##  $a$acomputer disc$bcd$2rdacarrier 
500  ##  $aTitle from disc label. 
500  ##  $a"3D compatible game"--Container. 
500  ##  $a1 player. 
500  ##  $aOriginally produced in 2007. 
500  ##  $a"Features stunning visuals, haunting music ... Journey delivers a unique  

interactive game experience like no other"--Container. 
500  ##  $aBonus content: "Includes all three original sountracks, concept art galleries,  

an exclusive documentary, game commentaries, PSN avatars, and much more"--Container. 
521  ##  $aESRB rating: E10+, Fantasy violence. 
538  ##  $aSystem requirements: Blue-ray disc; PlayStation 3; 5.6 MB hard drive space;  

480p/720p/1080i/1080p HD video output; DualShock 3 compatible. Video output in Full HD 
1080p requires and HDMI cable and a 1080p native display with an HDMI input supporting 
HDCP; PS3 system software v3.30 (or later), 3D display with compatible 3D active glasses 
and high-speed HDMI cable required for 3D features. 

650  #0  $aFairy tales $vComputer games. 
650  #0  $aFantasy $vComputer games. 
655  ##  $aComputer adventure games. 
655  ##  $aSony video games. 
655  ##  $aVideo games. 
655  7#  $aSony Playstation 3 video games.{dollar}2NcRS. $2lcgft 
710  ##  $aSony Computer Entertainment,$0http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no00037752 
753  ##  $aPlayStation 3 
852  ##  $c013$kSoftware$hGV1469.35 .J68 J68 2012 
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E. MARC Index  ⌂ 
 
Where MARC fields have been cited in the text of RDA Workflow, the pages have been hyperlinked to   
enable a user to jump from the MARC Field to related text in workflow document. 
  

Field  Name of Field                                                                                                      Page in Workflow   
LDR Leader Fields  
 /06 Type of Record 2.1 
 /07 Bibliographic Level 2.2 
 /09 Character Encoding Level 2.3 
 /17 Encoding Level 2.4 
 /18 Descriptive Cataloguing Form 2.5 
001 Control Number 7.9 
006 Additional Material Characteristics 3.1 
007 Physical Description    3.2 
 /00 Category of Material  
 /01 Specific Material Designation  
008 Fixed Length Data Elements     
 /06 Type of Date 3.3 
 /07-10 Date 1 3.4 
 /11-14 Date 2 3.5 
 /15-17 Place of Publication 3.6 
 /18-20 Illustrations, Form of Composition, Frequency, Running Time 3.7 
 /21 Type of Continuing Resource, Format of Music, Music Parts 3.8 
 /22 Target Audience 5.3.3 
 /23 Form of Item 3.9 
 /29 Accompanying Matter for Music, Form of Item for Visual 

material 
3.10 

 /33 Type of Visual Material 3.11 
 /35-37 Language                                                                                  3.12, 6.4,  

6.7.8 
010 LCCN 4.1 
016 National Bibliographic Agency Control Number 4.2 
020 ISBN 7.9 
022 ISSN 7.9 
024 Other Standard Identifier 5.2, 6.6, 7.9 
028 Publisher Number 7.9 
035 Local LLR System Control Number 7.9 
037 Source of Acquisition 7.9 
040 Cataloguing Source                                                                                                      4.3 
041 Language Code                                                                                                              6.4, 6.7.8 
045 Time Period of Content 6.3 
046 Special Coded Dates 6.3 
050 Library of Congress Call Number                                                                                           5.7.2 
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055 Classification Numbers Assigned in Canada                                                       5.7.2 
074 GPO Item Number 7.9 
086 Government Document Classification Number 7.9 
088 Report Number 7.9 
090 Local Call Number 5.7.2 
100 Main Entry - Personal                                                                                                                 5.1, 5.1.2, 

5.1.3, 5.1.3.1, 
5.4, 7.3.4 

110 Main Entry - Corporate 5.1, 5.1.2, 
5.1.3, 5.1.3.1, 
5.4 

130 Main Entry – Uniform Title                                                                                        5.1, 5.1.1, 
5.1.2, 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1, 5.4, 
6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 
6.6 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
240 Preferred Title                                                                                                               5.1, 5.1.1, 

5.1.3, 5.1.3.1, 
5.4, 6.2 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5, 6.6 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standared Number 5.2 
243 Collective Uniform Title 5.1.1, 5.4, 

6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 
6.5 

245 $a,n,p Title Proper                                                                                                        5.1, 5.1.1, 
5.1.3, 5.1.3.1, 
5.4, 6.5, 
7.1.1, 7.1.2 

 $b Other Title Information                                                                                        7.1.2 
 $b Parallel Title Proper                                                                                                7.1.2 
 $c Statement of Responsibility Related to the Title Proper                      7.2.1, 7.3.4  
 $c Statement of Responsibility Related to the Parallel Title Proper     7.2.2, 7.3.5 
246 Variant Title                                                                                                               5.4, 7.1.5 
247 Former Title 5.4, 7.1.4 
250 Edition Statement                                                                                                        7.3.1, 7.3.2, 

7.3.3, 7.3.4, 
7.3.5 

264 $a Place of Publication, Production, Distribution, Manufacture                                        7.4.2, 7.4.3 
 $b Name of Publisher, Producer, Distributor, Manufacturer 7.4.4, 7.4.5 
 $c Date of Publication, Production, Distribution, Manufacture                  7.4.6 
 #4 $c Copyright Date 7.5 
300 $a Extent of Text                                                                                                           7.10.1 
 $b Other physical details                                                                                            6.7.1, 6.7.2, 
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6.7.12, 6.7.13 
 $c Accompanying Material                                                                                        7.11 
306 Playing Time 6.7.13 
310 Current Publication Frequency (Serials)                                                             7.7.3 
321 Former Publication Frequency (Serials) 7.7.3 
336 Content Type                                                                                                                 6.2 
337 Media Type                                                                                                                     7.12.1 
338 Carrier Type                                                                                                                    7.12.2 
340 Physical Medium 7.17 
344 Sound Characteristics 7.14 
346 Video Characteristics 7.15 
347 Digital File Characteristics 7.16 
362 Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation (Serials) 7.7 
363 Normalized Date and Sequential Designation 7.7 
377 Associated Language 6.4 
381 Other Distinguishing Characteristics of Work or Expression 6.5 
385 Audience Characteristics 5.3.3 
388 Time Period of Creation 6.3 
490 Series Statement                                                                                                          7.8.1, 7.8.2, 

7.8.3, 7.8.6, 
7.8.7, 7.8.8, 
7.8.9 

500 Notes on Manifestation                                                             5.3.1, 5.3.5, 
5.6.1, 5.6.1.1, 
6.7.2, 6.7.9, 
6.7.10, 
6.7.11, 
6.7.13, 6.9, 
6.9.1, 7.13.1, 
7.13.2, 8.6.2 

501 With Note 8.6.2 
502 Dissertation                                                                                                                     5.3.5 
504 Bibliography etc. Note                                                                                                6.7.9 
505 Contents   5.3.2, 5.6.1.1, 

6.7.13, 6.9, 
8.6.2 

506 Accessibility Content                                   6.7.8 
508 Creation / Production Credit Notes                                                                       6.7.4 
510 Citations References Note 6.9 
511 Participant or Performer Note                                                                                6.7.3 
515 Numbering Peculiarities Note (Serials)                                                                7.7.1 
516 Type of computer file                                                                                                 5.3.4 
518 Date/Time and Place of an Event Note                                                                6.7.6 
520 Summary                                                                              6.7.5 
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521 Target Audience Note                                                                                                5.3.3 
525 Supplement Note                                                                                                         6.9, 7.7.2 
530 Additional Physical Form available Note                                                               5.6.1 

7.18.3.1, 
8.6.2 

533 Reproduction Note                                                                                                                                                                                                    7.18.3.1 
534 Original Version Note                                                                                                   7.18.3.1, 

7.18.3.2, 
8.6.2 

535 Location of Originals/Duplicates Note                                                                  7.18.3.1, 
8.6.2 

538 System Requirements Note      7.14, 7.15, 
7.16, 7.17 

541 Immediate Source of Acquisition Note 8.2 
544 Location of Other Archival Materials Note 8.6.2 
546 Language Note                                                                                                               5.6.1, 6.4, 

6.7.7, 6.7.8, 
6.9.1 

550 Issuing body                                                                                                                    7.6 
556 Information About Documentation Note 6.9 
561 Ownership and Custodial History 8.1 
562 Copy and Version Identification Note 8.4 
580 Linking Entry Complexity Note (Serials)  5.6.2, 6.9.2, 

7.18.3.4, 
8.6.2 

581 Publications About Described Material Note 6.9 
596 Campus Location in some systems                                                               n/a 
6XX Subject Added Entry                                                                                                   5.7 
650 Subject Added Entry - Topical Term                                                                      5.7 
651 Subject Added Entry - Geographic Name                                                                           5.7 
655 Index Term-Genre/Form                                                                                          5.7, 6.7.8 
700 Added Entry - Personal                                                                                                                   5.1, 5.1.1, 

5.1.2 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1, 5.4, 
5.5, 6.2, 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5, 
6.7.3, 6.8.1, 
6.8.2, 6.9, 
7.3.4, 7.3.5, 
7.18.1, 
7.18.2, 8.5, 
8.6.1 

 $l Language of a Work 5.6.1 
 $t Title of a Work 5.6.1 
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710 Added Entry – Corporate 5.1, 5.1.1, 
5.1.2, 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1, 5.4, 
5.5, 6.2, 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 
6.7.3, 6.8.1, 
6.9, 7.18.1, 
7.18.2, 8.5, 
8.6.1 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
711 Added Entry - Meeting 5.1, 5.1.1, 

5.1.2, 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1, 5.4, 
5.5, 6.2, 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 
6.7.3, 6.8.1, 
6.9, 7.18.1, 
7.18.2, 8.5,  
8.6.1 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
730 Added Entry - Uniform Title  5.1, 5.1.1, 

5.1.2, 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1, 5.4, 
5.5, 5.6.1, 
6.2, 6.3, 97, 
6.5 6.6, 6.7.3 
6.8.1, 6.9, 
7.18.1, 
7.18.2, 8.5 
8.6.1 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
740 Uncontrolled Title                                                                                     5.4, 5.6.1.1 
76X/78X Linking Entry Fields (Serials)    5.4 
762 Subseries Entry 5.6.2 
765 Original Language Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
767 Translation Entry 5.6.1, 5.6.2 

6.9 
770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
772 Supplement Parent Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
773 $t Host Item Entry, title 5.4, 5.6.2, 

6.9, 8.6.2 
 $g Host Item Entry, related parts                                                                            5.6.2 
774 Constituent Unit Entry 5.6.2, 6.9, 

8.6.2 
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775 Other Edition Entry 5.6.2 
776 Additional Physical Form Entry 5.6.1, 5.6.2 

8.6.2 
777 Issued With Entry 5.6.2 
780 Preceding Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
785 Succeeding Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
786 Data Source Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 
787 Other Relationship Entry 5.6.2, 6.9 

8.6.2 
800 Series Added Entry – Personal Name 7.8.1 
810 Series Added Entry – Corporate Name 5.4, 6.2, 6.3, 

6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 
7.8.1 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number  5.2 
811 Series Added Entry – Meeting Name 5.4, 6.2, 6.3, 

6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 
7.8.1 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
830 Series Added Entry – Uniform Title   5.4, 6.2, 6.3, 

6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 
7.8.1, 7.8.2, 
7.8.3, 7.8.6, 
7.8.7, 7.8.8 

 $0 Authority Record Control Number or Standard Number 5.2 
852 $aLocation  n/a 
 $cShelving Location 8.3 
 $hClassification Part                                                                                             n/a 
856 Electronic Location and Access     8.6.2 
 $9Consortial Purchase Differentiation for eResources n/a 
949 Holdings information for Sirsi Colleges 8.3 
950 eResource unique identifier for Sirsi Colleges n/a 
982 Populated from the 082 in Sirsi systems n/a 
993 Brief Record requirement n/a 
994 OCLC                                                                                                                                                                    n/a 
996 Item Type EBOOK n/a 
996 Vendor Name / Collection Identifier                                                   n/a 
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APPENDICES                      ⌂ 
 

Index 
 

G. Colleges Union Catalogue Matching 
H. Awareness Campaign 

  
 
 
 

G. COLLEGES UNION CATALOGUE MATCHING   
  

Identifiers of Manifestations for Matching to the CUC 

  

Introduction 

 
Imported records are loaded into the CUC using the Load Bibliographic Records (Bibload) report. The 
title control number is the primary SirsiDynix Symphony identification number for the complete title 
record. Symphony distinguishes between the title control number (001) or system control number (035) 
fields and its own internal system control number, called the catkey or CKEY. While the 001 or 035 are 
usually retained and may be used as the basis for a bibliographic record's title control number or 
flexkey, the CKEY in Unicorn is normally hidden from view until reported out for some purpose, such as 
for outputting a file of records. 
The Title Control Number Matching Rule determines whether the records being loaded are going to 
create new records, update existing records, or both. 
The Title Control Number Source for Incoming Items determines how the record is qualified or 
disqualified for loading. A list is selected so that in the absence of the first possible value, a number may 
still be assigned, in order, based on the selections. 
  

Match on Title Control Number or Indexed MARC Tag 

 
The following steps determine if an incoming record matches to the CUC or if a new record is added. 
  
1. Receive extract file from College 
   - SIRSI Colleges are on an automated weekly schedule. 
   - Non SIRSI colleges are weekly or monthly and extracts are automated or manual. 
  
2. Compare extract records to existing Colleges Union Catalog records. If one of the specified title 
control number source fields in the incoming record matches the title control number of a library 
catalogue record in the database OR if one of the standard matching numbers from the incoming record 
(as listed in the Indexed MARC Tag Number field) matches an existing SirsiDynix Symphony database 
index, the records are considered to be a match: 
 
Match on: 
           SIRSI (035) 
           Local number (035) 
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           OCLC number (035) 
           OCLC number (001) 
           Local number (001) 
           ISBN (020) 
           ISSN (022) 
      
3. The matching process is hierarchical in nature. The report will examine the first key in the list, such as 
the 001, and if there is a match, no further matching will occur. If a match is not found, the report will 
use the second key in the list to search for a match, and so forth. The match process will always start 
with the first tag. If a tag is repeated (such as multiple 035 tags) the report will check each occurrence of 
the repeated tag. 
For example, the report examines the 001, the title control number of the College’s library catalogue 
record, and doesn’t find a match. Then, the report examines the first tag in the list, the 035, and it 
doesn’t find a match. There are multiple 035 tags, so the report examines each 035. It finds a match in 
the second 035, so the match process is complete. 
By the time the process has finished either a match will be found and additional holdings will be added 
to the CUC, or if no match is found the record will be processed against the “minimum standards” and if 
the record “passes” a new MARC record and holdings will be added (See Figure 1 below) 
  

  

Recommended match points: 
As per RDA 2.15, preference should be given to internationally recognized identifiers for the 
manifestation, however the minimum standards for the CUC require colleges to provide 
additional identifiers for matching as outlined below: 
Note: SIRSI’s title control number selection list and indexed MARC tag selection list are also 

provided for reference below.  

  

001  Control number 

The minimum standards for the CUC does not outline requirements for the control number 

(001) as many colleges will have local practice and system generated numbering here.  This 

being said, for improved matching several options for input include: 

System generated number, SIRSI number (validated against the CUC)*, OCLC number (of the 
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form ocmXXXXXXXX or ocnXXXXXXXXX)**, ISBN or ISSN (depending upon system specifications) 

 

*SIRSI numbers should be of the form AAA-nnnn (where AAA= any upper case alphabetic 

characters, and, nnnn= any four digit number.  It is also extremely important to note that other 

SIRSI users (outside the college system) will have similar numbers, so only use this number if the 

record was pulled from the CUC or if it is from a record created for us by OCLC-LTS. 

 

**The ocm prefix is used for OCLC numbers with 8 or less digits and the ocn prefix is used for 

numbers with 9 or more digits.  For instance:  ocm20627426, or ocn773377838.  It is also 

important to verify that the OCLC number matches the resource in hand. OCLC WorldCat can be 

consulted find and verify OCLC numbers. 

  

010  Library of Congress control Number (LCCN) 

This field is not repeatable. Both indicators carry blanks as they are undefined. 

  

020  International Standard Book Number (ISBN) 

This field is repeatable. Both indicators carry blanks as they are undefined. Record any 10 or 13 – 

digit ISBN available on the resource.  In order to add additional match points, an ISBN 

converter* can be utilized to provide the 10/13-digit ISBN alternative.  If an ISBN is available for 

the electronic version of a resource, provide it in subfield z. Similarly, if cataloguing an electronic 

resource and the print ISBN is available, provide this in subfield z.  Do not include hyphens in 

recorded ISBNs 

  

Example: 020  \\$a9781607103134 and 020  \\$a1607103133 

*http://www.isbn.org/converterpub.asp 

  

022  International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) 

This is a repeatable field. Give both indicator values as blanks (keep derived records with 

indicator one value given as “0” or “1”. Enter ISSN with a hyphen. 

  

Example: 022  \\ $a0043-5651 

  

035  System Control Number 

Options for input include: SIRSI number (validated against the CUC)*, or OCLC number (of the 

form (OCoLC)XXXXXXXXX)** 

When deriving records please ensure that all 035 fields that are not SIRSI or OCLC numbers as 

outlined here are removed. 

*SIRSI numbers should be of the form 035  \\$a(Sirsi)AAA-nnnn (where AAA= any upper case 

alphabetic characters, and, nnnn= any four digit number.  It is also extremely important to note 

that other SIRSI users (outside the college system) will have similar numbers, so only use this 

number if the record was pulled from the CUC or if it is from a record created for us by OCLC-

http://www.isbn.org/converterpub.asp
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LTS. 

 

**In the system control number (035) field please use the prefix “(OCoLC)” followed by the 

OCLC number.  For instance:  (OCoLC)20627426, or (OCoLC)773377838. It is also important to 

verify that the OCLC number matches the resource in hand. OCLC WorldCat can be consulted 

find and verify OCLC numbers. 

  

SIRSI’s Title Control Number selection list : 

Gaylord control number (001) 

ISBN (020) 

ISBN (021)  

ISBN (U 010) 

ISSN (022) 

ISSN (U 011) 

Laserquest number (001) 

LCCN (001) 

LCCN (010) 

Local number (001) 

Local number (035) 

OCLC number (001) 

OCLC number (035) 

RLIN number (001) 

SIRSI (035) 

WLN key (035) 
 

  
 
SIRSI’s indexed MARC tag selection list: 
  

Control Number (001) 

Government publication number (U 022) 
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ISBN (020) 

ISBN (U 010) 

ISSN (022) 

ISSN (U 011) 

LCCN (010) 

National bibliography number (U 020) 

Other standard identifier (024) 

Publisher number (028) 

Publisher number (U 071) 

Standard music number (U 013) 

Standard recording number (U 016) 

Standard report number (U 015) 

Standard technical report number (027) 

System control number (035) 
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H. AWARENESS CAMPAIGN       ⌂ 

 

Index 

H.1 Vocabulary And Concepts 

H.1.1 Context Vocabulary 

H.1.2 RDA Vocabulary 

H.1.3 FRBR Vocabulary And Structure 

H.1.4 RDA Record Vocabulary 

H.1.5 RDA Display With Marc Vocabulary 

H.1.6 General Concepts Review 

H.1.7 Reference List For Vocabulary & Concepts 

H.1.8 Bibliography For Vocabulary & Concepts 

H.2 What Is FRBR? 

H.3 Identifying RDA Records 

H.4 RDA Core 

H.4.1 What Is RDA Core? 

H.4.2 The Bibliographic Record And FRBR 

H.4.3 RDA Core And FRBR /FRAD 

H.4.4 The RDA Core Elements In MARC Format 

 

 

The following sections in appendix I were released by the BSWG in 2013 as part of an awareness 
campaign to help ease RDA implementation in Ontario Colleges.  Although these are independent 
documents from the OCLS Cataloguing Workflow, they are included here to provide additional 
background and context. 

 

H.1 VOCABULARY AND CONCEPTS 

  

H.1.1 CONTEXT VOCABULARY 

  

Database - a large collection of data organized especially for rapid search and retrieval as by a computer5 

  

Metadata - ‘data that provides information about other data’1 

  

Metadata is what we rely upon for us to function online i.e. connecting people, software, and computer 
languages. In an RDA record a cataloguer will produce a variety of metadata.2 

  

Descriptive metadata -‘describes a resource for purposes such as discovery and identification.’2 Includes 
elements such as title, author and keywords. This information lives within a bibliographic record. 

  

Structural metadata – ‘describes the physical and/or logical structure of digital resources; it expresses 
the intellectual boundaries of complex objects and can be used to describe relationships between an 
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object's component parts. Structural metadata is commonly used to facilitate navigation and 
presentation of complex items by defining structural characteristics such as pagination and sequence.’3 

  

Administrative metadata – ‘provides information to help manage a resource such as when and how it 
was created, file type and other technical information, and who can access it. Subsets of administrative 
metadata include intellectual property rights and preservation/archival information.’2 

  

Semantic web - ‘The web as we know it links together documents. The semantic web links together 
data.’4 
 
 

H.1.2 RDA VOCABULARY 

  

RDA – (Resource Description Access) 

·         replaces AACR2 as a cataloguing language 

·         provides instruction on recording the content of records 

·         intended to address all types of content/media, be more international in scope 

·         designed to be used in accord with the digital environment and to produce records with 

metadata (elements) for ease of adaptation to emerging database structures 

RDA Toolkit-is the online product and web based tool of RDA. Here you will find work flows and the RDA 
structure when working in RDA. 

  

IFLA – (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions) the organization that developed 
FRBR, FRAD and ICP the building blocks of RDA. 

  

ICP – (International Cataloguing Principles) provides for bibliographic descriptions and access points. 

  

ICP asks you to consider: 

  

The Principle of the convenience of the user 

The Principle of Representation 

The Principle of Common usage 

The Principle of Accuracy 

The Principle of Sufficiency and Necessity 

The Principle of Significance 

The Principle of Economy 

The Principle of Consistency and Standardization 

The Principle of Integration 

The Principle of Defensible not Arbitrary 

  

FRBR – (International Requirements of Bibliographic Records) 
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FRBR provides the abstract concepts, as well as, the vocabulary and structure used in RDA. 

  

FRAD – (Functional Requirements for Authority Data) 

FRAD is used for cataloguing authority records and also has user tasks (Find, Identify, Clarify (Justify), 
Contextualize (Understand) 

  

H.1.3 FRBR VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURE 

  

Entity/entities –something or a class of things. 

  

 There are 3 groups of entities in FRBR. When thinking about them it might help to consider them in the 
context of a users’ search: 

  

Group 1 Entities – a work, an expression, a manifestation, an item. This search by the user suggests you 
have a good idea of what already exists out there = an advanced narrow search. 

  

(Ex: I am looking for the work Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire in the expression of a screenplay 
manifested in the DVD widescreen edition of which the library has 1 copy of the item.) 

A work – an idea or intellectual content 

An expression – a way in which that intellectual content I is communicated 

A manifestation – a form by which that intellectual content is circulated 

An item – a single entity of one or more physical parts 

WEMI – abbreviation for Group 1 entities (a work, an expression, a manifestation and an item) 

  

Group 2 Entities - Persons, Corporate Bodies, Families (those responsible for Grp 1 entities/WEMI = 
author search/broad search) 

  

(Ex: I am looking for all works in all expressions in all manifestations of all items created by the person 
J.K. Rowling) 

  

Group 3 Entities - Concept, Place, Event, Object, plus all group 1 & 2 = subject search 

  

(Ex: I am looking to research on the concept of the fantasy genre and the role that J.K Rowling and the 
Harry Potter series has played in its development) 

  

User tasks – The FRBR user tasks considers the users’ needs (ICP) and organizes them into four basic 
tasks (find, identify, select, obtain) that guide what kind of information should be included in a record. 

  

Find - (How can I help a user find this entity?) 

By describing its attributes and relationships. 

  

Identify - (How can I help a user differentiate between related entities that have similar attributes?) 
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By including attributes and relationships that define how this entity is different from other similar 
entities. 

  

Select - (How can I help a user choose an entity that meets their requirements with respect to content, 
physical format or discard what does not meet those needs?) 

 By including attributes and relationships that describe the means of delivery of an entity. 

  

Obtain - (How and where can a user access an entity whether it be online, through loan or purchase?) 

By including attributes and relationships that describe access. 

  

The 3 components of the entity relationship model - Entities and their attributes and their relationships 

  

Attributes - characteristics of the entities 

 (What do I know about what I am looking for in an item, a manifestation, an expression, a work going 
from more specific to broad?) 

*By the way just to confuse you attributes = elements in RDA which is also used in metadata and 
programming languages 

  

Relationships - associations among entities 

Expressing relationships in bibliographic and authority records helps users find what they want and lets 
users know about other available resources. 

  

Entity Relationships between groups  – Inherent, Content Driven and Structural 

  

Primary/Inherent Relationships – A work is realized through an expression. An expression is embodied in 
a manifestation. A manifestation is exemplified by an item. 

  

Content Relationships - (Equivalence, Derivative, Descriptive) When works and expressions are related 
through their content whether it be equivalent to, derivative of or described by. 

  

Structural Relationships  - (whole/part, part to part, Sequential, Accompanying, Shared characteristics) 
When entities are related based on their structure whether it be whole/part of, a part of a part, in 
sequence with, accompanied by, or similar to. 

  

  

H.1.4 RDA RECORD VOCABULARY 

  

Relationship designators – Terms used to describe relationships among resources, persons, families, and 
corporate bodies and between entities represented by authorized access points, descriptions and/or 
identifiers in a record. 

  

Authorized Access Points - replaces headings from AACR2 (entities encoded in the 1XX, 2XX, 7XX fields) 
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Preferred Source - replaces chief source of information in AACR2 

  

Creator - replaces author, composer, artist etc. in AACR2 

  

Preferred Title - replaces main entry in AACR2 

  

Variant Access Point - replaces see reference in AACR2 

  

Content Type + Media Type + Carrier Type – replaces GMD in AACR2 

  

Content type- 336 the form of communication the material is expressed / intended to be perceived 
in/thru   http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacontent.html 

  

Media type- 337 the general type of intermediation device required to view, play, run, etc. the content 
of a resource. http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdamedia.html 

  

Carrier type- 338 the format of the storage medium and housing of a carrier in combination with the 
type of intermediation device required to view, play, run, etc. the content of a resource. 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html 

  

Mode of Issuance - relates to the parts of an entity, the way it is updated and it’s intended termination 

 

 

H.1.5 RDA DISPLAY with MARC VOCABULARY 

  

MARC - is an encoding language that enables the display of records currently in OPACs. 

  

Collocation - ‘the act or placing or arranging together’6 

Collocation deals with objectives to catalogue display. Following these objectives through an encoding 
language along with RDA allows the ability to find entities beyond the library community and collection. 
This ability hints at the future towards the semantic web and linked data systems. Therefore a record 
should display: 

  

The works associated with a person 

The expressions of the same work 

The manifestations of the same expression 

The items or copies of the same manifestation 

Related information/works 

  

Leader/18 value’ i’ – present in an rda record instead of ‘a’ 

040$erda – present in an rda record 

  

http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacontent.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacontent.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdamedia.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdamedia.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html
http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/rdacarrier.html
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Hybrid Record - a non-rda record where RDA elements have been added to enhance it 

 

H.1.6 GENERAL CONCEPTS REVIEW 

  

·         FRBR + ICP = cataloguer’s judgment/provides a system 

·         RDA is schema neutral. It is designed to work with a variety of encoding languages (MARC, Dublin  

Core) 

·         RDA does not tell you how the record should display 

·         Must be defensible not arbitrary 

·         User comes first 

·         RDA is meant for online/digital 

·         RDA is media savvy 

·         RDA would like to be used beyond the library community 

·         RDA is meant to be compatible with other cataloguing languages (AACR2) 

·         RDA is more international 

·         RDA separates content and carrier data 

·         RDA separates content from display 

·         RDA structure = user tasks and ICP 

·         Take what you see and accept what you get 

·         To represent the resource the way it represents itself 

·         MARC bib record contains WEMI and sometimes Group 2 entities 

·         MARC authority record includes WE and Group 2 entities including authorized access points 

  

 

H.1.7 REFERENCE LIST FOR VOCABULARY & CONCEPTS 

 
1Metadata. (2007). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from   http://www.merriam-
webster.com/word/word.php?date=Feb-06-2007  
2Fay, R. Metadata for Catalogers (introductions) [PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from 
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/metadata-for-catalogers-introductions 
3University of Illinois. (2010). Best Practices For Structural Metadata in Library Digital Content Creation 
(11). Retrieved from 
http://www.library.illinois.edu/dcc/bestpractices/chapter_11_structuralmetadata.html 
4Fay, R. Semantic Web and the Social Web [PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from 
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/semantic-web-and-the-social-web 
5Database. (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from  http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/database?show=0&t=1370019564 
6Collocation. (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster online. Retrieved from http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/collocation 

  

 

 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/word/word.php?date=Feb-06-2007
http://www.merriam-webster.com/word/word.php?date=Feb-06-2007
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/metadata-for-catalogers-introductions
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/metadata-for-catalogers-introductions
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/metadata-for-catalogers-introductions
http://www.library.illinois.edu/dcc/bestpractices/chapter_11_structuralmetadata.html
http://www.library.illinois.edu/dcc/bestpractices/chapter_11_structuralmetadata.html
http://www.library.illinois.edu/dcc/bestpractices/chapter_11_structuralmetadata.html
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/semantic-web-and-the-social-web
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/semantic-web-and-the-social-web
http://www.slideshare.net/robinfay/semantic-web-and-the-social-web
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/database?show=0&t=1370019564
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/database?show=0&t=1370019564
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/database?show=0&t=1370019564
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collocation
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collocation
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collocation
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H.1.8 BIBLIOGRAPHY for VOCABULARY & CONCEPTS 

  

Cooperative and Instructional Programs Division Library of Congress. (September 2012). FRBR: 
Fundamental Concepts Trainees Manual. Library of Congress Training for RDA: Resource Description & 
Access, (1). Retrieved from 
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%2
0course%20table.html 

Carlton, T., and Zoom, J. Cooperative and Instructional Programs Division Library of Congress. 
(November 2012). Introduction to RDA; Identifying Manifestations and Items Manual. Library of 
Congress Training for RDA: Resource Description & Access, (1). Retrieved from 
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%2
0course%20table.html 

Library of Congress. FRBR Overview and Application: Understanding Conceptual Relationships [ppt]. 
Retrieved from Lecture Notes Online Web site: http://www.loc.gov 

 

 

H.2 WHAT IS FRBR? 

 
1. Q. What is FRBR? 

A. FRBR stands for “Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records.” FRBR also has 
companion models, FRAD (Functional Requirements for Authority Data) and FRSAD (Functional 
Requirements for Subject Authority Data).  FRBR is an entity relationship model developed by 
the IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions). It outlines the key 
objects of interest to users (e.g., works, creators, concepts), and establishes a relationship 
between the data recorded and the needs of the user.  FRBR defines the needs of the user as 
‘user tasks’ – what the user seeks to understand and do when searching for content.  The FRBR 
model serves as a foundation for RDA.  
  
There are 3 components to the FRBR model:  
1.       Entities (classes of things, e.g., work, creator, person, concept, place etc.) 
2.       Attributes or characteristics that describe entities 
3.       Relationships or association between entities 

  
2. Q.  What is an entity? 

A. An entity is something that might be searched by a user. 
 Entities are grouped into three categories: 
Group 1: Work, Expression, Manifestation, or Item – products of intellectual and artistic creation 
Group 2: Persons, corporate bodies, families – entities responsible for some aspect of the 
creation of a work, expression, manifestation, item 
Group 3: Concepts, objects, events, places that may describe group 1 entitles. 
  
Each entity is described by a set of attributes or characteristics.  For example, item identifier, 
publisher, form of expression, form of work, etc. 

  
3. Q.  What are user tasks? 

A.  These are generic tasks performed by users when searching for content. The four user tasks 
IFLA associates with bibliographic data are:  

http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/RDA%20training%20materials/LC%20RDA%20Training/LC%20RDA%20course%20table.html
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·         Find: find an entity (or set of entities) that correspond to a search criteria 
·         Identify: confirm that an entity corresponds to what the user is looking for 
·         Select:  choose an entity that fits the user’s needs 
·         Obtain: acquire or obtain access to the item (find on shelf, access electronically, etc.) 
  
 The four user tasks associated with authority data (FRAD) are:  Find; Identify; Contextualize; and 
Justify 

  
4. Q. What are FRBR relationships? 

A. The associations that different entities have with each other are called relationships. These 
relationships help support user tasks, and are the key to supporting resource discovery, e.g., a 
work may be created by a person; an event (e.g. ‘Woodstock Festival’) may be the subject of a 
work.  The relationships between entities help users find, identify, select and obtain the content 
they need.  

  
5. Q. Can you help me understand the relationship between Group 1 entities? (Work, Expression, 
Manifestation and Item) 

A.  There is a primary relationship that exists between these four entities. Please see diagram 
below. 
·         Work:  a distinct intellectual or artistic creation    
·         Expression: Intellectual or artistic realization of a work (i.e., in the form of text,   music, 
chorographic notation, sound, image, object, movement, language, etc.). 
·         Manifestation: the physical embodiment of an expression (i.e., physical/virtual publication 
or production) 
·         Item:  actual item/file in possession 
  

Image from: Functional requirements for bibliographic records: final report, 2009 
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To illustrate:  To view an interesting illustration of the relationship between work, expression, 
manifestation and item see Bram Stoker’s Dracula at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0vKCFsXPE 
  
To further illustrate, consider the following: 
  
       Work:  Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire  

§  Expression:  Original English version (2000) [text] 
·         Manifestation: Raincoast (Canada) hardcover 
·         Manifestation: Scholastic (US) paperback 

o    Item:  Library has 1 copy 
§  Expression:  Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2005) [screenplay] 

·         Manifestation: Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2006) DVD (Widescreen edition) 
o    Item: Library has 1 copy 

·         Manifestation: Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (c2006) Video file 
o    Item: Library provides access to digital file 

  
  
To learn more about FRBR: 
  
FRBR as a foundation for RDA. Presented by Robert L. Maxwell, Catalog Dept., Brigham Young 
University, Dec. 15, 2010 (approx. 1 hour) 
ALCTS, RDA Series Webinar 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VilTt2bx338&list=PL1AAFB573158DC4A1&index=15 
  
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. (2009). Functional requirements for 
bibliographic records: final report. IFLA. 
http://www.ifla.org/files/assets/cataloguing/frbr/frbr_2008.pdf 
Oliver, C. (2010). Introducing RDA: a guide to the basics. Chicago: ALA 
Tillett, B. What is FRBR?: a conceptual model for the bibliographic universe. Library of Congress 
Cataloging Distribution Service 
http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF 
And for fun…. 
Bram Stoker's Dracula in FRBR terms 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0vKCFsXPE 
 
 

H.3 IDENTIFYING RDA RECORDS 

 
March 31st 2012 has long since come and gone, which means that more RDA records are being created 
and distributed by national libraries and others that have already implemented the new standard.  As 
such, it will become increasingly important to be able to recognize when we are dealing with RDA 
records through copy cataloguing or when reviewing vendor records. 
 
The following identification guide is not intended to represent a comprehensive list of changes from 
AACR2 to RDA, but rather to provide some quick tips for identifying RDA records and/or hybrid records 
with RDA elements. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0vKCFsXPE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VilTt2bx338&list=PL1AAFB573158DC4A1&index=15
http://www.ifla.org/files/assets/cataloguing/frbr/frbr_2008.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/cds/downloads/FRBR.PDF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0vKCFsXPE
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1.    Descriptive cataloging form (leader position 18) 
 
In an AACR2 record LDR18 should use “a” for AACR2, but RDA records will be primarily using “i”, which 
stands for International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) punctuation. This can also potentially 
be “c” for ISBD punctuation omitted or left blank for RDA records. 
Note: In the RDA Toolkit see appendix D.1 for further information of use of ISBD. 
 

 
 
 

=LDR  02241cam  2200529 i 4500 
=001  6556500 
=005  20110927112359.0 
=008  110711t20112011nyua\\\\\bf\\\001\0\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2010042001 
=035  \\$a(OCoLC)316058624 
=040  
\\$aDLC$erda$cDLC$dYDX$dBTCTA$dYDXCP$dVP@$dCDX$dBWX$dOCLCQ$dNLGGC$dDMZ$dMUQ$
dUKMGB 
=016  7\$a015777837$2Uk 
=020  \\$a9781555706685 (alk. paper) 
=020  \\$a1555706681 (alk. paper) 
=050  00$aZ695.66$b.W435 2011 
=100  1\$aWeber, Mary Beth. 
=245  10$aDescribing electronic, digital, and other media using AACR2 and RDA :$ba how-to-do-it 
manual and CD-ROM for librarians /$cMary Beth Weber, Fay Angela Austin. 
=260  \\$aNew York :$bNeal-Schuman Publishers,$c{copy}2011. 
=300  \\$axviii, 301 pages :$billustrations ;$c28 cm. +$e1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.). 
=336  \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=490  1\$aHow-to-do-it manuals ;$vnumber 168 
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
=505  0\$aEssential background -- Cartographic resources -- Sound recordings -- Videos -- Electronic 
resources -- Electronic integrating resources -- Microforms -- Multimedia kits and mixed materials. 
=650  \0$aCataloging of nonbook materials$vHandbooks, manuals, etc. 
=650  \0$aCataloging of audio-visual materials$vHandbooks, manuals, etc. 
=650  \0$aCataloging of electronic information resources$vHandbooks, manuals, etc. 
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=650  \0$aDescriptive cataloging$xStandards. 
=700  1\$aAustin, Fay Angela. 
=830  \0$aHow-to-do-it manuals for libraries ;$vno. 168. 

  
2.    Descriptive convention (MARC 040$erda) 
 
All RDA records should have this subfield in the MARC 040 field (cataloging source) to indicate the new 
descriptive convention, making this an excellent way to quickly identify RDA records. 
It is worth noting that RDA records will be making heavier use of 040$b for the language of cataloguing 
as well, though this subfield is not RDA specific. 
 

=LDR  01457ccm  2200337 i 4500 
=001  17020538 
=005  20130607110611.0 
=008  111025s2009\\\\ilumca|\\\\\\\\n\\|\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2011567286 
=040  \\$aDLC$beng$erda$cDLC$dDLC 
=050  00$aM1500.P857$bK5 2009 
=100  1\$aPost, Douglas,$ecomposer,$elyricist,$eauthor. 
=245  14$aThe Kingdom of Grimm :$ba musical based on three stories by the Brothers Grimm 
/$cbook, music and lyrics by Douglas Post ; arranged by Kevin O'Donnell. 
=250  \\$aFull score. 
=260  \\$aWoodstock, IL :$bThe Dramatic Publishing Company,$c[2009] 
=300  \\$a1 score (102 pages) ;$c28 cm 
=336  \\$anotated music$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=500  \\$aAccompaniment for piano, bass and drum set. 
=546  \\$bStaff notation. 
=650  \0$aMusicals$vScores. 
=600  10$aGrimm, Jacob,$d1785-1863$vMusical settings. 
=600  10$aGrimm, Wilhelm,$d1786-1859$vMusical settings. 
=700  1\$aO'Donnell, Kevin$c(Composer) 
=700  1\$aGrimm, Jacob,$d1785-1863. 
=700  1\$aGrimm, Wilhelm,$d1786-1859. 
=730  0\$aKinder- und Hausm{uml}archen.$kSelections.$lEnglish.$iMusical setting of 
(expression): 

  
3.    Production, Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and Copyright Notice (MARC 264) 
 
Another quick way to check for RDA records is to look for the presence of the 264 field. As noted in PCC 
guidelines for the 264 field from June 11, 2012, not all RDA records will have a 264 field since “260 and 
264 fields may co-exist in pre-RDA records and RDA records created before implementation of 264” but 
since many organizations, such as the PCC are recommending the use of the 264 field for “all new 
original or newly authenticated RDA records” it does act as a good signpost that you are dealing with an 
RDA record. 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
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=LDR  01420cam  2200385 i 4500 
=001  17479561 
=005  20121017113018.0 
=008  120929s2011\\\\ilua\\\j\\\\\\000\0\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2012472005 
=020  \\$a9781450813730 
=020  \\$a1450813739 
=040  \\$aDLC$beng$cDLC$erda$dDLC 
=042  \\$apcc 
=050  00$aQA113$b.C3725 2011 
=082  00$a513.2/11$223 
=100  1\$aCarle, Eric,$eauthor$eillustrator. 
=245  10$aCount to 10 with animal friends /$cillustrated by Eric Carle. 
=246  3\$aCount to ten with animal friends 
=264  \1$aLincolnwood, Illinois :$bPublished by Louis Weber, C.E.O., Publications International, 
Ltd.,$c[2011] 
=300  \\$a14 pages :$bchiefly color illustrations ;$c30 cm. 
=336  \\$astill image$2rdacontent 
=336  \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$3book$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=337  \\$3sound board$aspoken word$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=490  0\$aPlay-a-sound 
=500  \\$aOn board pages with electronic sound maker and dry-erase marker attached. 
=521  1\$a3 years + 
=650  \0$aCounting$vJuvenile literature. 
=650  \0$aZoo animals$vJuvenile literature. 
=650  \0$aSound effects books$vSpecimens. 
=650  \0$aBoard books$vSpecimens. 

  
Note that the RDA record below is still using the MARC 260 field: 

=LDR  01457ccm  2200337 i 4500 
=001  17020538 
=005  20130607110611.0 
=008  111025s2009\\\\ilumca|\\\\\\\\n\\|\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2011567286 
=040  \\$aDLC$beng$erda$cDLC$dDLC 
=050  00$aM1500.P857$bK5 2009 
=100  1\$aPost, Douglas,$ecomposer,$elyricist,$eauthor. 
=245  14$aThe Kingdom of Grimm :$ba musical based on three stories by the Brothers Grimm 
/$cbook, music and lyrics by Douglas Post ; arranged by Kevin O'Donnell. 
=250  \\$aFull score. 
=260  \\$aWoodstock, IL :$bThe Dramatic Publishing Company,$c[2009] 
=300  \\$a1 score (102 pages) ;$c28 cm 
=336  \\$anotated music$2rdacontent 
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=337  \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=500  \\$aAccompaniment for piano, bass and drum set. 
=546  \\$bStaff notation. 
=650  \0$aMusicals$vScores. 
=600  10$aGrimm, Jacob,$d1785-1863$vMusical settings. 
=600  10$aGrimm, Wilhelm,$d1786-1859$vMusical settings. 
=700  1\$aO'Donnell, Kevin$c(Composer) 
=700  1\$aGrimm, Jacob,$d1785-1863. 
=700  1\$aGrimm, Wilhelm,$d1786-1859. 
=730  0\$aKinder- und Hausm{uml}archen.$kSelections.$lEnglish.$iMusical setting of 
(expression): 

  
4.    Content (336), Media (337) and Carrier (338) types replacing the GMD 
 
If a record has the MARC fields 336, 337 or 338 it is another clear indication that you are dealing with an 
RDA record, since these fields are being used to replace the GMD used in AACR2 . 
 
Note the lack of a GMD in this record 

=LDR  02534cgm  2200481 i 4500 
=001  2278401 
=005  20121210100908.0 
=007  vd\cvaizu 
=008  120327s2011\\\\nyu022\\\\\\\\\\\\vleng\c 
=035  \\$a(OCoLC)781785885 
=040  \\$aSTF$erda$beng$cSTF$dHKP 
=041  1\$aeng$abnt$jeng$jfre$jpor$jspa 
=090  \\$aTD430$b.C36 DVD 
=245  00$aCarbon for water /$ca film by Evan Abramson and Carmen Elsa Lopez. 
=257  \\$aUnited States. 
=260  \\$a[New York] :$bCows in the Field,$c[2011?] 
=300  \\$a1 videodisc (22 min.) :$bDVD video, recorded DVD, sound, color ;$c4 3/4 in. 
=336  \\$atwo-dimensional moving image$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$avideo$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avideodisc$2rdacarrier 
=380  \\$aMotion picture 
=538  \\$aNTSC, all region. 
=546  \\$aIn English and Luhya ; optional subtitles in English, French, Portuguese, or Spanish. 
=508  \\$aDirectors, producers, writers, editors, Evan Abramson and Carmen Elsa Lopez ; 
cinematographer, Evan Abramson 
=500  \\$aOriginally produced in the United States as a motion picture and released in 2011. 
=500  \\$aWide screen 1.78:1. 
=520  \\$a"In Kenya's Western Province, most drinking water is contaminated. The wood many 
Kenyans use to boil this water to make it safe is increasingly valuable. Women and girls, who 
bear the responsibility for finding water and fuel, often miss school or work while seeking both 
fuel and water. Some even encounter sexual violence. Yet waterborne illness remains a daily--
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and life-threatening--reality for them and their families. Carbon For Water introduces audiences 
to the inspiring people who face these hardships, and explores one company's innovative 
solution for improving the health of millions of Kenyans and the environment in which they live" 
-- Internet movie database. 
=650  \0$aWater$xPurification$zKenya. 
=650  \0$aDeforestation$zKenya. 
=650  \0$aWater filters$zKenya. 
=650  \0$aTechnical assistance$zKenya. 
=655  \7$aDocumentary films.$2lcgft 
=655  \7$aShort films.$2lcgft 
=655  \7$aNonfiction films.$2lcgft 
=700  1\$aAbramson, Evan,$efilm director,$escreenwriter,$efilm producer,$eeditor of moving 
image work. 
=700  1\$aLopez, Carmen Elsa,$efilm director,$escreenwriter,$efilm producer,$eeditor of 
moving image work. 
=710  2\$aCows in the Field (Firm) 
  
=LDR  02710cam  22003854i 4500 
=001  17352202 
=005  20130219093613.0 
=008  120615s2013\\\\nyua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\c 
=010  \\$a  2012024618 
=020  \\$a9780415641074 (hardback) 
=020  \\$a9780415641081 (paperback) 
=020  \\$z9780203076330 (e-book) 
=040  \\$aICU/DLC$beng$cICU$erda$dDLC 
=042  \\$apcc 
=050  00$aML2080$b.M82 2013 
=082  00$a781.5/46$223 
=245  00$aMusic in science fiction television :$btuned to the future /$cedited by K.J. Donnelly 
and Philip Hayward. 
=264  \1$aNew York :$bRoutledge,$c2013. 
=300  \\$axviii, 228 pages :$billustrations ;$c24 cm. 
=336  \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=490  1\$aRoutledge music and screen media series 
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
=505  00$tMusic in The twilight zone /$rJames Wierzbicki --$tTime warp : sonic retro-futurism in 
The Jetsons /$rRebecca Coyle and Alex Mesker --$tJohn Williams' music to Lost in space : the 
monumental, the profound, and the hyperbolic /$rRon Rodman --$tHearing the boldly goings : 
tracking the title themes of the Star Trek television franchise, 1966-2005 /$rNeil Lerner --
$tWhimsical complexity : music and sound design in The Clangers /$rPhilip Hayward --
$tSchizophrenic chords and warm shivers in the stomach : the "new astronautic sound" of 
Raumpatrouille /$rGuido Heldt --$tTelevision's musical imagination : Space: 1999 /$rK.J. 
Donnelly --$tThe sound of civilization : music in Terry Nation's Survivors /$rDerek Johnston --
$tRematerialization : musical engagements with the British TV series Doctor Who /$rPhilip 
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Hayward and Jon Fitzgerald --$tBabylon 5 : science fiction, melodrama and musical style /$rLouis 
Niebur --$tThe work of music in The age of steel : themes, leitmotifs and stock music in the new 
Doctor Who /$rDavid Butler --$tLost in music : Heidegger, the glissando and otherness 
/$rIsabella van Elferen --$tVisual effects in Sanctuary : the reparative function of sound in low 
budget science fiction series /$rLisa Schmidt. 
=650  \0$aTelevision music$xHistory and criticism. 
=650  \0$aTelevision music$xAnalysis, appreciation. 
=650  \0$aScience fiction television programs. 
=700  1\$aDonnelly, K. J.$q(Kevin J.),$eeditor. 
=700  1\$aHayward, Philip,$eeditor. 
=830  \0$aRoutledge music and screen media series. 

  
5.    Watch for relator terms (relationship designators) 
RDA makes more extensive use of relationships and thus makes more use of relator terms in name and 
title headings. 
 
Appendices I-L of the RDA Toolkit outlines the use of relationship designators and highlights the 
integration of FRBR in RDA.  Note that there is a separate set of relationship designators for FRBR Group 
1, 2 and 3 items. 
 
Hint: See appendixe I.2.1 in the RDA Toolkit 

=LDR  01420cam  2200385 i 4500 
=001  17479561 
=005  20121017113018.0 
=008  120929s2011\\\\ilua\\\j\\\\\\000\0\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2012472005 
=020  \\$a9781450813730 
=020  \\$a1450813739 
=040  \\$aDLC$beng$cDLC$erda$dDLC 
=050  00$aQA113$b.C3725 2011 
=100  1\$aCarle, Eric,$eauthor$eillustrator. 
=245  10$aCount to 10 with animal friends /$cillustrated by Eric Carle. 
=246  3\$aCount to ten with animal friends 
=264  \1$aLincolnwood, Illinois :$bPublished by Louis Weber, C.E.O., Publications International, 
Ltd.,$c[2011] 
=300  \\$a14 pages :$bchiefly color illustrations ;$c30 cm. 
=336  \\$astill image$2rdacontent 
=336  \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$3book$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=337  \\$3sound board$aspoken word$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=490  0\$aPlay-a-sound 
=500  \\$aOn board pages with electronic sound maker and dry-erase marker attached. 
=521  1\$a3 years + 
=650  \0$aCounting$vJuvenile literature. 
=650  \0$aZoo animals$vJuvenile literature. 
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=650  \0$aSound effects books$vSpecimens. 
=650  \0$aBoard books$vSpecimens. 

  
6.    Watch for differences in transcription 
 
In contrast to AACR2, abbreviations are often spelled out in RDA records (see Appendix B in the RDA 
Toolkit) and many fields apply a take what you see approach to record text as it appears on the resource 
(see 1.7 in the RDA Toolkit).  Another example of transcription differences is the elimination of the rule 
of 3 and the use of “*et al.+”, instead transcribing all authors (See 2.4.1.5 in RDA Toolkit) 
 

=008  120326s2012\\\\caua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\\ 
=010  \\$a  2012010910 
=020  \\$a9781598844962 (pbk. : acid-free paper) 
=020  \\$a1598844962 (pbk. : acid-free paper) 
=024  8\$a40021084494 
=035  \\$a(DLC)  2012010910 
=040  \\$aDLC$erda$beng$cDLC$dYDX$dBTCTA$dYDXCP 
=050  00$aZ666.63.F73$bJ56 2012 
=100  1\$aJin, Qiang$c(Librarian) 
=245  10$aDemystifying FRAD :$bfunctional requirements for authority data /$cQiang Jin. 
=260  \\$aSanta Barbara, California :$bLibraries Unlimited,$c[2012] 
=300  \\$aviii, 134 pages :$billustrations ;$c26 cm. 
=336  \\$atext$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$2rdacarrier 
=490  1\$aThird millennium cataloging 
=520  \\$a"This book provides a basic explanation of the Functional Requirements for Authority 
Data (FRAD): A Conceptual Model that helps readers create RDA authority records"--$cProvided 
by publisher. 
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
=650  \0$aFRAD (Conceptual model) 
=650  \0$aName authority records (Information retrieval) 
=830  \0$aThird millennium cataloging. 
  
=LDR  01544cam  2200325 i 4500 
=001  ocn802321717 
=003  OCoLC 
=005  20130222231856.0 
=008  120727t20122012nyua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\d 
=020  \\$a9781461452683 
=020  \\$a1461452686 
=035  \\$a(Sirsi) ocn802321717 
=035  \\$a(OCoLC)802321717 
=040  \\$aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dUKMGB$dYDXCP$dBWX$dGSU$dCaOBAGC 
=050  \4$aLB1050.46$b.A87 2012 
=245  00$aAssessing Literacy in Deaf Individuals :$bNeurocognitive Measurement and Predictors 
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/$cDonna Morere, Thomas Allen, editors. 
=260  \\$aNew York :$bSpringer,$cc2012. 
=300  \\$axvi, 268 pages :$billustrations ;$c25 cm. 
=336  \\$atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
=505  0\$aRationale and participant characteristics -- Cognitive functioning -- Academic 
achievement -- Linguistic functioning -- Further analyses and translational implications. 
=520  \\$aThis major contribution to improving education for the hearing impaired provides 
psychometric data for the deaf across numerous neurocognitive measures and introduces an 
inclusive test toolkit for assessing their academic skills and cognitive functioning. 
=650  \0$aReading$xAbility testing. 
=650  \0$aDeaf$xEducation. 
=650  \0$aDeafness$xEducation measurement. 
=700  1\$aMorere, Donna,$eeditor. 
=700  1\$aAllen, Thomas,$eeditor. 

  

A note on hybridization 
 
While it will be covered in further detail in an upcoming release, we are now working in a hybrid 
environment and the hybridization of RDA and AACR2 records is something to watch for as well.  
 
Hybrid environment:  In this case, the representation of multiple bibliographic standards in one 
database. With appropriate software updates, RDA and AACR2 records can co-exist quite nicely in the 
same database, as have original AACR and AACR2 records. 
Hybrid record:  A non-RDA record where RDA elements have been added to enhance it. 
• The following guidelines for creating acceptable hybrid records are based on the Report of the PCC 
Post-Implementation Hybrid Bibliographic records guidelines Task Group and the OCLC RDA Policy 
Statement, effective March 31, 2013: 
Ø  RDA access points may be added to an AACR2 record, 
Ø  Relationship designators may be added to access points in non-RDA records, e.g., 100$e author; 
100$e editor 
Ø  It is acceptable to add content-media-carrier fields (336/337/338) to non-RDA records 
Ø  You may convert 260 field to 264 if desired 
Ø  You may add complete statements of responsibility in lieu of “et. al.” 
Ø  DO NOT mix conventions in one record (e.g. do not add abbreviations to RDA records) 
Ø  DO NOT add GMD (245$h) when cataloguing/re-cataloguing records as RDA 
Ø  DO NOT create hybrid access points 
  
• Note: In its document, the PCC Post-Implementation Hybrid bibliographic Records Guidelines Task 
Group states “adding or editing data element in legacy records that reflect RDA conventions would 
cause no harm, and could result in positive changes, making bibliographic records easier for end users to 
read and interpret.” 
 

 
 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/PCC%20RDA%20guidelines/Post-RDA-Implementation-Guidelines.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/PCC%20RDA%20guidelines/Post-RDA-Implementation-Guidelines.html
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/PCC%20RDA%20guidelines/Post-RDA-Implementation-Guidelines.html
http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html
http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html
http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html
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Summary 
 
Whether verifying vendor records or looking for records for copy cataloguing, watch for the key 
identifiers of RDA records including: 
·         LDR position 18 = i for ISBD punctuations 
·         MARC field 040 contains subfield $erda 
·         Presence of fields 264, 336, 337 and 338 
·         Use of relator terms to express relationships 
·         Differences in transcription and use of abbreviations 
  

=LDR  01544cam  2200325 i 4500 
=001  ocn802321717 
=003  OCoLC 
=005  20130222231856.0 
=008  120727t20122012nyua\\\\\b\\\\001\0\eng\d 
=020  \\$a9781461452683 
=020  \\$a1461452686 
=035  \\$a(Sirsi) ocn802321717 
=035  \\$a(OCoLC)802321717 
=040  \\$aBTCTA$beng$erda$cBTCTA$dUKMGB$dYDXCP$dBWX$dGSU$dCaOBAGC 
=050  \4$aLB1050.46$b.A87 2012 
=245  00$aAssessing Literacy in Deaf Individuals :$bNeurocognitive Measurement and Predictors 
/$cDonna Morere, Thomas Allen, editors. 
=264  \1$aNew York :$bSpringer,$c[2012]. 
=300  \\$axvi, 268 pages :$billustrations ;$c25 cm. 
=336  \\$atext$btxt$2rdacontent 
=337  \\$aunmediated$bn$2rdamedia 
=338  \\$avolume$bnc$2rdacarrier 
=504  \\$aIncludes bibliographical references and index. 
=505  0\$aRationale and participant characteristics -- Cognitive functioning -- Academic 
achievement -- Linguistic functioning -- Further analyses and translational implications. 
=520  \\$aThis major contribution to improving education for the hearing impaired provides 
psychometric data for the deaf across numerous neurocognitive measures and introduces an 
inclusive test toolkit for assessing their academic skills and cognitive functioning. 
=650  \0$aReading$xAbility testing. 
=650  \0$aDeaf$xEducation. 
=650  \0$aDeafness$xEducation measurement. 
=700  1\$aMorere, Donna,$eeditor. 
=700  1\$aAllen, Thomas,$eeditor. 

  

For further reading: 
  
Canadian Library Association., Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (Great 
Britain), Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA., & American Library Association. (2010).  
RDA toolkit: Resource description & access. Chicago, IL: American Library Association. 
MARC 21 format for bibliographic data. April 2013. http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/ 
OCLC RDA Policy Statement. March 31, 2013. http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html
http://www.oclc.org/en-US/rda/new-policy.html
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PCC guidelines for the 264 field. June 11 2012. http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-
Guidelines.doc 
  
Program for Cooperative Cataloguing. (2013) Report of the PCC Post-Implementation Hybrid 
Bibliographic Records Guidelines Task Group. 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/RDA%20Task%20groups%20and%20charges/PCC-Hybrid-Bib-Rec-
Guidelines-TG-Report.docx. 
  
RDA in MARC. October 2012. http://www.loc.gov/marc/RDAinMARC.html 
 
 

H.4 RDA CORE  
 

H.4.1 What is RDA Core? 
 
The Joint Steering Committee defines RDA core as a minimum (core) amount of data needed for an RDA 
bibliographic or authority record and highlights the most essential elements and relationships as set out 
by FRBR/FRAD. These elements should be recorded whenever the data is available. Some of the 
elements are considered “core if” and should be recorded whenever the data meets a certain situation. 
Used alone, RDA core will: 

-          Identify and describe a manifestation 
-          Relate the manifestation to the appropriate work and expression 
-          Relate the manifestation to the creator 
-          distinguish it’s form  from other same or similar name manifestations 
-          provide one subject relationship 

WARNING* RDA core is not meant to be comprehensive and can be less effective if used alone in that it 
does not fulfill all FRBR/FRAD user tasks. 
 

H.4.2 The Bibliographic Record and FRBR 
 
Although a bibliographic record contains elements that describe all four FRBR Group 1 entities (Work, 
Expression, Manifestation, Item), it is chiefly the ‘manifestation’ and the ‘item’ that we are describing 
when we create a bibliographic record because the record primarily reflects the attributes of the 
iteration/version/publication in hand (what is produced, published and distributed to libraries). 
In addition to describing a particular manifestation (e.g., edition, publication, etc.) and item, a record 
can also include entities that describe the original “work” (the idea that inspired the item in hand), as 
well as its direct “expression” (e.g., form of text, language).  Entities relating to work and expression can 
be recorded in the bibliographic record to distinguish the resource from other similar resources and to 
help in user search and retrieval. 
 
Therefore it is useful to keep in mind the following FRBR Group 1 entity relationships: 
 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/documents/264-Guidelines.doc
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/RDA%20Task%20groups%20and%20charges/PCC-Hybrid-Bib-Rec-Guidelines-TG-Report.docx
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/rda/RDA%20Task%20groups%20and%20charges/PCC-Hybrid-Bib-Rec-Guidelines-TG-Report.docx
http://www.loc.gov/marc/RDAinMARC.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/RDAinMARC.html
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The FRBR Model (Functional 
Requirements for Bibliographic 
Records) A presentation by Barbara B. 
Tillett 
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/frbren
g.pdf 

 
This diagram by Barbara B. Tillett demonstrates the hierarchy that exists with entity relationships and 
their reciprocity. Remember that a bibliographic record exists at lives on the manifestation level and 
may be exemplified by multiple items (copies) in the collection. A work can be realized through many 
expressions, which in turn can be and embodied in more than one manifestation.  But, but an item can 
only exemplify one manifestation based on this hierarchical relationship.  All items that exemplify a 
particular manifestation must share the same content and carrier. 
 

H.4.3 RDA Core and FRBR/FRAD 
 
Finally, it is essential to consider the relationships between Group 1 entities (work, expression, 
manifestation, item) and Group 2 entities (persons, families, corporate bodies as MARC fields are 
populated in a bibliographic record. Attributes that describe Group 2 entities (persons, families, or 
corporate bodies) help users find and identify those who are responsible for some aspect of the 
creation/production of a resource.  Attributes/characteristics for Group 2 entitles (persons, families, or 
corporate bodies) are designated in FRAD (Functional Requirements for Authority Data), and become 
access points in the bibliographic record. 
 

1XX = person, family, corporate body, work, expression 
130/240 = work, expression 
245-264, 490 = manifestation RDA CORE 
300 = expression, manifestation RDA CORE 
Other 3XX = work, expression, manifestation RDA CORE (338, 362) 
5XX = work, expression, manifestation, item RDA CORE 
700-730 = person, family, corporate body, work, expression 
760-787 = related work, expression, manifestation 
8XX = work, expression, manifestation 

Taken from FRBR, Marc, RDA Library of Congress Module Trainees Manual Slide 7, Sept. 2012 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/frbreng.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/frbreng.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/frbreng.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/frbreng.pdf
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For many of the items we catalogue, most of the RDA core elements are recorded at the manifestation 
level, and are captured in the following MARC fields: 245-264, 490, 3XX fields, 500.  
 

H.4.4 The RDA Core Elements in MARC Format 
 
007 Carrier Type (see 3.3.1.2 in Toolkit) & Extent (see 3.4.1.3 in Toolkit) - except serials 

020 / 022 etc. Identifier (see 2.15.1.2 in Toolkit) 

245 Title Proper (see 2.3.1.2 in Toolkit) 

245 Statement of Responsibility (see 2.4.1.2 in Toolkit) 

250 Edition Statement (see 2.5.1.2 in Toolkit) 

264 Publication Statement (see 2.8.1.2 in Toolkit) 

264 Production Statement (see 2.7.1.2 in Toolkit) - for unpublished manifestations 

300 Extent (see 3.4.1.3 in Toolkit) - except serials 

338 Carrier Type (see 3.3.1.2 in Toolkit) 

362 Numbering of Serials (see 2.6.1.2 in Toolkit) 

490 Series Statement (see 2.12 in Toolkit) 

542 Copyright Information (see 2.7.1.2 in toolkit) 
264 (Core if) Distribution Statement (see 2.9.1.2 in Toolkit) - if there is no publishing statement 

264 (Core if) Manufacturing Statement (see 2.10.1.2 in Toolkit) - if there is no publishing or distribution 
statement 

264 (Core if) Copyright Date (see 2.11.1.2 in Toolkit) - if neither the date of publication nor the date of 
distribution is identified 


